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ABSTRACT 

An innovative regime combining native culture and democracy in community fisheries 

management has crystallized in New Zealand. While researchers have looked into co

management of natural resources between communities and governments, and various 

studies have isolated indigenous ecologies on one hand and highlighted environmentalism 

in modem society on another, no substantial research has gauged the opportunities for 

indigenous peoples and the wider citizenry of democratic-capitalistic societies to 

collaborate as cultures in concert with the environment. This study establishes an 

international context for such an assessment and explores a national foundation for this 

cooperation based on tribal heritage and democratic institutions pertaining to 

environmental law. The primary research, involving local experimentation, concerns the 

viability of the novel cooperative endeavor called Taiapure-local fishery. I discovered in 

the principal trial communities in the North and South Islands that its design is compelling 

if properly understood. Yet the salience of the regime is hampered by external pressures 

from the commercial fishing industry, control by central government, and by internal lack 

of solidarity and trust. I conclude that human relationships and the leadership of local 

people are the keys to success of the New Zealand model and its wider dynamics. 
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I 
FORECAST: 

GROWING PROBLEMS; 
A NATIVE AND CIVIL SOLUTION 

This thesis argues that an environmentalism based on native culture and democratic 
citizenship offers humanity a way of peaceable belonging in the modem world. 

The notion of indigenous peoples and westernized societies working together as 
custodians of the environment may give rise to skepticism, particularly over the 
dominant society's willingness to transform its ideology to correspond with another 
way of being. In his writings about Native American wildlife relationships, Calvin 
Martin concludes, 

The Indian's was a profoundly different cosmic vision when it came to interpreting 
Nature -- a vision Western man would never adjust to. There can be no salvation in 
the Indian's traditional conception of Nature for the troubled environmentalist ... we are 
confronting here an alien ideology of land-use which is antithetical to the central 
dogmas of Christianity. And I simply cannot imagine how the two views are capable 
of reconciliation. The receptor society will tend to keep the alien form ... separate 
from ... the analogous form ... The traditional native ideology of land-use will not be 
acceptable to, and is incapable of adoption by, Western man (1978, 187; citing 
Barnett, 1940 and 1942). 

This questioning poses another quandary: viz, whether indigenous peoples have 
the disposition to join with their western counterparts. After a recent history of little 
choice in the matter, many indigenous people feel indignant about integration and claim 
that to survive as a distinct culture they need to maintain isolation or self determination. 
Others have assimilated or been acculturated to the extent that they have forgotten their 
roots and live unaware of the potential for mutuality. 

The argument for collaboration that unfolds in this thesis is more promising 
because the cultural change being advocated is interactive. The western world cannot 
be expected to take on a completely different mentality, just as indigenous people 
should not be forced to discard their heritage and assimilate into the mainstream of 
society. Such change is unjust in one case and unrealistic in the other. At the other 
extreme, obstinacy and determination not to change is neither constructive nor 
conducive. to meaningful existence. For better or worse, indigenous peoples are 
surrounded by a preponderant modernity. The challenge is to embrace its elements in 
ways that enhance cultural integrity. Likewise, the western world has the evocative 
challenge to adapt its prevailing culture to other ways: E Pluribus Unum. This thesis 
affirms that a dynamic equilibrium, where members of indigenous and westernized 
cultures are receptive to and resolute about change for the common good, is the civilized 
and appropriate way forward. 
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Seemingly disparate cultures share the global environment. While they may 
have contrasting conceptions of the natural world, and make use of nature differently, 
both need it to survive. To flourish, neither side can deny its dependency on earth and 
the biosphere. As John F. Kennedy stated during the Cold War, reaching out to 
Russian and US citizens alike, "We all breath the same air." In this spirit, 
environmental cooperation offers grounds for so-called 'incompatible cultures' to 
develop an occupation to pursue together. The emphasis on environment in this thesis 
is not a ploy to engender unison among cultures nor a pitch to save the planet. The 
planet can heal itself as long as human beings give it the chance. The fundamental issue 
is humanity's temperament in relation to the web of life. For an invigorating existence, 
all of us need to calm ourselves in light of gross impacts, use natural entities and human 
capabilities wisely, and cooperate with nature and one another. 

It would be arrogant of advanced western societies to think that they have 
realized a peaceful state of affairs locally and in terms of global influence. It would be 
hubris if a modern civilization was closed-minded to and inconsiderate of different 
ways of life because of steadfast pride in its own linear track of development. 
Reciprocally, it would be wise of indigenous peoples to go beyond tribalism and be 
open to the attributes of others. Humankind, regardless of racial, ethnic or national 
identity, needs to advance to a new level of association in order to live in harmony, and 
it is argued that community spirit amidst cultural diversity will quicken the 
commencement. What underlies the argument is that we are inherently more united than 
separated in the environment. The over-riding point is that by collaborating we will 
mature as cultures and civilization. 

The thesis assesses the salience of cultural collaboration and environmental 
cooperation, while also attempting to bare the steps necessary to reach common ground. 

This opening chapter recognizes that environment and cultural relationships are 
not as they should be and, rather than promulgate maintenance of the status quo, 
prescribes community innovation. A methodology for framing, evaluating and 
following the proposed path of regeneration is presented in chapter 2. 

The next chapters, which concern a foundation for environmental and cultural 
partnership, are about fostering mutual respect between cultures. A way to achieve this 
is by making overtures to the compatibility of each culture on its own terms. In chapter 
3 substantial attention is given to an indigenous people's cultural heritage in the natural 
world. Reaching· out in this way is respectful. It is also wise, because lessons of 
genuine fellowship come from traditional epistemology and experience. Chapters 4 and 
5 address historical changes associated with colonization 1 and opportunities emerging 
as legal and political outgrowths of democratic society. The concentration in this case is 
on the native cultural inclusiveness of modern environmental laws, with emphasis on 

1 While the thrust of the research will draw upon ways that indigenous cultures and westernized societies can 
be mutually employed for the betterment of humankind and the environment, it will be important to not dwell 
on but be honest about the disharmony in relations that has persisted. It is not overlooked that the latter has 
expanded at the expense of former. 
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insights about cooperation that spring from a legacy of egalitarianism and freedom. 
Collaboration with world views and customs that are integral, and with public 
institutions that are receptive to and transformed by diversity, could be viable and 
constructive for all parties. 

After these perspectives have been specified and the foundations laid, the next 
chapter and the two case studies will evaluate how human temperament and 
management might improve through cooperative regimes based on tenets of indigenous 
culture and wider society's citizenship. The exemplar is cross cultural community 
governance of in-shore fisheries. The precipitating research addresses the conceptual 
framework of this particular policy (chapter 6). In the case studies (chapters 7 and 8), 
attention is paid to working realities, prospects and challenges of this customary and 
novel team-work. 

The conclusion attempts to bridge the gulf between possibilities for and actuality 
of antipodal cultures being at equanimity with each other and the surrounding 
environment. To reach that concert will require keeping sight of the dream. "Among 
the aboriginal people was a sense of responsibility that was continually renewed by the 
visions of Dream-time through which people were restored to unity with heaven and 
earth (in Bodely, 1988, 304). Making the dream into reality in this world happens once 
we cross the bridge, where "the art of association then becomes ... the mother of action" 
(de Tocqueville, 1961, 140). 

THE DILEMMA OF EXPANSIONISM 

Expansion has persisted despite evident disruption of the environment and native 
cultures. The United States in the mid-nineteenth century heralded its "Manifest 
Destiny" and extended its frontier westwards to the Pacific coast. One manifestation of 
this expansion was near extinction of the buffalo and simultaneous submission of the 
Plains Indians (Vescey, 1980, 33). Around the world, intense industrialization has 
taken place in under two centuries, generating mass production, rapid capital formation 
and escalating output of consumer goods. But it is estimated that 50 million tribal 
peoples died as industrial nations expanded between 1800 and 1950 (Bodely, 1988). 
Furthermore, the wake of this growth has been unprecedented pollution -- the tainting 
of water, dirtying of air and altering of climate. The pervasive impact of these human 
outputs is still being realized. For example, Inuit people, who have lived intimately 
with the Arctic environment for thousands of years, are reputedly falling through areas 
of sea ice which have been softened by global climate change. Chairwoman of the Inuit 
Circumpolar Conference, Rosemarie Kuptana, called on the material growth societies of 
the world "to consider the fate of the Arctic and the impact your lifestyles are having on 
us." 

With advanced technology and expanded trade, a new stage of growth is 
underway where the arena is the entire globe. Infringement on biological and cultural 
diversity continues, as revealed in a Mapuche Nation speech on the subject of Chile 
becoming a fourth partner in the North American Free Trade Agreement: 
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We ask where the West is going with [its] monopolizing mentality ... Now they are 
robbing our greatest treasure and calling it intellectual property. Eighty percent of all 
medicine supplying humanity comes from indigenous peoples' plants and knowledge, 
but nobody recognizes (Counsel of All the Lands, Inaugural Speech). 

The wider phenomenon is recognizable as, stated bluntly, "civilization's 
'progress' destroys the environment as well as other peoples and cultures" (Bodely, 
1982, vi). Fundamental to such accusations are the interwoven factors of population 
growth, consumption and natural resource monopolization. If their levels were not so 
great and their implications so worrying it is doubtful that 'progress' would have such a 
dark connotation. So far, however, the facts are grim. Population has increased to 
nearly six billion people, more than tripling since 1900, and it is expected to reach ten 
billion half-way into the next century. The rate of increase is most acute among 
developing countries. Consumption also has reached new heights, which can be 
attributed mainly to the wealthy nations. The North American population consumes, in 
resource-use terms, what India would consume if it had over 12 billion people 
(Paehlke, 1989, 72). "It is painfully evident that overall level of resource consumption 
is highly correlated with the degree of industrialization" (Fluck, 1983, 253). The 
beneficiaries of such growth are the wealthiest 20 percent of the world population; this 
privileged minority earns 80 percent of global income and accounts for nearly 80 
percent of the burden on the earth's ecology (Korten, 1993, 3). 

Systemic exploitation of natural resources, renewable and non-renewable, is 
largely due to the accelerating demands of humans and their consumption patterns. 
Their impact on the environment is not difficult to fathom. "Over-exploitation of natural 
resources and ecosystem degradation are now progressing throughout the earth at an 
alarming rate ... [to the point where] carrying capacities are, therefore, easily exceeded" 
(Klemm, 1985, 259). 

The effect of the pressures of modern civilization on indigenous peoples is less 
well known and requires elaboration. "Resource appropriation", "resource 
exploitation" and a pervading "culture of consumption" are principal causes of the 
demise of indigenous peoples (Bodely, 1982, 4-8). These allegations are exemplified 
in an analysis of recent Native American history. For Native Americans, the crucial 
issue involves land and natural resources (Vescey, 1980, xii). Dispossession from 
their tribal homelands prevailed during colonization and throughout the contact period 
of the 19th century. Dislocation of tribes has continued into this century, largely due to 
outside economic interest in their resources. From 1934 to 1974, for instance, the 
Native American land base south of Canada decreased by nearly 2,000,000 acres, 
largely because of coercion from mineral, grazing and agriculture interests. There have 
been other intrusions onto tribal lands for energy, timber, and water. These resource 
intrusions have scarred the land and the people's dignity (xix). 

A more recent "uprooting" of Native Americans occurred through urbanization. 
By 1980 more than half the native population had moved to the city. The implications 
are, 
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Indians enter the ... cash economy and spend money on needs created by an alien 
culture. The profits return to the .... capitalist cycle. The result has been increased 
alienation from nature and community, and a weakened sense of sovereignty. 

Urban relocation represents the latest, possibly the last, step in the historical 
progression of the Indians' alienation from their natural environments (xxii). 

That brief commentary suggests two, virtually simultaneous, dynamics: firstly, 
physical dislocation stemming from resource exploitation; and, secondly, Native 
Americans experiencing a sense of cultural alienation by their submergence into another 
way of life. Native Americans "in the post-contact period have been displaced 
spiritually as well as physically, or rather their spiritual and physical dislocations have 
been synonymous" (25). Native Americans have said that of the modern "standards of 
materiallife ... the white American way of life threatens Indian existence, directly and 
indirectly, consciously and unconsciously, in the past and in the present" (xxiv). 

Indigenous peoples around the world have faced similar pressures of 
acculturation, assimilation and cultural stigmatization (Dyck, 1985, 237). "Tribal 
peoples would not be asked to modernize if industrial societies learned to control their 
own culture of consumption" (Bodely, 1982, 5). This has not happened, so tribal 
peoples are often driven to give up their traditional livelihoods and pursue the goals of 
the greater society: increased income, a higher standard of living, greater security and 
physical comfort as well as western education and health. Yet indigenous peoples in 
general have not obtained these benefits, despite their forced transition into the 
"civilized" arena. Quite the contrary, in fact. They have been the poorest of the poor 
by World Bank standards, and the single largest group most deprived of basic needs, as 
reported by the United Nations. Conventional economic indicators of progress in 
modern civilization-- such as Gross National Product, and per capita income-- tend to 
discount the environmental impacts involved (The Ecologist, 1972, 65-66; Gore, 1992) 
and disregard the disproportionate outcomes for indigenous peoples. The prominent 
measures of growth do not gauge the quality of life for native cultures, and are often 
inversely related (Bodely, 1982, 150). Further, consumer-oriented, industrial societies 
tend toward standardization, centralization and the "dreariest possible uniformity" 
(Ecologist, 1972, 64) whereby the divergent norms of indigenous peoples are 
frequently discounted . 

The experience of the Ainu people attests to the hardship of preserving cultural 
integrity amidst a Japanese society that prides itself on homogeneity and is responsible 
for a "persistent and systematic attempt to assimilate the Ainu out of existence" 
(Davidson, 1994, 130). In 1993, only one hundred Ainu spoke their native language, 
and that in a population of nearly twenty five thousand people. In a century, the 
number of Japanese on the Ainu homeland island of Hokaido has risen from twenty 
thousand to five million. The Ainu language is one of several cultural traits, values, 
customs and beliefs jeopardized by increased urbanization and other intrusions of the 
predominant society. The statement of an Ainu woman named Chikap Mieko, reveals 
the plight of her people: "We've been denied our dignity, starved spiritually, and left to 
grope about in Japanese society .... for being different we're persecuted ... Our existence 
as Ainu, an indigenous people, is totally denied" (129). 
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The exhortation above, with implied reference to Japan and America, blames 
much of the disrupted well-being of indigenous peoples -- as well as their ecological 
woes -- on the restless expansion of modern civilization. The following statement 
clarifies the argument: "the predominant economic strategy, based on maximization of 
profits and wrapped in the ideology of human progress, has imposed a strong tendency 
towards the technological unification of the cultural diversity of the human race, 
displacing their traditional practices, depleting their natural resources and degrading 
their quality of life" (Leff, 1985, 259). The challenge, beyond recognizing the age old, 
unceasing and intensifying dilemma between a western style of growth and cultural and 
natural well-being, is to confront the expansionist ideology and realize viable 
reconciliation. 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND TRIBAL VOICES 

More than a quarter century ago, indigenous peoples and environmentalists each took 
the initiative to advance change. Dynamic, grassroots movements -- characterized by 
public protest, political and legal organization, and local and international activism -
sprung to life and have evolved to the present day. 

Environmental Movements 

A re-energized environmental movement began with the publication of Rachel 
Carson's Silent Spring about the detrimental impact of pesticides. That book, 
appearing in 1962, and the Limits of Growth, written by MIT scientists ten years later, 
symbolized the citizenry's concern for a healthy and stable environment. Intense public 
participation in the 1970 Earth Day was followed by World Environment Day, which 
was announced two years later at the Stockholm Conference on the Human 
Environment. A new level of concern and activity emerged in the 1970s, harnessed by 
the public campaign against the abuses of industrial society. The hallmark of the 
modern green movement was the generation of environmental groups termed Non
Governmental Organizations. 

Greenpeace -- originating in 1970 from a protest against nuclear testing off the 
Alaskan coast -- is a noteworthy example. That organization has mobilized around the 
world to bear witness to and scrutinize excessive pressures on marine life and other 
bounties of the earth. Presently, with a membership of over five million people, offices 
in twenty countries and annual revenues at one hundred and fifty million dollars, 
Greenpeace is the world's largest and best endowed environmental organization. It is 
involved with numerous scientific, legal, educational and multimedia endeavors as well 
as demonstrations. Besides Greenpeace, there are many organizations -- local, 
national, regional and international (World Conservation Union-IUCN, Nature 
Conservancy, World Resources Institute, World Wildlife Fund for Nature) -- all of 
which have contributed to a new environmentalism and involved extensive public 
participation. Within the twelve countries of the European Union, for instance, more 
than ten million citizens are involved in environmental groups (Paehlke, 1995, 244-
247). 
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The green movement has become so sophisticated and intertwined with the 
mainstream in recent years that it is now part of everyday societal discourse. Non
Governmental Organizations are increasingly professional and aligned with the 
establishment, soliciting financial contributions and tailoring to the donors as well as 
employing prevailing lobbying strategies. The movement is more institutionalized and 
politicized of late -- illustrated by the advent of ministries for the environment, 
burgeoning national environmental laws, and the rise of green parties (a feature of most 
OECD countries). More resources are being committed worldwide and new concepts 
such as sustainable development are being deployed to address environmental 
problems. This global green activity is evident in major policy reports, such as Our 
Common Future by the Bruntland Commission in 1988, and assemblies like the UN 
Convention on Environment and Development (the Rio Earth Summit) in 1992. 
Interest in the environment is widespread and seen in ecology programs at schools and 
universities, household recycling, and even green labels in the marketplace. 

Determination of Indigenous Peoples 

Indigenous peoples have been true survivors, demonstrating persistence in a 
history of oppression, deprivation, marginal status, and acculturation. They have gone 
beyond merely surviving an alleged status of poverty, reaching deep within themselves 
in their attempt to flourish. While theirs is an age-old and ongoing quest, a vigorous 
movement has surfaced in the tail end of the twentieth century. Having lost so much, 
there is obviously much they seek to regain: language, ceremony, customary beliefs and 
practices, social livelihood, spiritual and physical health, economic self sufficiency and 
stability-- to mention a few of the many objectives. What indigenous peoples seek 
most from the powers that be are their lands and self determination over their lives; 
these are the driving forces of their unison and activism in the contemporary struggle 
for revival. 

For indigenous peoples, the 1970s were times of uprising, mobilization, 
political and legal organization. The year 1975 marked the formal inauguration of the 
World Council on Indigenous Peoples (WCIP), a body with the official status of a 
Non-Governmental Organization of the United Nations. The first General Assembly 
was held that year in British Columbia on Nootka tribal lands. Fifty-two delegates, 
representing the indigenous peoples' organizations of nineteen countries, attended. The 
second General Assembly, held two years later in Swedish Samiland, issued a major 
declaration consisting of fundamental principles (such as "the right to maintain our 
culture, language and traditions in freedom") and fourteen basic rights (stressing rights 
to territories and autonomy) (Bodely, 1982, 187). 

Two symbolic events of this period were the Dene Declaration of 1975 in 
Canada and the Outstation Movement in Australia. The former was an insistence -
countering state pressure for oil development-- that the Northwest Territory (Prudhoe 
Bay region) be recognized and that they be permitted to exercise self determination and 
control over their traditional lands (Dyck, 1985, 8-10). The Supreme Court decision in 
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British Columbia, led by Judge Thomas Berger, supported the Dene people's claim and 
ruled to delay oil exploitation in their lands for at least ten years. That significant ruling 
in North America was precipitated by several years of legal and political confrontation 
in Australia over aboriginal claims to land which had never been fully resolved by 
government overtures, such as the 1973 Aboriginal Land Rights Commission and 
Aboriginal Land Rights Act of 1976. Rather than wait for government and legal 
process to support their position, groups of aborigines left government posts and 
reserves for the heartland, to re-establish their traditional ways of life on their ancestral 
lands. By 1978, 148 of these "outstations" were underway. The movement, as an 
Aborigine asserted, was the "most visible manifestation of ... revival" in Australia 
(Bodely, 1982, 183). 

Indigenous peoples throughout the world are involved in causes to re-establish 
control over their communities and traditional territories as well as to confirm political 
and legal rights (Dyck, 1989, 16). The United Nations has been an important vehicle 
for this movement through publicity, increased pressure on national governments, and 
expressions of solidarity. In 1982, the Working Group on Indigenous Populations 
(WGIP) -- an organ of the UN Commission on Human Rights -- was established to 
enhance dialogue between governments and indigenous peoples and to develop 
standards of protection. An outgrowth of this body is the Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples, including an affirmation of unqualified right to self-determination, 
something which the UN and most member states have been reluctant to confirm 
(Poynton, 1996, 42). Recent international activity includes the 1992 World Conference 
of Indigenous Peoples on Territory, Environment and Development (where the 
delegates determined to "walk to the future in the footprints of our ancestors"), the UN 
Year for the World's Indigenous Peoples (1993), and the subsequent International 
Decade of Indigenous People (1994). These occasions were accompanied by a host of 
national stirrings, events, organizations and actions at the regional and local levels; all 
are significant manifestations of the tenacity of indigenous peoples to persevere in their 
claims (Davidson, 1994, 3). 

A PATH HOME 

Indigenous peoples and environment movements have both made enormous strides in 
the past quarter century. However -- to use Robert Frost's maxim -- there are miles to 
go before we may rest assured that we have adequately addressed the environmental 
and cultural dilemmas posed by modern civilization. While a sense of environmental 
awareness has been incorporated into mainstream thinking, human disruption to the 
earth's carrying capacity escalates from unrelenting consumption and population 
growth. Political leaders and the wider public have resisted fundamental change. This 
reluctance is exemplified by the results of a poll in 1991 in Toronto which showed that 
almost 90 percent of Canadians had concern for the environment, but only 20 percent 
were willing to make a lifestyle change to protect it (Harries-Jones, 1993, 43-45). 

Indigenous peoples' awakening has not been institutionalized or internalized to 
attain a level of public concern compatible with that of the green movement. "The 
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ability of aboriginal communities to discover effective means of articulating- their 
interests vis-'a-vis the nation state [is] a chronic concern and an essential condition for 
their survival as aboriginal communities" (Dyck, 1989, 238-239). In a meaningful 
sense, "indigenous peoples know what they want, but there is a real problem in 
realizing their objectives" (Bodely, 1982, 170). 

This cultural and the environmental dissatisfaction is neither native nor natural in 
our basic humanity. The gravity of such unsatisfied hope comes down to the relentless 
speed of development and the mass of people artificially driven and anxiously forging 
ahead. What is the endgame of the mainstream growth that consumes modem society? 
In terms of the prevalent capitalist economy, the aim is profit. For those who make it 
there can be comfort and even the sense of prosperity. There is nothing wrong with 
those expectations per se, but as central organizing principles of society they produce 
emptiness and overwhelming alienation. 

People seldom pause to recognize where this highway is leading. Most are 
living unaware of the disharmony forwarded by the linear progression and the 
dependency caused along the way. Fast and furiously we fade out of touch with peace. 
Ironically, privatization and the free market economy are touted as inevitable remedies 
to quell these symptoms. Proponents of the status quo say that the invisible hand of 
capitalism has empowered the people and instilled independence. They condemn the 
laziness of the times and criticize government's overtly social and regulatory manifestos 
for holding society back from its place in the sun. However, intuition tells us that, 
while there is no real salvation in a government-run state of human affairs and lazy 
humanity is a contradiction in terms, there is much more to stand up for than 
invisibility. Everyone-- neither individually for self interest, nor selectively by survival 
of the fittest, but together -- bears the burden and carries the flame of vision. 

The focus of this discussion is on wealthy nations with advanced capitalist 
economies and democratic governments because they are the "major contributors to the 
problem" (Bowers, 1993, 16) and the most opportunistic harbingers of solution. Only 
with exemplary leadership responding to the calls of indigenous cultures, the 
environment and that quiet voice in us all can modem societies begin to consider 
themselves at home. 

It will take an uncomfortable and unselfish hike to reach this place. We need 
not race along the invisible road of capitalism nor be driven by government to get there. 
A path for healing society's accelerating alienation, and for bringing home the last 
quarter century of indigenous peoples' and environment movements, is a genuine 
collaboration of the trilateral dynamics in longing. An alliance of indigenous 
community and civic society in the management of the commons offers a way to forge 
ahead. The world's native cultures, together with natural heritage, represents a 
relationship that has been vastly misunderstood and neglected in contemporary society 
yet remains in customs that can connect us all. The democratic laws and spirit in 
westernized societies are adolescent still but offer enduring foundation for a free and 
fair concert to arise. Joining these ways in cultural collaboration and cooperation with 
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the surrounding environment may provide meaningful coexistence for distinguished 
peoples. A cooperative, whereby "ecological regeneration and cultural integration 
become interrelated processes" (Leff, 1985, 261), signifies a creative way of being for 
the common good of indigenous cultures, wider citizenry and local environments. 

Well-Being of Indigenous Peoples 

There are significant reasons why participating in environmental management 
can be rejuvenating for indigenous peoples. The motive is conveyed by Leon 
Shenandoah, the Tadodaho of the Six Nations of Iroquois in North America. He said, 
"Nature: that's our religion, our way of life" (Vescey, 1980, 2). That statement 
recognizes the essential value of the natural world for his people and helps explain the 
profound interest in maintaining a relationship with native homelands. "The first and 
fundamental need for tribal cultural...viability is ... habitation in and use of traditional 
land areas...The traditional land base holds important symbolic and emotional meaning 
for tribal people. It is a repository for ancestral remains, group origin sites and other 
sacred features closely linked to tribal economic systems" (Goodland, 1985, 16). 
Mohawk Indians in New York City and the Micmac in Boston, for instance, endure 
urban life by returning regularly to traditional homelands to reinforce their cultural 
identity and affirm their native ways (Vescey, xxiv). Julio Carduno, a Mexican Indian 
leader, stated at a gathering of South American peoples, "perhaps what most unites us 
is ... our land [which] .. .is the support of our cultural universe" (Bodely, 1982, 167). 

Wildlife resources and natural environments have been similarly characterized as 
"the source of life" for indigenous peoples (Vescey, xviii) and represent another 
illustration of nature's sacred and practical importance. This is not a superseded 
phenomenon but is very much of the present, as indicated by the following words of 
the Chippewa of Wisconsin. "Most Chippewa people today have modern life-styles, 
but the use of wild resources remains important both culturally and economically" 
(Bushian, 1989, 173). Indigenous peoples rely on wildlife for nutrition, clothing, 
shelter and utilities. They also show a spiritual affiliation with and affinity for wildlife. 
The buffalo dance by native plains Americans symbolizes such a cultural relationship. 

Dancers dressed as buffalo actually become the buffalo in the process of masking and 
acting like the animals. Simultaneously, the purpose of the dance is to lure the 
beasts in order that Indians can kill them and to thank the buffalo for giving 
themselves up to humans, for providing humans with continued life. The dance, and 
other Indian natural rituals, were polysemous expressions of a fullness of emotions 
and uses" (Vescey, 17). 

The potential for cultural stimulation in the domains of nature has been well 
documented. One instance is the Austurias of Spain. There the local people 
ceremonially recall their rural heritage-- in forms of cultivation based on communal 
livelihood such as "Sextaferia" and "Andecha" -- to enhance current agricultural 
activities. Their case suggests that "acti~ity in, upon, and for the commons is an 
investment that is reproductive and regenerating because it maintains the pathways by 
which regeneration and reproduction can take place. It provides an arena for the 
celebration and reproduction of cultural commonalties and it promises enduring and 
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interactive commitment" (Fernandez, 1987, 285). Another instance involves the 
Shoshone and other local tribes and their traditional beliefs about Yellowstone National 
Park. This allusion sheds light on the interrelations of religion, nature and culture by 
showing the respect, awe, even fear, that these people hold for the natural world of the 
Yellowstone geothermal region. Nature is powerful there in shaping notions of taboo 
and housing spirits and deities. In effect, their environment generates creativity within 
native cultures and embodies fundamental human beliefs. (Hultkrantz, 1954, 64; 1979, 
223). 

Besides stimulating cultural and social processes and providing emotional and 
practical sustenance, the environment can also be personally rejuvenating and politically 
empowering. Indigenous governance of ecology and wildlife represents a local form of 
determination, a key objective of revival movements. Resource management in this 
sense serves as a mechanism for restoring an indigenous people's sense of freedom by 
providing the opportunity to determine their livelihood (Pinkerton, 1989, 26), 
suggesting a way to develop esteem through "a sense of ... responsibility"(Pinkerton, 
1994, 2366) and allowing the local people to reassert themselves (McCay and Acheson, 
1987, 32). Vivacity of indigenous peoples through environmental governance is 
implicit in the Inuvialuit Final Agreement: an arrangement entered into between the 
Canadian government and the aboriginal Inuit people of the western Arctic. "One of the 
most important issues in what is comprehended and achieved within the Agreement is 
the role of expression in management of the rights to self government of aboriginal 
peoples. This involves, in particular, the perpetuation of their knowledge, values and 
traditions upon which any meaningful self government must rely" (Doubleday, 1989, 
221). 

Local People 

An opportunity for self determination is compelling, but it may be more 
dynamic and relevant for indigenous peoples to engage in determination of the 
environment with fellow local people of the western world. The above benefits may 
still apply in this scenario. An additional rationale for pursuing such shared resource 
management involves life-long education. Tribal and western peoples can learn from 
each other new techniques and accustomed ways for utilizing and taking care of the 
environment. Furthermore, joint ecological and ethnological endeavors attract the wider 
public -- as illustrated by the popularity of native game parks in Southern Africa 
(Garibaldi, 1995). This interest enables varied employment opportunities for local and 
indigenous people: from management to tourism education (Johannes, 1982, 261). It 
also represents a chance for indigenous peoples to make their message known more 
widely and effectively by engendering honest recognition of and respect for their 
cultural integrity in the modern world (Clad, 1985, 54). "More generally ... resource 
development.. .imposed on indigenous peoples with little or no recognition of local 
resource claims ... illustrates the prioritizing of national -- or state -- over local 
interests ... Of course, majority peoples are also affected, and they may face processes of 
marginalization not very different from those of indigenous minorities" (Howitt, 1996, 
19). All these people have an interest in joining together to ward off state or industrial 
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pressures dictating their lives. At stake is a sense of empowerment and cross cultural 
education for present and upcoming generations. For many indigenous peoples, too 
often their own youth are drawn away and lose their identity and customs. Other 
children may not develop a solid cultural foundation. Through a cross cultural 
occupation in environmentalism, local people in communities can engage children in the 
heritage of the place, provide them experience with human relations, and develop in 
them ways to make customary and contemporary contributions to the commons 
(Freeman and Carbyn, 1988, 6; Pinkerton, 1989, 17). 

Another Way with the Environment 

Not only do indigenous and other local people stand to be invigorated by their 
hands-on environmental decision-making, but also the condition of the environment can 
be improved through their active management. "[L]ocal community resource 
management may be seen as promoting ecologically sustainable use of the 
environment...and [the] cultural sustainability of the local population" (Berkes, 1989, 
23). How the environment can be so regenerated through native cultural and local 
processes will be discussed in relation to three fundamental issues: 1) local level 
ecological expertise; 2) communal systems concentrating on renewable wildlife and 
sustaining habitats; and 3) strategies for human survival (Klee, 1980, 283). The 
arguments put forward reflect the pragmatism evident in indigenous peoples' 
environmental capacities (Freeman and Carbyn, 1988, preface). The arguments tend to 
substantiate the statement that local people, "native populations and national resource 
managers are appropriate allies" (Brownrigg, 1985, 33). Because there is much 
available knowledge about existing, western developments in ecology and resource 
management, the focus below is on less widely known indigenous systems. 

Experienced Ecologists 
Many indigenous commumtles developed an acute sense and integral 

understanding of their environments. One reason for this is their experience of 
subsistence (Klee, 1980, 1). A close connection with, and direct reliance on, their local 
domains for nutrition and other life needs has led to a profound knowledge of local 
ecological processes. As contemporary studies in many Pacific Island nations indicate 
(Chapman, 1985, 217-230), environmental knowledge of this kind has significant 
utility. Research into customary tenure systems in Papua New Guinea, for instance, 
shows that wildlife management is enhanced by the determination of native 
communities because of their ability to offer flexible, locally appropriate and 
ecologically sensitive initiatives (Eaton, 1985, 184). Other studies, such as marine
based native communities in Micronesia, Polynesia and eastern Melanesia highlight the 
sophistication of traditional knowledge. 

Several centuries of contact with continental colonizers have eroded their traditional 
knowledge and skills, but what remains still constitutes an encyclopedic reservoir of 
practical sea lore -- knowledge that has been described by one team of marine 
biologists as being 'of a stupefying richness, and at times of such precision that the 
corresponding poverty of our own conceptions makes inquiry very difficult' 
(Johannes, 1982, 258). 
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Recognition of the extent and value of traditional ecological knowledge has not 
only surfaced in the Pacific island nations of Oceania, environmental conventions, 
organizations and policies give credence to and promulgate this kind of knowledge 
worldwide. The Chairman of the Commission for Environmental Planning of the 
International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) 
states: 

If living resource conservation for sustainable development is to be achieved in many 
areas of the global village, administrators, planners and conservationists must take 
into account the very large reservoirs of traditional conservation knowledge and 
experience within local cultures that provide a significant basis for sound 
management policies and planning actions (Jacobs, 1985, vii). 

The origins of international interest in indigenous peoples' environmental 
know ledge date to the 1972 Convention Concerning the Protection of World Cultural 
and Natural Heritage. Since then the IUCN has taken the lead in this area by 
establishing ( 197 5) a Working Group on Indigenous Know ledge Systems and by 
holding (1981) the 15th General Assembly on this subject. Indigenous communities 
are internationally recognized to be essential to maintaining ecological processes. 
Recognition of local cultures' ecological expertise was generated by the 1992 UN 
Conference on Environment and Development. Its strategy document, Agenda 21, calls 
on all nations to strengthen the participation of indigenous people in the formulation of 
environmental policy and to "involve them in resource management" because 
"indigenous peoples have developed over many generations a holistic traditional 
scientific knowledge of their lands, natural resources and environment." Another 
product of the Rio Summit is the Convention on Biological Diversity which calls on all 
parties to "respect, preserve and maintain knowledge, innovations and practices of 
indigenous and local communities embodying traditional lifestyles relevant to the 
conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity." 

Recognition of Renewable Resources and Habitats 
Besides their ecological expertise, numerous indigenous peoples have the ability 

to maintain native species and their habitats. Two cases exemplify this dynamic: the 
Gwinch'in people of the American Arctic and the Sami of Norway. Sarah James, a 
Gwinch'in community leader, emphasizes the close relationship: "caribou are not just 
what we eat; they are who we are. They are in our stories and songs and the whole 
way we see the world. Caribou are our life. Without them we would not exist" 
(Davidson, 1994, 30). The people live by the rule that one should kill a caribou in 
times of need, pay tribute and show gratitude to the animal's guarding spirit and 
provider, and use as much of the animal as possible. In addition, Gwinch'in take 
special care to protect caribou calving grounds. Such habitats are crucial, they believe, 
in enabling the wildlife to replenish and sustain healthy populations for later seasons. 
An example of this attentiveness is a harvest ritual of allowing the first band of caribou 
to appear in the spring to pass undisturbed on its migration to the breeding grounds 
(28). 

In like ways, the Sami of Norway associate with reindeer and practice a 
characteristic form of pastoralism. Even amidst concentrated reliance on the reindeer, 
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there has been no historical evidence of overgrazing. (Freeman and Carbyn, 1988, 49). 
Two reasons are given for the successful management of renewable resources. A 
cultural institution called siida creates cooperation between the pastoralists and their 
reindeer, whereby the animals are steadily relocated to grazing areas, based on kinship 
relations. The second explanation is that the Sami are mindful of the link between the 
reindeer and pasture: its seasonal variability, carrying capacity, and suitability for 
calving (50-51). 

The Gwinch'in and Sami examples illustrate intuitive cooperation among users, 
and knowledge of living resources and their niches. They show special attention to 
habitat and breeding grounds. The importance of this trait is expressed in the following 
quotation about fishing grounds. "There is little point in planning the recovery and 
increase of local depressed stocks if in the process a community cannot protect the 
habitat on which the stocks depend for spawning and rearing (Pinkerton, 1989, 9). 

Benefiting the Commons 
Contemporary trends in natural resource management theory lend additional 

support for involving indigenous communities in local management regimes. Most of 
these theories offer an alternative to Garrett Hardin's assertion that a common pool of 
resources will be destroyed by its users unless there is privatization or a tightly 
regulating state system (1968; see also Hardin and Baden, 1977). One alternative is 
'co-management', where the state works with local stakeholders in the management of 
common resources. This approach is shown to be particularly productive when 
indigenous communities are involved. "There is a growing awareness among those 
wildlife managers who spend time in native communities that involving native users in 
decision making offers the only way to manage wildlife effectively" (Ocherenko, 1988, 
103). 

A dynamic alternative to a state-run or privatized system is a community-based 
regime for common resource management. The small-scale nature of such a system 
allows people to address the problems of non-excludability (controlling the extent of 
users) and subtractability (governing what individual users take from the resource) 
(Pinkerton, 1994, 2366; Ostram, 1994, 17). Indigenous peoples recognize the need to 
restrict access by users inside their communities (Polunin, 1985, 163; Klee, 1985, 195; 
Gadgil, 1985, 140) and from outside. The Kuna Indian forest reserve in Panama has 
been kept intact for 60 years, with the Kuna people guarding it and carefully restricting 
foreign intrusion (Wilson, 1992; 325). Furthermore, local ecological expertise is 
conducive to efficient rules of resource extraction. Another important consideration is 
how subtractability or free riders may not be a threat to indigenous peoples' societies 
due to their communal nature. Resource management theorists hold that, "aboriginal 
people have a head start on local level conservation because their kinship and territorial 
systems define group boundaries as well the obligations of members to the group" 
(Rettig, Berkes and Pinkerton, 1989, 282). It is also argued that to ease the threat of 
subtractability, a self governing community may need "a long period of adaptation, 
during which [it] could learn by trial and error to live within the carrying capacity of the 
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local environment" (Pinkerton, 1994, 2367). Indigenous peoples have often undergone 
an experience like that already. 

Learning to Adapt and Survive 
Indigenous peoples can contribute to environmental well-being through their 

notions of adaptability and survival. They have for long survived in the environment. 
The Aborigines of Australia were there for more than 50,000 years before other people 
arrived. All "First Peoples" or "First Nations" -- whether inhabiting a region for 
50,000 or 1,000 years before modern arrivals -- have attained a unique status and the 
unrivaled ability to persevere in the environment. "It would seem ... that traditional 
cultures that have succeeded in surviving did so because they were able to adapt 
themselves to stringent ecological conditions" (Klemm, 1985, 246). This adaptability 
to changing environmental conditions over long periods of time may have facilitated 
cultural responsiveness to dynamic natural situations. Julian Steward states: "cultural 
ecological adaptations constitute creative processes" (Steward, 1955, 34-42). 
Imagination and creativity acquired over a long period by native cultures (Hultkrantz, 
1979, 223) can be expected to assist in and enhance resource management. 

Humans have caused unprecedented and irreparable damage to the Earth, and 
indigenous peoples are no exception to this. Native people were the first human 
inhabitants of an area which means they "have been meddling with their own 
environments for quite some time" (Nowicki, 1985, 280); but those who did not adapt 
well or who meddled too much did not survive. Their failure provides object lessons 
for all of us (Klee, 1980, 4). Those cultures that did survive through adaptation, even 
those causing some lasting damage along the way, carry experience valuable to them 
and others. 

It is important to realize that indigenous peoples were not environmental 
perfectionists, as even they would attest. Yet it would be unwise to criticize their non
western ways by applying western standards (McCay and Acheson, 1987, 14). "We 
cannot accept the conception of Indians as conservationists in a modern, Western sense. 
We must understand Indian environmental attitudes on their own terms" (Vescey, 1980, 
9). 

Continuity in Duality 
Their own terms and the history of indigenous peoples suggest a duality 

between anthropocentric intake and bio-centric beliefs, the real and the surreal, about a 
pragmatic reliance on nature and sacred visions of the natural world. Such duality is 
problematic only if pulled in one direction. "By both exploiting and revering nature, 
they carried out a religious symbiosis in which both exploitation and reverence were 
mediated, integrated and enhanced"(Vescey, 1980, 9). This native continuity in duality 
is neglected by progressives as well as conservationists. The dominant ideologues of 
modern society are united in other ways, as Hardin's pessimism -- privatization or 
authoritarian rule -- suggests, and as the following claim indicates: "the rhetoric of the 
ecological romantics and of the hard-nose economists differ; the instruments of 
allocating rights to use are quite similar" (Berkes, 1989). Both camps should realize 
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that a defeatist mentality takes humankind out of the environment, while an egocentric 
outlook makes humans the only variable in the equation. 

What Kind of Humanity? 

The question is what kind of humankind? One based on the current culture of 
consumption is manifestly unnatural and grossly removed from our native roots. The 
current rates of consumption indicate not so much self-sufficiency as an artificial 
dependency on the entire global biosphere (Dasmann in Klee, 1980, 2). "Few, if any, 
industrial nations can now supply from within their own boundaries the resources 
needed to support further growth or even maintain current consumption levels" 
(Bodely, 1982, 4). Furthermore, current consumption patterns would eventually 
saturate finite resources, forcing upon developed societies a de facto and unaccustomed 
reliance on renewable resources (which, if not now depleted, remain generally 
unhealthy) (Fluck, 1984, 252). Essentially, as shown 25 years ago and currently no 
less vexing, the continued pace of our culture of consumption and material growth will 
frustrate the very foundations of our survival (Ecologist, 1972, 15) and undermine our 
capacity for reaching common well-being. 

It is no wonder that these questions from the past still linger like a bad dream in 
our seemingly robust and comfortably advancing societies: 

Culture and consumption have an unprecedented relationship in the modern world. 
No other time or place has seen these elements enter into a relationship of such 
intense mutuality ... Consumption is thoroughly cultural in character. 

The reciprocal truth is, of course, that in Western developed societies culture 
is profoundly connected to and dependent on consumption (McCracken, 1990, xi). 

Despite a deep attachment to consumption, modern societies are not incapable of 
change, although the path ahead will be laden with challenge, insecurity and 
discomfort. Avoiding these off-ramps and moving on down the highway, will 
undoubtedly require ingenuity. For example, "one way we can improve the prospects 
of both longer-lasting human existence and more satisfying human existence is to 
devote more resources now ... toward developing new technology that will result in our 
more and more efficient use of [natural] resources"(Fluck, 1984). 

To believe in this innovation is not altogether a solution and may even pose 
grave problems that escalate in obfuscation. The ends in sight with this scenario should 
be seriously contemplated because, as World Bank economist Herman Daly 
acknowledges, ongoing economic growth, no matter how it is done, is an 
"impossibility theorem" in light of a finite planet (in Korten, 1993, 1; see also Daly and 
Cobb, 1989; Daly, 1996). If this is correct, we should be mindful that by merely 
elongating our comfortable horizon with the help of technology, we are free-riding on 
other living things and the livelihoods of future generations (Partridge, 1980); those 
living further down the road will live in a world of scarcity and be forced to make the 
fundamental choices we avoided . 
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Rather than doing more of the same more efficiently and perpetuating a status 
quo of expansion, the mainstream culture could instead look to raise the value of civil 
society by serving in citizenhood with indigenous people and taking up cultural ways of 
sustenance. A community environmentalism based on tenets of native culture and 
democracy offers hope for common well-being for the specified reasons: by enhancing 
self sufficiency and determination; by focusing on the practical necessities of the local 
habitat and inhabitants, such as reliance on renewable wildlife as opposed to exorbitant 
and indiscriminate consumption of the entire global biosphere; going beyond 
individualism and privatization by freely supporting collective customs and innovation; 
by merging functionalism and spirituality; and by consummating the cooperative with 
an equally humble and empowered existence. 

Devolution by Nation States 

Setting sail on this alternative course, and maximizing more natural winds than 
those prevailing, will call on governments to facilitate. Nation-states arguably still exist 
as the primary power brokers manipulating the domains of indigenous peoples, 
environments and civil societies, despite the vigorous revivals of these camps. There 
has been far less giving-ground in these discretionary ways than there has been yielding 
to the influential rise of multinational conglomeration. National governments still hold 
the most valuable cards, in terms of indigenous peoples' interest in reclaiming vast 
territories of tribal heritage and retaining sovereignty. Similarly, nation states hold the 
ultimate governing authority over natural resource management and environmental 
policy for the public estate. Finally, governments often too gladly fill the void of 
apathy in the civil arena. So it is apparent that for the native and democratic spirit to 
take shape via local management of the commons, the support of and devolution from 
nation states is important. Furthermore, governments must disallow self-serving 
interests of its bureaucracy, status quo forces in the corporate sector, and unfounded 
fears of a mono-culture from debasing this path of change or bullying its proponents. 
By allowing these influences to pervade on account of liberty, democratic 
representatives are abandoning the merit of equal opportunity. 

In the past, the approach to and structure of national management of natural 
resources frequently proved detrimental and ineffective. One example concerns 
fisheries where, "the widely documented disappearance of aquatic species around the 
globe, related to both over fishing and failure to protect habitat does not provide 
reassurance that most nation states are able to manage effectively" (Pinkerton, 1994, 
2367). Government management regimes raise problems on theoretical and practical 
grounds. "Effective hegemony by government resource managers, far from being the 
universal solution, often leads to a worsening of the resource problem by undermining 
a user's responsibility for the resource" (Berkes and Feeny, 1990, 54). A bureaucratic, 
hierarchical, centralized and segmented state system (Oshenko, 1988, 92-95) is out of 
touch with local ecosystems and people. "There is a widening gap between decision 
makers, who determine the nature and extent of resource development, and the majority 
of the people [and] communities who identify strongly with their land" (Baines, 1984, 
358). 
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One result of such inefficiency has been an unintentional opening to alternative 
forms and approaches of commons governance, as shown by the case of British 
Columbia, where the province's inappropriate salmon fisheries management led to 
Kwakiutl Indian community resource activism. By 1977, the situation had reached 
such a pass that the Nimkish Band on Vancouver Island closed the salmon fishery to 
allow fish stocks to replenish. That action was not only a challenge to the state policies, 
which had led to over-commercialization and exhaustion of salmon stocks, but also 
offered a way forward and contributed to better management. However, since 1977 
merely an informal and de facto co-management system has been established between 
the Nimkish Band and the government, yet it relies on the initiative of the regional 
government manager versus charging the local people to captain an effective course. 
The policy development was further constrained by its overarching control and 
determination coming from Vancouver or Ottawa. (Pinkerton, 1987, 344-367). 

This case shows that Nation State authorities may not recognize their 
administrative weaknesses or the resource problems to which they contribute, may not 
take proper account of the feedback and performance that localities offer, and may not 
devolve their powers accordingly. 

Uplifting a native culture and citizenry commons "supported rather than 
undermined" by government and private interest-- could be "the key" to environmental 
well being (Usher, 1987). If government served as the facilitator/catalyst of resource 
cooperatives rather than the standard commander/controller (Pinkerton, 1994, 2367) 
there could be promising cultural horizon as well. The "Outstation" movements of 
indigenous peoples could become "In-station" whereby native-civic communities 
become vibrant hubs of democratic association an nesting grounds fostering cultural 
belonging. "Planners ... should ... help preserve certain fundamental natural and cultural 
foundations on which the productive potential of the ecosystems and the cultural 
integrity of a human society rely" (Leff, 1985, 269). 

Government can be a facilitator of the customary and novel regime but not the 
arbitrator of its success. At the end of the day, at least for the time being, we the people 
are the key to nurturing the rise of the indigenous community and civil society 
cooperative. 
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II 
METHODOLOGY 

You take something that is important to you, something that you have brooded 
about. You try to see it as clearly as you can and to fix it in a transferable 
equivalent. All you want is the clean statement of the lens, which is yourself, on the 
subject that is absorbing your attention (Stegner, 1992, 227). 

Four linked pillars frame my research: native culture, civil society, democratic law and 
environmental service. These come together as a lawful commons regime managed by 
indigenous people and wider citizenry at the local level. If we are to meaningfully 
pursue this common purpose it will be essential to: 1-2) conjointly learn about native 
communal heritage with the natural world and culturally inclusive tenets of 
environmental law in democratic society; 3) realize the challenges and rewards that 
cooperation signifies; and 4) develop the will to go the distance. 

Cultural modes of looking at the world and the organizing principles of 
humankind are at issue. Primary consideration is given to native culture and that of 
westernized society. Fundamental and ideological differences in how these cultures 
interface with the environment and its inhabitants (human and otherwise) has life 
threatening implications and, as shown in the previous chapter, the tendency has been 
for material growth-conscious societies to overwhelm environment, indigenous culture 
and the soul. Reorienting this imbalance and finding harmony involves facilitation by 
governments, native cultural leadership and invigorated citizenship: a dedicated 
collaboration in common grounds. 

Finding a Niche: Lessons and Departures from 
Known Approaches to Culture and the Environment 

No one discipline encompasses this study's practical and metaphysical 
prodding, but the field of cultural ecology comes close. Cultural ecology looks at 
interaction of humans with their environments, yet practitioners have seen one as an 
agent of the other; the focus is on either humans changing the environment or the 
environment determining human behavior. For instance, Julian Steward, a founder of 
this field of study, emphasized cultural change from humans needing to adapt to the 
environment (1955). Even though there are combinations of environmental and cultural 
interactions, rarely is an integration of the two framed. Such dichotomy is not 
promising for indigenous cultures. A tendency toward rigid and systematic notions of 
ecology is also problematical. This study affirms that "the ethos is still the biggest 
ecological factor of all on the life of the individual" (Darling, 1976, 293) . 

What will be useful for the present study are extensions into beliefs about 
humanity and the environment. One such extension, folk-ecology, has an important 
thrust but only limited academic backing. The literature (such as Richards, 1975; 
Brokensha, 1980; and Salleave, 1994) is directed toward traditional belief systems and 
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practices as dynamic alternative modes for managing environments (Pitt, 1985, 287). 
Another deviation called "ecology of religion", delves into human ideas of nature. The 
view taken here is that "research on man's experience of his environment. .. presents us 
with a world view which may be religious in certain instances, but not always, and 
definitely not in our modern societies" (Hultkrantz, 1979, 223). This notion of a world 
view of nature suggests a specialized literature (see, for instance, Tuan, Man and 
Nature, 1971), and accords with the formal approaches of phenomenology. 
Phenomenological methods such as "actualizing intuition", "seizing essences" and 
absorbing a "stream of pure consciousness" (Husser!, 1982) are applied informally in 
my case to grasp cultural concepts of nature. 

Another useful extension of cultural ecology is human geography. Carl Sauer 
distinguished this field. Although he epitomized a framework of human geography that 
is not conducive to simultaneity-- "Sauer has always been concerned with man's role in 
changing intentionally or unintentionally, the face of the earth in directions determined 
by his immediate needs" (in Sauer, 1963, 4) --Sauer significantly reflected a sense of 
belonging, which also is my goal. In his doctoral dissertation about the Ozark 
Highlands of Missouri he wrote, "the people who moved upon the scene of this account 
are home folks one and all" (3). 

More generally, Sauer considered the "Seashore -- Primitive Home of Man?" 
(300-312). There he contends that a "riparian origin of mankind is most probable, 
whether by the side of fresh or salt water." In pondering living places beside stream, 
lake or seashore, he writes, "no other setting is more attractive for the beginning of 
humanity. The sea, in particular the tidal shore, presented the best opportunity to eat, 
settle ... and learn. It afforded diversity and abundance of provisions .. .It invited the 
development of manual skills. It gave the congenial ecological niche in which animal 
ethnology could become human culture." There, he continued, "all things needful were 
at hand" and "optimum habitat" flourished. "Human society could begin here by 
common interest, not by the dominance of an aggressive leader. .. and exercise of 
power." 

While Sauer's anecdote stresses the commonality and originality of humanity at 
the water's ·edge, other branches of geography address general "man - environment 
relationships" and various "human perceptions and attitudes" regarding landscapes and 
natural resources (Mitchell, 1989, 8-12). But these are not always appropriate for 
cultural understanding. A preferred field for bridging western and indigenous cultures 
is anthropology because of its concern for cultural nuance and acknowledgment of the 
different ways of being. Cultural relationships with the environment, however, are of 
less (at best secondary) concern in the field. Occasionally -- as in the works of Harold 
Conklin (1954, 1967), Charles Frake (1962) and Catherine Fowler (1977) -- there 
surfaces detailed consideration of environment in relation to ethnology. There has been 
a more recent call to move anthropology towards ecology by way of 
"ethnoconservation." The "reason why anthropology is of interest in conservation and 
development is its concern with both the ideas embodied in culture and the often 
minority cultures of the world" (Pitt, 1985, 294). 
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In understanding indigenous peoples' conceptions of their environment, Charles 
Frake gives relevant advice: "we shall have to rid ourselves of a priori biases and 
attempt to learn what the natives consider worth attending to when making decisions on 
how to behave within their ecosystem" (in Hardesty, 1977, 216). This fundamental 
foresight of anthropology is another guiding principal of this study. 

But anthropology is deeply rooted in an ideology from which I depart in this 
study. Cultural relativism underlies anthropology. The central premise is that all 
cultures are equally valid in their own terms. However, there have been recent stirrings 
to prioritize themes within culture. Kay Milton, editor of Environmentalism: A View 
from Anthropology (1993), pushes for the field to embrace environmentalism in the 
quest for a viable future. She highlights, for instance, that different cultural insights 
serve as contributions to "transcultural discourse" (8). The farthest she takes her 
account in relative terms is that anthropologists should advocate environmentalism of 
cultures (11-12). 

While I support such a directive, it does not go far enough from cultural 
relativism for me to stay confined to this discipline. I cannot compromise on the point 
that any culture exhibits proclivity for either human-environmental disruption or 
temperament. Acknowledgment of cultural ways that are more in harmony than others 
is helpful but not enough. What is essential is the ascendancy of these ways over the 
splintering norms. This is a value-laden direction that aims to weed out cultural ways 
of alienation and develop a way of belonging for the world to thrive peaceably. 

While my framework breaks from the libertarian views of anthropology, for the 
sake of engendering a more harmonious cultural existence, it likewise departs from the 
standard discourses of conservation and sustainable development. Admittedly, much of 
the world's natural heritage would be in jeopardy if it were not for meaningful 
conservation efforts. The United States Wilderness Act of 1964 is exemplary. The Act 
represents a "climax of preservationist environmentalism," featuring the extended 
activism of Aldo Leopold and other citizens (Stegner, 1992, 131). But an indicative 
statement in that law reads: "where earth and its community of life are untrammeled by 
man, where man himself is a visitor who does not remain." This high point of the 
movement, nature being selectively kept from man, while necessary given his 
irresponsible behavior and redemptive during his visitations (see Oelschaeger, 1991), is 
discordant with me because it denies the possibility of human communion with the 
environment in everyday life. 

Neither does the strategy known as 'sustainable development' serve as a 
foothold for my study. I hold high regard for the accomplishments of sustainable 
development in such respects as energy efficiency, pollution abatement, clean coal 
technology and recycling innovation. These lessen our impact on the environment, and 
such "sustainable" behavior offers society more resourcefulness for longer-term 
horizons. Ultimately, however, I see sustainable development not as fundamental 
change but as an innovative way to avoid change. Some say this movement discords 
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with the very economic well-being it attempts to foster by questioning how ongoing 
expansion and material growth can be sustained in a finite world regardless of new 
technology and advanced remedial science (Daly, 1996). "Phrases such as 'sustainable 
development' and 'sustainable growth' are used when the real intent is to put off the 
day of reckoning for a few more decades ... [I]n the next few decades, the world will 
need not only bicycles and energy-efficient mass transportation, it will also need a new 
way of thinking ... concentrating on ... spiritual and cultural growth ... maturing 
... restraining oneself...at bottom, recognizing that one is not the center of the world but 
part of something larger" (McKibben, 1996). 

Native Environmentalism 

Beyond cultural relativism (i.e. enabling status quo to prevail), conservation 
(i.e. escaping the human factor) and sustainable development (i.e. giving a green lining 
to humanity's expansion), I focus on another way: native environmentalism. Mere 
environmentalism partially connects the four pillars of the this study by standing for 
environmental citizenship. The term conveys action and change. Robert Paehlke 
argues that environmentalism serves as a progressive political ideology requiring: 

considerable social mobilization to achieve necessary ... adjustments in the habits of 
day-to-day living. These sorts of changes cannot simply be imposed from above; 
they require enthusiastic public participation. Such willingness in turn requires an 
understanding of the real costs of withholding change, which can only develop within 
a process of extensive participation in environmental and economic decision making 
(1989, 282). 

He adds "what is at stake is the meaning of progress ... [E]nvironmentalism suggests 
that our idea of progress is too linear, even arrogant" (211). 

In addition to suggesting a civic sense of activism, environmentalism reaches 
inside the manifestations of behavior and into our environmental outlook. In the words 
of Timothy 0' Riordan, 

environmentalism is as much a state of being as a mode of conduct or a set of 
policies. Certainly it can no longer be identified simply with the desire to protect 
ecosystems or conserve resources -- these are merely superficial manifestations of 
much more deeply-rooted values. At its heart environmentalism preaches a 
philosophy of human conduct that many still find difficult to understand, and those 
who are aware seemingly find unattainable" (1981, ix). 

Ultimately, "environmentalism, then, is about conviction -- conviction that a better 
mode of existence is possible, conviction that Homo sapiens is capable of recognizing 
his dilemmas and taking responsive action; conviction, above all, that a sense of 
collective happiness can infuse individual self interest so that the belief in communal 
good will overcome a fear of personal sacrifice" (O'Riordan, 1976, 300). 

Humans make environmentalism viable, based on substance, values, action and 
respect for life. Cultures make it into a collage of either collision or confluence. 
Joining in environmental service democratic citizenship and native culture, where 
'native,' according to the Concise Oxford Dictionary, means "belonging to a person or 
thing by nature, innate, inherent, natural" and democratic is "of, like, practicing, 
advocating 'government by the people,"' is the essence of what I am calling here native 
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environmentalism. This is my lens, the framework for adopting common cause and 
empowering human nature to achieve harmony with the world. It may seem strange or 
redundant, far-reaching or simplistic, to bring these traditions together. It is said that 
the ways of indigenous peoples and those of westernized societies are worlds apart, 
even when existing in the same nation. But we must not be fooled into apathy, coddled 
with distrust, comforted by cynicism, nor take for granted the common grounds our 
cultures share. "Together, all together they are the instruments of change" (Hulme, 
1994, 4). 

A People and Place 

New Zealand has appropriate societal, environmental and cultural conditions for 
an investigation into native environmentalism and provides opportunities for employing 
it as an instrument of amelioration. New Zealand is among the more prosperous 
nations and has been, like most mainstream western societies, rapidly embracing a 
privatized and free-market economy in a setting of social democracy. Environmentally, 
New Zealand has an unparalleled conservation estate (covering over 23% of the county) 
and leadership in sustainable development (indicated by contributions to the World 
Conservation Strategy in 1981 and the Resource Management Act of 1991). But, as 
Environment Minister Simon Upton admitted, New Zealand is no different from other 
modern societies in the world in terms of environmental pressures stemming from 
development . He said, "We are no cleaner or greener per capita than any other OECD 
country. It's just that we have low population density" (NZ Herald, July 23, 1996). 
Culturally, New Zealand has a mainly European (Pakeha) and westernized orientation-
although there has been an influx of Asian and other Eastern nationalities -- and an 
active Maori culture and heritage that stayed intact until the mid-19th century, when the 
indigenous people experienced a comparatively late stage of colonization. It is my 
premise that viable common grounds and a mature civilization can arise on the tenets 
and institutions of these cultures and in shared environmental occupation. 

As a foundation, the study assesses opportunities for cooperation found in 
customary Maori ways of association within the natural world and inclusion in New 
Zealand's modern political and legal institutions, beginning with the Treaty ofWaitangi 
and culminating with the public affairs of fisheries law and management. From there, 
the prospects of in-shore and estuarine fisheries cooperatives are explored and, finally, 
with insights from New Zealand and innovations internationally, a promising course of 
action is presented. 

An Ethnological Sense of Maori Heritage I 
The first step I follow is using anthropology to understand Maori heritage 

relationships in natural world. The thrust is to see this heritage in its own terms. I 
focus attention on oral history, a prime feature of Maori culture. Most oral accounts of 
earlier times have been documented and translated by non-Maori and are alienated from 

1 It is recognized and appreciated that common practice in te reo is to use a macron to indicate stress but for 
technical reasons this is not done in this thesis. Otherwise, reference is made to Williams, Herbert (1985) 
A Dictionary of Maori Language. Seventh Edition. Wellington: GP Books. 
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the essence. Another limiting factor is that present day Maori do not maintain full 
accounts of their mythology, nature lore and legends. To help ease these problems, I 
focus on the work of Elsdon Best (1856-1931), who was considered a trustworthy 
observer and researcher by ethnologists and Maori alike. 

His credibility is significant and requires notice. Best lived among Tuhoe for 16 
years, acquiring the name Te Peehi (preface, Best, 1982). Best also spent several years 
with other Maori tribes, then worked for two decades at the Dominion Museum in 
Wellington, where he had access to almost every ethnological work regarding Maori 
that had been documented up to his time. He devoted his career to understanding a way 
of life that pre-dated European arrival, and he did this by recording Maori oral history 
and learning through extensive "personal contact with Maori of an older generation" 
(preface, Best, 1974). "His love for these old Maori was returned by them with full 
measure; they gave him their confidence and friendship as to one of their own race" 
(Gordon, 1944, 57). 

Years of close contact enabled him to conceptualize and translate Maori 
epistemology. Best writes, "in order to open the pages of the inner life and thought of 
such folk it is highly necessary to gain their confidence. A long residence in their 
midst, a good knowledge of their language, suppression of ones own opinions and 
beliefs, a quiet and non-critical bearing, [and] a heartfelt sympathy with the feelings and 
prejudices of the people" (1924). Best was exposed to traditional beliefs. As with the 
Tuhoe, "the elders of the tribe would unfold to him their lore, so sacred, so jealously 
guarded that to no one else would they have spoken of old traditions handed down by 
their ancestors" (Gordon, 1944, 55). He was also adept at recording Maori interactions 
with the environment. "Best loved every aspect of nature, and eagerly devoured what 
the Maori told him of how important a part of it had played in their lives, chiefly in 
times of past" (56). 

Another way anthropology suits this phase of the study is the way it refrains 
from sweeping panoramic views. Maori are tribal, and traditionally lived somewhat 
isolated from each other. There were different practices and distinct lifestyles, 
depending on the tribe and its whereabouts. These cultural distinctions are the reason 
why I expand the ethnological consideration beyond Best. I counter-balance numerous 
accounts of tribes in other regions. For the tribes of the South Island, for instance, I 
focus on the work of Herries Beattie, Athol Anderson and Bill Dacker. Yet despite its 
redeeming qualities, the work of Best, along with that of the other anthropologists I rely 
upon, involves subjective interpretation and is at a remove from the genuine heritage. 

Cultural-Environmental Law in New Zealand's Modem History 
With an orally-based and ethnological idea of Maori environmentalism in 

traditional times, the next step is to understand, within a westernized orientation and 
using egalitarian constructs, how remnants of a dynamic fellowship have flowed into 
modernity. The central focus is on assessing how the integral components of Maori 
heritage have been included in New Zealand environmental law and accommodated by 
democratic institutions. The questions I ask are 1) how is New Zealand law and 
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political will receptive to Maori environmentalism, 2) what identifying features compel 
this cooperation, and 3) can Pakeha legal and governing institutions evolve with 
accustomed ways of Maori? 

Concentrating on the institutional legacy of continuity amidst a modern history 
of change serves as additional groundwork for teaching native environmentalism. I 
explore this foundation by first giving credence to the Treaty of Waitangi and the extent 
to which it recognizes mutual respect between Maori heritage and modern society. Of 
particular relevance are provisions in the Treaty's second and third articles for 
rangatiratanga (Maori determination), taonga (treasures or highly valued natural and 
cultural resources), and shared citizenship. I also examine Waitangi Tribunal actions 
that encompass kinds of environmental participation. 

I then look at provisions that allow for modern expression of customary 
environmental affiliations. Leading this is the law that allows Maori of the South Island 
to harvest titi (mutton birds) on Rakiura islands. I look at other harvest entitlements that 
grew out of similar settlements. I consider the development of statutes upholding 
particular culture relationships with the environment: 1953 Wildlife Act, 1987 
Conservation Act (Nga Whenua Rahui), the 1991 Resource Management Act, and 1993 
Historic Places Bill. I then review precedent-setting High Court and Court of Appeals 
cases that adjudicate Maori environmental heritage activity and its perpetuity within civil 
society. Of note here are the partnership inclinations behind some of Justice Cooke's 
decisions, as well as the theory, workability and complementary of the common law 
doctrine of aboriginal title and Treaty-based legality. 

After dealing with the historical background, I focus on contemporary public 
policy enabling cooperation in fisheries law and management. The 1989 Maori 
Fisheries Act and the 1992 Treaty of Waitangi Settlement Claims Act give Maori a stake 
in marine resources as well as the opportunity for their local management. The laws 
originated out of the wide-scale diminution of fish stocks by the early 1980s, and 
subsequent overhaul of the management regime into a quota system. It was mainly 
through privatization of the fish catch at sea (a previously deemed "public" and partially 
indigenous domain) that Maori established their commercial entitlement to fisheries. 
The most relevant feature of these acts for this study is the advent of cooperatives, 
termed Taiapure, giving Maori and other local people in a community the chance to 
employ cultural heritage and innovative citizenship in managing the coastal/estuarine 
environment. It is proposed that this caliber of regime will generate cross cultural well
being and improve environmental management. The cooperatives provide the case 
studies for my research. 

Evaluating In-shore Fisheries Policy 
I initially look at the policy orientation of the Taiapure cooperative movement as 

compared to the wide-scale management of fisheries by the private sector and central 
government. I rely on official documentary evidence to underpin personal interviews 
with principal interest groups and agencies, including the Ministry of Fisheries, Fishing 
Industry Board and Treaty of Waitangi Fisheries Commission. I then report their 
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feedback on and projections for Taiapure. My questions initially concern the period of 
diminished fish stocks, and I concentrate on the decade of reform policies in fisheries 
management, beginning 1986. I consider the environmental performance and 
underlying well-being of the dual privatization and government control systems of 
management versus the commons alternative. And I investigate the meager 
implementation of the local fishery cooperatives in the seven years since their inception 
and determine what is obstructing the policy. 

Another Way in Common 
After interviewing members of central government and fishing industry firms in 

Wellington, I venture to the coast of Wairarapa, where the first Taiapure cooperative 
was established. My intention in visiting this area -- followed by Karitane, where the 
principal South Island initiative has been underway -- is to see whether native 
environmentalism is being kindled through the institution of these fishery cooperatives. 
I employ a methodology that links local ethnology to activism, and the approach I adopt 
is called "community experimentalism" (Fairweather and Davidson, 1986). 

Local participation is the cornerstone of this construct and necessitates learning 
about the place and the people. I rely largely on the perceptions and anecdotes of Maori 
and other members of the community involved in the Taiapure, as well as of those who 
are not supportive. My methods are rooted in observation on and engagement with the 
local people to gauge the possibilities for thriving environmental cooperation. I conduct 
participatory observation of neighborhood ways: such as how people relate with and 
rely on the coastal environment. Furthermore, I give attention to listening to such 
matters as the state of local fisheries. The opening intentions are to "learn local 
meanings" (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994, 242) and to consider Taiapure prospects for 
improving resource management. I elaborate on this subject by visiting with resource 
users (recreational, commercial, customary, and casual) and those who are likely to 
serve on the Taiapure managing committee. These sessions aim to foster practical 
understanding and assessment of commons fisheries management, including solutions 
to subtractability, nonexcludability and invisibility. More substantially, these visits 
encourage committee members and other citizens to express how they envisage 
stewarding the ecological resources of the community in relation to customs and 
modern styles. 

This leads to the second sphere of my community work which extends from 
underlying customary environmental relationships, through historical human 
interactions, to contemporary cultural well-being. An important step is for community 
members to recall and embrace their traditional way of association with the environment 
and their fellowship with the people of the place. This relates to what is called 
'empowering research'. An aspect that I shall follow is to reject the 'cult of expertise' 
and be a catalyst working with local participants to address change (in Lather, 1986, 
72). This relevant step involves heeding a culturally relevant research approach, 
"operationalization of self determination" (G. Smith, 1990; L. Smith 1991; Bishop, 
1991 and 1995). In personal discussion, I stimulate notions of rangatiratanga and local 
responsibility via the communal nature and self reliance of resource management that 
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underpins the Taiapure cooperative. The idea is to delve into a "self" that is founded on 
an integral heritage and a legacy of democracy. 

Before the fieldwork can be consummated, it is important to consider the 
protocol of conducting exploratory research with Maori and others in local communities 
for it raises issues of responsibility and respect. As the researcher, I must be entrusted 
to foster reciprocity through my involvement; community work is considered an 
investment in the long term development of mutual purpose (Bishop, 1995, 8). With 
the help of the Taiapure, I evoke the environmental heritage of Maori and the egalitarian 
legacy of other community members to encourage and enable all to undergo cultural 
development via a cooperative management regime. 

Getting Beyond the Self 
Once discussions with Maori participants and other local people are rooted in the 

inherent "self" and historical memory of congeniality, I concentrate on present day 
"determination." I explore with Maori and other local people implementing their vision 
for the community (including Taiapure). By integrating the spheres of an ecology and 
indigenous culture with the dynamics of citizen activism and community participation, I 
hope to lay the groundwork of cooperation and enable amelioration to proceed. 

My experimenting with this cultural and environmental synergy is empty 
without internalization and responsiveness. Working with indigenous people and 
people of westernized society to reach common ground lacks mutuality until all 
involved are willing to change. Employing a community environmental occupation 
based on cultural interaction may enable adaptation to another way of being, one that is 
relevant and connected to humanity's roots, nature and spirit. 

It is a major challenge to re-orient ourselves to a participatory mode of 
consciousness in a collective capacity with another cultural frame of reference (Bishop, 
1995, 2-6). Even though this changing is not easy, it remains necessary to enable 
maturity in the community. As a Maori educator Richard Bishop revealed, there is 
illumination in moving from a self of alienation toward a way of belonging: 

we do not objectify nature, nor do we subjectify nature, for as we learn our 
whakapapa [genealogy], we learn of our total integration, connectedness and 
commitment to the world and the need to let go of the focus on self. We know that 
there is a way of knowing, that is different from that which was taught to those 
colonized into the western way of thought. We know about a way that is born of 
time, connectedness, kinship, commitment and participation (32). 

Furthermore, joining in common cause is civilized democracy, as an egalitarian said: 

The free institutions which the inhabitants ... possess, and the political rights of which 
they make so much use, remind every citizen, and in a thousand ways, that he lives 
in society. They every instant impress upon his mind the notion that it is duty as 
well as the interest of men to make themselves useful to their fellow creatures ... Men 
attend to the interest of the public, first by necessity, afterwards by choice: what was 
intentional becomes an instinct; and by dint of working for the good of one's fellow
citizens, the habit and the taste for serving them is at length acquired (de Tocqueville, 
1961, 127). 
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In culmination, I attempt to show how to kindle native environmentalism. If we 
are idealistic we may lose touch of the challenges. Employing imagination is key here, 
for it is the way to break through the barriers of change and into the realm of rewards. 
The ongoing worldwide disruption of environment and indigenous cultures, as well as 
alienation of soul in modern society, require this "imaginative search for alternative 
options" (Self, 1981, ch. 11) and keeps the methodology honest. Bringing together the 
wisdom of New Zealand's cultural heritage, law, public policy and community 
development with a worldwide vision for action, directs this work to its conclusion . 
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III 
HERITAGE 

OF MAORI CULTURAL RELATIONS 
IN THE NATURAL WORLD 

BEGINNING 

The heritage of Maori cultural interaction with the natural world is a river full of 
dynamic concepts, singular practices and fundamental beliefs. Indeed, to truly 
understand this traditional association is to be aware of a mentality and way of life 
altogether unique. Delving into accounts and narratives of the past helps illustrate this 
cultural and environmental relationship. The Maori myths about creation, legends of 
ancient ancestors, and nature lore all serve as windows to a particular world view 
(Marsden and Henare, 1992, 3; Best, 1976, 65). While other historical and 
archaeological modes of assessing the natural-cultural heritage will be drawn upon, 
most of the findings in this section spring from oral history and mythology. "Unless 
we try sympathetically to enter their modes of thought, understand their symbolisms, to 
see things as they saw them, and to know them thoroughly and the surroundings in 
which they lived, we will not easily understand this heritage" (Best, 1982, 290). 

There is diversity of heritage depending on the tribal ancestry. No single story 
or over-riding version exists among the many Maori tribes to explain the origins of the 
universe, human affiliations, natural phenomena and the landscape. A unison in the 
narratives, though, is evident in the way they reveal an underlying mythopoetic 
imagination, employ a collective style -- such as the vivacious treatment of nature -- and 
share a common message. It is only fitting to commence the understanding of heritage 
with mythology of creation. Among numerous depiction of the beginning of time and 
space-- generally involving periods of Po (the unknown) and, in higher beliefs, set in 
motion by Io (God and Creator) or Io-taketake (first cause) -- the account by the 
Mataatua tribe of the Bay of Plenty is noteworthy. That version relates the existence 
and early evolution of the universe to tree growth: 

TePu 
Te More 
Te Weu 
Te Aka 
Te Rea 
Te Wao-nui 
Te Kune 
Te Whe 
Te Kore 
TePo 

)( 
Rangi Papa 

(origin, source, root, base, foundation) 
(tap-root; also cause) 
(rootlet, fibres) 
(long, thin, roots, stem of climbing plant) 
(growth) 
(primeval forest) 
(pregnancy, conception, form acquired) 
(sound of creaking of tree branches) 
(non-existence) 
(night; darkness of the unknown) 

(Sky Father and Earth Mother) (Best, 1976, 62). 

Originating from Te Pu and several stages of embryonic development -- "where 
all things are gestrated, evolve, and are refined to be manifested in the natural world" 
(Marsden and Henare, 1992, 8) are the ever important Rangi (Sky Father) and Papa 
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(Earth Mother). They are said to be the primal parents. Their union produces all life 
and phenomena in the world. While some versions of the creation myth mention over 
seventy progeny, the best known are Tane (progenitor of forests), Tangaroa (progenitor 
of sea), Tawhiri (wind and weather), Haumia (wild food stuffs), Rongo (cultivated 
food stuffs), Tu (war), and Ruaumoko (earthquakes). These characterizations are 
suggestive only and not the only associations throughout Maori mythology. All these 
supernatural siblings are submerged in the embrace of their parents until Tane separates 
the two and sets in place the familiar earth and the estranged sky. Among the effects of 
Tane's bold deed are tearful longings between the primal pair, witnessed by falling rain 
and rising mist. Responding to the emotional unease, the offspring overturns Earth 
Mother -- hurihanga a Mataaho -- so that the parents no longer have to gaze woefully 
upon each other. It is said that the trampling of the children on the mother's back caused 
the roughness of the earth's surface. (Best, 1976, 80-7). 

Creativity, nature-play and tribal diversity in Maori myths are seen in the stories 
of how the New Zealand landscape came into existence. Many tribes of the North 
Island refer to Maui's expedition with his older brothers to the depths of the ocean to 
fish. Using an enchanted jawbone from an ancient ancestor and his own blood as bait, 
he catches a gigantic creature, known as Te Ika-a-Maui (the Great Fish of Maui). The 
fish is said to be the North Island of New Zealand, with the tail at the north, the fish
hook at Hawke's Bay, and the South Island represented by the Maui's canoe. 
Furthermore, his older brothers' carelessness, indulging in the flesh without first 
expressing gratitude to the progenitor, resulted in the lashings of the fish -- symbolizing 
the ridges and valleys across the land (Izett, 68). 

South Island tribes have their own account. In Kai Tahu myth, Raki had a 
marriage, prior to Papa , producing several sons who journey to sea by canoe until they 
settle on a reef. There the canoe turns to earth and becomes the South Island: Te Waka
a-Aoraki (the canoe of Aoraki) being the traditional name (Dacker, 1990, 18). Not only 
does the canoe become land but the brothers turn into mountains with Aoraki the tallest. 
Together they are described as ka-ao-tea (white clouds) or simply Aotea, which springs 
the country's classic name Aotearoa (land of the long white cloud) (Beattie, 1945, 61). 

As a preface to narratives celebrating human settlement of Aotearoa, it is 
relevant to mention how human beings originated in mythology. Tane plays an 
instrumental role. In his quest for human progeny he mates with other supernatural 
beings, producing instead his legacy of trees, forests and vegetation that cover Mother 
Earth. He then finds a mortal female element in clay from Papa, and creates, with Te 
Hine ora (the breath of life), the Earth-formed Maid. From Tane joining with this 
earthly creation and their more vigorous daughter Hine-titama (the Dawn Maid), springs 
the human race (Best, 1976, 122; Best, 1973, 17). Clearly articulated here is the 
human kinship with the natural world, which extends from heaven and earth, through 
the descending generations of ancestors, to the living tribes. 

The original home of the early ancestors is called Hawaiki, the wondrous place 
from where the Maori (or Polynesian) tribes made their legendary migrations to 
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Aotearoa (anywhere from 900 to 1400 AD initially). Although several tribes subscribe 
to localized accounts of their descendent voyagers and canoes (Hohepa, 1964, 29), 
there is a "great fleet" tradition that emphasizes a major migration at around the same 
period by the canoes of Te Arawa, Tainui, Mataatua, Takitumu, and Aotea, among 
others (Best, 1974, 29). In one of the migration legends, Toi is deemed the original 
human inhabitant of Aotearoa followed soon thereafter by Rua. Rua eventually returns 
to Hawaiki to tell his extended relatives all about the fruits of the new land: "The 
country," he says, "is a land blessed of Rangi and Papa; bright, clear, soft are the skies; 
green and fertile are the hills and valleys; prolific in food are the seas and forest; whilst 
ever sparkling waters and noble lakes afford delight to the eyes of man--a land it is 
where woman and children ... might live and thrive" (Izett, 1904, 273). 

Realism and Myth 

Such a romantic portrayal suggesting a life of peace and harmony within a 
bountiful environment sets the stage for a "realistic" look at the situation. Surveys from 
archaeology (Leach and Boocock, 1993; Anderson, 1985) and historical geography 
(Grey, 1994) give a more sobering picture of Maori environmental livelihood, 
particularly during earlier periods of settlement (900-1350; 1350-1550). These show 
the early Maori tribes as markedly exploiting this new land and its wildlife. The 
evidence indicates voracious hunting of the big wild game known as moa. Southern 
Maori hunters are held largely responsible for as many as five hundred thousand 
killings of moa and the subsequent extinction of the giant bird. It is shown also that 
thirty-four to forty other birds went extinct in this early history. Soil modification is 
highlighted due to the shifting cultivation of the northerly prevalent kumara crop. There 
are revelations of significant declines in shell-fish in inhabited areas. New Zealand 
wide, there is illustration of changes in the natural distribution of marine mammals, 
especially with regard to seals. Most striking is evidence of pervasive deforestation -
estimated at 20% of originally full forest cover. While natural factors like climate 
variability are cited as potential causes, much suggests that these occurrences were 
incited by humans. A high incidence of burning, then spreading of forest fires 
(especially in drier southern regions), resulted in deforestation and in the demise of 
species dependent on such habitat as well as the silting of waterways. 

The bone of contention with all this ammunition for pre-judging the Maori is not 
that of the moa claimed in more than a hundred and twenty butchery sites found 
throughout the South Island (Anderson, 1985, 10). These are perfectly legitimate 
indicators of activity. The problematic lies with overly distinguishing the mode of fact 
finding from the oral histories of the people themselves to the point where there is a 
tendency for cultural misunderstanding. The potential for such a divide is heightened 
when the scientific findings are proceeded with statements like the following: 

what people say they do and what people really do in practice ... do not immediately 
coincide ... This distinction between perceived and actual behavior is very important...Until 
recently, almost all knowledge which has been accumulated has been of the indirect kind which 
relates to beliefs and perceptions. It is part of what is more generally called oral history 
(Leach and Boocock, 1993, 6-7). 
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It certainly can be perceived from such discourse that a culture's oral history is 
idealistic, symbiotic, unreal, and thus of "indirect" relevance whereas scientific history 
-- with a finger more directly on the pulse of truth and all its disharmony, and by 
dutifully revealing reality however unpleasant -- is more enlightened. 

It is important not to get too carried away in these divergent, stereotypical 
directions, because they are inaccurate. Maori traditional perceptions and beliefs of 
themselves and human behavior expressed in myth are not simply flattering and 
harmonious. And the reality of the scientific history on Maori environmental activity is 
more progressive over the long term than the initial facts indicate. 

Realism is deeply rooted in Maori oral tradition, as seen by the characterization 
of Tu and that of fire. Maui's interaction with Mahuika, the great ancestress of fire, is a 
case in point. Disregarding his mother's advice to "not praciice ... your tricks on your 
forbear" (Best, 1982, 348), Maui sets out to steal the fire carrying embers (represented 
as finger nails) of Mahuika. After Maui cajoles her into giving him nine of her ten 
powerful possessions, his trickery is exposed on the final try. Furious at this deceitful 
stunt, Mahuika sets ablaze the landscape, scorching the earth with the advancing 
flames, and nearly burning to death the instigator. Maui managed to survive, however 
not without the consequence of making fire common and naturally available to humans 
(Izett, 1904). In a version of the myth, "the fleeting fire is said to have been rejected by 
the trees hinau, rata, kahikatea, rimu, matai, and miro trees, these trees would not admit 
it" (Taylor in Best, 1924, 97). There is a similarly connoted customary saying that 
goes: "'Ka tahuna te ururua ki te ahi e kore e tumau tonu ki te wahi i tahuna atu ai 
kaore, ka ka katoa te parae' (When bushwood is set fire to the fire does not confine 
itself to the place where it was kindled, no, the whole countryside takes fire)" (Best, 
1977, 28). Here are straightforward accounts in Maori oral tradition of turbulence in 
nature that can be caused by them and acknowledgment of the natural disrespect of fire. 

Realism is apparent, furthermore, in the creation myths. Tane's successful 
separation of Rangi and Papa anger some of the brothers, particularly Tawhiri-matea 
(god of wind and storms). In protest, Tawhiri joins the sky and, with vengeance, he 
wages a long war of fierce weather directed at Tane and the other supporting cast on 
Earth. Many of the brothers flee to escape the storm. Tangaroa's bounty of fish, for 
instance, seek shelter in the sea while another of his kind hide as reptiles in the forest. 
These unexpected guests disturb Tane of the forest, who responds by attacking 
Tangaroa with a fleet of canoes made of trees; Tangaroa counters in tum by thrusting 
mighty waves to shore. Meanwhile Tu is the only brother who does not flee but 
persists to stand firm against the onslaught of bad weather. Since his siblings abandon 
him in this (ongoing) battle, Tu seeks revenge against them. He does this through 
mankind by exploiting his brothers' offspring of wildlife -- taking the birds and fruits 
of the forest, the fish of the sea and the crops on land. 

This is a particularly relevant sample of the numerous mythological accounts 
depicting feud rather than peaceful solitude in natural relationships. Tu's deeds are 
revealir1g. It is said that Tu in this episode sanctions man's use of nature's bounty 
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(Patterson, 1992, 18). But an even stronger impetus is in effect. Tu is not god or 
father of man but more of an uncle in the family tree. More directly he is representation 
of war expressed in mankind. With this forceful and combative role in mind as well as 
Tu's circumstantial vengeance, man's licensed intake of nature has a more aggressive 
and raw essence. This is an important aspect of traditional Maori relations with the 
environment which should not be swept under the table nor considered as an only child. 

The mythopoetic illustrations of the primal, exploitative instinct may be helpful 
in understanding elements of behavior of the early period of Maori settlement 
throughout Aotearoa. A characterization that fits more generally is combining this facet 
of voracious nature use with another notion from the same creation myth -- that of 
persistence amidst humility -- and applying the entire conceptualization to a complete 
history of Maori life. In the myth described above, Tu controls nature in one sense (i.e. 
exploiting his brothers' domains) while at the same time nature humbles him, as seen 
by the insurmountable winds and storms of Tawhiri (Yoon, 1986, 27-30); in this 
confine, he is resigned to endure what he cannot ultimately conquer. These interwoven 
concepts of exploitation, fragility and endurance are evident in Athol Anderson's 
archaeological history of the southern Maori called When all the moa - ovens grew cold. 
In this intriguing account, Anderson shows the initial adaptations of Maori to a southern 
land which was too cold to steadily grow the customary kumara crop. He labels 
southern Maori as "masters of the art" of food preservation which, he says, served as 
an important means of resource maximization and local stabilization (21-22). He later 
describes that the early inhabitants after "living beyond their means" faced such 
demeaning consequences as economic depression and population decline (27). Coping 
with scarcity of resources and environmental change, considering the decline of major 
food stocks like the Moa and retreat of forest, is cited as an increasing burden into the 
16th century (26). 

From this phase onward, Anderson's account indicates how the people of this 
period persevered and made do with resources available to them; his archaeological 
evidence from the South Island shows that the Maori there became more reliant on 
resources such as the sea as well as more mobile to maximize use of widespread and 
seasonal food reserves (46). The seasonal mobility is illustrated by the existence of 
small resource camps, both inland sites -- for fowling, ti (cabbage tree/fern root) 
gathering and freshwater eeling -- and coastal. ones for fishing (35-36). A good 
example of the invigorated dependency on marine life and also of a characteristic 
stamina is the taking of barracuda. Barracuda served as the most prevalent fish 
resource and the bulk of sea-food taken by Maori (Anderson, 1986, 42). They 
employed a creative technique for catching the fish consisting of selective thrashing of 
pa, a wooden bone and lure instrument, upon a school of barracuda. The system 
known as kaihau munga proved an effective and lasting means of securing sustenance 
from the sea and is indicative of these times of cultural adaptation through endurance 
(Ngai Tahu Sea Fisheries Report, 1992, 63; Anderson, 1986, 42 & 46). 

These are only a few instances of "multiple adaptations" (Grey, 1994, 93) 
found in a scientific history whereby traditional Maori wedded concepts of exploitation 
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and perseverance. This history shows Maori environmental life becoming more 
dynamic and stable as in their evolving resourcefulness, and concludes that "by 17 69 
they had developed a great fondness for the natural environment" (81). A picture 
begins to unfold, through the help of myth that is real as it is ideal and a science that's 
bitter-sweet. "After possibly more than a thousand years of living in Aotearoa, and 
despite mistakes, the pre-European Maori had come to understand the relationship of 
one resource to another and each to the environment as a whole" (Muriwhenua, 1988, 
46) and were wise enough to know their journey was still beginning. 

HARVESTING 

In understanding the traditional Maori environmental relationships, it is imperative to 
give attention to their most practical and ongoing affiliation: kai (food). The reliance on 
the natural world for nutritional sustenance should not be -- and certainly was not -
taken for granted. The Maori spent the majority of their time and energy procuring and 
producing food from the environment -- the feature of this segment -- as well as 
preparing and preserving it for future use. The Maori "were directly dependent for life 
on the forest, seafood, and the cultivation of the soil" (Firth, 1972, 70). These three 
areas of resources were pivotal and will be highlighted. Tribal groups were involved 
differently in these resource bases, depending on their locations. Aotearoa's variable 
climate and inconsistent landscape accentuated the diversity among tribes in this 
department (Firth, 1972, 49). Distinctive tribal specialization in food gathering were 
apparent as fowling by Tuhoe in the North Island's elevated forest, kumara cultivating 
by Pouerua-affiliated tribes in One Tree Hill (Auckland) and fishing by Kai Tahu in 
Otakou (Otago Peninsula) (Best, 1952, 178). While tribes had singularity in their use 
of the resource realms of earth, ocean and forest, Maori commonly relied on all of these 
variously and interchangeably based on seasonal shift, migration (Grey, 1994, 116) 
and exchange. 

Preserves of Papa 

It is suitable to embark on customary food sources with focus on kumara, 
because this is the crop that the Maori originally brought with them on their journey 
from Hawaiki, as the oratory goes. In the legendary "Emigration of Turi" (an ancient 
ancestor of Whanganui Tribes) comes the genesis of the sweet potato crop in Aotearoa. 
Turi and company arrive in the North Island with only eight seeds of the valued crop. 
They proceed to set up a farming site called Hekeke-i-Papa whereby they cultivate the 
seeds while singing: "Break up the ancient goddess earth; we speak of you, oh, earth! 
but do not disturb the plants we have brought hither from Hawaiki." With Papa's 
support, the initial eight seeds are ultimately harvested as eight hundred baskets full of 
kumara. (Sir George Grey, 1929, 162). 

Kumara was certainly the most significant of all cultivated food stuffs (others 
included uwhi-yam, hue-gourd and taro). A Maori, inspired by prospects of abundance 
and deterred by the over-bearing labor required for tougher grounds, "was naturally a 
good judge of soils." Besides the requirements of soil, climate often determined 
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success or failure, anywhere south of Banks Peninsula was deemed unsuitable for the 
crop. The season for cultivating was roughly September to November. The processes 
of cultivation included loosening the soil, forming small mounds and, therein, 
distributing seed-tubers; the kairumaki (planter) would carry out the planting process. 
Given the right conditions, the crop proved bountiful and served as a key source of 
nourishment for Maori. (Best, 1974, 177-190). 

In the creation mythology, Rongo is the progenitor of Kumara and other 
cultivated foods. He, along with his brother Haumia (wild foodstuffs), is endangered 
by the frantic storms and winds of Tawhiri. Seeing her children vulnerable to this 
eminent threat, Papa places them under her breast, beneath the Earth's surface; by her, 
they are safeguarded and thus available to mankind (Yoon, 1986, 27; Grey, 1929, 6). 

Haumia's earthly progeny are the food stuffs, often called fern-root. Aruhe 
(edible rhizomes) and ti (tap-root of the cabbage tree) were the most prominent of this 
native food supply. These were a staple and ever present tribal source of nutrition. 
"Fern-root was viewed as strong, sustaining food." Even Charles Darwin, expert in 
survival and fitness, was impressed by this resource on his visit to Aotearoa. He said, 
"The whole country abounds with fern; and the roots of this plant, if not very 
palatable ... contain much nutrient. A native can always subsist on these." The Maori 
were apparently not bashful in this regard. When the season culminated, tribes began 
an involved procuring process consisting of 1) digging up the root, 2) cutting it into 
lengths, 3) stacking it to dry, 4) steeping it water, 5) roasting it, 6) some times scraping 
and or 7) pounding it. Ultimately it was made edible often as kohere (cakes), and 
Maori would frequently eat these with crayfish or other sea food. (Best, 1977, 70-81). 

The Bounty of Tangaroa 

Such meals bear witness to the essential usage of earth and sea as food sources; 
these resource realms were traditionally intertwined. In origin myths, torment comes 
between Hine-moana (ocean goddess) and Papa. Rakahore (rocks), Hine-one (stones) 
and Hine tuakiriri (sand) are "assigned the tasks of protecting and preserving the 
boundary ... so land and sea still exist". The sandy beaches and rocky coastlines are not 
only symbols of integration in myth, they are warehouses of food for Maori. A local 
story describes a tidal migration of pi pi (cockles) with its tongue projecting out to. dig a 
hole in the sand for hiding before the tides recede. Another tale tells of Kuku (mussels) 
and Pipi vying for habitat. Kuku thrusts out its_ tongue in offense, but Pipi thwarts off 
the attack by clogging the intruder's mouth with sand. Thus pipi remain on the beach 
while kuku are found clinging to the rocks just off shore (Raka-hore ). Rocks housed 
sea-weed, another seafood haven. (Best, 1929, 61-66). 

Shellfish gathering from land and sea meeting places -- consisting of the rocky 
coasts, beaches, sheltered harbors, sand banks, mud-flats, estuaries and tidal zones -
served a significant activity for tribes with access to the coast. The importance of shell
fishing was not so much the quantity taken (5-10% of total food) as the stability and 
year round availability (Anderson, 1983, 16; Best; 1977, 76). Besides pipi and kuku, 
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the main shellfish harvested was koura, tuangi, tuatua, paua, kina, sea-mussels, oysters 
and scallops. These valuable sources of protein (Deed, 1-4) were typically gathered by 
women, with styles such as ripi (for detaching shellfish from rocks) and taruke 
(crayfish trap). They collected shellfish in flax kits or baskets, and preserved it by 
steam cooking or sun drying (Best, 1929, 60). 

Beyond the intermediary shore-line and the important shell-fishing pursuits of 
that area was the vast ocean housing an abundance of marine life. Maori mythology 
associates this realm with Tangaroa, a primary progenitor of the natural world. While 
most tribal accounts refer to Tangaroa as one of the renowned children of the primal 
parents, a variation by the Kai Tahu of the South Island considers Tangaroa to have 
been married to Papa before Rangi, and thus elevates the status of sea-life in their 
heritage (Best, 1976, 66). Although his connection to the tides and other dynamics of 
the sea are cited, Tangaroa is most often identified with all fish and, in this sense, has 
fundamental value for tribes throughout Aotearoa. His son Tinirau signifies the 
multitude and abundance offish (180). 

Fishing on behalf of rawa moana (the bounty of the sea) was a corner-stone of 
traditional sustenance for many Maori tribes. A considerable amount of time was 
devoted to this endeavor. Major expeditions were led in large canoes sometimes 
venturing far off-shore (Leach and Boocock, 1993, 8). The majority of fishing took 
place at in-shore sites. These would be indicated often with visual boundary markers 
from adjacent coastal landscape. In contrast with shellfish gathering, sea fishing was 
generally undertaken by men and provided, along with sealing (another key yet 
provincial marine resource activity), a large quantity of total tribal food. The early 
people of the Chatham Islands received about 90% of their total energy from the sea's 
resources, representing "among the highest values known anywhere in the world" (31). 
The Maori tribes of the main islands were not as intense but still relied heavily on 
dozens of species of fish taken habitually and seasonally (Muriwhenua Fishing Report, 
1988, 32 and 81). The most prominent were barracuda, red and blue cod, wrasse, 
ling, and hapuku; less substantial were of terakihi, sea perch, trumpeter, black cod, 
blue fish, gurnard, southern king fish, snapper, stargazer, flounder, leather jacket, 
sole, marblefish, and blue moki (Ngai Tahu Sea Fisheries Report, 1992, 50). The 
main tribal sea-fishing practices consisted of using fish-nets and hi ika, line fishing by 
bait hook or troll . 

Another tribal dimension of the bounty of Tangaroa was inland fisheries. These 
symbolically represented the interaction between land and sea. Traditional Maori 
expressions such as "He wai Tangaroa i whano ai ki uta" (by means of water does 
Tangaroa fare inland) and "Tangaroa ara rau" (Tangaroa of many paths) give credence 
to the dynamic realm occupying salt and fresh waters. Freshwater fisheries was an 
important food-supply for the Maori tribes dwelling near lakes, and amidst rivers and 
streams. Tuna (eel in English) were common inland fisheries; special pots were used 
to catch them. Other freshwater fish of nutritional interest to tribes were lamprey 
(captured with weirs), whitebait (with scooping nets), smaller freshwater fish called 
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kokopu (hand nets), as well as grayling, panocha, freshwater mussels and crayfish (Best, 
1974, 258). 

Tribal affiliation with Tangaroa's bounty -- inland, on the shore and out at sea -
reveal the simple sustaining capacity and interplay of food domains for the Maori. In this 
light, it is fitting to evoke tribal wisdom in passage to the third realm of food gathering: 

Toitu te marae o Tane 
Toitu te marae o Tangaroa 
Toitu te iwi 

(If The Domain of Tane survives to give sustenance and 
The domain of Tangaroa likewise remains, So too will the people) 

Tane-mahuta and Tane-te-waotu stand for Tane as the fertilizer, procreator, and 
personified form of the forest (Best, 1982, 271). "Tane rendered the forest fertile and 
enabled trees to reproduce their species, and on berries of these trees the offspring of 
Tane ... and those of other beings who produced the birds, were nourished" (Best, 1976, 
169). This forest of Tane, full of birds and fruiting trees, represented the other major 
domain of food for Maori, complementing the harvest of Papa and the bounty of Tangaroa. 

Fowling served as the principal activity of food gathering in conjunction with the 
forest. Birds were an integral part of the Maori diet. Among the important birds harvested, 
were keruru (pigeon), kaka (brown parrot), kakariki (parakeet), tui (parson-bird), pukeko 
(Porphyria melanonotus), and huia (Heteralocha acutirostris). Flightless birds taken 
besides the ancient Moa, included weka (wood-hen), kekupo (Strigops habroptilus) and the 
kiwi (called te manu huna a Tane- "the hidden birdofTane"). Snaring devices and various 
traps placed in trees or shrubs provided the essential means of procuring birds. Some birds, 
like the kaka, were taken by spear and others, like some flightless birds, were captured with 
kuri, the "native" dog (Best, 1974, 195). As in the other food-oriented activities in nature, 
seasonal change and preservation played significant factors in fowling. The season roughly 
took place May through August, yet certain places and species were focused on other times. 
Huahua manu was a way of keeping fowl preserved and edible year-round and involved 
cooking the birds in their own fat. (Best, 1977, 112, 270). Numerous fowling practices 
became customs of livelihood. In forested regions, typically, Maori "knew by long 
experience just how and when ... to take each species of bird. At any time he knew where 
each species was to be found, what fruit or other food it was living on, and whether or not it 
would respond to allure call, or must be speared, or taken by mutu ot tahei [snaring 
methods]. He knew just when to lay aside the snare and take up the spear. He knew all the 
calls, habits, tricks, wiles, foods, and ways of the feathered children of Tane" (Best, TNZI, 
xiii, 470). 

While the fruiting of native trees was noteworthy for luring birds, many seeds and 
berries served a more direct nutritional utility for tribes and were highly valued as a 
supplemental food supply. The totara and kahikatea pines, for instance, were bountiful 
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berry-bearers which provided direct nourishment (Gordon, 1944, 58). The matai and 
rimu were other berry trees that could fill baskets of fruit for collectors. Tribes utilized 
fruits and seed covers of the Hinau to make wai haro, a gruel-like drink, and a type of 
cake. The berries of the tutu shrub were also used by the Maori to make a distinct juice. 
The pulp and kernels of the karaka tree berries were quite nutritional if cooked properly; 
however, like so many other fruits of Aotearoa, these were poisonous if eaten raw. 
Similarly, many of the native fruits were not desirable as food unless prepared properly; 
thus the Maori employed numerous processes -- that involved steeping in running 
water, pounding and sifting as well as steaming-- to make the fruits edible. Besides 
utilizing seeds and fruits, some tribes (especially those in high-lying forested zones) 
obtained food supply from vegetative sources such as shrubs, small plants, trunks of 
trees, leaves, fungi, and herbs. For example, the pollen of raupo, a swamp plant, 
provided certain tribes with a bread-like food; and fern species called puhoe or poniu 
afforded greens or vegetables for Maori. (Best, 1977, 36 and 96). 

GROWN ACCUSTOMED TO THE ENVIRONMENT 

Maori interface with nature for needs, beyond that of food, represents another element 
of their cultural heritage with the natural world. Both the nutritional (above) and 
utilitarian (below) usage of nature's diverse offerings contributed to characteristic 
environmental ingenuity, familiarity and awareness outdoors among traditional Maori. 
The pragmatic relationships over time understandably grow into what Eidson Best aptly 
describes as their "mythopoetic co-fellowship with nature" (1922, 5). In this vein, it is 
appropriate to lead with a traditional story about relations between the kauri tree and the 
whale. As the legend has it, the two admire each other from their respective command 
posts -- the kauri being among the tallest trees in the forest (growing up to 150 feet 
high) and the whale representing a giant of the sea. So compelling is their admiration 
that they wish for closer and more steady contact together. Due to the natural 
restrictions of their habitat preventing a more absolute union, they resolve to exchange 
physical traits as consolation. The way the bark from the kauri is smooth, slim and 
gray like the skin of the whale and how the oil of the whale resembles the resin or gum 
of the kauri demonstrate the solidarity between them. (Gordon, 1944, 62; Graham, 
1995, 37). 

There was a multiple tribal usage of nature's diversity, as alluded to in the 
above myth by highlighting kauri's bark and resin. Kauri was important in traditional 
times as timber for wood carving and canoe-making. Soot from its bark was also 
extracted for making tattoo pigments. Bark was one of many natural elements 
fashioned for domestic purposes. In addition to that of the kauri, bark from the totara 
(Podocarpus totara) and manuka (Leptospermum ericoides) was utilized as roof 
covering material, patua (water vessel) and papa totara (food container) (Best, 1977, 
103). Tribes also made tapa (a kind of cloth) from the inner part of the bark of aute 
(Paper Mulberry) (Firth, 1972, 85). Resin (including natural oils, saps, and gums) 
served as another commonly drawn upon element of nature. Tribes used the resin of 
the kauri both as masticatory and chewing gum. Sea shells served as eye designs on 
carvings, containers for tattooing pigments and tweezers for shaving (Deed, 4). 
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Grasses, such as karetu, were used for neckwear and flowers, such as tarata, were 
used as fragrance for soap. These are just a sampling of the extensive tribal usage of 
nature's entities. A long list of biodiversity nomenclature of Maori (Best, 1977, 15-26) 
illustrates the abundant products and services of the forest, by no means their only 
warehouse of utility. 

For Maori of traditional times, drawing upon the forests for natural remedies 
was common practice. To treat wounds, tribes often used toetoe grass, the oil of kohia 
(Passiflora tetranda), a substance made from leaves of a kawakawa (Macropiper 
excelsum) and a lotion steeped from namunamu (Geranium sp.). The sap of paewheua 
was applied to abrasions and heated plants were used to soothe injured feet in a process 
called tapi. Some tribal applications used for relieving burns consisted of ashes of 
tussock grass, a lotion made by cooking leaves of the kopakopa plant (Plantago major), 
and pulp generated from the inner bark of the rimu (Dacrydium cupressinum). 
Hakihaki (an itching infection) was cured with a preparation from the sap of the bark of 
manono (Coprosma grandifolia) while hawaniwani (a skin disease affecting children) 
was treated with a lotion made of the hanehane shrub (Ceniostoma ligustrifolium) 
mixed with the oil from the seeds of the titoki tree. Sap from the climbing tree aka kura 
(Metrosideros scandens) was used for ailments of the eye. Toothaches were remedied 
by chewing certain types of leaves, roots, and gum of trees. Leaves of the kokomuka 
(New Zealand Veronica) served as tribal remedy for diarrhea. Steeping bark of the 
kowhai in boiling water and drinking the infusion helped heal sore throats and common 
colds. This shallow survey of tribal medicinal usage of the forest ecosystem indicates 
the vast range of species and natural elements of forest that tribes utilized for 
maintaining their physical health. (Goldie, 1904, 55-72; Beattie, 1920, 76). 

In addition to featuring a traditional Maori way of applying nature's diversity to 
a singular aspect of their livelihood (i.e. health), it is also relevant to see how just one 
species of the forest penetrated so many paths of their lives. Tribes relied on harakeke 
or flax (also known as Cordyline or Phormium tenax) more than any other of Aotearoa' 
s plants. For Maori, harakeke was an "extremely useful" natural element that had a 
versatile range of applications (Best, 1977, 100). It provided the key material for all 
kinds of their clothing including aprons, kilts, capes, cloaks, and belts (Firth, 1972, 
85). Tribes used harakeke for their health as well; its viscous gum helped to heal cuts 
and soothed toothaches while the root served as a treatment for ringworm (Goldie, 
1904, 67 and 70). Maori fashioned it into mats for simple comfort in their homes. 
Harakeke was commonly used to make baskets and other implements for food 
gathering. This was largely due to fibers of the plant which afforded both a strong and 
precise cordage (Best, 1974, 205). For example tutu berries were gathered in what 
Maori called putoro, a small flax bag very closely woven so that seed could not escape 
(Beattie, 1920, 68). Maori often preserved foods in baskets ofharakeke leaf, as in the 
case oftaha-huahua, a preserved-bird container (Best, 1977, 257). Fishing implements 
including most nets and lines were made of harakeke. The plant served as a primary 
material for crafting eel pots by binding the manuka stick together (via scraped flax 
called whitau), providing the cylindrical-shaped netting, and linking it to the frame with 
a flax chord (Beattie, 1920, 71). 
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This particular subject of fishing devices reveals Maori natural ingenuity. For 
example. Maori had an intricate and "ingenious" process of crafting hooks that 
incorporated variously elements of wood, bone, stone and shells. Barbed points of 
hooks were at times fashioned from kaka ponga, the trunk of a ponga tree fern. Pia 
tarata, the gum of a tarata tree, was used as apreservative and rubbed on lashings of 
fish hooks. "Maori folk were very dexterous at the work of manufacturing small chord 
and twine". Mangemange, a climbing fern, was employed in this case. Tribes used 
small sapling of tanekaha (Phylloclades trichomanoides) to form fishing line spreaders; 
and for a more durable line, the fiber of torere ( Cordyline banksii) was used. (Best, 
1929, 29-40). Atangarata is the Maori term for someone with skilled knowledge of 
devices for the wild (Firth, 1972, 63); the term would apply for those involved in 
creating such fishing utilities and those of the other food gathering endeavors. These 
cases imply a multifaceted knowledge of nature: an understanding of biologically 
diverse environments that provide abundant materials; an ability to gauge the tendencies 
and habits of wildlife within a particular surrounding; and the capacity to merge these 
notions by devising from nature an effective mechanism with which to harvest nature's 
wildlife. 

It is plain to see how over a long period of time the experience of harvesting 
wildlife and utilizing natural elements for a variety of purposes including harvest 
devices rendered many Maori expert within their local environments and in pursuit of 
wildlife. Evidence of this in the fishing arena, for instance, is clear. Tribal "utilization 
of the rich fishery [of Aotearoa] was accompanied by an intimate knowledge of the local 
environment and locally available species" (Muriwhenua Fishing Report, 1988, 199). 
"The Maori was very assuredly a very expert fisherman; long continued practice made 
him so; it rendered him expert in the manufacture of fishing implements, and gave him 
much knowledge of the habits and movements of many species of fish" (Best, 1929, 
7). The fisheries experience paralleled other tribal pursuits in the natural world in terms 
of providing education through exposure and trial and error. "Maori ever lived the open 
life in close touch with his surroundings ... he spent days in the forest, in his 
plantations, or in his fishing. The manifestations of Nature were ever before him" 
(Best, 1982, 328). 

"The Maori, it is safe to say, was a keen observer of Nature and could give 
competent appraisal of the relative merits of the various aspects of the Great Out-of 
Doors" (Beattie, 1945, 1-10). The tribal way of awareness is illustrated in their 
interactions with forest life. Tribes distinguished male and female trees in their 
terminology and usage (Best, 1907, 186; 1977, 5). Maori, as expressed here in 
scientific terms, were "acquainted with the movements of sap in trees, and ... aware of 
the facts of genesis of plants from seeds ... The metamorphoses of insects were also 
known to the Maori ... [as was] the mode of growth of a remarkable parasitic fungus in 
relation to its insect host...the properties of berries, barks, fungi, flowers, grasses, and 
roots ... were all matters which were known to the skilled men of olden days" (Firth, 
1972, 59-61). The following traditional Maori saying (translated by Gordon, 1944, 
101) more suitably illustrates their keen awareness of nature by giving an anecdote of 
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the epiphytic way of the rata tree: "As the seed of the rata, the sport of breezes, contains 
a tree that rests on and overtops the greatest in the forest, so he that is the sport of 
youths may one day overshadow them all." 

Tribes closely observed the fruiting and flowering of trees because it helped 
them to gauge the harvest season and prepare accordingly (Best, 1977, 5). From the 
way trees blossomed, tribes would declare either tau kai, a bountiful season or tau 
hiroki, a meager one. An example was the Rongowhakaata tribe's observation of the 
white pine whereby its fruiting on the ocean side signaled a good fishing season while 
more fruit on the inland side indicated a prolific birding season (1977, 128). Tribes 
also looked to the stars in connection to their food gathering. A star named Whai-tiri
papa, for instance, signaled the presence of sea-fish and another called Autahi 
(Canopus) served as a token of the migration of inanga (whitebait) to the sea (Firth, 
1972, 63). "The Maori of former times had a remarkable knowledge of the stars" 
(Best, 1974, 135). This celestial capacity traces back to their deep sea navigation and 
voyaging in canoes from far away lands. 

Not only a legacy of appreciation of the stars but a degree of seamanship carried 
on in legend and in practice (Firth, 1972, 61). An example of the former is a 
description of the legendary and gifted Aio-rangi: "he tangata whakahaere tika tera, he 
mohio ona ki nga tikanga o te moana, mote kino, mote pai --a competent director, 
having knowledge of the ways of the ocean, as to propitious and unpropitious times" 
(translated by S. Percy Smith in Te kahui Kararehe, JPS, vii, 58, 62). As for the 
practical demonstration of this trait, the occurrence of traditional canoe journeys to the 
distant off-lying islands "shows that the Maori were no strangers to the open sea" 
(Leach and Boocock, 1993, 27). A sense of seamanship continued in terms of their 
"dexterity in surf-riding ... practiced both with or without a board, and also in small 
canoes, both plank and canoe being known by the same name, kopapa" (Best, 1974, 
141). A tribal account of a swimming legend offers additional illustration. The island 
off the North Cape region is named Manawa-tawhi for the chief who swam the 
arduous distance from the mainland to the island (Gordon, 1944, 46). 

At the same time as tribes upheld a certain seamanship, they can be found to 
have developed interactive familiarity with landscape. This is shown by how well 
many Maori often knew the territory and braved the elements. Names of places 
traditionally given throughout Aotearoa are illustrative. Te Waipounamu, a traditional 
name for the South Island, means land of greenstone. "Because Kai Tahu moved 
throughout Te Waipounamu, their knowledge of the land was intimate and detailed. 
This knowledge of land was preserved in the naming of places ... Any Kai Tahu who 
knew the tribe's traditions and histories about the land would have been able to find 
their way around the vast and varied Te Waipounamu landscape" (Dacker, 1990, 17). 

A tribal member tended to become not only "adept at living off the country he 
traversed" (Beattie, 1945, 19) and characteristically naming it, but also at traversing 
itself. This is evident by the fowler's agility and expertise at climbing trees --like 100 
feet tall Kahikatea -- to place snares at their high tops or on perilous outstretched limbs. 
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Besides ordinary climbing, called piki, Maori employed methods using a foot strap 
(topeke) and a ladder (rou). (Best, 1974, 195; 1977, 216-7). Maori were also "expert 
at fording rivers" and "extremely ingenious at devising means of crossing flooded or 
ordinarily dangerous rivers" (29). One of these means entailed joining together and 
collectively crossing the swift current by way of a breast pole called tuwhana. 

This teamwork employed to cross rivers, beyond revealing a capacity on land 
and in water, opens another window of Maori heritage within nature which was human 
fellowship amidst environmental occupation on common grounds. 

A GROUNDING IN COMMUNALISM 

The marae was the public meeting ground and essential hub of community interaction 
for Maori. It was the place where visitors were welcomed, where public debate was 
held and social life and festivity were carried out. It was a place that everyone in the 
community shared. In short it was the "bond of communal unity" (Firth, 1972, 96). 
The marae is symbolic as an environment in itself, a preserved space outdoors that was 
given central prominence in tribal villages. It is helpful to imagine the vibrant cultural 
activity on a marae, when exploring Maori communal relations in the natural world. 

In a basic and compelling way, occupation in nature fostered unity within tribes 
The main tribal villages -- pa, for those that were fortified, or kainga -- were established 
primarily around food sources and for defense purposes. Villages supporting larger 
populations generally had a more natural supplies or plentiful soil and favorable climate, 
such as at Tamaki Isthmus (92). Storehouses called pataka were important in villages 
as communal places to keep food. Another indication of the bonding effect of the food 
supply was when villages were vacated because the people were out variously 
collecting or cultivating (Best, 1974, 255); the place of the food source at these times 
would serve temporarily as the home, evident by fishing camps on the coast or eeling 
and ti gathering camps in the interior (Anderson, 43, 1983). 

While harvesting is no doubt a defining element of tribal life, it is shallow to 
think that availability of and adaptation to environmental needs determined the 
communal way of the Maori. There are dynamic cultural underpinnings involved in 
their collective outdoor endeavors and wildlife pursuits. The "communistic spirits and 
habits of the people" (Best, 1974, 94) run deep. An expression of community vigor in 
connection to the natural world is their haka, a custom of song and dance. Haka was an 
essential part of Maori social life as a way for people to share emotions, beliefs and 
traditions. The mythological origin of the performance of the songs was Tane-rore's 
sun dance before Hine-raumati (the Summer Maid) which characterized the quivering of 
heated air. A haka performed at mourning gatherings called maimai evokes tangi a 
Apakura --the restlessness and moaning of Hine-moana (the Ocean Maid) --by way of 
aroarowhaki, the swaying of arms and body (146). Haka often took place m 
conjunction with harvesting as in the following case (translated by Best, 1977, 80): 

He aha te kai e ora ai te tangata? 
He pipi, he aruhe, ko te aka o tuawhenua 
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Ko te kai e ora ai te tangata te tangata 
Matoetoe ana te areroite mitikanga 
Me he arero kuri-au! 

(What is the food that will satisfy the man? It is shellfish, and fern root, such are the foods that will 
satisfy man. The tongue is roughened like a dog's tongue by licking this food). 

Often during the laborious procurement of nature's entities, participants jointly sang 
work songs -- tewha. For instance, when tribes hauled timber to villages for canoe
making, carpentry and carving, "a fugleman chanted certain lines of the hauling song 
and the haulers roared out the chorus as they strained at the ropes" (Best, 1974, 188 
and 254). 

Some of the finest trees taken in such fashion on special occasions were to make 
whare runanga, the ever-important house of public assembly in the village. The 
construction itself of this special place was a major communal effort involving 
considerable number of workers over a long period of time. The final standing had a 
natural resonance. Not only was it made of the forest as evident by the wooden pillars 
and prominent ridge pole, fashioned from a great tree trunk; "the floor was of earth, left 
bare in the middle, but covered to both sides by a layer of grass or fern." Beyond its 
material magnitude and natural charm, the whare runanga was a hallmark of community 
spirit. It engaged the living members of the village while also expressing gratitude to 
tupuna, the ancestors. Rich artistry, energetic carvings and elaborate sculpture making 
up these public houses gave tribute to those who came before. For instance, tawhara, a 
flower that provided nourishment, was carved as a mark of acknowledgment for 
Maahu, an ancestor of the Tuhoe tribe. "Carved slabs [of the whare runanga]. .. helped 
to keep green the memory of ancestral names and deeds, to assist in the perpetuation of 
that social tradition which is the heritage of every community. They also were a 
witness to the reality of the social organization, and formed a nucleus for that sentiment 
and tribal pride which was so important an element in binding together the people" 
(Firth, 1972, 96-104). 

Ties of Tupuna 

The tupuna (ancestors)-- it can not be overstated-- were fundamental in uniting 
the people. Relations to tupuna formed the cornerstone of society. Maori traced their 
identities back to the relatives of ages past and even to the primal parents of nature and 
humanity; their collective organization, however, was based on descendants from 
renowned common ancestors of less remote generations. The lineage of Maori in 
Aotearoa was often connected to the waka (canoe), a multiple, often inter-tribal, 
affiliation with the crews of the original migrations. Iwi was the next main designation 
of social ordering that existed on a large scale. Iwi represented a prominent kinship 
group in terms of numerical authority, ancestral history, territorial range, and might. 
Iwi extended back several generations. Hapu was a more directly related kinship 
grouping that existed, along with other such clans, under the more broad iwi umbrella. 
The size of the hapu varied but often consisted of a few hundred members or less that 
would generally occupy a village. Finally, in terms of social organization, there was 
whanau or extended family; this was the smallest and tightest kin group, often living 
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together in the same household or in an assemblage of dwelling huts. The whanau, 
consisting of all relatives of usually no more than four generations, made up the 
primary association of the more extensive hapu. (110). 

Maori ties to living relatives and ancestors past, beyond being a basis of 
collective identity and organization, rooted their affiliation with land. Tangata whenua 
means people of the land; it represents an essential communal heritage with the local 
environment. The land to which relatives felt this deep connection was not the general 
landscape and environment at large as much as that territory where their people 
belonged, the place of tupuna. It was their homeland where kin had passed before them 
and they dwelled in their own right. As the saying goes: "Noku te whenua, o oku 
tupuna" (Mine is the land the land of my ancestor) (in Firth, 1972, 368). Fruits of the 
land were also depicted with the ancestors. For example, the traditional expression "Te 
manawa nui a Whete" says that fern-root was the principal sustenance of the ancestor 
when strenuous doings were ahead (Best, 1977, 82). Another account tells of an old 
man named Whaoroa who, after spending his adult life away from Moehau where he 
grew up, cared only to return to that native land so, as he said, "I may again taste of the 
foods of those forests, streams, and coast of my ancestors" (Johansen, 1954, 19). 

Tangata whenua status -- an ability to associate closely with land and be entitled 
to use it freely -- implied not only ancestral roots but also called for continuous 
occupation. Ahika or ahikaroa -- literally to keep home fires burning -- was the 
obligation to stay connected to ancestral land by steady inhabitancy as well as by the 
continued diligent use of nature's entities there. Conversely, losing touch and failing to 
work the land or not tending to its wildlife domains led to mataotao -- fires becoming 
cold and eventually burning out (Dacker, 1990, 15). The following statement was 
clearly an important part of communal livelihood for whanau, hapu and iwi alike: "It is 
in use not in mere blank possession that value lies" (Firth, 1972, 494). 

The various kin groups formed a social structure of land and nature use. 
Whanau was the principal unit of natural endeavors. In the agricultural arena, for 
instance, it held the use of a plot of kumara field or designated area for fern root 
cultivation; similarly for fishing, whanau was often entitled to such usage as small eel 
weirs in freshwater areas, off-shore sea harvest and shell fishing spots in shore 
(Johansen, 1954, 9). The hapu had similar-type entitlement to the land and sea on the 
bases of use, and distinguished from the whanau only in that it held claim to larger, 
more central and strategic areas of food sources. The plentiful areas surrounding the 
villages would be under the guise of the chief, ariki, who designated them for common 
use of all hapu as well affording particular usage by the various whanau (Firth, 1972, 
139). Iwi, in turn, had the largest span of oversight and use of nature's domains. In 
fisheries, for instance, iwi were involved, beyond specific fishing sites, in areas 
covering "the whole of the inland waters and seas adjacent to tribal lands" 
(Muriwhenua, 1988, 37). 

By way of the whanau, hapu, and iwi social ordering as well as marine and land 
tenure, it is evident that the use of nature was oriented to the community. Food sources 
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were communally held in terms of these tribal affiliations rather than privately or 
individually owned. The collective apportioning after significant amounts of food were 
harvested is illustrative. A large fish catch would often be apportioned for the people 
variously in a process called whakainati (or whakatohatoha); the amount carefully set 
aside for whanau was termed inati (Firth, 1972, 285). Also telling was the collective 
way of the extended family in terms of providing household services. What woman 
procured from nature -- such as the makings for mats, calabashes, garments of 
harakeke, berries and shellfish-- and that generally taken by men-- various fish, fowl 
and agricultural crops -- all went as general stock for the common goods of the whanau 
household(s). Members of the social unit drew upon the supply of natural products on 
the basis of relative needs while at some point contributing their own services in kind. 
Reciprocity was the essence of household and tribal relationships within the natural 
world (285). 

Communal Conceptions 

The notion of reciprocity is fundamental in the traditional culture. For Maori, 
manaaki conveys reciprocal and simultaneous giving and receiving within relationships. 
"Manaaki creates community .. .It both arises from and creates the community and 
therefore is a double necessity" (Johansen, 1954, 27-30). The concept was employed 
in different ways in traditional times to engender communal and, occasionally, inter
tribal solidarity. One such occasion of manaaki was the gift exchange among tribes. 
This was an important facet of livelihood given that tribal groups were in places of 
varying wildlife and harvest abundance. It also represented an important custom of 
dignity, courtesy and respect. Thus it can be seen why "gifts of mataitai, a term that 
includes all food-supplies obtained from the sea, were extremely welcome to natives 
dwelling in the interior" (Best, 1977, 53); such inland communities would return the 
gesture -- not immediately as a quid pro quo but -- at a subsequent occasion in 
distinctive and significant manner (Firth, 1972, 415). 

In addition to manaaki, many other values fostering a sense of community were 
evident in natural pursuits. One of these was a certain etiquette or civility during times 
of public interaction during harvest seasons (Best, 1974, 97). An illustration of 
relevance is associated with the tradition of harvesting titi (Mutton Birds) from Rakiura 
islands. Whanau of tribal communities from Te Waipounamu would venture out to the 
island in their waka (canoe) in Autumn. It was customary that the first and subsequent 
whanau to step foot onto the island after the long journey would not plunge into the 
harvesting, but rather would refrain until the other canoes arrived and arrangements 
were decided in common (Beattie, 1919, 57). In understanding community-oriented 
behavior such as this act of propriety, it is helpful to consider both that the traditional 
way of respect was compelling in its own stead and that "in the Maori community, the 
powers of public opinion were remarkable" (Best, 1974, 97). 

An example of how pressure and cultural tradition was guiding community 
action is ironically found in, the opposite of etiquette, insult. Behavior that was 
insulting often served as a rally cry joining community together to avenge the 
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impropriety. It is appropriate to recall, as tribal groups would, the origin of insult in 
Maori mythology. The story is about Rona, a mortal (originally) who wonders out 
from her household one night to fetch water. While she is walking through the forest, 
the moon disappears behind a cloud and, because she could not see in the dark, she 
curses the moon. At that point the moon seizes her and the ngaio tree she held onto, 
taking them both to the moon where they can always be seen along with her water 
vessel. The saying of traditional times that evokes this mythopoetic rendition of a 
natural and social disrespect, goes: "Kia mahara ki te he o Rona" (remember the 
wrongdoing of Rona) (Best, 1982, 392-3). Muru was the way of setting right either an 
insult to the kin group or an act of tiaki (disregard) to the general welfare by plundering 
the offender (Johansen, 1954, 138). An instance of muru is referenced regarding 
Uruwera or Tuhoe communities, who were particularly sensitive to fires that were not 
contained and ultimately disruptive to their valued forests. "Such fires would, in olden 
days, occasionally be the cause of quarrels, and might lead to a muru expedition to 
punish the fire-kindling offender, in which his crops and other portable property would 
be carried off and possibly his hut would be burned" (Best, 1977, 2). 

While it must be recognized that numerous agriculture, fishing and fowling 
pursuits of Maori offer communal revelation (Firth, 1972, 285) the focus in culminating 
this passage is on only one kind of pursuit -- albeit a symbolic feature of Maori 
communal interaction in nature involving cultural propriety, ancestral orientation, social 
organization. Many of the significant elements of community shown above are faceted 
in some way in this elemental finale including norms of manaaki and muru, tribal 
affiliations, respect for ancestry, and spirited environmental occupation. These and 
other tribal ways are assembled with reference to: 

kaharoa -- the large fish net. 

Seine fishing provided an essential source of mataitai (sea food) for many tribes 
throughout Aotearoa. Besides representing an important means of nutritional 
sustenance, Kaharoa's oral history, manufacture and usage, as well as feedback reveal 
a profound communalism of Maori in traditional times. The origins and ancestry of the 
kaharoa is preserved in myth as follows. The art of netting, is first learned from fairy 
folk by an ancient ancestor named Kahukura. On the coastline before sunrise, he 
witnesses the mysterious folk at work hauling a great-sized fish net. He is intrigued by 
their endeavor with the net and also by "the encouragement in their work and from the 
joy in their hearts at their sport." Incognito in the dim light, he proceeds to join them in 
stringing the plentiful catch. Yet when the sun peers over the ocean the fairy folk see 
him to be a stranger and hurry away, leaving behind fish and, most significantly, the 
enchanted fabric of the fish net. From this residue Kahukura acquired the fish netting 
knowledge. "He thus taught his children to make nets, and by them, the Maori race 
were made acquainted with the art, which they have known from very remote times" 
(Grey, 1929, 209-211; Best, 1929, 18). 

Tribes affiliated with the Tai-nui waka (canoe) share a particular legend telling 
of fish net practices in conjunction with the spirit of community. According to the 
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legend, Maru-tuahu learns of his father's sorrow concerning a neighboring tribe: when 
his father asked for some fish from their abundant catch, the tribal leader rudely told 
him to "make a net.. .instead of troubling me ... for fish." Upon hearing this, Maru
tuahu seeks vengeance on the nearby tribe that insulted his father by cunningly inviting 
them to a great banquet of "fish, fish, fish." In the meantime, he and many others of 
the village prepare to catch the food for the feast; they work from winter through 
summer making many small nets for assemblage into one great net. At the critical point 
of pegging down the net, just prior to taking the harvest, the offending tribe arrives and 
Maru-tuahu and the local iwi engulf them within the net in legendary fashion; the fateful 
deed is remembered in proverb as "the feast of rotten wood." (Izett, 1904, 335-341). 

This legend raises numerous community values, such as a muru or retribution 
in response to an unwelcome or selfish act. It also indicates the communal labor 
involved in the large fish net activities. Making the big nets often entailed "the work of 
all the inhabitants of a village" or "hundreds of persons" (in Best, 1929, 10). It also 
took considerable amounts of time and patience to stitch (with harakeke). Large nets 
were first made in sections, and the division of labor here was often by whanau. More 
interactive working parties, known as ohu, were also formed (Best, 1977, 78). 

Following these timely efforts was torunga, the important act of uniting the 
small assemblages. Torunga summoned fellowship within tribes, such as the 
association between whanau and hapu involved in completing medium-size nets and the 
intermittent partnership of whanau and iwi in putting together great size nets. Once the 
net was made it was then employed by stretching, hauling and setting, all of which 
entailed a more holistic work force of the iwi caliber while favoring the more physical 
labor of men. The social and gender pendulum of fishnet activity swung the other way 
toward whanau and women when the catch was procured. The fish was commonly 
apportioned at the level of whanau. Often an elder, "acting as umpire," would divide 
fish into equal portions according to the number of whanau that participated in the 
endeavor (Firth 1972, 285-286). Subsequently, woman would play a prominent role 
preparing and preserving the fish supply . 

By no means were fishing net activities thought of as simply laborious drudgery 
or only as pragmatic utility. There was some anticipation of good things to come. As 
the legend of Maru-tuahu suggests, working parties were mindful of festivity on 
occasions of visiting tribes. Another thing to work for was the tradition of woman 
singing a haka of rejoice called Umere when fishermen returned with a good haul: "He 
koa kai! He koa kai! He papa teretere, he papa teretere E .. .i! E .. e . .i!" (Best, 1929, 4). 
Upon substantial catches, there were ceremonial feasts held as well (Best, 1977, 267). 

Beyond this, it should be understood that the process itself of communal work 
of kahukura was appreciated. Such was the heritage taken by the ancient ancestor 
Kahukura from the fairy folk and passed on as "encouragement in their work and from 
the joy in their hearts at their sport." The confluence of joy and work -- reciprocal 
notions of joy in work and work in joy -- is an important factor making the fish-net 
endeavors stimulating. Building on this concept is the emotional reciprocity felt among· 
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Maori themselves in this mutual endeavor. "It was their Manaaki towards one another 
which appeared .. .in the purely practical collaboration in the field, when the big fishing 
nets were to be used" (Johansen, 1954, 30). Ultimately, the fish-net vocation 
resonated of tribal identity, as revealed by Ngai Tahu: 

Ahakoa papa te upoko o Te Moana-Taapokopoko-a
Taawhaki, 
ki ngaa takutai o Te W aka-o Aoraki, 
Engari, i taakekea te kupenga a Tahu kia oioi i roto i te 
nekeneke o te tai 

(Although the shores of Te Waipounamu may be buffeted by the turbulent currents of the great waves 
of the south oceans, the fishing net of Tahu has been made flexible so as to move at one with the tides) 
(Ngai Tahu Fisheries Report, 1992, xvi). 

A NATURAL WAY 

The Ngai Tahu statement above raises another important element in tribal environmental 
relationships. Not only did tribes penetrate the environment through community 
processes for food and other utilities. To more completely understand the heritage it is 
helpful to consider the flip side: how nature penetrated the essence of Maori. This 
dimension of the traditional relationship can be seen in the way Maori respected the 
natural world and were touched by it. A receptiveness is evident in nature lore, Maori 
personifying nature and, in time, nature identifying tribes. Most insightfully, this 
reciprocal penetration can be seen as nature enveloping the customary conceptions and 
ways of entering the world, living and passing. 

Nature captivated tribes in ways of beauty, wonder and mystique. The 
following traditional saying is indicative: "E, kei whawhati noa mai i te rau o te rata" 
(Ah, don't pluck the blossoms of the rata). One interpretation of this verse is not to try 
to improve what is already beautiful (Patterson, 1992, 64). Tribes held some kind of 
aesthetic interest in the environment seen in terms of choosing village habitation with 
consideration of the scenery and clearing a taumata okiokinga, a flat spot on a hill so as 
to relish the outlook. In such cases, it is said that Maori were "appreciative of 
landscape" (Firth, 1972, 60). Roto (lake) environments in traditional times provide 
further illustration of the captivation. Roto-rua (second lake) was featured in a love 
story about Tutanekai and Hine-Moa: 

In the night, her heart heavy with misery, Hine wondered away alone into the forest by ways 
gazing at the stars and marveling in there was happiness in the deep and beautiful region they 
inhabit; then she turned towards the lake, whose still depths reflected the radiance of the 
sparkling orbs of heaven; all was calm, and still, and beautiful -- so different from the tumult 
in her unhappy breast (Izett, 1904, 365). 

There was another lake, however, that seems to have had a less soothing and 
more mysterious and intimidating effect on the people. The name given to this lake is 
Takapo (now Tekapo ), meaning "to roll up in bundles at night." It was said that the 
tribal visitors who camped by the lake got a fright, rolled up their things and hurried 
from the vicinity. "It could have been the sound of avalanches or landslips, or the 
occurrence of earthquakes ... Whatever it was was sufficient to present the lake with a 
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name" (Beattie, 1945, 13). In the example here, as in the others above, nature can be 
seen as acting on the people and generating respectful responses. 

Nature afforded more sentimental notions of respect in traditional times for 
reasons other than aesthetic qualities and mysterious rumblings. An "emotional 
landscape" is one way to describe some of the strong feelings that existed between 
Maori and the surroundings (Hohepa, 1964, 22). Lands on which tribes dwelled 
stimulated deep affections. This was due largely to a fundamental connection with 
tribal lands and ancestors, as touched upon in the last section on communal relations. 
"Maori had a great respect for the land per se, and an exceedingly strong affection for 
his ancestral soil...the lands where upon his forefathers lived, fought and were buried 
were ever to him an object of the deepest feeling" (Firth, 1972, 368). 

Beyond the close association with the whole of tribal lands, tribes intimately 
identified with adjoining high landscapes and water flows, especially maunga, the 
mountain and awa, the river. These often marked tribal boundaries and distinguished 
the territory, as well as the inhabitants. The following aphorism (in Best, 1982, 465; 
and Yoon, 1986, 58) is exemplary: 

Ko Hikurangi te maunga Hikurangi is the mountain 
ko Waiapu te awa Waiapu the river 
ko Ngati Porou te iwi while the people are Ngati Porou 

Not only are the mountain and river highlighted in prominent fashion, they are stated 
before the tribal or chiefly name given, which clearly illustrates their premier status. 

Mountains and rivers, indeed the whole of nature, played a primary role also in 
Maori mythology. The following narratives show how the two featured realms shaped 
the geography of Aotearoa. One story is about a mountain family that initially lives 
bunched together. As is a recurring theme throughout creation myths, the closely 
aligned family of mountains quarrels and breaks apart scattering in all directions. Some 
are more stationary, others venture off greater distances to the coast, while the children, 
as hills, follow variously after the more rugged elders. Another narrative of relevance 
is the race of the great rivers to the sea. In this nature personification, Waikato and 
Rangitaiki begin their descent together from high in the mountains. From there, the 
rivers leap down steep slopes as water falls and head out across the country, winding 
and weaving as they race along. One river sends out tributaries to scout on the rival; in 
retaliation streams as emissaries flow forth. Finally, at the roar of many waters, 
Rangitaiki triumphantly reached the ocean and thus could be first to embrace, in unity 
again, their mother Wai. (Best, 1982, 583; 467). 

Both stories give an idea of the nature poetry that prevailed in Maori mythology 
and oral history. The two accounts on their own are insightful but when the 
expansiveness of nature in a wide array of lore is contemplated, the poet and the poetic 
inspiration enter into a more discernible view. "A mythological conception naturally 
influenced the native with regard to his dealings with the environment. It gave a 
definite impact to his relations with natural objects and caused him to regard them as 
being in some degree akin to himself" (Firth, 1972, 64). Eidson Best characterized an 
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allegorical viewpoint of Maori as: "always the receptive mind, the love of nature, the 
imaginative temperament" (1907, 200). 

So far there have been a number of suggestions raised for why nature earned the 
respect and care which was bestowed on it. The list at this juncture includes: nature's 
luring charm and repelling awe; an ever-compelling association among tribes, inhabiting 
ancestral lands; nature domains evoking Maori identity; and a naturally inclined 
temperament, evident in myth. Maori conceptions and deeds of birth, life and after life 
elaborate on these natural influences and raise other important considerations. 

Natural Passage from Birth, through Life and on to Reinga 

Tribal concepts of humanity's birth have mythological origins. Tane, native son 
of the primal pair (Best, 1976, 88), fashions an "earth born" maid Hine-ahu, and 
eventually fertilizes the human race. This story gives impetus for nature's emotional 
status in traditional times by rooting the following Maori sayings of the earth's 
prominence: "Mate whenua ka whai oranga ai" (Land alone gives man his sustenance); 
"Ko Papatuanuku te matua o te tangata" (Earth is humanity's parent) (in Patterson, 
1992, 88 and Y oon, 1986, 18-19). "The Maori ever speaks of the ... earth as the kindly 
Earth Mother. She it was who gave birth to man -- that is to say his progenitors ... she 
is described as the passive agent, the whare moenga, the receptive female element acted 
upon by the fertilizing power represented by Tane" (Best 1976, 82). Tane, as 
represented by the forest, was similarly treated with affection as a family relation. 
Maori held a "feeling of Tane" (Best, 1907, 186), related with his role as fertilizer. 
"Maori in the forest felt himself to be amongst his own kin" (1977, 6). 

The forest and other realms of nature, beyond generating feelings that were 
creation-oriented, played significant roles in tribal customs at birth. For example, new 
born babies were placed in the running water of streams. The wai (water) of a stream 
was considered a pure element of the Earth Mother (Best, 1976, 270). This important 
traditional practice called tohi served as a way of purification upon entering the world 
(1974, 108-9). Another birth-related custom was placing the umbilical chord of an 
infant in the ground below a tree. This had physical and symbolic meaning of life cycle 
and sustenance. Tribes referred to the fetus in the womb as a coiled harakeke leaf and 
its unfolding represented the new-born's awareness of life. Some woman visited the 
hinau tree for inspiration in child-bearing since it was known as a generative tree 
(Gordon, 1944, 70). Also with regard to nativity and the forest, Maori held a "custom 
of planting a tree at the birth of a child, with the belief in some mystical relationship 
between them" (1907, 190). In the event of a chief being born, sometimes a totara tree 
was planted to mark the occasion (Gordon, 1944, 64). 

In life beyond birth, totara, along with a selective group of trees, played a 
chiefly role. "Ka hinga te totara o te wao nui a Tane" (the falling of the totara tree in the 
great forest of Tane) (in Patterson, 1992, 53) was one of the old sayings. Totara 
generated respect and was felled as one of the main trees for making the waka (canoe). 
But there were other significant factors governing its elevated status. Totara, kahikatea, 
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kauri, manuka (tea-tree), kahikatea, matai (black pine), miro, rimu, and rata together 
represented the "rakau rangatira" or chiefs of the forest. Reciprocally, chiefs were 
alluded to in association with these trees. They were called, for example, rata whakatau 
or rata whakamarumaru, the shade giving and sheltering one and the protector (Best, 
1977, 108). Such comparisons are principal illustrations of how nature possessed the 
significant Maori value of mana. The "rakau rangatira" term carried with it notions of 
mana, standing for authority, dignity, high regard, and other meanings all of which 
were integral to the realization of well being in tribal life (Gordon, 1944, VIII). 

For Maori, mana was key and manifested in pivotal ways such as with tribal 
land. 'Mana Whenua' refers to the authority of the tribal unit over the land it occupies 
(Patterson, 1991). Mana, in this vein, "denotes the superior power or prestige and 
intimacy of association which a tribe possesses with regard to its territory as compared 
with the relation of other tribes to it" (Firth, 1972, 391). Mountains on tribal lands also 
carried mana and were compared with a chief's head (Yoon, 1986, 59). "All tribes 
have on their tribal lands a mountain, or hill, or range, that is viewed as representing the 
mana of the tribe" (Best, 1982, 465). 

Warfare was of chiefly import in the lives of tribes and entailed mana. It served 
as both a principal way of determining the make-up of tribal lands and an undeniable 
ingredient of tribal identity. Nature took on a crucial role in this arena in symbolic and 
tangible ways. Trees again were important in terms of provision for canoes and 
weapons, as illustrated by the rimu spear. Because of such warfare implements, Maori 
literally "depended upon the forest for their very lives" (Gordon, 1944, 58). Trees 
were not only critical supplies but stood for attributes in battle such as bravery; an 
exemplary saying goes "ka mahi te tawa uho kite riri" (well done, you whose courage 
is like the heart of the taw a tree) (Patterson, 1992, 57). 

Nature plays a distinguishing role in a mythological battle involving fish of 
Tangaroa. In this colorful account, fish fight against Tu (spirit of war in humanity) and 
are victorious with the support of the mighty whale. Before the triumph, fish were all 
the same but afterwards Tangaroa distinguished them; for instance, the stingray earned 
a spear with barbs which became its tail (Graham, 1995). Another story, the legend of 
Hatupatu, is of a lad's search for respect amidst domineering older brothers. In a 
poignant battle to avenge the burning of the Arawa waka, done by chief Raumati and 
his infamous band, Hatupatu employed imagination in his tribes' favor. He created an 
infantry of fake troops out of the "high grass, low bushes, and stumps of trees and 
climbing plants" of the landscape, which turned out to be a decisive factor in victory 
and his subsequent mana (Izett, 1904, 320-8). 

The legend of Taka-Rangi and Raumahore is insightful of nature's prominence 
in fueling and reaching above the tradition of war. This account tells about a war of 
resources between the leading chief of Taranaki Rangi-rarunga and the aggressive 
Ngati-awa tribe. "Ngati-awa prohibited [iwi of Rangi-rarunga] from going to the sea 
to ... fish, or strolling the forest to snare birds" (397). In addition to starvation, Ngati
awa caused devastating thirst by depriving them of water. The account culminates by 
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showing the chief of the Ngati-awa tribe retrieving water for chief Rangi-rarunga who, 
along with his beautiful daughter Raumahora, "drank of the life-restoring stream;" at 
that point, Ngati-awa chief won the hand of Raumahora symbolizing "the union of the 
peoples then and for all time" (400). 

Nature's penetration in traditional times extended, beyond a purification at birth 
and designation of mana during life, into a passage after life. At times before passing 
either in battle or old age, a person often requested to drink from the river of the tribal 
homeland one last time (Yoon, 1986). "The Maori really prefers to die in the open air, 
so that he may look upon and greet the world for the last time;" the traditional 
expression for this inclination is "mihi ki te ao marama" (Best, 1974, 113). It was 
customary to bury bodies in various natural locations of significance. On tribal lands, 
where often the base of mountains served as a burial site; Maunga Pohatu was such a 
place (1982, 465). Tribes dwelling in coastal areas would place bodies of those who 
passed away at the base of sand-dunes (1974, 116). It was not uncommon to conduct 
tree burials; Tama-a-mutu who thrived many generations ago was one who instituted 
the practice. Trees such as pukatea in Tuhoe district, the rata in Wairiki, and Kahikatea 
in Horomanga valley were all used for burial practice (Best, 1973, 192). Swamps or 
lagoon areas also served a place for burial (193). 

An abundance of traditional tribal sayings emphasized the earth as a keeping 
place upon death, as well as sustenance in a more on-going fashion. "Kai raro te mata, 
ara kai a Papa; kai runga te rua o te ora" (the realm of death is below with the Earth 
Mother; the realm of life is above) (in Yoon, 1986, 75). There was a sense of nature 
reviving: "Ka mate he tete, ka tupu he tete" (As one fern frond dies another grows back) 
(in Patterson, 1992, 20). Natural earth endured beyond the people, it was said: "whatu 
ngarongaro he tangata, toi tu he whenua" (people disappear, the land remains) (Firth, 
1972, 368). In the creation myth, Rangi says to Papa that they should dispose of the 
offspring between their bodies; Papa replies: "Not so, leave them to me. Let them 
return to rest within me. I brought them forth in the world of life; let them return to rest 
within me as spiritual children for us" (Best, 1976, 88). As Maori traditionally entered 
the world immersed in nature, so they passed. 

A traditional view conceived the passage from this world as a spiritual journey 
across the sea to Hawaiki-nui, a terminal of ancestral relations; there the quest continues 
up the summit of Maungaharo and to an edifice on top of the mountain whereby the 
spirit chooses its ultimate destination, either to realms of the unknown above or earthly 
submergence below. It is also illuminating to recall the spiritual departure from 
Aotearoa. Nature's prominence in this sojourn is remarkable. Numerous tribes 
believed that upon physical death, te wairua (the spirit) would follow the way of Te 
Reinga at the far North Cape of Aotearoa. There, the spirit passes through innumerable 
forms of nature, beginning with a climb up hills and then to a cliff, from which to 
contemplate worldly life for the last time. The spirit then descends an aka (hanging 
vine) of a pohutukawa tree, goes along Reinga's other environmental passage ways -
via rocks, through seaweed -- and heads to sea, venturing onward, beyond the natural 
world. 
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SPIRITUAL-META-PHYSICAL RELATIONS 

The environmental ways of the Maori were streams of various behavior, distinctive 
practices, and multitudinous conceptions. Yet absorbing their habits and penetrating 
their fundamental beliefs, inclinations and sensations, "a chain of connection runs 
through all" (Best, 1976, 25). This sense of unity extends well beyond tribal confines 
of a communal life or a compatible journey of wairua after life. To begin with, it was 
deemed that all things, not just humans, possessed some notion of a wairua (Best, 
1922, 36). This certainly included domains of nature, as evident in the traditional 
expression parangeki, meaning a mumbling of nature from the spirits (Best, 1907, 
200). A similar traditional dimension was explained by Best as follows: "It is quite 
clear that a stream possessed life, and so necessarily a vital spirit because it is heard to 
sing ... the babbling of the hill streams ... These spirits heard in murmuring waters, in 
forest solitudes, and during hours of darkness are termed irewaru, arawaru and 
orowaru" (1982, 41). 

The web of connection -- shown above with regard to wairua emanating both 
from nature and humans -- was encompassing. In traditional Maori beliefs, physical 
dimensions and spiritual dimensions were inextricably intertwined (NZCA, 1994, 8). 
"There was no sharply defined boundary between the natural and the supernatural" 
(Best, 1982, 103). Regarding their traditional interface with the environment, Maori 
would not simply segment the natural world into a department of exploitation in one 
case and an esteemed entity in another. Even though segmentation may be an 
impression given by previous sections that focused on elements of a whole, it would be 
ignorant to pass judgment by those singular accounts alone. The more accurate 
environmental heritage is a collaboration and convergence of the (natural, communal, 
resourceful, exploitative and mythopoetic) elements which have been illuminated, 
through a spiritual-meta-physical realm unfolding. 

Mauri 

In association with the concept of wairua, or an indwelling spirit held 
universally and without which all entities could not exist (Best, 1982, 39), was the 
notion of mauri. Mauri was distinguished from a wairua in that it prevailed only in the 
world of the living. This essential ideology of Maori in traditional times, can be 
expressed as an aura of energy and a life force. Humans acquired this vitality upon 
birth by way of a "manawa ora" (breath of life) or "Tihe mauri ora!" (to awaken with a 
sneeze) as illustrated when Hine-ahu-one (Earth-formed maid) was vivified. 
Humanity, it was clearly thought, shared this vital principle with the surrounding 
world. "Everything possesses a mauri we are told by natives-- the sky, sun, moon, 
trees, seasons, wind, rain, mist, winter, summer, night, day, trees, stones, animals, 
and all other things" (Best, 25, 1922). There was also a sense that the sanctity of the 
mauri --the shared vital essence in everything-- had to be preserved (23). 
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One way to keep the mauri flowing with energy was by maintaining an 
awareness of the concept. Tribal endeavors often showed to be actively attentive to the 
mauri of other things. In traditional practices of weaving, for instance, there is 
evidence of respecting "the life principle of plants" (Best, 1976, 384). The main 
material of weaving was acquired from the Harakeke plant. Generally, only the outer 
leaves of the plant were cut away at the base, leaving the central growing shoot intact; 
and often after the weaving, the remains were returned to the original place to enable re
growth. The narrow strips that were used in the craft were done with enthusiasm and 
care; the forms they fashioned into, such as baskets, mats or cloaks, were valued not 
only for their utility and creativity, but with their vital origin and continuity in mind 
(Patterson, 1992, 18-20). The material process in weaving exemplifies a traditional 
way of simultaneously using and honoring natural things (Johansen, 1954, 104), an 
ability that involved ever-present awareness of mauri. 

Maori more formally instituted certain entities called material mauri to keep the 
sanctity of the mauri in nature and wildlife. The Ngati-Porou tribe, for instance, used a 
stone as such to preserve the vitality of a lake and protect the life giving of eels and 
freshwater mussels there. Material mauri were also instituted in special areas of river, 
stream, sea and estuary in order to preserve the integrity of habitat and fish. Such 
material "mauri of fish was deemed an institution of great importance, for it was 
believed to attract fish and retain them in home waters" (Best, 1982, 30-2). The same 
practice took place in the forest: "the prosperity and fruitfulness of the forest, of trees, 
birds, etc. is represented by the life principle or mauri of such forest, which is an 
immaterial quality, but a material symbol of that quality was also employed and was 
known by the same name". There was also various material mauri employed in 
agriculture to uphold the fertility of crops. The material mauri -- as a physical entity like 
a stone -- was not the impetus preserving natural vitality but an abiding place for life 
forces and atua (Best, 1922, 26). 

Atua 

Spirituality was prevalent and fundamental in Maori life. "The principles and 
precepts ... entered in some way into every industry in the Maori commune. Agriculture 
and war, fishing and fowling, house building, canoe-making and weaving, fire 
kindling and navigation ... " (Best, 1976, 10). Belief in spiritual realms was 
unflinching. At the most encompassing level was Io, the Supreme Being, Creator and 
Life-giver in the universe. During the course of their lifetimes, Maori more commonly 
referred to local deities, defied ancestors, spirits of nature and the renowned progenitors 
of the known world (i.e. Rangi, Papa, Tane, Tangaroa, etc.) (Best, 1976, 38). Maori 
spoke of all the types of supernatural being as atua. 

Traditional offerings made to atua by Maori illustrate the integration of 
spirituality in their use of nature particularly and tribal life more generally. The first 
fruit ceremony was practiced widely throughout natural pursuits as a way of placating 
and respecting the atua that was considered so essential to the given order. Maori 
especially employed this tradition during cultivation, fishing and fowling. The first take 
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from nature -- on a given outing or as an opening of the particular harvest season -- was 
reserved for the relevant atua and usually deposited at tuahu, a sacred place on tribal 
lands. Besides first fruits reserved for locally significant atua, "offerings of birds were 
made to Tane, of fish to Tangaroa, of Kumara to Rongo, of fern-root to Haumia" 
(Best, 1976, 228). Other offerings were made to atua, like that of seaweed when 
reaching land after a long journey in the waka (Best, 1929, 2); but the first fruit 
offerings were most prevalent. "The amount of ceremonial connected with the first
caught birds of a new season, and fish in a new net, is surprising, and was increased 
by the belief in fertility of the forest, birds, etc., being controllable by human agency" 
(Best, 1976, 384). 

Paramount in the tribal efforts to survive in the environment was fostering the 
support of atua; this suggests humility. As commented by Best: "Man, be he ever so 
skillful, cannot alone succeed in any undertaking of importance" (1929, 18); without 
the support of the atua, life was believed to be "practically impossible" (Best, 1976, 
53). Spiritual interplay in nature was not reserved for select occasions as much as a 
frequent, ever-present and on-going consideration in life. Beyond there being no 
particular day of observance set aside, there was no concentration on morality of 
behavior for the sake of thwarting doom in an afterlife (1976, 141). Punishment or 
consequences of offenses to atua took place immediately in this world and thus it is 
understandable that a spirituality "supplied the place of civil law in the Maori commune" 
(Best, 1976, 161). 

Tapu 

The most influential institution of traditional times, both in terms of instilling 
order in tribal society and in governing the use of nature's entities, was called tapu. To 
understand the spiritually compelling nature of tapu, it is helpful to consider it, in a 
tribal sense, as the mana of the atua. The atua ultimately rendered it effective as a form 
of ceremony or disciplinary function. Tapu carried many meanings beyond a notion of 
sacredness and was linked with several subjects including birth and death, head and 
hair, sickness, the use of food, war and higher learning. The highest levels of tapu had 
a direct affiliation with the atua and thus were adhered to strictly. If humans instituted a 
tapu it was regarded with varying degrees of respect depending on the mana of the 
person who declared the injunction; a chief's declaration would generally be most 
significant when on these occasions (Best, 1982, 17). 

Disregarding a tapu was hara, an act of utmost gravity, and brought a loss of 
fertility or illnesses. Disregard was not a common occurrence due, partially, to the 
ramifications. For instance, "cultivations were placed under heavy tapu while the crops 
were growing and trespassers might even be slain" (17). There was in traditional times 
a more spiritual deterrent internalized, which paralleled the conceptualization of mauri: 

A violation of e.g. the tapu of the fish and the sea cannot really be calculated as so much 
damage to the violator, [as] ... the person or thing being violated. The order of the universe 
rests on the perfection and purity of life or rather of different lives, and the poverty of their 
lives is spoilt by the violation of tapu ... a profound respect for life, an awe in which now 
honor and now fear stands in the foreground. The awe does not regard life in general, but 
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life .. .in all its manifestations as included in the great fellowship of the kinship group as it 
extends into field, forest, and fishing grounds (Johansen, 1954, 197-8). 

Tapu, when pertaining to domains of nature, generally meant a prohibition of 
use. Often it was associated with preserving food sources or marking a significant 
activity of livelihood. Certain trees for canoe-making, and those essential for fruiting or 
fowling were often declared tapu. The trees tapu for food gathering were not to be 
felled (Beattie, 1920, 70). When tapu was declared on areas of lakes, rivers or sea, 
fishing was not allowed, and canoe transport was generally band (Best, 1982, 25). 
Ceremonial places of pure water were completely off-limits. These were called wai 
tapu and included a portion of stream, pond, or hamlet whereby tapu rites were 
performed. Tapu also applied to the whole practice and place of the large fish net. "No 
such undertaking could possibly succeed, in Maori belief, without the assistance of 
[atua], while their spiritual presence would necessarily bring the restrictions of the tapu 
upon the work and the workman" (1929, 11). After finishing the labor and hauling in 
the new seine, Maori traditionally prepared ahi parapara, a ceremonial tapu fire, 
signifying whakanoa, the lifting of tapu ( 15). 

Other Spiritual Institutions 

Tapu and the first fruit ceremony were among the most compelling of Maori 
spiritual practices in terms of managing their pursuit of nature. Several other 
ceremonial practices pervaded their interface with the environment on a day to day 
basis. A tohunga or spiritual expert was very involved in harvest activities largely due. 
to the concern about atua. In fishing, for instance besides tapu, material mauri and first 
catch offerings, a number of other rituals were employed. Some pertained to bait and 
fish hooks while others were performed in the event of turbulent seas. A new line often 
meant observances such as dabbing water on the it before use and companions 
refraining from fishing until a first fish was taken with the fresh line; similar attention 
was given to new freshwater devices like traps (1976, 386). Mentioning the name of a 
fish at the time of harvesting was inappropriate as was referencing a dream about 
fishing during the practice (1929, 43). Furthermore, a karakia, or incantation, to 
attract fish to an area was often performed (1976, 316). Karakia, a ritual recital and 
invocation, was common in pursuits of nature for expressing gratitude to atua and 
fostering fertility in the environment. Examples of karakia in the forest include 
appealing directly to Rangi and Papa for protecting the mauri of Tane (1977, 8) and 
thanking Tane for providing an abundance of life (Buck, 1950, 328). 

Many ceremonial observances were locally rooted and often founded on spirits 
respected by the tribal group in the vicinity. Tipua was an institution involving spirits 
residing in places of the local environment: including trees (such as the burial and birth 
related trees), lakes, hills or mountains (known as "maunga tipua"), streams, and even 
drifting logs (such as the waiwai of Waikato ). Such natural dwelling places often 
represented the spirit of ancestors that had been intimately connected to the area during 
their life-times and that passed away there. Maori that came into contact with such an 
enchanted natural place traditionally performed whangai tipua, an act of placation; 
travelers, in passing, left offerings of leaves or a branch in homage and appeasement, 
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knowing it was reckless to interfere with any of the tipua. The uruuru whenua 
implies both the places and acts of ceremony performed to enhance the mana of tipua. 
Uruuru whenua represented an important way of entering into the relevant place of 
nature to recognize or become one with the spirits of the land. (1982, 521-4; 1974, 
191). 

Other kinds of nature-dwelling spirits in traditional times were relevant in local 
tradition. For example there was aria -- holding places of deified ancestors and other 
spirits for tribes. For Rongo-te-mauri-uri, the pond on the summit of the tribal maunga 
was an aria. Takuahi-te-ka believed an aria to be a rock in the Whakatane river. Aria of 
the Tuhoe tribe were the streams Ohora and Kanihi (1976, 214). 

Rahui 

An institution of direct relevance to governing nature's domains was rahui. It 
generally served as an environmental prohibition to preserve the usefulness of nature. 
Best wrote that the Maori rahui custom moderating the take of wildlife, "was much 
more effective than our game laws" (Best, 1974, 203). There were no modern type 
laws providing teeth to rahui prohibitions; what existed instead was deference. Rahui 
was a form of tapu and similarly possessed the authority of atua to render it effective. 
Additionally, the "custom of rahui was one of the substitutes for civil law in the Maori 
commune" (Best, 1986, 186). A specific rahui was implemented to protect various 
entities of nature including fish, shellfish, forests, birds and fruit, crops, fern-roots, 
good timber and bark producing trees, and groves of flax. Entire habitats such as 
forests or tributaries were also made rahuitia at select times. 

Principal purposes of rahui were to nurture nature's regenerative capacities for 
given areas and to prevent wildlife intrusions by kaihaumi, poachers, or kaipaoe, 
irresponsible wanderers (Best, 1977, 132). An ariki or chief would generally be the 
one who pronounced rahui over specified areas. By word of mouth the declarations 
were "known far and wide" and prompted "universal obedience" (133). Declaring 
prohibition were sometimes coupled with placing pou-rahui, a post, in the designated 
recovery zones. A tohunga would give a recital over the selected area, such as "He 
rahui nau, E Rangi E!" --calling on Rangi to declare the firmness and sincerity of the 
marker laid down (Best, 1977, 137). When a rahui ban went cold, by losing following 
or not restoring fertility, a ritual was often performed. One ceremony called turuki 
meant to awaken the spiritual force of the rahui. Similarly there was a special rite called 
taitai, performed before ahi taitai (a fire), to rekindle the integrity of rahui (138). 

From the vantage of environmental relations, rahui and the other spiritual 
institutions, observances, beliefs and ideologies all served "useful as disciplinary 
agents" (140). Mythology was another impetus of responsibility in the natural world. 
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Mythological and Proverbial Guidelines 

The legend about Rata is particularly revealing in this way. In the story, Rata 
seeks to avenge the slaying of his father Wahieroa and retrieve his bones from a place 
across the waters. To get there he must make a canoe from the forest, which he hastens 
to do by felling a sturdy tree and carving it to pieces. When he departs from his work 
for the night, spirits of the forest return the craft to its original form singing "fly 
together chips, stick ye fast together, hold ye fast together; stand upright again, o tree!" 
The next morning Rata arrives to the scene bewildered by the canoe's disappearance; 
but, without second thought, he fells another strong tree and hurries onto canoe
making. At nightfall, the forest spirits again reclaim the tree and do the same the 
following night. On the fourth day, Rata hides out near his work site and finally 
realizes the cause of his misfortune. In his encounter with the forest spirits (also called 
the "children of Tane"), Rata is shamed to hear their reminder: "who gave you the 
authority to fell the forest god to the ground?" (Grey, 1929, 79-92). 

The story not only serves as a lesson to be careful, mindful and thankful of the 
life giving realm of atua when felling and using a tree, but gives impetus to remember 
the mythological origin of performing karakia or other ritual when taking from nature 
(Grey, 1954, 138). "In the earliest day of light, when Tu the ancestor of fierce man 
made common the offspring of Tane and his brothers by eating them, there was made a 
rule that before taking the life of the living thing the proper prayers must first be 
spoken. By neglecting to offer prayers Rata had failed to lift the tapu of the tree and 
make it available for harvest" (Graham, 1995, 24). The legend of Rata and the related 
mythology were among a sea full of Maori oral tradition that helped keep environmental 
order. The following traditional sayings (in Patterson, 1992, 47) serve as respectful 
reinforcements: 

Ko Tane mata nui 
Tangaroa pukanohi nui 
Kei te raweke koe i te tipuna 

(Tane has big eyes) 
(Big-eyed Tangaroa) 
(You are meddling with the ancestor) 

Simple Abundance 

Besides spiritual and mythological influences, environmental upkeep came 
indirectly from the habits and bodily ways of tribes. Several cases show how, in 
physical regards, tribes lived simply and in accordance with basic needs. For example, 
they generally sufficed on two meals a day and these were eaten outside in the open air. 
It is also said that members of tribes personally possessed little property. Dwelling huts 
were described as "bare and comfortless;" there was no furniture in the household 
beyond a sleeping mat and these were often without bedding covers. "Maori never 
utilized his intelligence in the way of promoting his comfort." This was often the case 
in terms of clothing. Garments were not relied on extravagantly by the people; they 
generally owned few clothes and typically wore the same thing for days and nights. 
(Best, 1974, 101-120). Paoa, a chief depicted in legend, exemplifies this aspect of 
simple living by his steadfast wearing of "an old coarse garment made of the ti tree" 
(Izett, 1904, 425). Evidence of moderation was present not just in the physical 
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lifestyles of tribal members but also in their natural pursuits. A sense of frugality is 
seen in their preparations for fishing for example. "Bait was carefully apportioned in 
baskets for each member so that it might be sparingly used" (Muriwhenua Fishing 
Report, 1988, 24). Scientific historians also assert that, with regard to environmental 
interaction and wildlife reliance, tribal "ways were more directly associated with needs 
only" (Grey, 1994, 19-20). 

This physical modesty should not be over-stated, for Maori cared to indulge in 
nature's offerings in certain ways. Ochre Springs, for example, were prized as these 
expended red coloring for ta moko (tattoos). Some tribal members marveled in cloaks 
made of bird feathers and wore ornaments of pounamu (greenstone) with dignity. 
Numerous feasts were held throughout the year on special occasions. In the legend of 
te Kahu-Rere Moa, the visiting chief gives sixty baskets of preserved mackerel to the 
host tribe; his deed was warmly received and hospitality was bestowed, in turn, with a 
full presentation of mataitai. All these exhibitions were key for "the enhancement of 
tribal mana" (James, 1993, 13; Izett, 1904, 341). 

Amidst natural privilege and simplicity, a sense of continuity was evident in 
Maori lifestyles. For example, after the early chief Tamatea landed at Hokianga (near 
the North Cape), he "stayed awhile, looking around at the nature of the country, 
examining the quality of the soil, and judging its capacity for sustaining population" 
(Izett, 1904, 291). Tribes consciously engaged in nature for the full duration; for 
instance, "those who felled the trees would almost certainly be aware, and probably 
also involved in, the end use" (Patterson, 1992, 42). 

Wildlife Intuition and Sensibility 

Tribes treated wildlife and its surroundings in characteristic ways. One major 
example concerns the special regard for the breeding of living things and their habitat 
which are both essential in the tribal view of fertility. The genesis of their consideration 
in this regard passes through oral history back to origin myth, where two crucial 
characters are spoken of. One is Puna-a-Tinirau, the primary spring or source of the 
multitude of fish. It is described as "a mythological place in the ocean, where fish 
originate, a breeding place" (Best, 1982, 259). The other important mention is 
Rarataungarare, deemed to be the principal force of fruitfulness and productivity in 
Tane's forest. The following recital (273) bears witness to the notion of Rarataungarere 
as a kind of house or repository where all seeds and trees are fertilized: "Ko te 
Rarataungarere, ko te whare tera i whakatipuria mai ai te rakau, ona purapura katoa. 
Ko te Rarataungarere, ko Hukahukatea, nga whare i whata ai nga kamano rakau nei, na 
Tane i mau mai." 

These concepts of wildlife fertility were actively preserved by tribal practices. 
Caution in the breeding season of wildlife was one such practice commonly adhered to. 
For instance fowl in the midst of breeding were often diligently protected until the 
young were fledged, as noted in one case by the tribal expression "Ko te mea tenei i 
rahuitia ai nga roto, a- kia rere ano aua manu" (Firth, 1972, 261). Marine mammals 
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such as seals were also shown to be preserved in accordance with breeding. In the 
southern coastal areas, there is evidence that tribes exercised restraint with regard to seal 
breeding colonies and relied more heavily on the younger seal by way of culling 
(Anderson, 1983, 13). In fishing there was a similar traditional practice employed of 
being "much more sensitive to the larger breeding stock" than to the adolescent species 
(Muriwhenua Fisheries Report, 1988, 25). With crayfish, for instance, tribes kept an 
awareness of the seasons of spawning and maturity (Firth, 1972, 60). 

Also seen in fishing practices was an awareness and consideration of habitat. 
Tribes were often careful to not drag nets and lines on the ground at fishing spots. The 
rhetorical expression for muddying the waters suggests the tribal reasoning: "does the 
tarakihi return to a stirred up area where he escaped death?" Similar sensitivity applied 
to shellfish beds; people would not drag traps in the area and frequently replaced a rock 
dislodged during their shellfish dives. These customs indicate Maori inclinations and 
"rules for the maintenance of habitats, feeding and breeding areas." (Muriwhenua 
Fishing Report, 1988, 24). 

Another exhortation of environmental management was a kind of localism, 
warming to considerate inhabitancy and repelling to exogenous behavior. The essence 
of the warmth for local-environmental affiliation was shown with regard to tangata 
whenua. This privileged status would grow cold when people left the area or would 
not tend to it. Iwi, hapu and whanau all had such rights and responsibilities in 
conjunction with tribal lands and the natural entities there, but members from outside 
tribes had no such authority (37). Stated otherwise, "no Maori community liked to 
have outside folk overlooking their preserves and food-collecting activities" (Best, 
1977, 130). It also was said that when outsiders crossed tribal homelands and wildlife 
domains they took numerous precautions: leaving a branchlet to mark their respectful 
visit was not uncommon and often if visitors procured any foods there, a portion would 
be contributed to the local whanau or hapu. 

It is clear from illustrations above that the tribal way was tailored to the native 
use of land. This local tendency prevented arbitrariness of nature's domains and key 
food sites. But it is important here not to overstep the bounds of environmental analogy 
by ascribing modern judgments of management to traditional faculty. Any assertions of 
environmental governance should be done, if at all, in the context of the indigenous 
charisma and the integration conveyed by ngakau. 

Ngakau 

N gakau is a dynamic and emotional connection among body, mind and spirit 
(Johansen, 1954, 46). Traditional belief in pawera reveals such encompassing 
behavior in the natural world. It was held necessary to be always alert and 
conscientious when harvesting wildlife or else pawera would arise, meaning that 
animals or fish would be spooked and disappear (Best 1982, 611-2; 1974, 190). In the 
cited case involving ducks, harvesting was done very quietly and in an orderly manner 
(Beattie, 1920, 61); but pawera had an internal and interconnected connotation as well 
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as physical manifestation. The idea of spooking the wild can be understood in 
accordance with the notion of mauri. For instance, it was deemed inappropriate to cook 
food in the forest, or carry it there once cooked, because it was thought to "pollute the 
mauri or life principal of the forest and birds would then leave it" (190). Humans and 
nature connected by way of a life force, and in more comprehensive ways. Fruitfulness 
and fertility resulted when the triad of body, mind and spirit jelled. Conversely, it was 
said that there was decadence and decay at times of divergence. Some tribes said that 
"moa became extinct because mauri life force was defiled by the early Maori settlers" 
(Best, 1922, 31; 1973, 33). 

Similarly, when intimacy was fostered between Maori and environment, mana 
would spring forth, but when mana of nature was lost alienation occurred. The legend 
of Whata and Tongowhiti, for example, tells when Whata becomes masterful at 
catching eels from a lake, "the mana of the lake had been taken by him." Conversely, it 
was reputed that "when the original and tasty rat of New Zealand was exterminated, this 
was amongst other things due to the fact .. .'that the Maori mana disappeared'" (in 
Johansen, 1954, 95). 

An essential aim of Maori relations of the environment was to take from natural 
domains and ensure that they remain bountiful. It must not be forgotten, that supplies 
of nature were meant to be taken. Exploitation of nature's entities was sanctioned by 
Tu, making common for mankind the goods of the forest, earth and sea. However, as 
shown above, exploiting nature in mere one-sided and manipulative fashion led to tribal 
and environmental disintegration. Rather, it was by a convergence of physical, 
conceptual and spiritual human relationships in nature that a useful bounty was kept. 
This was the customary way of Maori, even though it was certainly not always 
exhibited or adhered to. There were different degrees of attaining integration; and life in 
this world was a journey of realization. 

Tane Going Beyond the Reach of Tu 

The cultural integration in nature was illuminated more by Tane, the fertilizer 
and harbinger of light, than by Tu, the exploitative warrior. It is revealed in the creation 
myth that where Tu failed, Tane succeeded. Tu with all his ferocious might could not 
divide the primal pair; only Tane was able to separate Rangi and Papa to bring light into 
the world. "For the first time the gods could see each other and the land which lay in 
the hollows of the body of the Earth" (Graham, 1995). The image of a tree heaving the 
sky upward from its head as the roots and with its legs as the trunk was often given to 
characterize the deed. And with this deed comes an immense responsibility, illustrated 
in the following myth telling of Tane's glowing path to the end of the world. After 
Hine-titama (the Dawn Maid) and Tane fertilize humanity, she realizes her father Tane is 
also her husband and flees to enter the realm of afterlife beneath the earth. Tane follows 
after his loved one to the reaches of light imagined as the sun setting in the horizon. Yet 
his pursuit is only in this world, as Hine-titama tells him: "Return 0 Tane! For you is 
the world of light, for me the realm of the unknown; for you to rear our children, for 
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you to bring them into the world of life, while I draw them into the underworld and 
protect their spiritual welfare" (Best, 1973, 18). 

Tane's role of parenting the children in this world with light and life (Tane-te
waiora) comes to fruition by way of his hallowed journey to the heavens. Tane ascends 
the highest heavens, amidst torrential adversity, in order to meet the Supreme Being Io 
and obtain, wananga, the three baskets of sacrosanct wisdom. "Such sacerdotal and 
esoteric knowledge was to be sent down to earth as an important boon for the 
offspring, and for mankind, a possession that would preserve their welfare and enhance 
their mana for all time." The baskets (kete) of knowledge consisted of: Tua-Uri -
relating to universal mindfulness and vital energy of a cosmic nature; Ao Tua-Atea -
being the eternal world of the spirit; and Aro-Nui -- involving worldly sense perception 
and surrounding natural phenomena. This triadic knowledge was to be heeded by all 
descendants of Rangi and Papa, "by all things;" it evoked wise, spirit-oriented and 
sense-driven dynamics that together as wananga was the way of being to aspire toward 
in this world. As Tane secures the wananga from the heavens he signals to the earth by 
way of Haupipi, a cloud of the sky. The only task left then, was for the world to 
realize its potential and replenish itself. (Marsden and Henare, 1992, 7-11; Best, 197 6, 
100-106). 

TIKANGA ENVIRONMENTALISM 

The potent will for realization and revival is a pivotal dynamic of the environmental 
heritage revealing modesty and creative pursuit of better connection. Along with the 
quest in the making stood conviction in preserving the wisdom that had come before. 
As in the case of tapu knowledge, the preserving spirit originated in the uppermost 
heavens; from there, Io appointed guardians to look after the different realms of the 
natural world. Poutiriao served as the common name for the divine ambassadors who 
were to "preserve peace and prosperity in all spheres" (106). The realm of oceans had 
three such guardians of welfare called Kaukau, Tangaroa-whakamau-tai and Kiwa . 
These three were to watch over the vast ocean and te rawa moana (the sea's bounty). 
The forest appointees were Tangaiwhao, Tane te hokahoka and Rongo-maraeroa: the 
"guardians consecrated in order to preserve the welfare of all matters pertaining to 
Puninoniho-o-tau,"(l09; 1982, 275) all of the forest. 

Such guardians of forest and ocean, as well as those of other natural realm, 
were not the only figurative keepers. There were also human guardians. Maori named 
these Kaitiaki. In traditional times, tangata whenua held an obligation to preserve ties to 
the land. For example, Ahi kaa, who was connected with tangata whenua, kept home 
fires burning and thus served as an integral impetus for carrying on heritage. 
(Minhinnick, 1985, 4). 

That there was a customary keeping and realizing aspiration is undeniable as 
these few references reveal. What were the roots of preservation and aims of education 
that so compelled Maori to these tendencies? The primary motivation can be found in 
the kaupapa which were first principles of the universe, its supernatural foundations 
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and teachings of the original ancestors (Marsden and Henare, 1992, 13 and 17). The 
institution of mythology shows how "extremely careful the Maori was to conserve his 
oral traditions, and pass them on correctly to succeeding generations" (Best, 1976, 49). 
Myths stood for a fundamental beliefs of association and lessons of continuity 
(Marsden and Hen are, 1992, 3). Tribes traced back in memory, and then in 
mythological past, their whakapapa (genealogy), as evident in the statement "Rangi is 
my ancestor." 

The way of being in propriety is tikanga. "It is the inner form of life that 
manifests itself in the way we behave. Our tikanga is not simply how we behave, it is 
something within us that makes us behave in the way we do. The all important quality 
here is that being in accord with human nature, or rather, being in accord with tribal 
nature" (Patterson, 1992, 103). Tikanga connotes an intrinsic and inspirational 
orientation. It comes from tika which essences a combination of nature and ethos. The 
synergy of the two means being natural and native or rooted in one's utmost calling. 
Without tikanga one is "rootless" and gravely disoriented (Johansen, 1954, 25 and 
172). Most important, in the Maori passage of life, was flourishing by way of their 
tikanga: preserving and nurturing anew a customary way of perpetuity was the utter 
sustenance and survival of their cultural well being. 

The Maori tikanga ways and environmental heritage were fundamentally 
interwoven. Just as the traditionally-used umu (earth oven) preserved the natural virtue 
and flavor of food (Beattie, 1920, 76), the Maori customary ways kept fresh the 
heritage of their environmental relationships. This heritage, like Tinarau (multitude of 
fish), was abundant. Amidst this vastly featured heritage flowed a cultural and 
environmental integration and aspiration that could be as pure as the wai tapu. 

Evoking a tribal allegory will help consummating this heritage. Te Wahanui of 
Waikato spoke of "Waiwaia," a tipua (natural element with an in-dwelling spirit) that 
manifested as a log drifting from place to place by river and to other waters. It initially 
related to a tohunga (priestly expert) who lived by a tapued totara tree. His 
grandchildren reputedly climbed on the tree and ate its fruit without conducting the 
customary gratitude. The children were nearly swallowed up for their folly but for the 
sacrifice of their grandfather; instead of their doom, the tree was uprooted and set a drift 
along with the grandfather as a soulful companion. It became known as the 'waiwaia' 
traveling throughout the waters of Aotearoa. (Best, 1982, 530). 

The journey of heritage -- culminating from a vantage of the enchanted waiwaia 
-- meanders past many significant sights. Customary food gathering is one. The 
significance of harvesting was conveyed by the traditional expression for ocean and 
forest as "food baskets," symbolically associating nature's food domains with the 
esteemed wananga (Best, 1976, 80). Traditions of mataitai (seafood) and its places of 
harvest reiterate the value of food sources for tribes. "The sea resource was essential 
for the physical survival of the Maori people and their communities. It 
supplied ... essential proteins, fats, vitamins and minerals" (Muriwhenua Fisheries 
Report, 1988, 200). As more traditionally spoken: "Ahakoa ite te pipi, o tokukainga, 
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he waiu tangata tonu" -- the shellfish of any home may be small but they nourish the people 
(in Patterson, 1992, 50). 

Inland tribes shared in the cherished customs of mataitai, by gifts such as the edible 
seaweed called koiri, rehia and korengo (Best, 1977, 53) and by setting up papakainga, 
fishing stations in places on shore, or tauranga-ika, fishing grounds of shore (Best, 1929, 
60; Marsden & Henare, 1992, 24). Taka hapuka were other pan-tribal zones for fishing. 
Maori held a deep affinity for all the harvest domains: wakawaka, where whanau cultivated 
kumara; tawawa and keringa aruhe which were community digging places of fern-root; and 
whanau pua designated to kinship groups for fowling and fruiting. Such homes of natural 
and human sustenance were carefully kept by Maori for the sake of ongoing well being. 

Environmental customs-- guiding onlookers in the Waiwaia --were both active, to 
meet these physical needs, and receptive emotionally, as evident in the heritage of a Maori 
community called W aima: 

Protection of the land was for economic and emotional reasons; economic because of the great 
difficulty of finding other regions with prolific food products and of clearing the forest lands for 
cropping; emotional because, in their established territory, various land-forms, forests, rivers, etc. 
became hallowed by deeds and memories, and sacred because of the dead buried there. Thus the land 
became 'the mother that never dies' since it nourished the generations that were to follow, and it was 
a symbol of permanence in an impermanent existence, because 'men die but the land remains' 
(Hohepa, 1964, 30). 

There was a communal bond among ancestors, nature and the living generation, with the 
latter ever humbled and inspired by these principal companions, as revealed in the following 
traditional saying(translated by Best, 1982, 202): 

Haere! Haere! Haere ra, tama nui rna, tamaroa rna. 
Kaereki te Po. Kua hinga nga rakau nui a Tane, kua horo te pa i Monoa; weiho iho nei matau, nga 
mahoe, nga mako, nga kaiwhiria 

Farewell ye great ones, farewell to the spirit world. The great and lordly trees of Tane have fallen, 
the stronghold at Monoa has fallen and we alone, the inferior mahoe, mako and kaiwhiria trees 
remain. 

All the diversions helped make the river shallow again nearly to the point of 
exposing its base .... The lifestyles of taking from and living off the land for sustenance, 
experiences of survival from turbulent adjustments to a more tempered perseverance, and 
practices of making wide use of the environment for basic needs all fostered an exceptional 
awareness and intimate familiarity. This environmental ingenuity together with a more 
emotional and cultural communion were some essential makings of a singular tribal outlook. 
The outlook is crucial to the heritage. Eidson Best expressed it as an "imaginative 
temperament" and, more directly, as a "mythopoetic mentality." He says: 

this state of mind is a survival of a still closer fellowship with nature which must have obtained in 
times long passed away. It is a heritage of thought...Such language as we meet in old time works 
and poetry is the common tongue of the Maori. The Maori is closely in touch with nature due to 
their ... mentality ... personifications ... belief that man [and all else] are all descended from a common 
source .... [and] mode of life- the incessant reliance on, and searching for, the products of forest and 
stream, where with to sustain life (TNZI, 1907, 200) 
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Gradually, by way of long and winding passage, the river revealed its nature; its 
penultimate expression comes right before the river meets the sea ... The notions of 
manaaki, mauri, ngakau, and wananga were all fundamental to the web of interaction 
and a whole physical, mental and spiritual continuum. The confluence flowing forth 
was "the universal soul of nature" (Best, 1982, 40). The utter tribal association with 
and full expression of this integration maxim would be the finest occurrence of the 
Maori environmental heritage if it were demonstrated -- not written on a tablet -- by 
what was experienced, conceived and created all at once. In traditional times, this 
living mode of consciousness was a reality and an ideal, both known and unknown. It 
meant living in absolute awareness at present and with full wisdom of the past as well 
as sojourning for harmony to the reaches of this world. It was the native way to be in 
human fellowship and natural way to belong with the surrounding environment. 

At the falls to the waters' meeting is a reminder of the heritage that has flowed 
forth and an aperture to the promising challenge that remains for both waters destined to 
dwell together ... kindling tikanga environmentalism: 

First principles ('Kaupapa') derive from the myths and legends associated with Mother Earth as 
the primeval Mother and from her children regarded as the ancient ones. Thus Maori is seen as 
holding a special relationship to Mother Earth and her resources; as an integral part of the 
natural order. Not only did this relationship become the basis for the spiritual and social 
values of the Maori culture, but the basis upon which various 'Tikanga' were established to 
develop the means by which that relationship may be enhanced for the benefit of both Earth 
and Man (Marsden and Henare, 1992, 19). 
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IV 
LEGACY 

OF INSTITUTIONAL PRESERVATIONS 
AMIDST HISTORICAL CHANGE 

MEETING OF WATERS 

From the ocean, came a new people and a novel way of life. In 1769 Captain James 
Cook and his crew arrived in the Endeavor, and the name "Maori"-- meaning common 
folk -- was from this time used by residents as a native identifier. Captain Cook found 
New Zealand while on a Crown-sponsored expedition to the South Pacific. He was 
advised how to treat indigenous peoples on the journey: 

they are human creatures, the work of the same omnipotent Author, equally under his 
care with the most polished Europeans ... there are many ways to convince them of the 
superiority of Europeans, with out slaying any of those poor people ... By shooting 
some of the birds or other animals that are near them would strike them with 
amazement and awe" (in Salmond, 1991, 113). 

Uncivil superiority was all that was demonstrated at Cook's first New Zealand 
anchorage at Tauranga-nui bay. "At least nine local men had been killed or wounded by 
musket or pistol fire, and the shootings out at sea at least could have been avoided" 
(132). 
While "not a great deal [was] learned about life on shore" in this brutal encounter1, the 
rest of Cook's visit was more peaceful and informative on the whole: 

The Endeavor's visit...involved a six-month circumnavigation of the New Zealand 
coastline where the vessel anchored in one harbor after another, meeting local people 
at sea and on shore, visiting their settlements and welcoming Maori ... on board ... to 
work out strategies for dealing with these unprecedented visitors. After the 
Endeavor's visit, too, European ships began to visit New Zealand at first sporadically 
and then in ever increasing numbers, guided to its coastlines by Cooke's meticulous 
maps (122). 

Later arrivals fixed on the economic opportunities of the new land. In 1788, 
New Zealand became a trading site for seals and whales, along with timber, agriculture 
and mining. Interaction between the tribes and new comers was frequent in terms of 
exchange of goods and information. Maori were employed at whaling stations and the 
other hubs of enterprise. But by the early 1800s, with introduced diseases, escalated 
trade in muskets, and intensified warfare among tribes, Maori population began to 
dwindle. By the 1830s, missionaries were spreading their influence and systematically 

1 Captain Cook wrote afterwards, "I am aware that most humane men who have not experienced things of this 
nature will censure my conduct in firing upon those peop1e ... but I was not to stand still and suffer either 
myself or those with me" (132). 
There was evidence of "major internal disputes and tensions within the bay at this time," intertribal 
hostilities and a general feeling that the country was "divided into many small principalities" (132-144). 
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eradicating native culture. Maori were at risk of losing their customs, mythology and 
language. 

From the influx of the western world, Maori were unduly affected and faced 
acculturation. The fundamental consideration is how cultural integrity of the river 
continued amidst the sea of change. A dynamic flow of this nature arose in 1840, when 
representatives of the British Crown and Maori tribes signed the Treaty of Waitangi. 
The intention was to establish the Crown's sovereignty and an orderly and lawful 
society having regard to Maori inhabitants. Lord Normandy's instructions were to do 
this with "open" as well as "free and intelligent" consent of Maori. At the Waitangi 
meeting place, William Hobson characterized the Treaty as an "act of love" towards 
Maori. The chiefs responded with guarded willingness. Among those speaking was 
chief Tamati Waka Nene who told his colleagues, "There are children that unite both 
our races" and summoned the Crown to "protect our customs." (Orange, 1990). 

Over 500 Maori chiefs eventually consented to the Treaty by placing their moko 
(signature) on one of the two versions. Most chiefs signed the one in their tongue, 
while only 39 signed the English text. The two are different in language and meaning. 
For example, in Article I of the English text, Maori concede "all the rights and powers 
of sovereignty" as opposed to "te Kawanatanga katoa" (full government in Aotearoa). 
(Orange, 1990b, 258; Boast, 1989, 7). Together, the Treaty stood for Crown 
attainment of governorship and lawmaking authority over all New Zealand (Article I), 
in exchange for Maori having determination of their heritage and consent to any 
preemption thereof (Article II) as well as common citizenship (Article III). It thus 
signifies a brave attempt to guide the affairs of two peoples. Despite its promise, in 
light of a cross cultural framework for common good, New Zealand history has been 
grievously one-sided in favor of the Crown's authority and settlers' livelihood. These 
parties gained without yielding to the tribal way and, as a result, Maori were alienated 
politically, socially and economically: 

The European record in the last century and a half has shown a determination to 
dominate. In many respects New Zealand, in spite of the Treaty, has been merely a 
variation in the pattern of colonial domination of indigenous races (Orange, 1990b). 

Legal Backdrop 
The Treaty of Waitangi was never the law of the land. When Chief Justice 

James Prendergrast in 1877 declared the Treaty "simply a nullity," he was wrong only 
to the extent that two previous laws had mentioned it by name but just circumstantially. 
In the lack of a constitutional charter, the only way for the Treaty to be legally 
recognized was for Parliament to enact or ratify it. The general rule was illustrated in 
the 1941 case, Hoahi Te Heuheu Tukino v Aotea District Maori Land Board (AC 308), 
in which the Court stated that Treaty rights are unenforceable unless incorporated in 
statute (Boast, 1987, 241). 

Aside from the Treaty, the legal principles of New Zealand spring from 
common law, which is a pre-1840 English notion of property and possessions. Sir 
Dudley Digges' exhortation to the House of Lords in 1628 explains that the Crown's 
subjects "have a true Property in their Goods, Lands and Possessions," without which, 
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"there can be neither Law nor Justice in a kingdom; for this is the proper object of both" 
(McHugh, 1989, W-2). Common law includes a doctrine of aboriginal title recognizing 
customary rights to property as superseding dominion or parliament by the Crown. In 
fact, New Zealand's Court of Appeal once held, in Re Lundun and Whitaker Claims 
Act (2 NZCA 41, 1871) that, "the Crown is bound both by common law of England 
and its own solemn engagements, to a full recognition of native proprietary right. 
Whatever the extent of that proprietary right established by natives appears to be, the 
Crown is bound to respect it." For Maori, it meant use and occupation predicated on 
discovery, ancestry (take tupuna), conquest (take raupatu) or gift (take tuku) (see 
Heritage; Smith, 1942; Manatu Maori, 1991). 

Yet New Zealand legal authorities have generally ignored Maori customary 
tenure unless it was expressly incorporated into statute (Spiller, 1995, 128). Statutes 
tended not to mention the traditional ways or they blatantly over-ruled them. The 1909 
Native Lands Act (s84), for example, stated that "the Native customary title to land shall 
not be enforceable as against His Majesty the King by any proceeding in any Court." 
With the statutory nature of aboriginal title uncertain, the New Zealand government 
shrewdly and swiftly extinguished it with acts of preemption (McHugh, 1985, 64; 
Boast, 1990, 33). 

From Treaty to Alienation 

By manipulating the principles of parliamentary sovereignty and common law, 
and by over-riding commitments otherwise, the Crown established a domineering 
government and the means for an expanding settler society. Historically, both have 
been driven by ownership and a sense of control. After 1840, the Crown formed 
governing authorities (all members were non-Maori) and made regulations without 
ratifying guarantees in the Treaty. Protections to tribes in their own right (Article II) 
and to their membership as citizens (Article III) were insecure. In decision-making, 
"Maori had no say in how the country was governed;" and, in the electoral system, 
because "Maori land was communal and unregistered, few Maori males were qualified 
to vote" (Orange, 1990, 49). Maori retained some of their own political structures in 
their communities during these early years (Spiller, 1995, 133) and were initially treated 
with benevolence by Governor Sir George Grey. Increasingly, however, his over
riding preoccupation was with the newcomers and their interest in obtaining property. 
Immigration escalated, and by the late 1850s the European population approximated that 
of Maori at sixty thousand. 

Maori endured pervasive land alienation in the settlement of New Zealand. The 
government, in its first 20 years, proceeded to extinguish and transfer Maori title by 
land purchases and deeds of settlement. By 1860, nearly two-thirds of all land had 
passed out of Maori hands (Spiller, 95, 139). In 1865 the government set up the Land 
Court which enhanced and facilitated change in land tenure. The Court was not only 
actively involved in purchasing Maori land and transferring it to settlers, it was also 
empowered to re-orient the nature of Maori tenure. When Maori land passed into its 
purview, which nearly all did at some stage, it could lawfully lose aboriginal title and 
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attain free-hold status, subject to ordinary land law and statutory authority. The same 
was true of land reserved for Maori in deeds of settlement (Kenderdine, 1989, 365). 
So in legal terms and with social consequence, papatipu land -- defined as "land that is 
held in accordance with tikanga Maori" -- became virtually obsolete (Boast and 
Edmonds, TW -77, 1995). Among these and other consequences of the land policy was 
the individualization of Maori land. Land titles were granted to individuals, as opposed 
to kinship groups like iwi, hapu, or whanau (TW-76). "The fact is that the concept of 
individual alienation of land was, from the start, inimical to the preservation of the 
integrity of tribal domains and the attendant chiefly authority" (Brownlie, 1990, 96). 
Furthermore, "problems over land divided Maori against themselves and was utterly 
demoralizing" (Orange, 1990, 67). 

Some land was blatantly confiscated by the Crown. The most graphic incident 
was the Waitara purchase, where the Crown disregarded the determination of certain 
central North Island tribes not to sell their occupied lands. That seizure led directly to 
the two W aikato wars (Sim, 1928) which ended in 1870 after much bloodshed and with 
renewed austerity on the part of Crown in land policy. For tribes that the Crown 
deemed to be disloyal, their homelands underwent "tenurial change" (Stiller, 1995, 
142). North Island confiscation in this period included large parts of Taranaki, 
Waikato, Tauranga, Bay of Plenty and Hawkes Bay (Kenderdine, 1989, 348). 

Maori land was also expropriated under legislation, such as the 1863 New 
Zealand Settlements Act and the 1864 Public Works Act. In this scenario, land was 
taken for "public" purposes without compensation. This type of seizure continued into 
the 20th Century, especially with the expansion of railways, roads and other 
developments. In only a decade up to 1920, Maori lost half their remaining land, and 
half of what they held in title was leased to non-Maori (Orange, 1990, 84) due to 
economic pressures2. Another manifestation of financial incentives resulting in land 
alienation occurred after the Second World War with massive migration to cities: Maori 
were enticed to replace agricultural and other livelihoods in their home areas with 
manufacturing jobs and other urban wage labor fueling economic development. In 
1962 over half the Maori population lived in cities; by 1982 the figure had reached 80% 
(Ballantyne, 1994). 

The confidently anticipated fruits of these trends remain to be seen. In 1996, 
Maori unemployment was 15% compared to 6% for Pakeha yet the Maori population 
stands at roughly 12% of the New Zealand total of 3,600,000. These imprecise 
figures, which only scratch the surface of the socio-economic cultual disparity in the 
country3, and the incomplete picture of Maori land dispossession -- a recent estimate of 
land retained by Maori is one million acres out of more than 66 million for the nation 
(Kenderdine, 1989, 348) -- reveal a history of unfulfilled cooperation. Some legal 
scholars, with emotional and academic stake in the relationship say, "the framework of 
our society has been firmly established through the adoption of British social, 

2 For views on this issue in the 19th Century see Angela Ballara "The Pursuit of Mana? Land Alienation by 
Maori 1840-1890", 91 Journal of Polynesian Society, 1982, 519-221 
3 see D. MCloughlin "The Maori Burden". in North and South., Nov., 1993. 
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economic, philosophic and legal institutions" (Tamihere, 1985, 138), and "the political 
situation has been one where Maori have been pacified (by compact, conquest, and 
confiscation) and subject to Pakeha governance with consequential economic and 
political marginalization" (McHugh, 1991). 

Persistent Reclamation 

Tribal perseverance was demonstrated amidst subjection and manifest in a long 
run of claims made against government about lands. One noteworthy example is Ngai 
Tahu persistence in disputing the Crown's mishandling of the 1848 South Island Deed 
of Purchase. In 1996, after nearly 150 years of not surrendering the original grievance, 
an unprecedented settlement arose between the National government and Ngai Tahu 
representatives whereby, among other assets, the Crown redeemed to the tribe 1.38 
million hectares of land, being a tenth of the original area sold. Upon reaching final 
agreement, a negotiator said, "we have shown that an open check book is not needed; 
what's needed is an open heart." Never-the-less, the deal was valued at $170 million. 
In the North Island, Tainui recently reclaimed a significant amount of land estimated at 
the same value. Numerous other land grievances have been addressed of late, but these 
are anomalies in the over 600 claims filed. One of the unresolved claims is the Taranaki 
tribes' search for redemption over land confiscated late last century. Most of the 
disputes and resolutions underway reflect territorial injustices done by the Crown and 
the pursuit by Maori to restore their mana. Chief Judge of the Maori Land Court said: 

Barely a year went past... without at least one Treaty-based petition to Parliament or 
one Treaty based case to the Courts, despite the costs and the fact that the cases were 
rarely successful. I consider, however, that the Maori ... had an unswerving belief that 
that which was tika, or proper, would eventually prevail (Durie, 1991, 159). 

CONTINUITIES IN LAW AND LEGISLATION 

A more integral order -- than simply a retroactive and often financial balancing of 
historical disjunction in ownership and control over land-- has risen in New Zealand. 
Maori environmental custom, domain and ideology have shone through political and 
legal structures. Glimmers of tikanga environmentalism have thus appeared on pale 
ocean waters. These may offer brightness to an otherwise over-shadowing history. 
How, and the extent to which, Maori heritage has been accommodated in modern 
institutions brings this passage to the present times. 

The Titi Legacy 

One survival of the environmental way of Maori in modern times is 
muttonbirding on islands off the southern coast of the South Island. "Rakiura" Maori 
give Ngati Mamoe and Ngai Tahu tribal members affiliation with the islands and 
customary harvest of titi (muttonbirds). After an often arduous journey in canoes from 
the mainland, Rakiura Maori would settle on respective islands and tend to on-lying 
manu kai (bird gathering grounds). Despite the seasonal harvest, the livelihood 
generated and lifestyle involved were continuous, as seen in the year-round crafting of 
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kelp bags for storing the titi harvest and preserving it for winter. Even though 
traditional actions have been altered and infringed upon, Rakiura Maori still keep their 
titi heritage largely intact. A tribal member recently described this as "perhaps the 
nearest living example we have to the meaning of rangatiratanga to our natural resources 
or mahinga kai" (in Crengle, 1993, 19). 

In 1864, the Queen and tribal owners entered into a Deed of Purchase for 
Stewart and adjacent islands. The Crown paid only $6,000 pounds. In the contract, 
"the Queen returned the use of certain areas ... as reserves to be held by members of the 
two tribes." The government had shown a lack of good faith by initially annexing 
Rakiura to Southland without the tribes' knowledge. This and other lapses of 
communication were redeemed by the negotiator who gave, as instructed, "due regard 
to the interests of the natives" by forwarding in the eventual settlement the utmost tribal 
imperative: 21 Titi Islands "in the lawful use of which the govemment...guaranteed 
them protection" (Wilson, 1979, 38). 

For nearly 50 years following the Deed, Rakiura Maori were afforded 
entitlement to unusual wildlife4 and unique use of it according to custom. From the 
tum of the century Maori had internal disputes regarding proper access to and treatment 
of the fowling grounds. Other problems were growth in numbers of descendants 
claiming exploitation rights (McMinn, 1979), and increase numbers of squatters. These 
pressures led to more government regulation. "The government from time to time in 
fulfillment of the conditions of the Deed may, after consultation with the native owners, 
make special regulations for securing to the natives the Titi Islands ... and for protecting 
such Islands from trespassers and the birds frequenting them from destruction ( 1908 
Lands Act, S24). Such language accorded with what Rakiura Maori requested 
(Wilson, 1979, 26), but the Act led to the less welcome step of mainland administration 
of the islands. An injunction was filed and for a while permits had to be obtained for 
access to the Titi Islands. The 1912 Lands Act specified that for Rakiura Maori to 
seasonally inhabit the islands and harvest muttonbirds, each needed to prove descent 
from original beneficiaries. This guideline was confirmed in the 1948 Lands Act and 
has remained in force. 

Despite changes in administration, qualifications for consultation and 
bureaucratic stipulations, the basic beneficiary rights have endured and consist of: 
access to and residence on the Titi Island from March 16 to May 31; entitlement to 
harvest titi on manu; and freedom to build whanau accommodation and work shelter. 
These rights are life-long. Once attained, they can not be sold, traded or rescinded. 
Beneficiaries are equally endowed with the same rights, including a common portion of 
whanau harvesting grounds, fairly determined each year. "This means that the islands 
are common grounds to all beneficiaries during the birding seasons according to Maori 
law." Furthermore, within this tenure system each beneficial family would be 

4 Titi breed on islands in the Southern Hemisphere then migrate to the North Pacific and elsewhere. They lay 
one egg in the same burrow each year. Parents take turns incubating the egg and foraging for food (the 
companion will fast at the nest for up to two weeks). Juveniles (Sooty Shearwaters) hatch in eight weeks, 
when they must gather strength to join the migration. 
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responsible for the general use and conservation of their manu." It is argued that "no 
one understood the necessity for safeguarding the Titi Islands and the birds to ensure 
the continuation of their heritage as they did." (Wilson, 1979, 48-55). On the Islands 
there is a noticeable sense of pride in the retained communal customs. A Rakiura Maori 
states that "our social order can be seen" by the way decisions are made collectively and 
how family groups live and work together. "The importance of our social order is that 
all must contribute individually for the well-being of our collective responsibility: the 
retention of our resources for future generations" (in Crengle, 1993, 19). 

The recent history of Titi heritage has not been without blemish. Rakiura Maori 
have criticized the creeping government bureaucracy. Regulatory infringements served 
as the basis for a Maori claim against the Crown, in which the W aitangi Tribunal held 
that the Crown could exercise proper 'kawanatanga' (government) as long as 
regulations were founded in: 1) environmental well-being of the Titi Islands; 2) ongoing 
protection of the tribal food resource, 3) full consultation with, and 4) effect to the aims 
of Rakiura Maori (in Crengle, 1993, 19). In Titi Heritage, Eva Wilson expressed 
disappointment about the "streaks" of greed and commercialization that some Rakiura 
Maori have embraced. "Guilty parties", she writes, "consider the acquisition of money 
of first importance (the birds bring a high price on the mainland) and place it above 
native dignity, courtesy, pride of heritage and self respect" (25). However, the Titi 
lifestyle can be costly in terms of provisions, construction materials, and transportation; 
these expenses, other commentators say, demand compensation (Dacker, 1990, 31). 

Never-the-less, the tikanga of customary and educational temperance goes with 
the territory. A Rakiura Maori, Eva Hopwood says that, "now most of the [elderly 
ones] have passed on and with them a lot of the good old Maori customs, but they will 
always be remembered, for their lovable natures, their courage and above all, what they 
have left us ... our heritage" (93). Bill Dacker in, The People and the Place: Mahika Kai 
- Kai Tahu People, writes: "for those families that manage to continue muttonbirding, 
the titi season is still a time to renew contact with the past, and also to bring the family 
together as a working unit, as it regularly used to be" (1990, 32). Reflecting on her 
first visit to the Titi Island of Mokinui, Eva Wilson says: "I was captivated by the 
natural beauty and the strange feeling of 'belonging' which seemed to take possession 
of me" (109). After her second stay, she stated: "some of the children are quite 
experienced birders. In the island life, they live very close to nature and learn to adopt a 
sense of responsibility towards those younger than themselves ... they are actually living 
their social studies" ( 131). 

The 1996 Ngai Tahu settlement with the Crown determined, broadly, that 
Southland Maori would be the official landlords of Rakiura Islands: taking care of the 
titi islands and harvest occupation, continuing their habitation and that of the wildlife in 
perpetuity. 
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Settling on Mahinga Kai 

Mahinga kai -- harvesting and the place of harvest -- is a theme for the 
preservation of Maori heritage in modern times. This legacy has grown out of 
contractual settlements and, apparently, the principle of use and occupation versus 
outright ownership. 

Government-tribe arrangements on other islands off the mainland are 
illustrative. On the Trios Islands of Marlborough Sounds, because of a condition 
agreed to at the original transfer of land, some tribal resource activities are allowed 
irrespective of the island's status as a wildlife sanctuary (NZCA, 1994). Similarly, the 
Mokohinau Islands are generally kept as nature preserves but members of the Aotea 
tribe are permitted access in order to take gray faced petrels (Thrush, 1995, 20). 
Another case is Stephens Island (Takapourewa) where Ngati Koata have an "unproven" 
claim of ownership, yet their partnership with the Department of Conservation enables 
them harvest rights in the protected territory (Mason, 1993, 12). 

On the mainland, there has been recognition of customary harvest and user 
rights in settlements between government and tribes. One of the more prominent cases 
was Kemp's 1848 South Island purchase, which was conditional on reservation for the 
Ngai Tahu of nohoanga (places of residence) and, more relevant, mahinga kai. The 
Deed, and a 1968 Land Court Order, officially preserved tribal rights to fish and fowl 
on designated grounds. Government failure to honor the arrangement was a primary 
motivation for the claim by Ngai Tahu. However, a few mahinga kai "easements" were 
recognized: Waikouaiti and Matainaka (Kai Tahu ki Otago, 20) are examples. 

As the Land Court acknowledged, such easements were for tribal use and were to 
be maintained against outside penetration (Kenderdine, 1959, 358). Enhanced tribal 
access to these places was also given effect, as shown in the 1868 Land Court order 
setting aside tribal corridors to harvest grounds. Furthermore, the 1952 Lands Transfer 
Act (s62) enabled Maori to cross private property en route to mahinga kai (365). In 
18 91, the Commissioner of Lands recognized the necessity of securing tribal 
easements, given development infringements including land drainage and stocking 
waters with imported fish (in Orange, 1990, 69). Another significant recognition was 
the 1909 Native Lands Act, (s232) reserving Maori land for communal benefit and 
harvesting. 

Other notable settlements have eventuated, notably with regard to lakes. In the 
Fenton agreement of 1880, with endorsement from the Governor General and statutory 
authority (Thermal Springs District Acts, 1881-1883), Ngati Whakaue agreed that the 
Land Court could adjudicate on the Pukeroa Block but barred it from ruling on Arawa 
territories around the Rotorua lakes. This provided clout in later trials when tribes 
claimed their lake tenure had been unjustly revoked. In 1922 it was settled -- by 
negotiation and passage of the Native Lands Claims Adjustment Act and Amendment 
(s27) --that Crown gain possession of the lakes, through extinguishing customary title, 
and Te Arawa tribes be afforded a stipend and, most significantly, protection of 
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customary fishing rights. In the 1880 and 1922 settlements, the tribes preserved some 
of their customary livelihood.5 Although the outcomes were hopeful for the tribes 
involved and inspirational for others, "these decisions on lakes proved to be an 
exception in government policy and not the rule" (Orange, 1990, 85; Boast, 1995, TW-
82). 

Settlement over land and freshwater areas have been a mechanism for customary 
environmentalism involving access to food sources, and occupation and use of 
gathering places. Notable examples are the Deeds for Stewart and South Islands, and 
the Fenton and Arawa agreements. Even though those settlements alienated land or lake 
bed from tribal tenure, their components simultaneously elevated rights to mahinga kai. 
These are labeled "residual" aboriginal title or "sui generi property rights" and are said 
to be "inadequately understood or overlooked" (see Kenderdine, 1989, 353). Such 
tribal rights have a value that money, so often the settlement objective, cannot afford 
due to their caliber as a public trust and institutional safeguard on heritage. 

The legality of these contractual entitlements in New Zealand is murky. Firstly, 
a settlement deed is subject to legislation to be enforceable (McHugh, 1992, 354)6. 
Residual aboriginal title could possibly import its parent's non-statutory nature. The 
legal uncertainty of these rights, along with the political burden imposed and the social 
contract imbued by them, contribute to their longevity. Such rights are progressively 
binding in a dual sense. If not lived up to, their past promise compels a present 
resolution. If attained, a sense of integration develops due to public recognition. A 
demonstration of this legacy, first lingering and then realized, is the 1996 Ngai Tahu 
settlement whereby the many mahinga kai promises not kept for over a century were 
recognized in kind by the return of 60 such places to tribal status 7. 

Environmental Amenities 
Apart from continuity of mahinga kai conceived in and carried out by settlement, 

some natural amenity and environmental usage by tribes have been given support in 
legislation. The Wildlife Act of 1953 (Section 5 and 6) licenses customary uses of 
wildlife. An interesting employment of this law concerned using toroa/albatross, that 
had washed ashore, as mana kai for the Chatham Islands bi-centennial (NZCA, 1994, 
2-3). Weaving with native bird feathers is also permitted in the Act (in section 53). In 
addition to these provisions, the Native Plants Protection Act 1934 and Plant Varieties 
Act 1987, among others, allow plant materials to be taken for traditional uses. 
Requests from Maori are frequently granted by the Department of Conservation for 
weaving materials, carving timbers, and medicinal plants. Common species involved 
are kauri, totara, pingao and kieke and harakeke, among others (3-6). Another natural 
license for Maori -- first offered in the Town and Country Act 1977 and later in the 

5 In two similar cases government negotiated settlements with Tuwharetoa tribe for Lake Taupo and vested 
Lake Omapere in trusteeship for the Ngapuhi tribe. Both were unusual in that the government accepted the 
tribal claim of ownership from the outset. 
6 Negotiators should agree only on condition of subsequent legislation confirming commitments in 
perpetuity. 
7 A chief negotiator for Ngai Tahu, Sir Tipene o: Regan, countering subsequent settlement infringement due 
to fickle parliamentary behavior, said "if just one word is changed by parliament, the deal is off." The sense 
of resolution would be withdrawn and a nagging burden on the government would return. 
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Resource Management Act 1991 -- is for "marae and ancillary uses, urupa resources, 
pa and other traditional and cultural uses." 

A Legacy in Cultural-Natural Heritage 

Another thematic legacy is the mutual preservation of nature and culture. This 
combination -- recognized variously in statute and extended by the courts -- serves as 
another means to facilitating Maori heritage in modem times. 

Legislative Recognition 
Setting aside land of high cultural value begins with the 1953 Maori Affairs Act. 

Through it (s439), the Maori Land Court can consider tribal interest in a site and 
determine "by reason of its historical significance or spiritual or emotional association 
with Maori people [whether it should] be set aside as a Maori reservation" (Boast, 
1989, 49)8. A current variation, and a more complex way to preserve tribal domains, is 
through a heritage protection order (as set forth in s189 of RMA 1991). A protection 
order can be made by the Ministry of Maori Affairs (or an Iwi authority, although it 
must pay its own way) for any place of "special significance to tangata whenua." Once 
filed, the order undergoes an extended process of public notification, hearing, local 
consent and, ultimately, Planning Tribunal deliberation (Ministry for the Environment, 
1992, 31). 

Another preservation pathway has been developed for waahi tapu. The 1993 
Historical Places Act authorizes a Trust to have regard for and give some protection to 
waahi tapu as they relate to archaeological sites and historical places. Waahi tapu is 
defined as "a place sacred to Maori in traditional, spiritual, religious, ritual, or 
mythological sense" (a notable phrase considering that legislation rarely mentions 
myth). The Trust's Maori Heritage Council is supposed to promote recognition of such 
grounds and consult with Maori as need be. (Kai Tahu, 21). 

Besides waahi tapu, a key tribal domain that has found public safeguards is 
rahui. The 1987 Conservation Act (s27A) makes provision for "Nga Whenua Rahui 
Kawenata" (a covenant for issuing rahui) over any Maori land or Crown owned land 
leased by Maori. The Department of Conservation has to agree that a rahui on such 
land protects "(i) its natural or historic values, or (ii) its spiritual and cultural values to 
Maori." Upon agreement, the land becomes like a conservation area under the Act, but 
is subject to covenant (21). Privately held forest lands have been afforded this kind of 
protection, as seen in relation to the Forest Heritage Fund giving Maori land owners 
incentive to protect the forest rather than exploit it for immediate income. The public 
fund is administered by a Maori committee that made "cultural ecology" its tenet 
(Manatu Maori, 1991, 8). Another public fund was established, in trust deed by the 
Crown, to settle large-scale forestry interests and tribal claims (Blackford, 1991, 62). 

8 For judicial commentary see Judge Durie's 1977 decision re Mnt Tauhara Maori Reservation 58 Taupo MB 
168. 
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Freshwater flows are another culturally valued domain that can be conserved 
against development pressures. Water protection orders -- under s 199 of the Resource 
Management Act 1991 -- may be given by the Environment Minister for sources and 
flows of freshwater "considered to be of outstanding significance to tikanga Maori." If 
the application survives the steps of public approval and the order is granted, this 
protection supersedes district and regional plans there. (Ministry for the Environment, 
1992, 21). 

Court Conduct 
The courts in New Zealand have extended recognition of and provision for joint 

cultural and natural heritage over developments deemed to unduly impact the same. Gill 
v Rotorua District Council (NZRMA 2, 1992-3, 601) is exemplary. In this case, a 
permit to develop a Tarawera lake side resort was denied even though there was 
precedent and private property ownership. The Planning Tribunal, with Judge 
Kenderdine presiding, ruled definitively in favor of safeguarding the tribal qualities of 
the area and the special lake environment. The proposed development was next to the 
Kariri Peninsula, a homeland of Te Arawa tribe and a renown chief of tradition as well 
as an early pa. "Irrespective of the fact that it is land owned in title," the tribunal held, 
"there is an immediate and ongoing relationship with the land" (617). The long-term 
ecology of the area was also carefully considered. The Court found that preserving the 
area's cultural dynamic and its natural character are "closely inter-related" (614). It was 
also compelled by the fact that a scenic reserve had been proposed there and previously 
supported by Maori. Judge Kenderdine concluded that "the Crown has given the tribe 
an ecological basis to preserve its heritage." 

Legal and legislative egalitarianism has risen regarding lands closely associated 
with tupuna (ancestors) -- a paramount environmental domain of Maori. The 1977 
Town and Country Planning Act required planners and developers acting under it to 
recognize and provide for "the relationship of Maori people and their culture and 
traditions with their ancestral land." Section 3(l)(g) upheld this as a matter of national 
importance, superseding district and regional criteria. The Planning Tribunal applied 
the provision in Re an Application for City Resources (NZ) LTD (1988) to deny an 
application for a mining exploration; this case, however, was an anomaly. Throughout 
the decade following the 1977 legislation, the Planning Tribunal narrowly interpreted 
the provision of ancestral lands to apply only to land in immediate Maori ownership. In 
Quilter v Mongunui (1978, NZTPD B1 275) it judged a submission "to prevent non
Maori from using their land in a manner which would offend Maori sensibilities" as 
preposterous (Tamihere, 1985, 141). 

But eventually, in 1987, the High Court established the precedent that even land 
not currently in Maori ownership could be regarded as 'ancestral land'. In the case-
Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society v Habgood (12 NZTPA, 1987, 76) --the 
High Court denied an application to develop part of Kaitorete9 on the premise of 

9 Kaitorete is a long spit separating Te Waihora (Lake Ellesmere) and the sea. Both the split and lake 
environment have long been of value to Ngai Tahu. The ecosystem over the years has faced severe depletion 
and degradation due to drainage, reclamation, pollution from run-off, irrigation schemes, and dredging 
(Dacker, 1990, 35). 
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ancestral connection rather than contemporary ownership. Justice Holland J held that it 
was important to consider Maori heritage over the generations and "provide for the 
relationship of the Maori people and their culture and traditions with the land which was 
once theirs" (80-81). Two years later, the Court of Appeal followed suit in EDS v 
Mongunui County Council (1989 CA 56/88) involving an application to develop 
Northland's Karikura peninsula. In a majority ruling, and by wide interpretation of the 
s3 provision, the Court ruled in favor of the ancestral heritage of Tokerau tribes in the 
area; adding, "they could not relate to or feel at home with a development of this 
magnitude." 

The above court decisions and legislative references have provided for cultural 
and natural protection in tandem: a way in which Maori heritage has been preserved and 
a relationship can be enhanced in New Zealand. The legislation and judgements 
respecting 'ancestral land' suggest an egalitarian, even metaphysical, flow of law that is 
conducive to tikanga environmentalism. 

Tikanga Jurisprudence? 

Over the past quarter century, there has been a lively activity in New Zealand 
law regarding natural resources, the Treaty of W aitangi and Maori culture. Much of 
this can be ascribed to Maori activism. A movement in Maoridom, although propelling 
for two centuries, took off in the 1970s. A feature was the widely followed land march 
from Te Hapua to the steps of Parliament. Whina Cooper called the demonstrators 
Matakite (visionaries with the spirit of ancestors). Other stands were taken on behalf of 
Maori identity, the quest for social justice, tribal determination and mana. (Orange, 
1990, 95)10_ The political and legal actions that followed are of more direct interest 
here in order to ascertain the extent to which Maori customary environmentalism has 
modem fixture in public policy and constitution within the law. 

Waitangi Tribunal 
The Treaty of Waitangi serves as a surrogate for tikanga environmentalism due 

to its environmental subject matter, cultural considerations and conceptual capacity. 
While the Treaty stands as a non-legal document, since it has not been ratified, there 
have been important steps taken. One was passage of the Treaty of Waitangi Act in 
1975 --and, importantly, the subsequent enabling legislation-- setting up the Waitangi 
Tribunal, a bicultural judicial forum to hear claims of breaches against Treaty tenets 11_ 
The focus here is on the Tribunal as a legal facility for cultural understanding and a 
mechanism for public action. Motunui and Te Reo Maori are cases, in the early to mid 
1980s, that have particular relevance. In Motunui, the Atiawa people claimed that 
discharge of sewage and industrial waste in the vicinity of their fishing grounds 
breached the government's Treaty obligations. The Tribunal set a precedent by hearing 

1° For indepth understanding of the long-standing movement see Walker, The Struggle Without End, 1994, 
specifically 209-288. 
1l The Tribunal is authorized to investigate policy infringements or confiscations and publicly report its 
findings. Upon judgment of violation(s), the tribunal makes recommendations to the Crown for restitution, 
yet these are not binding. Like the Treaty, the Tribunal has sporadic legality, only when mentioned or 
affirmed in statute. 
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the claim on a marae and, occasionally, in the native tongue. Tribal elders spoke of the 
tapu nature of water and how "pollution of water ... affects the life force of all living 
things ... eventually man." The Tribunal reported "after a great deal of evidence ... a need 
for a much greater awareness of the spiritual and mental concepts of the Maori in 
relation to seafood and water by non-Maori who share the seafood resource and by 
those who are charged with its protection." A recommendation heeded by the 
government was to deal with Rotorua's sewage in ways other than by a pipeline 
discharge into Kaituna. (Spiller, 1995, 171; Waitangi Tribunal, 1983). 

In 1985, Huirangi Waikerepuru and the Maori Language Board claimed before 
the W aitangi Tribunal that the government had violated the Treaty by not affording 
proper allowances for Maori language -- te reo. The claimants made two dynamic 
arguments. First, they recalled that in the original Treaty signing ceremony Governor 
Hobson had publicly guaranteed Maori chiefs religious observance of choice including 
Maori custom (Orange, 1990, 19), a promise often referred to as the Treaty's "fourth 
article." 12 Second, they argued that 'taonga' (treasures) guaranteed in Article II were 
more than physical but rather the fundamental customs and intangibles of culture that 
would include language. The Tribunal ruled in favor of this understanding, finding the 
first argument superfluous (Durie, 1991, 234). "The Tribunal defined the language as 
'taonga' and therefore to be cherished and nurtured by the powers that be ... [I]t is a 
taonga ... the very essence of our being Maori" (Karetu, 1989, 78). This reveals how 
the Treaty gives way to engrossing aspects of cultural well-being and how the Tribunal 
acts as a forum for conceptualization and an institutional reflection thereof. After Maori 
cultural voices were heard and Tribunal recommendations made, government passed the 
Maori Language Act, declaring te reo Maori an official language and establishing a 
commission, Te Taura Whirii Te Reo Maoril3. 

While these two cases demonstrate some implementation of Waitangi Tribunal 
recommendations, the record of government responsiveness to the Tribunal is spotty. 
A report by the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment found that of the 59 
recommendations given in the period up to 1988, only 21 had been implemented either 
in full or in part (1988, 1). What the report, as well as later evidence, revealed, 
however, are that a majority of cases and recommendations require environmental 
improvements. The fact that 21 steps were taken, and more since then, indicates the 
positive effect of the Tribunal, as well as the force of Maori claims and the effect of the 
Treaty on the environment. The Tribunal has viewed that the Treaty "contains certain 
guarantees of environmental quality" (Boast and Edmonds, TW -13). A study 
commissioned by the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment viewed the 
Treaty as "a priority to be given in natural resources" (Wickliffe, 1994, 87). The 
Motunui report suggests that Maori claims of customary water affiliations singularly 
benefit the environment: "such customs are a manifestation of a far more complex Maori 

12 For an eye witness account see also Colenso, Authentic and Genuine History of the Signing of the Treaty 
ofWaitangi, 1890. 
!3 This is th~ Maori Language Commission. Most recently, 1996 has been a designated Maori language year 
sponsored by the state-owned TV New Zealand. But serious questions remain on matters of broadcasting as 
well as bilingual education. Given the unique and mutual histories in New Zealand, it seems natural that if 
English is required in schools, te reo Maori should be as well. 
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spiritual conception of life and life forces which compels them to insist upon a much 
higher standard in the maintenance of clean water and preservation of natural states than 
to which we are accustomed" (13). There are two insights here. Firstly, the Treaty has 
a strong environmental and natural resource component that makes it an effective legal 
conduit for tikanga environmentalism. Secondly, to the extent that it fosters mutual 
environmental and cultural well-being, it may eventuate and assure legal and 
parliamentary clout14. 

Legislating and Adjudicating the Treaty 
A flurry of legislation mentioning the Treaty occurred in the years from 1986. 

The 1986 Environment Act calls for a "full and balanced account...of...the Principles of 
the Treaty of Waitangi" in environmental management. More significant is the 
Conservation Act 1987 (s4) which states, "This Act shall be interpreted and 
administered as to give effect to the Principles of the Treaty of Waitangi." That 
command carried deterrence in the courts, so much that Maori were profoundly 
supportive of it: "This is the strongest legislative statement of Treaty responsibility in 
the whole field of natural resource law" (Kai Tahu ki Otago, 20). In another 
parliamentary recognition, the State Owned Enterprises Act 1986 states (s9) "nothing in 
this Act shall permit the Crown to act inconsistent with the Treaty of Waitangi." This 
stipulation resulted in significant legal consequences given the major conflicting 
interests under the purview of the Act. 

As government moved toward privatization in the 1980s by selling Crown 
assets to state owned enterprises, Maori worried that many of these assets could include 
land for which they might have claims; they feared alienation (ironically, but wisely, 
they felt more secure with land in the hands of the Crown than in a weighing station for 
the private sector). This situation led to a chain of litigation, a Planning Tribunal ruling 
that future interest in land is not a viable option, an appeal by Maori claimants, and then 
the important decision of the Court of Appeal in NZ Maori Council v Attorney General 
[1987] (1 NZLR 641). Here the Court of Appeal -- ruling in favor of the Maori 
Council under the statutory authority of s9 -- held that the Crown was speculating with 
state enterprises in a manner inconsistent with the partnership principles of the Treaty of 
Waitangi. The Court gave soft guidelines on what these were including: reciprocal 
obligation; "active protection to the fullest extent practicable;" and redress for breaches. 
Justice Sir Robin Cooke stated: 

The Treaty signified a partnership between races and it is in this concept that the 
answer of the present case has come to be found. For more than a century and quarter 
after the Treaty, integration, amalgamation of the races, the assimilation of the Maori 
to the Pakeha, was the goal in which the main successive Governments tended to 
pursue. Now the emphasis is much more on the need to preserve Maoritanga, Maori 
land and community life, a distinct Maori identity. In this context the issue becomes 
what steps should be taken by the Crown as partner acting towards the Maori partner 
with utmost good faith, which is the characteristic obligation of partnership (664). 

14 A corresponding suggestion was made in the previous section on Cultural-Natural Heritage. In this case, 
however, the tribunal focus and Maori claims themselves, have moved from broader, environmental-type 
considerations towards a more exclusive focus on land claims (interview with Tribunal staff, 1996). 
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In this spirit, the Court bound the parties to work out a resolution that would 
involve compensation or a reclamation mechanism for any questionable land transfer; the 
Court of Appeal determined it and the W aitangi Tribunal could step in if necessary to 
arbitrate. Besides giving teeth to the Waitangi Tribunal, there was nothing earth shaking 
about this case in terms of the Treaty's legality. It still relied on New Zealand statutory 
authority for its ruling. As Justice Cooke said, "if the judiciary has played a role to 
some extent creative, that is because the legislature has given the opportunity" (667; 
Boast, 1987, 242). But the case is significant for its symbolic understandings of Treaty 
principles and potential judicial-interpretative capacities therein, which "may have 
significant consequences that remain to be seen" (243). 

The more court cases interpret the Treaty in statutes, the greater the opportunity 
for an expansive coverage in law. This is controversial and arguable IS, but legislative 
allusions to Maori concepts in the Treaty and otherwise allow more expression of Maori 
ideology and new cultural learning in the civil sector. Judge Kenderdine supports this 
argument by stating that it is a challenge "grappling with concepts of 'tapu', 
'rangatiratanga', and 'manamoana' to which many non-legal definitions apply and most 
of which will be unfamiliar" (1989, 349). 'Taonga' is a good example of this. Justice 
Cooke's suggestion that "coal can be classified as a form of taonga ... there was 
apparently some use for it before the Treaty and there has been the Maori contribution to 
the industry"(2 NZLR, 1989, 529) implies a view of taonga that is ongoing from olden 
to modern times. A more dynamic reference to 'taonga,' is in the Historic Places Act 
1993. It says: "all persons exercising functions and authority under the Act shall have 
regard to the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral 
lands, waters, sites, waahi tapu and other taonga" (s4). This language is egalitarian. 
Add interpretation, or even common sense, and taonga is understood to not only 
connote waahi tapu, sites, waters and ancestral lands but also to directly relate with 
Maori, culture and traditions; also, it is other. As cast here, it conveys Maori being and 
belonging bound together with the surroundings, their past, and the unknown. To an 
extent practicable, this essences Maori environmentalism. 

Such an encompassing notion of taonga, combined with a perpetual constitution 
of the Treaty with its environmental theme and attention to citizenship, provides an 
affirmative answer to this section's question. For the time being, it would seem, reality 
is otherwise. 

Customary Rights Foundation 
A significant court case, laying groundwork for tikanga jurisprudence, was 

Huakina Development Trust v Waikato Valley Authority (2 NZLR, 1987) regarding an 
application to discharge treated farm effluent into a W aikato River tributary. As 

IS There are consequences involved in any escalating scheme involving litigation. Simply stated, in light of the history in New 
Zealand, it is "time-consuming, messy and expensive"(Boast, 1989, 61). John Tamihere, in "Te Take Maori: A Maori 
perspective of Legislation and Its Interpretation with an Emphasis on Planning Law", stated: Maori have been less well 
organized, less educated and less well able to afford the expenses of drawn out litigation" (1985, 140). The catch, however, is 
that as the status quo remains, the government has tended to show an unwillingness to negotiate and settle claims until Maori 
have undertaken significant litigation in the courts (Wickliffe, 1994, 94). 
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appealed in this case, this output would offend the sensibilities of local Maori on 
cultural and spiritual grounds. Chief Justice Chilwell's ruling is multifaceted and 
reflective of the Maori metaphysical relationship with water. He gives legal impetus for 
this cultural association even though there was no statutory authority to do so in the Soil 
and Water Conservation Act of 1967, under which the defendant acted. Justice 
Chilwell argued that the court is permitted to resort to 'extrinsic aids' to interpret an 
ambiguous statute. He deemed it appropriate to rely on The Town and Country Act of 
1977 -- which upheld the "relationship of Maori people and their culture and traditions 
and with their ancestral lands" -- because the two Acts were similarly encamped. He 
also said the Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975 was "a proper aid to interpretation" (197) 
even though the Court relied on other legislation. Justice Chilwell's premise: -- "given 
the significant degree of statutory material to preserve Maori values ... there is no need 
for such statutes to be expressly linked" (211) -- gives a basis for tikanga 
jurisprudence. 

The Court's report relies on cultural understandings from Waitangi Tribunal 
cases. It is reiterated that, "a river may be a taonga as a 'mauri' or 'life force' is another 
taonga" (197)16. It is argued that once it is proven "legitimate to take account of 
metaphysical considerations, [then these] may be simultaneously used for physical and 
metaphysical purposes"(212-4)17. The Court shows that metaphysical ventures in the 
law is legitimate because of precedents including the 1908 Public Trust v Loaby (27 
NZLR 801-6) case-- considering whether the cost of a tangi (a funeral process) could 
properly be paid out of the estate of a deceased chief -- in which Justice Cooper J 
named three requirements before the rule of Maori customary law could be applied in 
the ordinary Courts: (a) whether such custom actually exists as a general custom of the 
inhabitants of the Dominion who constitute the Maori race; (b) whether the custom is 
contrary to any statute law of the Dominion; and (c) whether the custom is reasonable, 
taking the whole circumstances into consideration. The High Court further found a 
basis in Mullick v. Mullick that: "no person can be happy whose religious feelings are 
not respected" (1 Knapp, 1829, 245). 

In the ruling -- while employing extrinsic aids in statutory interpretation and 
after taking into account metaphysical considerations, customary precedents, Waitangi 
Tribunal hearings, as well as international agreements on cultural and human rights -
the High Court found that "weight is to be given" to the "existence of spiritual, 
traditional relationships with the natural water held by ... Maori people" (227). The case 
offered a range of possibilities for uplifting customary environmentalism. Ultimately, 

16 The point is highlighted in resource management terms: "The term taonga can also have a dual meaning 
extending to a physical resource (a lake for example) and the associations, memories and traditions associated 
with that resource" (Boast, 1989, 14). 
17 The implications of metaphysical prospecting if ownership is the intention (rather than association and 
use) is a sticky matter for it is generally lawful that water in motion cannot be privately owned but is vested in 
the Crown to manage for the public at large in perpetuity. In Te Runanganui 0 Te Ika Whenua Inc v A-G 
[1994] 2 NZLR 20 (CA), CookeR flirts with the idea of Maori association with water, implying a legal sense 
of belonging but this takes a back seat to more mainstream notions of state ownership (Boast, 1995, TW-78-
80). A corollary is the establishment's intellectual property protection of biodiversity versus more 
comprehensive indigenous claims on flora and fauna (see Waitangi Tribunal, Wai 262, 1995). Since the case 
at hand focuses on these questions in terms of development or use by cultural association, there is less 
obstruction. 
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this important feature of range, rather than interpretive creativity within statutory law, is 
the legacy of the case because the High Court subsequently over-ruled any such statute
flexible maneuvering. Arguably, the case could also be seen as offering a customs
based alternative to Treaty-aimed jurisprudence by ruling principally on precedents of 
customary law over Waitangi Tribunal reports and its 1975 enactment. While not an 
intention of the High Court per se, this sets up a juggernaut -- in the development of 
culturally inclusive New Zealand law --between the Treaty-based approach and that of 
aboriginal title. 

Aboriginal Title and the Treaty 
Paul McHugh has written extensively on the subject of aboriginal title. "Put at 

its simplest," he explains, 

the doctrine of aboriginal title recognizes the right at common law of tribal peoples 
subsequent to British annexation to the continual use and occupation of their ancestral 
lands, hunting grounds and fisheries. Since sovereignty is conceived in English law 
as a continuation of imperium (the right to govern) and dominium (the Crown's 
paramount ownership of all land), aboriginal title in its classic formulation is seen as 
a burden upon the Crown's dominium in its newly acquired territory (1985, 64). 

Richard Boast, an expert in natural resource law and the Treaty, criticizes this doctrine 
as out of touch with indigenous culture because it is merely a western outgrowth or 
"rule of [English] common law itself." More apt, he argues, is the Treaty which "is 
written in the Maori language and at least to some extent the Maori text is based on 
Maori concepts." The legality he envisions is, like Waitangi Tribunal action within the 
Treaty framework, a balancing of kawanatanga/governorship and rangatiratanga/ 
chieftainship-- each qualifying and restricting the other. In this legal construct, keeping 
the environment in perpetuity is over-riding, as is the Treaty's constitutional fetter on 
parliamentary sovereignty. (1990, 36; 1989, 58; 1995; 9). 

New Zealand political and legal history give practical problems to both 
frameworks in their pure forms. One is far-reaching, while the other is fast-fleeting. It 
has been shown how pervasive the extinction of "aboriginal title" has been, and once 
customary tenure is extinguished, the legal doctrine of aboriginal title is vacuous if not 
irrelevant. On the other hand, the Treaty-based philosophy has a horizon but is out of 
touch with the status quo of a domineering parliament and the majoritarian ministries. 
Former Prime Minister Geoffrey Palmer gave the message: "the Courts interpret the 
law, they do not legislate, they do not govern. The Executive governs. It must be made 
clear that the Government will make the final decisions on Treaty issues" (Orange, 
1990, 123). 

For the time being, the two theories may work best together in their realistic 
states and integrative capacities. Justice Cooke P said, "Treaty rights and Maori 
customary rights tend to be partly the same content" (2 NZLR, 1994, 20). "The Treaty 
has value as a symbol. We can give value to it and it can give value to us" (Boast, 
1990, 36). Paul McHugh concurs that the Treaty binds executors like a fiduciary duty 
(in Wickliffe, 1994, 89). This accords with the previous argument for "residual" 
customary harvest rights. These are the primary remains of aboriginal title and, like the 
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Treaty, stand in perpetuity as a public trust. Both are symbolic legacies for their 
compelling nature and longevity. Being made not from statute but by solemn 
agreement, elevates them above parliamentary whim. 

While a jurisprudence linked with the Treaty and customary rights has shown 
some flickering of late (as seen by an official surfacing of 'taonga' above and the 
fisheries case below) and rides on newly fulfilling past promisesl8; its status is in limbo 
at best -- if a "new legal framework is being set in place" (Boast, 1989, 65) -- and 
limply uncertain at worst -- if the Law Commission is correct in reporting that New 
Zealand has "not faced up to" the "possible integration of indigenous custom into law" 
(in Boast & Edmonds, 1995, TW-16). In the meantime, tikanga environmentalists need 
to roam uncharted grounds. To guide and improvise in the domains of nature and 
culture presumes a degree of representation and authorization, the attainment of which is 
another formidable issue. 

Resources, Responsibilities and Rangatiratanga 

In modern history there has been scant involvement and empowerment of Maori 
in public affairs generally and in environmental management specifically. In the Maori 
version of the Treaty, Article II guarantees them "te tino rangatiratanga" (full 
chieftanship) "o ratou whenua o ratou kainga me o ratao taonga katoa" (over their lands, 
villages and all that which they treasure). In either version they have equal rights as 
citizens. Both kinds of protection remain unfulfilled, as revealed by the fact that "Maori 
people are under-represented in decision-making in terms of their numbers in the 
population" (Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment, 1988, 30). 

The Tribes have not been quiescent about denial of te tino rangatiratanga. In 
1835, before the Treaty was devised, there was a Declaration of Independence by which 
the tribes wished to manage their affairs and resources according to their own traditional 
institutions (Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment, 1992, 14). The Maori 
King movement arose in 1854, involving tribal spirit to maintain homelands in the 
central North Island. Maori King Tawhiao in 1884 relied on the 1852 Constitution 
(Clause 7) for public recognition of Maori customary leadership; the Crown did not 
entertain the appeal (79-80). The 1940s saw an important example of tribal 
determination in the Maori War Effort Organization, orchestrated by Maori and dedicated 
to their peoples' participation in World War II, in which a Maori battalion of over 
17,000 fought with distinction (91 ). 

These are a few of many Maori initiatives illustrating a capacity for and 
captivation in tribal governance. What is difficult to find is governmental facilitation . 
There are a few instances. The Native Lands Act 1900 set up community governing 
committees with leadership by Maori elders and some legal power to address education 
and other social concerns. While this was a bold endeavor, three set-backs are 
mentioned (82): the powers given to elders were limited; committees were under-

18 See Ngai Tahu Mahinga Kai claim and settlement in which numerous past commitments were honored in turn for a 
suspension of future claims based on past aboriginal title and final resolution status 
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resourced; and communities saw this scheme as a government alternative to more 
culturally-oriented "Maori parliaments." The Maori Welfare Act 1962 set up Maori 
Councils for cultural dissemination and public diplomacy. Any success in facilitating 
active involvement has been lessened by official unwillingness to act on council 
submissions (Tamihere, 1985, 142). Te Ture Whenua Maori Act 1993 is an indication 
of the dualistic government policy concerning rangatiratanga. On the one hand there are 
leanings to involve Maori as in s29 whereby authorities of tikanga Maori matters must 
be appointed in the event of a Land Court inquiry on the subject. On the other hand in 
s30 government jurisdiction over Maori communities and tribes is expanded, thereby 
giving the Land Court new powers to determine tribal representation (Boast and 
Edmonds, 1995, TW-20). 

Gestures of involvement and overarching command systems characterize New 
Zealand's environmental management. Before delving further, qualifications are in 
order about rangatiratanga in view of the pre-existing realities, resource relations and 
responsibilities. It is held that "positive steps to protect rangatiratanga involve both 
ownership and management" (Boast, 1989, 8), but government has been reluctant to 
recognize Maori ownership of natural resources (Wickliffe, 1994, 90)19. Clearly, a 
strategy where "tino rangatiratanga includes management according to tribal cultural and 
spiritual preferences" (Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment, 1992, 20) is 
sensible and relevant. But 

it is important to acknowledge that the Crown, although purporting to serve a 
people, is comprised predominately of Pakeha decision-makers, who for the most part 
are monocultural and tend to view the world within a Pakeha framework. Pakeha 
people dominate resource management by the Crown, as well as by local authorities 
(1988, 21). 

The Resource Management Act 
The Resource Management Act (RMA) 1991 was the largest law reform ever 

completed in New Zealand. It replaced a dozen statutes to establish a comprehensive 
environmental planning regime. The trio of the Act is regionalization, sustainability, 
and flexibility. Although, the government has proclaimed the RMA to be innovative in 
these respects, the Ministry for the Environment has admitted that "the Act does not deal 
head on with Maori concerns as to rangatiratanga over resources" (1992, 7). Among 
the Act's nearly two hundred sections, only a handful consider Maori interests in 
environmental planning. Section 8 compels those empowered by the Act to "take into 
account" the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi. Section 6 (e) recalls the "relationship 
of Maori, their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi tapu, 
and other taonga." 

The Act (s7a) emphasizes, as a duty in environmental planning, kaitiakitanga -
defined as the "exercise of guardianship" and "the ethic of stewardship based on the 
nature of the resource itself." Many Maori objected to this insertion on the grounds that 
the definition was provincial and the referring section was inconsiderate, given their 
meager role under the general law. There have been steps to amend the law so that 

19 An anomoly was government awarding Ngai Tahu title to formidable parts of the Greenstone Valley and 
other symbolic resource areas in the 1996 settlement. 
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kaitiakitanga refers more directly to Maori, which would, in effect, provide statutory 
leverage for their increased management involvement. Kaitiakitanga has already been 
implemented, as seen by Maori appointed as guardians for lakes Manapouri and 
Wanaka (NZRMA, 1994, 58). 

Governing councils have an opportunity to transfer authority to Maori on issues 
pertaining to water (s33), but they have shown little or no willingness to do this (Boast 
and Edmonds, 1995, TW-90). For the most part, Maori under the RMA have been 
relegated to subjects of consultation. Regional authorities have the greatest management 
responsibility under the Act by crafting regional plans and policies for sustainable 
resource use and granting consents for developments. A regional plan could be made 
by "tangata whenua for their cultural heritage in relation to natural and physical 
resources" (s65-3e). The Ministry for the Environment suggested that local Maori offer 
their own management plans so that regional councils can better account for their 
interests in resource policy making (1992, 15-17); iwi and hapu have been presenting 
regional management plans nation-wide. 

The norm20 is for authorities to consult with Maori when preparing policy 
statements, which gives impetus for, but not certainty to, Maori participation. Another 
means of participation through consultation is the process of granting consents to 
development projects, whereby authorities must give notice to various public interests 
including iwi (s93f). If dissatisfied, Maori and other citizen groups can object and be 
entitled to a hearing; if over-ruled, objectors can appeal to the Planning Tribunal. But, 
as the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment reported, many consultative 
procedures like this have neglected Maori interests: "Tangata Whenua who we have 
spoken to for the most part believe that even when consultation does take place, tribal 
concerns, cultural differences, and rights under the Treaty are not taken seriously by 
either local or central government" (1992, iii). Maori have felt there has been 
"inadequate consideration of their spiritual and cultural values at both planning and 
consent granting stages of a proposed activity" (1). The Ministry for the Environment, 
in giving guidelines for consultation with Maori under the RMA, cautioned that "the 
mana of tangata whenua should be respected according to the rules of tikanga Maori. 
Rigid formality is unlikely to endear the resource management practitioners to Maori 
people" (1991, 5). 

Such hints for effective consultation are meaningful, but their existence 
symbolizes the inadequacy of the RMA. Without actual representation or the fall back 
of diligently directive statutory specifications, genuine and active participation by Maori 
in resource management is dependent on the graces of governing authorities and the 
interpretation of the courts: the former has been unwilling to give up the reigns while 
the later rarely cross the parliamentary mainstream. 

20 as stipulated in s62-lb and the First Schedule, Part 1, Clause 3,ld. 
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Feedbackfrom the Courts 
The Planning Tribunal, by adjudicating appeals to development projects under 

the RMA and interpreting its provisions, often determines Maori involvement in 
resource management. The RMA requires the Tribunal to recognize tikanga Maori 
where appropriate (s269-3) and allows it to hear evidence in te reo if it deems necessary 
(s276-3). 

An important case for advancing Maori participation in the RMA arena is 
Haddon v Auckland Regional Council (NZRMA, 1994, 49) about extracting sand off 
Pakihiri beach at odds with local Maori. Haddon and fellow hapu testified about their 
heritage in the area dating back 600 years, and the presence of waahi tapu there both of 
which, they said, compelled them to be kaitiaki of the sand. The Planning Tribunal 
ultimately allowed the resource development to proceed, but conditioned how it should 
transpire. The Tribunal found that consultation with Maori had not been done as early 
as it should have nor thoroughly enough. In order "to remedy the situation" and "give 
effect to the hapu's customary practices," the Court said, "the customary authority of 
the hapu should be restored through involvement in a monitoring program." It further 
stipulated that "the hapu ... should be able to exercise kaitiakitanga over the sand 
resource and give guidance on how it should be developed and to what extent." In 
giving the dualistic decision, presiding Judge Kenderdine considered "tikanga, tapu, 
mana and mauri" as matters of utmost significance and stated that "where possible it is 
appropriate to give that authority some empowering mechanism when it comes to 
development and protection issues" (59). 

Empowering Maori in resource management has happened infrequently, as in 
this judicial case, and even as an anomaly in government policy. The RMA is weak and 
evasive in this regard (Ministry for the Environment, 1992, 7; Wickliffe, 1993). There 
are "minimal" legislative mechanisms that foster iwi environmental decision-making or 
tino rangatiratanga over resources (Kai Tahu ki Otago, 20). This vacuum has not gone 
unnoticed. The Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment reported the "need 
for the Crown to assist in establishing a legally recognizable form of rangatiratanga" 
(1988, 17). Paul McHugh challenged New Zealanders' "to adapt their laws and 
institutions to accommodate te tino rangatiratanga" (1991, 63-65; Williams, 1990, 14 
NZLR 9). Richard Boast set the stage with advice that was not heeded by his intended 
audience of RMA law reformers in 1989 but which may be in a different arena, as he 
suggests ultimately in his parenthesis: "the basic principle should be tribal self 
management of tribally held resources and other resources, even if not tribally owned 
are tribal taonga which can appropriately be managed tribally (such as fisheries 
reserves)" (1989, 65). 
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THE CASE OF FISHERIES 

This chapter sets out to elaborate on public institutions accommodating Maori heritage 
and to provide a foundation -- in historical, commercial and customary terms -- of 
understanding in New Zealand fisheries law and legislation. Legal safeguards and 
political facilities in this arena offer unique opportunity for cooperation and amelioration 
in cultural and environmental relations. 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

The Treaty of Waitangi guaranteed Maori "exclusive and undisturbed possession of 
their ... fisheries" (English version) and full chieftanship, "te tino rangatiratanga," 
(Maori version) over the same. For nearly a quarter century, some attention was given 
to these Treaty obligations as well as to the proprietary rights and customs of Maori 
fishers. Recognition was evident in an 1869 report to parliament: 

The natives occasionally exercise certain privileges or rights over tidal lands. They 
are not considered as the common property of all natives in the colony; but certain 
hapus or tribes have the rights to fish over one mud-flat and other natives over 
another. Sometimes even this goes as far as to give certain rights out at sea. For 
instance, at Katikati Harbor, one tribe of natives have the right to fish outside the 
tide-rip. 

Yet by this period there was regression of traditional fisheries, as witnessed by the 
decline of pipi and oyster beds in the Bay of Plenty. As early as 1872, the Attorney 
General favored the settlers' fishing interests "which gradually whittled away 
recognition of Maori fisheries rights" (Orange, 1990, 68-9). Such infringements -
neglecting Maori fisheries rights and customs, limiting access to fishing grounds, and 
disrupting the customary fish supply-- escalated for more than a century; over this time 
the tribal livelihood in fishing was profoundly impaired. 

Maori expressed their disillusionment at a meeting of tribes at Orakei in 1879. 
Paora Tuhaere of the Ngati Whatua said, "the Treaty .. .left fisheries to the Maoris .. .left 
us the places where the pipis, mussels, and oysters, and other shellfish are 
collected .. .let us see what stipulations in the Treaty of W aitangi are still not in force." 
Northern Maori submitted to parliament in 1886 a petition that the mussel fishery in the 
Auckland Harbor had been over-run by the pressures of the western world and entered 
a claim for redress based on Treaty tenets. Similar outcries were heard in the South 
Island (in Orange, 1990, 67-73), as expressed in 1903 by Tama Parata of the Ngai 
Tahu: 

along the coast of Otago and right up to Akaroa, there are a number of fishing 
grounds that have been handed down to the Maoris by their ancestors, but have been 
over-run and made use by everyone ... ! do not object to Europeans fishing at these 
places, but the reefs should be to some extent protected for the benefit of the Maoris. 
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A Vacuum in Legislation 
The Committee Chairman's response to these petitions was that, "Maori rights 

to coastal...fisheries present serious difficulties ... [T]he Government should, as soon as 
possible, institute a searching inquiry and try to make the rights of the native defined 
and secured as much as possible" (67). If implemented, these would have been bold 
words; what transpired was the antithesis of defining and securing tribal fishing rights. 
"For more than a century the Crown consistently declined to recognize any exclusive 
right of the Maori in their sea fisheries" (Law Commission, 1989, 11). In the 1877 
case Wi Parata v Bishop of Wellington (3 NZ June-NS 72), Judge Prendergrast held 
that, without clearly protective statutes, Maori claims were unjustifiable and their 
fishing rights were practically void (8). He then said "a phrase in a statute cannot call 
what is non-existent into being" (in Tamihere, 1985, 139), referring to the Fish 
Protection Act 1877 which declared (s8) that "Nothing in this Act contained, shall be 
deemed to repeal, alter or affect any provisions of the Treaty of W aitangi; or to take 
away, annul, or abridge any of the rights of the aboriginal natives to any fishery 
secured to them thereunder." The 1908 Fisheries Act amended this phrase to read 
"Nothing in this Act shall affect any existing Maori fisheries rights" (s77). The 1983 
Fisheries Act (s88-2) imports the identical phrase from the 1908law, minus one word 
('existing') -- suggesting that the rights did not exist -- to read: "Nothing in this Act 
shall affect any Maori fishing rights." 

These laws, spanning from 1877 to 1983, appear to acknowledge the fishing 
rights of Maori. However, within the statute-based epistemology governing the period 
of their inception, such laws hold these rights in a vacuum. In other words, it was 
assumed that parliament was pre-eminent and that only its unambiguous legislation 
could properly and practically invigorate any such rights. Paul McHugh makes clear 
that 

the 1908 and 1983 statutes were not a recognition of Maori fishing rights as the wording 
presupposed some separate legal source ... such a separate source could only be some other Act of 
Parliament apart from the Fishing Acts. Such legislation was meager to non-existent (1989, 
21). 

A Legal Ebbing 
While legislation neglected Maori fisheries rights, the Courts throughout the 

period overturned the rights. In the 1914 Waipapakura v Hempton (33 NZLR 1065) 
case, the judiciary found that tribal rights to fisheries had been subdued by the public 
right to fish anywhere in tidal waters as well as off-shore: "a Maori had no more right 
than any other individual to fish there" (Law Commission, 1989, 8). Seventy years of 
decisions posed no serious challenge to this view (Waitangi Tribunal, 1983). 

Amidst diminishing Maori fishing rights, the law offered some consolation for 
harvesting. Until the 1930s, provision was made for Maori oyster fishing at designated 
places. In these fisheries, enhanced non-commercial harvest and supervision by Maori 
were condoned by the government. Furthermore, from 1950 (Fisheries Regulations 
106K-5A) Maori were permitted to harvest kaimoana (seafood) in excess of daily and 
personal quotas for use at hui or tangi (a special meeting or funeral gathering), although 
Maori needed authorization from government each time and faced cumbersome 
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licensing procedures (17). Harvesting, as shown in these cases, served as a modest 
aperture in a monolithic fisheries law. 

Overshadowing these openings was an ordeal regarding ownership of the 
foreshore. By mid-way through the century, Maori faced accumulated dispossession of 
marine resources and, in tum, attempted to reclaim their mana over traditional fishing 
grounds and reefs. A judicial contest grew up around rights to the foreshore. Common 
law holds that, other than in cases of continuous occupation, the Crown owns the 
foreshore, coastal waters, beds of tidal rivers and the sea floor. Whether this 
contingency applied in New Zealand or a native arrangement deserved priority, was 
answered in the 1963 judicial decision Re Ninety Mile Beach (NZLR 461, 477-CA). 
The Court of Appeal established Crown ownership there. But Judge Gresson said that 
ruling this way based on a remote and unclear statute, as the High Court had done 
previously, "would in effect amount to depriving the Maoris of their customary rights 
over the foreshore by side wind rather than express enactment." While this reprieve 
carried long-term, non-statutory implications for Maori fishing rights, practical and 
immediate repercussions ensued from the Court's alternative finding. Instead of relying 
on statute, the Court held that Maori title to the foreshore had been extinguished by 
Land Court investigations in the vicinity, which turned their customary tenure into free
hold status. This murky finding, and the ultimate ruling, kept Maori from the sea's 
gateway and further alienated them from the marine life and resources beyond (Boast 
and Edmonds, 1995, TW-12). 

A more direct diminution of the tribal reach to fisheries came in the 1965 
judgment of Keepa v Inspector of Fisheries, involving the taking of undersized toheroa 
by way of a customary rights justification. Judge Hardie Boys ruled that fishing rights 
had been extinguished by granting freehold title to land adjoining the foreshore. In 
other words, the view laid down was that Maori fishing rights were necessarily 
dependent on adjacent land and, thus, widely done away with by land policy. Another 
factor for denying heritage in this decision was the contingency that "a claim to a fishing 
right would exclude the rights of others to fish in the area and was thus invalid" (Law 
Commission, 1989, 128). 

A Tidal Flow 
After a centennial ebbing, legal tides began to change and flow, beginning at the 

place where rivers meet the sea. The 1978 Regional Fisheries Officer v Williams 
(Unreported CP 116178; HC Palmerston North; 12.12, 1978) case set the course for a 
"new and more liberal judicial philosophy towards the foreshore fishing rights" (Law 
Commission, 1989, 72). The case dealt with Maori taking white-bait out of season in 
the Hokio River mouth to the harbor at Horowhenua. Judge O'Regan recognized the 
"free and unrestricted rights" of Maori that extended over the foreshore. He 
characterized these as "unique" and "old rights" which may have "existed prior to the 
coming of the pakeha." A thrust of the decision was interpretive preference given to 
legislation upholding pre-existing rights rather than laws stipulating newer rights: the 
judgment over-rode the Harbours Act, which vested foreshores and estuaries in the 
Crown, in favor of a less prominent statute inferring that the bed of the Hokio River 
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traditionally belonged to the tangata whenua. Judge 0' Regan concluded that the river 
outlet is subject to these rights which "preceded the advent of the pakeha and the 
introduction of his artifices for the making of laws and for creating and recording 
property rights." 

This case served as a harbinger for the Te Weehi v Regional Fisheries Officer (1 
NZLR, 1986, 680) 1986 decision: an historical reversal in legal interpretation by the 
High Court that uplifted customary fishing rights and "opened way for a positive 
appraisal of the law" (Law Commission, 1989, 72, 128). A Maori had been charged 
with catching paua below the minimum size required by law and defended that act as an 
exercise of customary right. The Court ruled this was a valid defense because it was a 
non-territorial right that had never been extinguished. Presiding Justice Williamson 
distinguished the ruling from past decisions, stating "in this case I am considering the 
customary right claimed is not based on ownership of the foreshore but rather the right 
to collect a meal of shellfish ... [I]n my view a customary right to have shellfish from the 
sea along the foreshore need not necessarily relate to ownership of the foreshore." The 
High Court viewed that the only way to abolish the proprietary right Maori possessed to 
harvest sea-food was "specific legislation that clearly and plainly takes away the right." 

The irony was that by staying undefined and virtually untouched throughout the 
preceding century of legislation, Maori fishing rights could be restored lawfully. In Te 
Weehi this transpired with the help of the 1983 Fisheries Act phrase "Nothing in this 
Act shall affect Maori fishing rights" and more explicitly by the common law doctrine of 
aboriginal title (McHugh, 1987, 39). Paul McHugh states: "the significance of Te 
W eehi was to remove the regulatory power over tribal fisheries and fishing from 
Departmental hand into the hands of tribal authorities;" he expounds that aboriginal title 
meant "customary fishing regardless of statutory law (where as before 1985 it depended 
on statutory law to be activated)" (1992, 357). 

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENTS 

Major outcomes involving Maori interest in fisheries have come about not in customary 
fashion but through commercial measures. The period from 1983 to 1992 offered 
redress for the fishing industry with retroactive consideration of Maori claims. 
Relations during, and reasons compelling, these actions suggest implications and 
opportunities for instilling tikanga faculties in the modem fisheries regime. 

Proliferating Mismanagement 
The two decades leading up to the mid-1980s were increasingly infested by 

over-capitalization, commercialization and exploitation of once abundant marine 
resources. Government policies contributed to these escalating pressures and, in tum, 
the resulting diminution of fish stocks. When Britain, New Zealand's main trading 
partner, joined the European Economic Community, the New Zealand government 
looked to expand exports elsewhere by offering lucrative production incentives in 
commercial fishing and dramatically expanding the once small-scale industry. Another 
major impact on fisheries and its apparatus came with the passage of the Exclusive 
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Economic Zone Act 1977 which, as in other countries, gave government jurisdiction 
and economic frontier status to up to 200 nautical miles from shore (Memon and 
Cullen, 1995, 3). The policies of expansion, consisting of numerous steps beyond the 
leaps mentioned 1, 

precipitated escalating problems. Biological and economic sustainability rapidly 
emerged as critical issues facing the industry, making inevitable the introduction of 
industry restructuring measures. The cause of this structural problem was attributed 
to overcapitalization resulting from competitive fishing of a near open access resource 
(Memon and Cullen, 1995, 4). 

A "rapid increase in the value of the export fishery ... rose from [$]26 million [in] 1975 
to [$]657 million [in] 1986." A blemish eventuating from these commercial pressures 
showed that New Zealand, due to over fishing, was "no longer" internationally 
recognized for maintaining its fisheries in a state of equilibrium (Waitangi Tribunal 
1988, 121; 1992, 44). 

Redress? 
To solve the escalating problems brought on by its own devices, the 

government unveiled the Quota Management System (QMS) in the mid-1980s. The gist 
of this policy was twofold: to enable continuing economic well-being by establishing 
tradable fisheries-ownership vouchers, called Individual Transferable Quotas (ITQ); 
and to abstain from over-fishing beyond a determinable sustainable yield (of each 
species by zone) given as Total Allowable Annual Catches (TAAC). Yet in 
implementing this, the government faced formidable challenges due to another folly of 
its own making, this time in the domain of cultural relations. 

Besides disharmony in the government's expansionist fisheries policies2, the 
QMS reform was culturally stigmatizing in its steps to address over-fishing and the 
incentives offered. Reform excluded from the industry all fishermen making less than 
ten thousand dollars per year, or earning under 80 per cent of their total income from 
fishing. The implications of this policy, introduced in the 1983 Fisheries Act, were 
realized two years later by the Maori Economic Development Commission: Maori as 
typically inshore, small-scale and part-time fishermen were disproportionately hurt and 
discriminated against by this move (Memon and Cullen, 1995, 5) with the corollary 
gifting of Individual Tradable Quotas (ITQ) to those large-scale investors in the industry 
who represented mostly non-Maori (Law Commission, 1989, 20). By passing the 
1986 Fisheries Act Amendments 

on the Crown's initiative, Parliament has now 'fenced the watery common', 
establishing exclusive commercial fishing rights and given them to those operators 
who in the immediately proceeding years had caught substantial quantities of fish" 
(11). 

1 "Open access management" that included financing greater catches and relaxing fishing licenses began as 
early as 1963 (Waitangi Tribunal, 1988, xviii). 
2 The Exclusive Economic Zone Act, for instance, had major affects on the traditional rights of Maori. 
Building on the Ninety Mile Beach legacy, this law in effect elongated the government's reach over the 
continental shelf and islands in the 12 mile zone at the expense of Maori customary claims to such areas 
(Boast and Edmonds, 1995, TW-112). 
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This policy, based on a "new form of property right," reeked of alienation more 
cataclysmic than the State Owned Enterprises ordeal because the impact was immediate 
rather than unforeseen. Underlying the manifest alienation "was a Crown neglect and 
failure to consult and protect iwi in the retention of their Treaty sea fishing rights ... this 
neglect arose from ... an assumption that...the Crown owned or at least had sole right to 
control and even dispose of sea fisheries" (Waitangi Tribunal/27, 1992, xvii). 

Legal and Symbolic Footholds 
Mindful of the Maori Council v Attorney General decision on State-Owned 

Enterprises, and armed with the Treaty principles provision, Maori people organized a 
legal restraint on the exclusively large-scale and culturally-biased privatization of 
fisheries then underway. Tribes sought an injunction to halt the allotment of quotas 
until their claims were given a fair hearing and a ruling was obtained from the Waitangi 
Tribunal. The High Court 1987 decision in the Ngai Tahu Maori Trust Board v 
Attorney General (unreported, Wellington, CP 559/87) is pivotal to the eventual 
fisheries resolution. The High Court granted Maori the injunction order. Justice Creig 
presiding emphasized the interim nature of the ruling, amidst the "developing state" of 
jurisprudence regarding aboriginal title and Treaty obligations in statutory law. He said 
that ultimately "the Court will have to grapple with all these questions and will have to 
decide at least on this question of fisheries, what is the status, the meaning and effect of 
Maori rights." His contribution was conservative in the sense that he relied on statute -
the Fisheries Act 1983 provision: "nothing in this Act shall affect any Maori fishing 
right." At the same time the judgment was stirring because it treated this historically 
dissuasive phrase as empowering, and the fishing rights issues as very much alive. He 
said "these rights exist" and interpreted the phrase to mean "no action is to be taken 
which would affect, restrict, limit or extinguish those fishing rights." 

Justice Creig went further than halting the Quota Management regime on an 
interim basis until an ample hearing occurred. He prodded lawmakers and interpreters 
to actively reverse the historical "diminution" in the exercise of Maori fishing rights. 
By critiquing government, the High Court proposed the alternative: "the Ministry has 
not made any serious effort yet to define Maori fishing rights but has treated them for a 
long time as recreational, occasional and ceremonial fishing without any commercial or 
indeed any proprietary significance." The High Court leaned towards giving effect to 
Treaty obligations in an "active," enforceable way rather than rule on the basis of a 
"passive" of non-statutory caliber as in Te Weehi (Boast, 1990, 35). Justice Creig 
hinted at the endgame but dispelled any such application in his ruling: "there may be an 
argument that specific and direct provision might be treated as the carrying into 
municipal law of the Treaty obligation thus making the right under Treaty obligation 
enforceable directly; but...I am not making any decision even on a limited basis on 
that." Never-the-less, the effective result of his ruling was to give those Maori Treaty
based claims more head-way before the Waitangi Tribunal. The leverage granted Maori 
tribes by this case equated to government's new inclination to be responsive because of 
its impatience to proceed with QMS. "Crown response to ... memoranda on the ITQ 
fishing system was nil until forced by restraining orders from the High Court" 
(Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment, 1988, 14). 
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The Muriwhenua fisheries claim of the North Island tribes and that of the South 
Island's Ngai Tahu tribe unfolded before the Waitangi Tribunal (respectively reported in 
1988 and 1992), substantially and publicly. The tribes claimed-- and the Tribunal 
affirmed -- that Crown manipulation of fisheries undercut the Treaty of Waitangi; never 
had the tribes forfeited the fisheries rights guaranteed therein. A main assertion was 
that fishing rights meant more than subsistence or primitive practice, but rather allowed 
for development along modem lines. Testimony concentrated on how fisheries custom 
was not static but industrious, and in tune with trade as in the case of gift exchange. 
The Muriwhenua report explained that "tradition does not prevent Maori from 
developing either their personal potential, or resources, for traditionally Maori were 
developers" (237). Also articulated was how tribal livelihood in fishing had been 
incrementally derailed and held back due to a history of breaches by the Crown. In 
light of these and many other points, the Tribunal made public, and issued to the 
government, far-reaching recommendations; the thrust was to give recognition to Maori 
fisheries rights in the Treaty, to help restore their fishing economy to where it might 
have been without unjust influences and to use quota allocation as an avenue of 
settlement. 

Resolution 
Amidst the promulgation of the Muriwhenua and Ngai Tahu claims through the 

Waitangi Tribunal arose historic negotiations, settlements and legislative actions. While 
Paul McHugh credited the Waitangi Tribunal recommendations, he further believed, 
"from recent comments by former Labor ministers, that it was the threat of a judicial 
recognition of a common law aboriginal title over sea fisheries which spurred the 
Crown to negotiation" (1992, 355). Adding the High Court's injunction order-- which 
gave center stage to the Waitangi Tribunal and made government restless to clear all 
legal barriers in order to complete its procrastinated reform of the fishing industry -- a 
dynamic foundation and dual-legacy of Treaty and aboriginal title were at work. 

The unfolding resolution consisted of government granting a sizable portion of 
commercial fisheries to Maori. For political practicality, tribal negotiators forfeited the 
literal provisions of the Treaty, which entitled Maori to virtually all fisheries on the 
continental shelf and a fair share beyond, and agreed to less than 50 per cent. In the 
final deal-- as expressed through the Maori Fisheries Act 1989, the Sealord Deed and 
the Treaty ofWaitangi Fisheries Settlement Act 1992 --Maori gained: 1) a third of New 
Zealand's inshore and deep water fishing industry; 2) entitlement to twenty percent of 
new species introduced into the quota system; 3) joint ownership of the largest fishing 
company in New Zealand (Aotearoa Fisheries Limited) and stockholdings in others. 
The quota set aside for Maori amounted at the time to over a hundred million dollars 
which, if wisely invested, would grow substantially. In light of this entrance into the 
multinational economy and financially speaking, it is argued, "the Agreement is 
doubtless as good as may ever have eventuated" (McHugh, 1992, 358). 

The Consequences that grew from this major financial settlement included 
division among the tribes over the allocation of quota-earnings. The crux was whether 
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Maori at large should receive an equal percentage of income or whether iwi with 
traditional rohe (territorial boundary) along the coast deserved a more favorable share. 
The Treaty of Waitangi Fisheries Commission was set up to manage this process and 
the administrative framework has been criticized as paternalistic3. A long-term 
consequence of the brokered arrangement was the government's quid pro quo. In 
return for commercial gains in fisheries, tribal negotiators agreed to alienation of both 
Treaty-oriented and aboriginal-type legal rights to commercial fisheries. 

Maori agree that this settlement Deed, and the settlement it evidences, shall satisfy all 
claims, current and future in respect of, and shall discharge and extinguish, all 
commercial fishing rights and interests of Maori whether in respect of sea, coastal or 
inland fisheries (including commercial aspects of traditional fishing rights and 
interests), whether arising by statute, common law (including customary title and 
aboriginal title), the Treaty of W aitangi, or otherwise, and whether or not such rights 
have been the subject of recommendation or adjudication by the Courts or Waitangi 
Tribunal." 

A CUSTOMARY TRADE-OFF AND OPPORTUNITY 

Out of the period of redressing commercial fisheries came a gust of regulation 
addressing customary fishing rights. While cooperation and action has begun to 
emerge from the new legislative framework, much of the law helping to give it rise 
faded away. This will make any lasting legal and legislative foundation uncertain 
unless more careful and creative use of left over rights occurs and more integral ways to 
keep the fires burning are employed. 

In the decade from 1986, parliament enacted fisheries legislation that carried 
implications and opportunities for instituting Maori heritage, something which had gone 
largely unnoticed compared to the commercial components of the settlement. Before the 
Sealord resolution, the government, as confirmed by Prime Minister Bolger, assured 
that traditional rights would be settled separately from commercial fishing rights 
(National Business Review, 1992, 26). Instead, what happened was that they were 
dealt in tandem with the outcome of being split apart. The final agreement and enabling 
legislation extinguished "commercial aspects of traditional fishing rights and interests." 
This could jeopardize such customs as gifting and other practices; one way or another, 
such segregation implicates the non-discriminatory nature of traditional fishing. 
However, the divide only restricts traditional practitioners; it does not affect commercial 
users from moving in the customary direction. Also, before the divide was built in 
1992, a 1989 provision left customary and commercial fishing open to compatibility. 

Tikanga Leanings from a Commercial Vantage 
In principle, government policy gave regard to customary interests when 

allocating commercial quota. The 1986 Fisheries Act Amendments set out to provide 
some "allowance for Maori, traditional, recreational and other non-commercial fishing" 

3 For more on this matter, the commercial fisheries events and resolution generally see Memon and Cullen, 
1996. In 1997 a preliminary allocation model split assets among inland and coastal iwi, but neglected 'urban 
Maori' without iwi identification. 
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in the implementation of the Quota Management System4. 'Maori' fishing presumably 
meant modern or traditional (Law Commission, 1989, 17), yet the 1986 bill neglected 
this commercial orientation by virtually excluding Maori from being allocated 
substantial quota. After a resolution had been made, and considerable commercial catch 
had been reserved for MaoriS, the same policy principle extended into the 1996 
Fisheries Bill: deeming it important to take account of Maori customary non-commercial 
fishing interests when the Minister of Fisheries determines the Total Allowable 
Commercial Catch (TACC) for the year. However, over the ten-year period "in 
practice ... no specific allowance was made," apart from snapper (17)6. 

Beyond these governmental overtures (that have been largely unrealized), Maori 
themselves have considerable leverage to adopt tikanga principles from their elevated 
standing and ownership position within the fishing industry and thus vindicate their 
own forfeiture of commercial aspects in traditional fishing. One avenue for this has 
been Te Ohu Kai Moana (TOKM) --widely known as the Treaty ofWaitangi Fisheries 
Commission -- which administers the allocation of quota to Maori tribes and serves 
educational and lobby functions as well. "The Commission believes its task is to 
support" and "ensure iwi's ongoing ability to utilize, manage and develop their taonga 
in accordance with their own tikanga" (TOKM, 1994, 6). In this light, it criticized the 
government's public diplomacy separating law reform submissions on customary and 
commercial grounds and, instead, promoted regulatory processes and outcomes 
fostering what Maori believe should be a combination of old and new (TOKM, Issue 
23, 1995). A more genuine potential for customary influence from the vantage of 
commercial fishing is Maori leadership, like that potential from recent TOKM 
commissioners Sir Robert Mahuta and Sir Tipene O'Regan?. They have occasionally 
instituted tribal norms in the commercialism of fishing and espoused handling TOKM 
affairs more according to tribal ways, including a more culturally rooted body of 
representation that is appointed by and fully accountable to iwi. TOKM was fashioned 
by the Crown in large measure, and its members, while nominated by Maori, are 
appointed by the Fisheries Minister (Issue 30, 1996). 

Besides native cultural representation by newly established Maori in the fishing 
industry and by the letter of QMS legislation, a more consolidated and novel tikanga 
offering was made by the 1989 Maori Fisheries Act, an initial and interim measure to 
redress the neglectful aspects of reform and "to make better provision for the 

4 The Law Commission found the distinction implied by the comma between 'Maori' and 'Traditional' 
"confusing", despite both being bracketed as "non-commercial" (1989, 17). The Commission clarified that 
"it may be doubted whether 'traditional fisheries' can mean other than Maori fisheries as they were;" it also 
asserted that "customs, practices and activities that do or may reasonably be inferred to antedate 1840 are thus 
traditional in this context"(27). 
5 By this date after the 20% gains of new species quota and investments of the original 150 million, their 
assets neared half a billion. 
6 The Ministry of Fisheries offered that it is difficult to do this without knowing the tonnage of catch by 
traditional users and because they are sensitive about customary fisheries being confined in this numerical 
way. 
7 Robert Mahuta was knighted for his contributions to Maori after devoting 30 years to the Tainui raupatu 
claim and historic settlement for his people. Along with directing the University of Waikato Center for 
Maori studies and research, he is committed to education and tribal community development. Sir Tipene 0' 
Regan is recognized for his active resolve and accomplishments empowering Maori and particularly Ngai 
Tahu. 
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recognition of Maori fishing rights secured by the Treaty of W aitangi." From this Act, 
not only did Maori earn their first ten per cent of all fishing quota and other commercial 
reprieves, but also provision for establishing "Taiapure-Local Fishery" was born. A 
number of factors -- including the High Court's injunction order, the Muriwhenua 
report of the Waitangi Tribunal (issued May 31, 1988), specific requests by Maori 
negotiators (including Sir Graham Latimer, Matia Rata, Denese Henare and Tipene 0' 
Regan) (Crown and Maori, 1988), environmental, civilian and Treaty considerations8 
(House, 1990) -- compelled the Crown to offer the Taiapure as such: 

The object of this part of the Act is to make, in relation to areas of New Zealand 
fisheries waters (being estuarine or littoral coastal waters) that have been of special 
significance to any iwi or hapu-
(a) As a source of food; 
(b) For spiritual or cultural reasons,-
better provision for the recognition of rangatiratanga and of the right secured in 
relation to fisheries by Article II of the Treaty of Waitangi. 

The whole Taiapure section enables tangata whenua and other local people to designate 
areas of coast and estuary and to be involved in the community management and 
creative use of such special places. The establishment of the Taiapure-local fishery 
mechanism appears far-reaching for its combined symbolic and practical potential and 
because customary, recreational and commercial cooperation is not expressly restricted 
(to be addressed in subsequent chapters on their prospects) unlike the major resolution 
that follows it. 

Sealord: A Lawful Retreat and Legislative Outgrowth 
Fundamental developments and implications for customary fishing rights came 

to a head in the 1992 Deed of Settlement, known as Sealord, and the accompanying 
Treaty of Waitangi (Fisheries Claims) Settlement Act. There was an overwhelming 
concentration on the commercial issues involved9 and given this unwavering attention, 
it is strange that the resolutions have such significant impact on matters of customary 
importance including tikanga law. The Crown interest in what transpired is clear. But 
acquiescence by Maori negotiators, in ways beyond commercial interests, is mysterious 
due to the legal insecurity they imposed on generations of iwi to come. 

The non-commercial infrastructure highlighted in and growing out of the Deed 
of Settlement was that 

the Crown would introduce legislation empowering the making of regulations 
recognizing and providing for customary food gathering and the special relationship 
between the tangata whenua and places of importance for customary food gathering 
(including and mahinga mataitai) to the extent that such food gathering is not 
commercial in any way nor involves commercial gain or trade. 

8 The June 1988 Report of the Joint Working Group on Fisheries stated that "Crown members have been very 
much aware of the singular importance to Maori of access to local fishing resources: it is a means by which 
Maori cultural and spiritual needs can be given effect and hence contribute ... to the recognition of tino 
rangatiratanga." 
9 This is evident in the concentrated language in the Deed of Settlement, as well as the 
negotiations and the two prominent Waitangi Tribunal cases that proceeded it. 
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Furthermore the Crown, in consultation with Maori and in accordance with the 
principles of the Treaty ofWaitangi, would "develop policies to help recognize use and 
management practices of Maori in the exercise of non-commercial fishing rights." The 
ultimate consequence for Maori and justification for the Crown in dealing here was the 
grave enactment tagged on that non-commercial fishing rights "shall henceforth have no 
legal effect...except to the extent that such rights ... are provided for in regulations." 

Essentially, the legal tide of aboriginal title and the Treaty obligations that gave 
rise to these legislative prospects then faded away. A fitting image is of a long-distance 
runner passing on the baton to another racer before collapsing and being taken out of 
the arena. The question is then whether or not the new runner can go the distance. 
Before 1992 the existence of Treaty and customary rights provided momentum for 
jurisprudence in the case of fisheries, as confirmed by the High Court's Te Weehi 
decision and the subsequent injunction order. The legality of fishing in customary 
fashion was not confined by dictates of legislation but, rather, rested more fully on 
tribal proprietary rights. The issue was "not the entitlement but the absence of a 
statutory mechanism for the effective vindication of rights of fishery" (Brownlie, 1990, 
95). The Settlement Act abrogated this entitlement, and its wake of emerging legality, 
and in its place set up a regulatory regime to give expression to the surrendered rights. 
A signal of this change was the settlement's repeal of the historical phrase in the 1983 
Fisheries law that "nothing in this act shall affect any Maori fishing right." 

Paul McHugh regrets that the 1992 Deed of Settlement took away tribal 
jurisprudence that had developed since Te Weehi. He cites how the taking of fish for 
hui and tangi -- by Regulation 27 of the 1986 Amateur Fishing Act -- had become a 
"dead letter since Te Weehi;" but the 1992 Settlement Act makes the delegation of 
authority in tangata whenua subject to "approval by the Director-General." This is the 
plainest indication, McHugh asserts, "of how Maori custom is being usurped by pakeha 
institutions and decision-makers." He notes that the regulatory nature of the new 
framework 

may well include a dimension of tribal control but this control must now justify 
itself by reference to Pakeha legal concepts of vires rather than through the inherent 
legitimacy of the customary law over its own tribe and resources. In other words, the 
source of the regulation of the tribal fisheries will be taken from the tribe and given 
to officialdom. (McHugh, 1992, 354). 

To the extent that it broke the independent legal nature of customary fishing 
rights, the Sealord enactment was costly. On the other hand, it provided momentum 
and opportunity to give practical expression of these rights by means of regulation. In 
1993, the Minister of Fisheries stated its intention to "implement regulations to 
recognize Maori customary food gathering interests ... that give effect to the special 
relationship between Maori and those places that are of customary food gathering 
importance to them" (in Ministry of Maori Development, 1993, 23). Implementation 
was premature at that time. In fact, for over four years after the Settlement Bill Maori 
and the Crown worked on a process of crafting regulations and determining their make
up. The Ministry of Fisheries, as late as 1996, commented that developing the 
regulations had been "complex" (in TOKM, Issue 30, April) and suggest there would 
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not be completion until the following year. The complexity and time spent suggests the 
magnitude of the task. Inroads made along the way are, in their own right, important 
displays of partnership. 

Development of Customary Fisheries Regulations 
The proposed customary fisheries regulations are crucial to Maori as primary 

ways to salvage suitable harvest arrangements with teeth to them. Furthermore, in 
order to give adequate meaning to the customary rights, it was believed that the 
regulations should ultimately cover the full extent of traditional interests and usage. 
Mindful of these challenges and other tikanga sensitivities, Maori demanded an active 
role and a "major responsibility" (Issue 18, 1994) in the formulation of the regulations. 
The Settlement Bill committed the Crown to consult with Maori and to account for the 
principles of the Treaty in making customary fishing policies. Maori had these 
provisions in their favor, along with the collective determination of Iwi -- based on a 
successful hui at the Pipitea marae in June 1994 -- to give input to the process and 
influence its outcome. 

Later that year a Customary Fisheries Working Party was convened to make 
regulations that reflected collaboration between the Crown and Maori. The Maori 
organization in this working party was based on Paepae/Taumata I and II. Paepae I 
was responsible for the whole of the tribes and the generality of customary fisheries 
issues over the long term. Paepae II was appointed and charged to represent Maori in 
the immediate working party with the Crown. In carrying out this task it heeded the 
following important instructions from Paepae I: 1) that Te Tiriti o Waitangi be the 
guiding principle; 2) "that tikanga which each whanau, hapu and Iwi hold in respect to 
Tangaroa be accommodated;" 3)"ensuring that tino rangatiratanga be upheld;" and 4) 
demonstrating to the Crown "the contribution Maori can make to ensure the sustainable 
utilization" of New Zealand's fisheries resources. (in TOKM, 1994, 9). 

The themes of the jointly developed regulations, as anticipated by the Minister 
of Fisheries, are two-fold: "first they will expand existing provisions whereby Kaitiaki, 
or guardians, will authorize Maori to take fish for customary non-commercial 
purposes ... second, they will provide for the identification of Mataitai reserves and the 
creation of Kaitiaki committees for the management of those reserves" (in Ministry of 
Maori Development, 1993, 23). The regulations aim to "create mechanism[s] through 
which Maori could effectively manage and control traditional inshore fisheries 
according to tikanga Maori" (TOKM, Issue 30, 1996). While this overview was 
conclusive, pressing issues persisted regarding the integrity of and responsibility in the 
proposed arrangements. 

Fisheries Arrangements in Store 
The arrangements set out in the settlement enactment and subsequent negotiation 

for legislation have three variants (including Taiapure for comparison): 
(1) Rohe Model. In every coastal rohe (boundary) of nga tangata whenua and mana 
whenua (those of traditional authority in the locality) kaitiaki --guardians nominated by 
these Maori authorities, but in this case appointed by the Minister of Fisheries -- are 
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able to determine the customary take of fisheries by local Maori and iwi from elsewhere 
seeking traditional, non-commercial harvest of the resource. Maori negotiators sought 
wider fisheries authority and law-making ability for mana and tangata whenua in their 
particular rohe, but the Crown was uneasy about this because of the expansion of 
power implied: all rohe when brought together would virtually cover the entire New 
Zealand coast. 
(2) Mataitai Model. Mahinga Mataitai are small, distinct areas (compared with a 
rohe) but of special importance to tangata whenua for customary harvest. To designate 
Mataitai reserves, tangata whenua need to seek the support of the local community, 
which it may do in culturally appropriate ways such as hui and with facilitation by the 
Ministry of Fisheries. (The Crown called for public feedback and submissions on a 
broad basis). Subsequent to the Minister's approval, kaitiaki (which could be marae 
committees like runanga or singular guardians) are empowered to make by-laws to 
manage the customary and public use of designated areas. If prohibitions or closures 
(rahui) are issued, they must apply to all users. However, marae usage of the resource 
for sustaining purposes is given priority and may be exempt from any ban, if 
necessary. 
(3) Taiapure Model. This local fishery arrangement differs from the above in key 
ways. Taiapure originated from a different order, three years before the stigma of legal 
abrogation in and customary/commercial division generated by the Sealord agreement. 
It was enacted in 1989, so trials have been underway. The Taiapure orientation is 
expressly for spiritual and cultural purposes as well as for food gathering whereas 
Mataitai is envisaged principally for customary harvesting (MAF, 1992, 20). As it 
stands, the application process for Taiapure is more onerous and locked into the wishes 
of the public at large (although the Ministry is working to simplify the procedures) 
(TOKM, Issue 30, 1996). A management body for Taiapure is, like in the Mataitai 
model, nominated by local Maori and appointed by the Ministry. However, the 
Taiapure committee is not restricted to Maori representation and is, in fact, open to 
community involvement. It does not make by-laws, like Mataitai, but rather 
recommends regulatory actions to the Fisheries Minister. Another distinction is that 
Taiapure -- while of a customary nature -- does not preclude commercial fishing usage 
in its designated area as Mataitai does. Although both are given as relatively small 
areas, Taiapure are likely to be larger than Mataitai covering "estuarine or coastal littoral 
waters" whereas Mataitai is not so prescriptive. 

These three arrangements share common themes. All represent official attempts 
and facilities to give: 1) contemporary expression to traditional fishing rights and Treaty 
obligations; 2) customary use and harvest; 3) tribal-oriented management, local control 
and resource access; and 4) investment in coastal areas associated with cultural heritage. 
While the arrangements are promising embryos -- Sir Tipene O'Regan said their 
embodiment would give Maori "a level of protection not equaled by other indigenous 
people in comparable situations" (TOKM, Special Issue, July, 1996) --their thematic 
constructs are not newly born. Variations were tried historically, so assessing past 
trials is important for viable regeneration. 
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Lessons from Similar Legislative Trials of the Past 
A long-lasting statutory recognition of Maori shellfish harvest and surveillance 

of the resource domain pertains to oysters. Under the 1892 Oyster Fisheries Act, the 
Governor could "declare any bay, or portion of a bay, estuary, or tidal waters .. .in the 
vicinity of any Native pa or village to be an oyster fishery where Natives exclusively 
may take oysters for their own food at all times ... and prescribe regulations for 
preventing the sale by Natives any oyster from such beds" (S14). The 1923 Fisheries 
Amendment Act granted reserves "where Maoris only may take oysters for their own 
food," stipulating that "the control of each-fishery shall be vested in a committee ... of 
Maori residents in the neighborhood as the Minister determines." The forward reaching 
elements of these statutes were eventually repealed by the 1965 Fisheries Amendment 
Act, although some Maori use and management of the oyster-fishery continued. One 
lesson from this legacy might be that providing for a specific fishery has more mileage 
than providing for fisheries in general. 

Another revealing kind of legislation is the 1953 Maori Affairs Act. It set apart 
land "as a Maori reservation for the purposes of a village site, marae ... [and] fishing 
ground." Seventy five fishing reserves were established under the Act (Ministry of 
Maori Development, 1993, 25). However, the enactment only applied to land owned 
by Maori and, with regard to the coast, only to areas above high water mark CW aitangi 
Tribunal-Wai 6, 1983, 15). It is ironic that withdrawals from the commons help 
explain the rise of these reserves. 

In order to progress beyond the proceeding two legislative models, the key test 
is to reserve fisheries (plural) on common grounds for tribal and local determination. 
Throughout the first half of the 20th century, there were legislative leanings in this 
direction. The 1900 Maori Councils Act was innovative in expressing that "it should be 
lawful for the [Maori] council of any district...to make bylaws .. .for the control and 
regulation of the management of all oyster beds, pipi-grounds, mussel beds, and the 
fishery grounds used by Maoris." Three years later the Sea Fisheries Amendment Act 
added these significant terms: "provided that in making such reservation the governor 
may take into consideration the requirements of the residents of the locality." These 
provisions, and others, were consolidated in the 1945 Maori Social and Economic 
Advancement Act enabling the Governor to "vest in any Tribal Executive or Tribal 
Committee the control of any pipi ground, mussel bed, edible seaweed area, fishing 
ground or other areas ... so reserved for the exclusive use of Maoris;" and provide Maori 
the ability to make bylaws for "protection ... control, regulation and management" of the 
areas. 

These were forward-looking policies, especially amidst a pervasive ebbing of 
tribal fisheries rights and livelihood. To make protective arrangements was a symbolic 
step. However, to make any such an arrangement a practical reality involved a 
commitment that apparently no ministerial authority or the public at large was willing to 
make. The Treaty of Waitangi Fisheries Commission states, "the past Maori failure to 
make bylaws for fishing grounds, under the enabling laws from 1900, was not due to 
tribal disinterest, for the Governor reserved no fishing grounds" (Hapi, 1994, 4). The 
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Waitangi Tribunal has given an account of how and why implementation was so 
feeble. It said "people were generally unaware of the provisions, "furthermore the 
establishment of reserves "met with a rejoinder that it could not be done as the areas 
sought were too large and there would be opposition from the European sector" 
(Waitangi Tribunal-Wai 6, 1983, 15). Later the Tribunal gave a synopsis of the 
historical trials and tribulation. 

Despite many requests no such reserves were created. The provision [consolidated in 
the Act of 1945] was clearly intended ... as an attempt by the legislature to give some 
modest and very particular recognition to Maori Treaty rights. As we have indicated, 
the provision was totally undermined by administrative and political intransigence .. .It 
was repealed in 1962 (Waitangi Tribunal-Wai 27, 1992, 243). 

By government not following through on statutory frameworks -- in this case 
by not implementing harvesting arrangements -- and legislators repealing the provisions 
over time, the tribal fisheries domains in public were curtailed. But long-term 
safeguards existed for reclaiming once meaningful harvesting involvement, since 
aboriginal title and Treaty rights to fisheries were not extinguished. By 1992, with the 
Sealord Settlement, Maori seem to have traded-in these legalistic protections for 
regulatory devices that historically have proven to be precarious. It is argued that there 
"are scant safeguards in the Deed itself to ensure that Maori do not, as a result, suffer 
diminution of ... tribal fisheries" (McHugh, 1992, 358). The Waitangi Tribunal shares 
the concern, in view of the "disillusioning experience" (Wai 27, 1992, 45) of past 
customary fisheries arrangements of the kind presently envisioned in the regulatory 
schemes. 

The settlement... regulations proposed or any failure to make them are not subject to 
court review and Maori interests are not therefore adequately protected. The danger is 
that Maori interests will become, as they have before, overly susceptible. to political 
convenience or administrative preference (Waitangi Tribunal-Wai 307, 1992, 9). 

SHIELDS 

Despite the legislative and legal insecurity, three kinds of shield protect tikanga fisheries 
amidst the amended landscape of law and new regulatory conditions. These are 
aboriginal title, residual rights, and the Treaty of Waitangi. Each variant is dynamic. 
All enable opportunities, demand responsibilities, and compel obligations. Together, 
they guard the heritage and help preserve it in perpetuity. 

Aboriginal Title/Tinirau I 
The first of these -- aboriginal title to customary fisheries -- was thought to have 

been legally extinguished by the Settlement Act. Two independently flowing 
developments, however, raise doubts about their absolute extinction. On the one hand, 
numerous representatives of North Island tribes insist they were not willing parties to 
the 1992 Deed of Settlement. They have harbored serious disagreements about the 
processes and outcomes, including customary fisheries components. This coalition 
petitioned the UN Human Rights Commission branch on indigenous peoples to support 
their quest for redemption. The implication of this challenge is that if it is ever 
validated, aboriginal title would be re-applied. Rather than this happening, the Crown 
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would likely press for extinction of the right by offering other concessions. If faced 
with such a scenario, the tribes would be wise to hold out for heritage values rather than 
sacrifice them for short-term profits. 

The other, more pro-active, opportunity for aboriginal title protection over the 
environmental heritage lies with the non-commercial, freshwater fisheries. These were 
not meant to be affected by the Settlement Act but there was some uncertainty because 
of references to the 1983 Fisheries Act that covered all waters including 'fresh' water. 
Furthermore, the fact that commercial eel fisheries were part of the agreement only 
added to the confusion. More clarity came in a June 15, 1993 letter from the Minister 
of Fisheries making an official determination that "the intention of the Deed of 
Settlement and Act that arose from the Deed was to exclude the non-commercial aspects 
of freshwater fisheries." The Minister said further, regarding the question of 
extinction, that "the legal advice of my Ministry is that it is not the case." The Ministry 
of Fisheries also confirmed in a public report that "non-commercial interests in eels, 
smelt, whitebait and other freshwater fisheries are not included under the provisions of 
the Deed ... rights to these fisheries have not been extinguished and may continue to 
have legal effect and be enforceable in civil proceedings" (1993, 6). 

An indigenous legality in freshwater fisheries has a potent force. For instance, 
it has been stated that the Crown is paranoid about the legal status of such rights, 
particularly because of the "leverage" Maori might gain in court cases to restrict hydro
electric power plants (in TOKM, 1996, Special Issue in July). Apparently, the 
perceived legal threat has enabled Maori interests some clout before the industry which, 
in turn, has taken precautionary steps to lessen the impact of its development (e.g. 
mitigating disruption of eel migration to breeding grounds) (interview with MAF, Aug. 
6, ·1996). The larger opportunity is that any such leverage gained by possessing 
aboriginal title to freshwater fisheries could be applied to uplifting cooperation in 
resource management. 

A dynamic opportunity for kindling tikanga environmentalism is likely where 
freshwater and saltwater meet. While no formal construct has been set up or surveyed, 
visions are unfolding for such a framework. In addition to the fishing arrangements 
now in place, a new designation could be arranged: 4) Tinirau I model. As for the 
title, the prominent son of Tangaroa is Tinirau, who stands for all kinds of fish and, 
more aptly, is responsible for their regeneration in great multitudes; his abundant 
diversity is all-connected as one. A key element of this exemplar is that it is founded on 
long-standing Maori interest in native fisheries. Indigenous and tribal integrity is 
shown by the work of the Freshwater Fisheries Working Party, a representation of 
Maori tribes assembled in May of 1995. In their charge to give expression to these 
rights, the group stated "Te Kore ki te Ao Marama" -- they are from time immemorial 
and they continue into the present." In June, 1996 the Working Party contributed a 
Discussion Paper called "the Nature and Extent of Freshwater Rights and Options for 
their Future Management." This highlights the phrase he Wai Tangaroa I Whano Ai Ki 
Uta I by means of water does Tangaroafare inland and says it "reflects a Maori view of 
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a unified fisheries management regime with no division between marine and fresh 
waters." 

The notion of human and wildlife inhabitants and habitat integration is an 
important feature of this conceptualization. The Working Party specifically and Maori 
generally have emphasized that separate management of marine and freshwater species 
-- as is currently done by DOC and MAF -- is inappropriate. Many indigenous fish 
species "do not fit into one category or the other, especially in the estuarine zone. 
Kahawai, kanae, ana, patiki, tuna, koura and inanga are all examples of fish species 
that are found in both fresh and marine waters" (in TOKM Discussion Paper, 1996, 4). 
These waters, it added, are also not discreet but flow together. Furthermore, to 
segment the beds where rivers and streams meet the larger bodies of water close to sea 
is not clear cutlO. A proprietary right in conjunction with indigenous fish-- that migrate 
to marine waters with passage through, and growing up in, estuaries -- would give 
Maori foothold into these domains. With streams of legality to float on, a heightened 
activity and tribal management could spring into being at estuarine breeding and water 
meeting grounds. From there Maori could act with other local people and authorities to 
ensure any development preserves heritage and gives modern attention to the whole 
watershed. Such principles would replenish the Resource Management Act and other 
segmented institutions of governance. For these ventures of cooperation (in the 
elements of nature and human affairs) to be legitimate it is necessary that tribes employ, 
not extinguish, the remains of aboriginal title. 

Residual Obligations/Mahinga Mataitai 
The second major kind of shield Maori hold, in the context of customary inland 

and in-shore fisheries, is a residual right -- an outgrowth of a pristine right like 
aboriginal title after it is extinguished. The 1992 Deed of Settlement extinguished the 
legality of customary (marine) fishing rights, however it did so while simultaneously 
venturing to "recognize and provide for customary food gathering by Maori and the 
special relationship between tangata whenua and those places which are of food 
gathering importance (including ... mahinga mataitai)." This Mahinga Mataitai reference 
made in the deed itself evokes the classic 1848 South Island Deed of Purchase, 
whereby Ngai Tahu extinguished the bulk of their title over the land in return for 
mahinga kai allowances. Demands on the Crown to fulfill any lingering right were still 
apparent up to the 1992 Settlement. The Ngai Tahu sea fisheries portion of their claim 
-- reported by Waitangi Tribunal prior to final negotiation of the Sealord Deal -- stresses 
"whilst we rely on ... the Treaty, we rely, in respect of ... the Kemp Purchase of 1848, 
on the contractual duty of the Crown to reserve and protect our mahinga kai as provided 
for in that agreement...our coastal and sea fisheries were and are an integral part of our 
mahinga kai" (O'Regan, 8.6 - 8.8). 

In a sense, the new deed springs out of the old one by re-introducing residual 
rights to mahinga kai as mataitai. In both settlements, there was an explicit notion, by 

10 Recalling the 1978 case Regional Fisheries Officer v Williams, the High Court found over the modern 
provisions of the Harbours Act that the Maori defendant held a more traditional claim to the bed of the Hokio 
stream; this, the court decided, gave rightful use and access to Maori. 
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virtue of the simultaneous expression, that extinguishing rights is conditional on 
granting harvest use and occupation areas; if arrangements of this sort are not provided, 
the inaction would threaten a backlash and could re-ignite customary rights of common 
law by default. Thus the shield of residual rights amounts to a contractual burden on 
the Crown to give way on places and practices of tikanga fishing harvest. 

Treaty Pillars/Taiapure 
The third shield protecting tikanga interests in fishing activity is bound by the 

Treaty of Waitangi. The Treaty overlaps with the notion of residual rights by imposing 
an obligation on the part of the Crown. The nature of the obligation in both is similar in 
being a long-term trust between two parties. But the make-up of the obligation is not 
the same nor are the deterrents alike. In the 1992 fisheries settlement framework there 
is "an (ongoing) obligation on the Minister of Fisheries (in consultation with Tangata 
Whenua) to ... provide a mechanism for tangata whenua to exercise a greater degree of 
tino rangatiratanga over area(s) of special customary significance (S. 10-c and S. 34)" 
(1993, 6). The idea of management in view of rangatiratanga springs from the Treaty, 
while the notions of use and areas of customary significance is often a facet of a 
residual right 11. Furthermore, the Treaty is predicated more on a public component 
(Article ill) of cultural interaction than an agency of exclusive harvesting, evident in the 
residual right of mahinga kai/mataitai. 

The Settlement Act framework limits the scope of the Treaty and waters down 
its obligations by stating that its rights cannot be enforced by court of law or by 
subjecting a case to Treaty dictates (such as "the full, exclusive and undisturbed 
possession of their fisheries"), but only its "principles." However, the Ministry of 
Fisheries has said that the Deed "continues the right of Maori to take matters relating to 
their non-commercial customary fishing interests to the Waitangi Tribunal for a hearing" 
(1993, 5). The Waitangi Tribunal responded that by not allowing court protection other 
than via new regulations, the Crown is neglecting Maori fishing interests and acting 
"contrary to the Treaty principles" (Waitangi Tribunal/W ai-307, 1992, 8). The 
Tribunal's statement implicitly acknowledges that it is not an official court entity in that 
its rulings are not legally binding. Despite these limitations in law, it is an important 
consolation for conscientious and longevity reasons that the Deed arrangements will 
"continue to be subject of the principles ofthe Treaty of Waitangi and give rise to Treaty 
obligations on the Crown." 

The Treaty, while devoid of constitutional status, may still offer legal stature in 
the fisheries arena. Evoking Maori terms and concepts in regulatory arrangements 
bears heavily on its protective capacity by stimulating flexibility of interpretation in the 
courts and opening the way for new jurisprudence. It is indicative that the working 
group on customary fisheries regulations struggled over the issue of Maori terms. 
Maori wanted these open-ended whereas the Crown resisted generally and would only 

11 The Treaty does not discount the idea of use and areas of use by any means. In implicit terms, what good 
are lands, estates and fisheries if tribal members can not use them; furthermore, the W aitangi Tribunal stated 
explicitly that the Treaty compels an obligation on the part of the Crown to protect fishing grounds 
(Waitangi Tribunal, 1983). 
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allow terms that are clearly defined. The Waitangi Tribunal has emphasized mana and 
rangatiratanga as important Maori terms, calling for determination of "fishing grounds 
in accordance with their own customs and with regard to cultural preferences" 
(Waitangi Tribunal, 1983, 17). The Taiapure regulation emphatically calls for "better 
provision for the recognition of rangatiratanga and of the right secured in relation to 
fisheries by Article II of the Treaty of Waitangi." These allusions, if Taiapure were 
challenged, may enable courts in their interpretive leanings, to recognize and secure the 
tribal interest in and activism regarding local fisheries areas and arrangements. 

In the law conceiving Taiapure, rangatiratanga does more than bring about 
tolerant legal interpretations based on the Treaty reference and Maori concept. It 
amounts to tribal involvement in the designation and management of Taiapure and 
symbolically, serves as a pivotal principle for legislative effectiveness. The new 
regulatory thrust of customary fisheries -- i.e. to provide for the exercise of customary 
fishing rights through legislation, rather than keeping rights statutorily passive but 
vibrant in court -- faces the formidable challenge of giving these rights adequate 
expression. To be responsible and successful, regulations need to "deliver 
rangatiratanga" (TOKM, issue 13, 1993). Sir Tipene O'Regan speaking for Ngai Tahu 
said 

it is our view that 'tino rangatiratanga' as a concept, conveys ... meaning in a context 
of tribe ... we argue that the term ... can only be interpreted as the management and 
control of resources in the exercise of a duty to protect proprietors in their occupation 
and use of those resources (Ngai Tahu, Wai-27, 8.3). 

Without this concept, fisheries and other environmental regulations and court 
interpretations would be self-defeating, inhibiting and grossly inadequate. 

Together, the three shields offer a measure of long-term security for tikanga 
environmentalism in the arena of fisheries and the ability to withstand temporal 
infringements. Their triadic association, as Judge Shonagh Kenderdine hinted, could 
serve as the most dynamic momentum for tribal and western oriented jurisprudence: 

The principle of 'non-territorial aboriginal rights' is that it may well fill the vacuum 
caused by the disjunction between the English common law systems and the Maori 
customary law. It may accommodate Treaty rights notwithstanding Crown title by 
placing a burden on that title. I refer particularly to Maori rights to shellfish in Tidal 
waters (1989, 355). 

Kindlingthe opportunities provided by legislative and a legal aperture like this entails 
another level of intercourse: beyond institutions of inclusiveness and into human 
relationships. The oldest legacy, known as Titi harvesting, comes up short because it 
takes place on islands isolated from the majority of people. Going the distance will 
demand facing the fundamental dilemma that "rangatiratanga in the Second Article is 
difficult to reconcile with idea of common citizenship which is expressed in the Third 
Article" (Brownlie, 1990, 96). 

The contemporary hope for such reconciliation is Taiapure-local fishery in that it 
allows tribal relationships with, interactive citizenry involvement in, and over-riding 
mutual responsibility to the commons. In this featured arena, as in the entire survey, 
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there are facilities for expression and mechanisms for preservation (articulated here as 
aboriginal title, residual rights and the Treaty). The question to bear witness, along 
with the one of endurance, is the present prospect of actualizing this cooperation. 
Employing the Treaty pillars can help address this challenge and serve as a guiding 

, framework for evaluation on the odyssey that is well underway but only now getting 
steeper. Its articles indicate whether the promise of concert is possible: Article I stands 
for kawanatanga, testing government will to be responsibly empowering; Article II 
holds up rangatiratanga and taonga, determining whether Maori seek to lead by tikanga 
or trade in their heritage; Article III summons citizenship, confronting whether citizens 
at large can find well-being in reaching for common ground. The natural path is 
community management of inshore and estuarine fisheries by the tenets of native culture 
and civil society. 
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VI 
PROSPECTS 

FOR CROSS CULTURAL, COMMUNITY 
MANAGEMENT OF IN-SHORE FISHERIES 

FORMS OF POLICY 

A testing ground for cooperation within New Zealand society is the Taiapure-local 
fishery, a facility for local environmental governance by Maori and wider citizenry of 
coastal communities. The aim of the prospective fieldwork that follows is to gauge 
whether synergy of cultures and that between humankind and the environment can 
grow out of this kind of collaborative arrangement and produce tikanga 
environmentalism. Based on commentaries from government officials and private 
interest groups, this chapter lays out New Zealand's fisheries management policy as it 
concerns Taiapure. The subsequent chapters assess the prospects for reaching common 
ground on local fisheries management in two trials underway. 

Foremost Public Obligations 

In New Zealand, there is no over-riding constitutional fabric governing the 
respective obligations of government and society. Based on interviews and published 
evidence from a range of interests in the fisheries area, there is agreement that public 
resources should promote sustainability as a priority. For example, the Treaty of 
Waitangi Fisheries Commission (TOKM) states the "over-all motive is sustainable 
fisheries management" (TOKM, 1993, 4) while recognizing "the crown's duty to 
manage the resource in the wider interest of conservation"(15). The Fishing Industry 
Board similarly asserts that "the state has an ultimate purpose to ensure sustainability as 
its over-riding responsibility." The Waitangi Tribunal has also for long held that a key 
role of kawanatanga -- the Treaty notion of appropriate government -- is to peaceably 
govern societal and cultural affairs and ensure long term prosperity from natural 
resources (see for example Waitangi Tribunal -- Wai 22, Wai 27 and Wai 307). The 
Ministry of Fisheries has stated (1993, 6): 

The Crown retains rights and obligations under Article I of the Treaty to exercise 
Kawanatanga over all fisheries. The Crown will ... be responsible for the sustainable 
management of New Zealand fisheries resources in the interest of all New Zealanders. 

Acts of parliament give force to these calls. Given the prominence of the 
parliamentary system of government, legislation is critical and powerful. To date, the 
chief impetus comes from the 1996 Fisheries Bill, which aims "to provide for the 
utilization of fisheries resources while ensuring sustainability." The Act explains its 
purposes of "ensuring sustainability" and "utilization" to mean taking care of fisheries 
resources "to meet reasonably foreseeable needs" and "conserving, using, enhancing, 
and developing fisheries resources to enable people to provide for their social, 
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economic, and cultural well being." The bill heralds three relevant principles, 
including that "long term viability" of species be ensured, that "biological 
diversity" be maintained, and that "habitat of particular significance for fisheries 
management should be protected;" It follows that these purposes and principles should 
be achieved concurrently. 

The Prevailing Wind 

The commercial reality of quota management through the legislation is: 1) at best 
shallow; 2) a virtual rejection of the commons; and 3) environmentally and culturally 
divisive. Government treats fisheries as not vital to the national ecology nor as means 
of direct sustenance but rather as commodities on a global scale. For the quota 
management scheme, the Minister of Fisheries sets the total allowable catch and is 
charged to do so in consultation with an array of interests and users. What has 
happened to date, however, is that government ensures dominance by the monopoly 
commercial fishing interest and the private utilization of fisheries. Total allowable 
commercial catch is the overwhelming factor in the Minister's computations. The non
commercial portion of total allowable catch is minute and is accounted for retroactively 
on estimates of species mortality. 

Quota for individual fish species is privately owned and tradable. 
Commoditizing fisheries means that for New Zealanders relatively little fish is handled, 
sold or eaten domestically. Once the fish are caught -- often by large-scale operations -
they enter processing factories owned by packaging companies, and leave via exporting 
firms to overseas markets. Quota ownership and fisheries management are increasingly 
in the hands of three major conglomerates and multinational companies. Another 
phenomenon, as the multi-billion dollar industry grows, is that employment is currently 
just 9,000 people and falling with increasing efficiency of operations. 

A Fishing Industry Board representative summed up the quota system as 
follows: "the asset is the biggest piece of capital... the thing that's important in the end is 
capital." The management regime is one where the principal foundation and over-riding 
desire is to capitalize and make profit, both of which distort the attainment of "needs" 
and mask the source of "well being:" the two central purposes of the fisheries 
management legislation. Industry is a major stakeholder in the resources of the sea; 
allowing it to treat fisheries as private resources favors stakeholder management. 
However, nationally-oriented and locally-based stakeholders are being overshadowed, 
including local commercial fishermen who are increasingly treated as pawns in a game 
where the decisions are made by corporate quota holders. 

The driving ideology behind fisheries management involves private property, 
along with Ministerial determination of catch levels. This may be effective in achieving 
maximum sustainable yield of targeted species per annum. However, the system 
smacks of the pessimistic solutions to the tragedy of the commons that Garrett Hardin 
articulated (in Ostram, 1990). The QMS unleashes the retroactive measures of 
privatization and Hobesian-state intervention to delineate what could be collective 
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resources; the presumption is that humans cannot take care of fisheries in common. 
However, New Zealand's government and industry cannot assert that what took place 
prior to the 1980s reform was a commons regime. What occurred, as illustrated in the 
last chapter, was an open access (free-for-all) resource arena of over-capitalization, 
quite different from a commons resource system which has joint duties and norms 
(Bromley, 1992, 4). 

It is striking that two interested advocates of the quota system argue that the 
current ideology of management meshes with Maori customs. The Fishing Industry 
Board and the Treaty of Waitangi Fisheries Commission claim that customary Maori 
interests in fishing blend with the commercial sector's interest in preserving their 
property right to fisheries. A spokesperson for the Commission (which is not Maori 
run or a tribal body per se, but rather an administrative unit set up by government to 
determine quota) held that: "commonly, marine resources are res nullius [no one's 
property], whereas for Maori they are well defined, exclusive areas which take on a 
private interest." 

Those assertions may be approaching validity. Maori are currently major 
stakeholders in the business of fishing, with an ownership of 40-50% of industry 
assets, depending on how the Commission invests its money. To conclude that current 
schemes identify with Maori traditional ideology about property is a leap of logic 
predicated on how such property rights are interpreted. If assets are not traded in the 
marketplace, but retained tribally for future generations then there is perhaps some 
resemblance. But to slot the Maori way into the mentality of big business lacks 
integrity. If industry's intentions were more communal, encompassing and rooted in 
something greater than self-centered profitability, there could be compatibility. 
Allocation of quota amongst and within tribes has created distrust and competition. 
Internal division is not encouraging for Maori identification with the privatization of 
fisheries. Less encouraging is the comment by Richard Boast, Professor of Law at 
Victoria University, comparing policy for commercial fisheries regarding Maori to the 
Land Court dealings which alienated Maori from their land and communal customs. He 
found the notion of whakapapa to be a much more compelling Maori orientation to 
'property' than prospective rights through privatization. 

To express unique personality, as Maori do, is not to say that they cannot be 
business-minded when it comes to fisheries. The Muriwhenua and Ngai Tahu claims 
made this clear. Rather, in light of tikanga considerations it is more appropriate to 
emphasize that their usage and understandings of the natural world are outstanding and 
do not simply reflect westernized corporate epistemologies of natural resources. For 
instance, customary law holds natural domain not as property in individual and private 
hands but as a community belonging. Another custom is the ongoing, hands-on 
utilization of nature's entities from extraction to daily livelihood. The quota system 
makes it lucrative to lease quota to others to catch the fish. While corporate property 
owners are unlikely to do the fishing, they determine the outcome. Once fish are taken 
from the water, there is an increased sense of alienation from the environment through 
the virtual evaporation of fish into an export conglomerate. As a MAF official admitted, 
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"it's like a tangled ball of string to actually get to your quota and then actually use it." It 
follows that the more nature and wildlife are severed from humans, the less in touch 
people will be with life and mauri. 

An Alternative 

There is a unique opportunity for human "needs" and "well-being" flowing with 
the environmental principles of "biodiversity" and "habitat" in order to foster "long term 
viability." The Taiapure-local fishery conception may bear the seeds of this integration. 
Unlike the status quo, this alternative offers: 1) the proactive optimism of the commons, 
2) an avenue for humankind to belong with the environment, and 3) an experiment of 
mutual cultural change from which to learn. 

The 1996 Fisheries Act includes provision for Taiapure local-fishery, which 
originated in the 1989 Maori Fisheries Act. This policy arose in the wake of quota 
management legislation, which is predominate. Out of the 428 pages in the 1996 bill, 
eight are given to the Taiapure framework. This is not to suggest that the Taiapure 
regulation should be more intricate but, rather, that this kind of management is 
anomalous in the grand scheme of fisheries law. 

Powerful lobbies in the fishing industry want Taiapure minimized in terms of its 
size and scope, as well as the attention given to it as a management concept. An 
executive employee of the Treaty of Waitangi Fisheries Commission stated that the 
Taiapure "is a waste of time." He then commented, "it has nothing to do with property 
rights at all." Likewise, a representative of the Fishing Industry Board (FIB) revealed 
that "our principal objection is that it erodes the property right. The Minister is setting 
up a different kind of management which could disenfranchise those with commercial 
interests." The FIB took issue with the application for a Taiapure over a "huge body of 
water" covering Manukau Harbour. In opposing the initiative at Manukau and 
convincing the court to file a declamatory judgment, the FIB shrewdly help up all other 
Taiapure establishments. After two years of deadlock, and not until Maori as major 
fishing industry stakeholders exerted influence, the FIB relinquished its tactical hold on 
Taiapure generally and reverted to negotiations with the Manukau applicants out of 
court. Despite this relaxation, FIB has been pursuing other legal strategies to hinder 
Taiapure implementation. 

Mindful of Maori supporting voices, via a vigorous commercial fisheries 
position, industry representatives may have eased objection to Taiapure in 1995 and 
1996 but because areas set aside were small, contained and of virtually no impact on 
larger quota interests. The analogy representatives used to describe this phenomena is 
"Swiss cheese;" the holes symbolizing enclaves of Taiapure management, and the 
cheese the prevailing commercial regime. This analogy belittles the alternative. 

Yin-yang might better symbolize interaction of the quota management system 
and Taiapure. The former would pertain to fisheries off-shore, and the latter to in-shore 
fisheries. The lines between the two would weave as the coastline itself. They would 
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not be self-contained. As the analogy suggests, "all things do indeed carry within 
themselves the seeds of their own antithesis" (Smith, 1972, 74-76). In Taiapure areas 
in shore, for example, rock lobster could still be caught for commercial purposes, and 
as such entail quota, but the interest would belong to the local people and would respect 
a communal livelihood in accordance with the whole fishery there. Just as in-shore and 
estuarine management by local people should incorporate effective 'privatized' 
attributes, like species-specific sustainable yield, off-shore management of the QMS 
would employ the wisdom of the commons, such as giving more authority to those 
who regularly catch the fish, be they leasing or holding quota. 

ENVIRONMENTAL WELL-BEING IN CULTURAL 
COMMONS 

It is worth noting attributes of environmental management raised by the Taiapure (in
shore and estuarine) fishery. The concept evident in the legislation emphasizes local 
resource management based on two interactive pillars: a Maori dimension and general 
community involvement. A government report said that "the local fisheries 
management systems can be both Maori-led and community driven" (Manatu Maori, 
1993, 26). The two combine by: 1) allowing local people to propose the establishment 
of a Taiapure fishery in areas once and presently significant to Maori for harvest, 
cultural and spiritual purposes; 
2) enabling the formation of a management committee represented by local Maori and 
representatives of the community at large, not only including Maori and non-Maori 
members but also recreational and commercial interests; and 3) giving oversight to the 
Minister of Fisheries who is both entrusted to foster Treaty-Article II interests and 
obligated to ensure wider public interest in, and multiple use of, the fisheries resource. 
Conceptually, these and other thrusts of Maoridom and citizenship in community offer 
an appropriate foundation for managing the commons. 

Official statements and actions recognize the viability of a combined Maori 
culture and civil society approach. A representative of the Ministry of Maori 
Development stated that "the Taiapure provision is recognition that Maori have a vital 
resource management role to play." Furthermore, the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Fisheries (MAF) and the Department of Conservation (DOC) jointly acknowledged in a 
brochure that 

coastal resources are coming under increasing pressure, making it essential for the 
community to take on more decision-making and responsibility for the coast. No 
government will ever have the community support to impose regulations from 
Wellington ... getting greater community involvement into coastal management is 
crucial to the future of sustainable coastal planning (1991). 

In light of current government obligations under the 1996legislation to promote 
biodiversity, habitat, and the long term viability of fisheries, with the over-all aim of 
promoting well being, it is appropriate to highlight the contributions that community 
environmentalism by Maori and wider citizenry could make in restoring the commons 
through the Taiapure-local fishery venue. Together, the two could surmount the 
hurdles of subtractability, excludability and visibility. 
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A Fellowship Response to Subtractability 
There is concern about uncontrolled or excessive taking and free-riding when 

resources are designated in common. Renewing customary ways of using the 
resources of the sea and applying innovative approaches -- via the Taiapure 
management committee -- offers hope for resolving this problem. Regarding the 
former, there are Maori cultural sensitivities that care for breeding stocks, protect 
nurseries and tend to habitats. There are also useful notions like the custom of taking 
from the resource only what is needed for nutrition and hospitality. Such 
considerations, when linked with modern enforcement mechanisms, may be crucial in 
moderating exploitation of rawa moana --the sea's bounty. 

Taiapure provides an avenue for use of in-shore and estuarine fisheries based on 
association as much as physical sustenance. The objective (17 4b) of the Taiapure 
legislation concerns involvement with "New Zealand fisheries waters .. .for spiritual and 
cultural reasons," in addition to harvest. Ancestral and customary affiliations within the 
domain of fisheries, along with contemporary cross-cultural interaction there, enable a 
revival of consciousness and a novel kind engagement to arise. This importantly 
includes a present day opportunity for learning anew and remembering: "The education 
of the young in fishing methods and practices was a parental and community 
responsibility guided by rules and customs known and enforced by all" (Manatu Maori, 
1993, 19). 

Excludability on Communal and Local Grounds 
Together Maori with other local people offer a way to foster excludability by 

addressing the unrestricted access to a resource held in common. In the past, Maori are 
said to have "jealously guarded" (Waitangi Tribunal, 1988, 37) tribal domains, like 
fishing grounds, to the exclusion of outside tribes. A heritage of exclusivity is a good 
thing for commons management and community compatibility. As the Waitangi 
Tribunal reported, customary fishing areas were not wholly exclusive, but rather tribes 
allowed others to fish on conditions and occasion (Wai-307, 1992). In the Ngai Tahu 
Fisheries Claim there is evidence of openness to modernity. "Ngai Tahu have not been 
greedy. Our ancestors made the fishery resource available to pakeha by way of 
permission and joint-venture from before 1840. That spirit is reflected in the form of 
the fishery claim we bring before the Tribunal now" (Ngai Tahu, Mahinga Kai, Wai-
27). The same sense of sharing is conveyed in the cooperative Taiapure arrangement, 
which was negotiated by Maori and Crown officials. Legally, Maori could have been 
obstinate about exclusive control. The outcome is a joint Maori and wider community 
approach where no one can be excluded from the resource on the basis of race, creed or 
ethnicity. 

With these understandings in mind it is important to consider how exclusion and 
sharing in Maori custom could help redeem the environment and foster a local sense of 
cohesion. Maori customarily privileged the local people (tangata whenua) -- the 
communal group with ties to a place and who presently commit to and stick by that 
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place of belonging. Outsiders who disrespected the communal way were deemed 
poachers and were no longer welcomed. The local tribe was "always ready to resent 
and resist the irresponsible and dishonest acts of the kaihaumi [poachers] and kaipaoe 
[irresponsible wanderers]" (Best, 1977, 132)}. Insiders and local people were held to 
communal norms of behavior which, if not followed, led to banishment from the 
commons. One of these norms is rahui; times when everyone in the community, 
without discrimination, must abstain from fishing in order to allow the resource to 
replenish. 

The above items suggest management attributes, and ways to address unlimited 
access, based on tikanga: practical, conceptual, emotional, communal and spiritual 
considerations in unison. Legislative provisions, such as the Taiapure, can be "tools to 
help introduce the concepts of Tikanga Maori into modern fisheries management" 
(MAF, 1993, 9). More aptly, the Taiapure-local fishery provides an opportunity to 
empower the community in its customary ways of cooperation, and introduce modern 
management ideas from the wider community. It is envisaged that the Minister of 
Fisheries would, where necessary, be responsive to this evolving cooperation. Ideally, 
as an official from Manatu Maori said, if things fair well, the "government is going to 
step out." 

Collective Visibility 
Visibility, involving observance of the rules, is a long-standing hurdle in taking 

care of the commons. One innovation offered by contemporary and customary aspects 
of the Taiapure is to have honorary community rangers enforce local fishery rules 
advocated by the management committee and agreed to by the Minister of Fisheries. 
The Minister is committed to facilitate compliance to and enforcement of such rules and 
has budgeted for honorary officers to be selected from within communities (TOKM, 
1996, Special Issue in July). "An extensive network of community-based honorary 
fisheries officers will be appointed" (TOKM, No. 31, July 1996). This poses the 
prospect of controlling free-riders, and communities are best situated to be vigilant to 
happenings in their area. 

What lies ahead? 

The Taiapure-local fishery may serve as a path for human connectedness, but 
has been the subject of intense discussion. The Taiapure title itself creates tension and 
suspicion amongst those who consider it synonymous for Maori power. These people 
ignore that it is a Maori and wider community initiative. In addition to being obligated 
to consider "fisheries management" and Maori interests, the Minister of Fisheries -
who is responsible for approving a Taiapure as well as the rules recommended by the 
management committee -- "must also have regard to .. .impact on general welfare of the 
community in the vicinity [and] impact of persons with special interests (users) in the 
fishery." Furthermore the term "local fishery" is used with "Taiapure" in the Act. It is 
evident that there is misconception about the term, despite it not being a Maori word. It 
was created from 'tai' and 'apure' (connoting coastal areas) by the Maori Language 
Commission at the request of government. A representative of a Northland tribe said: 
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The word is not identifiable with our spiritual, emotional and traditional values, our 
customs and usage and that which is hereditary ... However the word tai-apure is 
acceptable in the meantime as we would like to see the concept, not only to foster a 
responsible use of ... resources but to acknowledge a partnership and if this partnership 
is to be sustained then our customary laws of tikanga ... must be respected, recognized, 
remain inviolate and not be overwhelmed. 

Other antagonisms are raised about Taiapure. Worries are expressed about 
"perceived threats to individualism" and "loss of control," as a MAF official described. 
Fears are also voiced about encroachment on liberal values. Still evident today is the 
1989 Law Commission assertion that "lying beneath much of the current argument of 
adequacy or inadequacy of the law governing Maori fisheries and fishing claims are 
fears of 'special laws' or 'special privileges' for one group and a belief that this is 
contrary to the rule oflaw" (1989, 4). The Taiapure legislation protects the interests of 
the public and, indeed, all user groups. It does so by allowing public submissions and 
an open judicial process before a Taiapure can be established, as well as an open-ended 
opportunity to appeal on point of law afterwards. Furthermore, there is Ministerial 
oversight to balance the multiplicity of interests in the resource. 

Even though there is clear provision for balance, the Minister of Fisheries has 
proposed guidelines to applicants that may take the balancing act too far in terms of 
acknowledging antagonistic interests. For example, in its guidelines government 
stresses the need to make sure that the "way chosen in the Taiapure proposal has the 
least impact on others while still achieving the intended goals" (1991, 4-6). While this 
may be diplomatic wording, it is important not to overlook a worrisome issue. Using 
liberalism, as some proponents do, to thwart implementation of tikanga environmental 
ways is to blindly defend the status quo1• When it comes to customary and westernized 
culture, defending the status quo by resorting to liberalism is unjustly normative, given 
inequality of opportunity and disharmony of cultural expression and institution in public 
life. Tikanga environmentalism goes beyond this posturing and murkiness and faces up 
to a more fundamental issue for all: the attaining of human and environmental well-being 
in common. 

Delay is another burden resting on Taiapure. Seven years passed after the 
enabling legislation before a single Taiapure was set up. Only in the last months of 
1996 were Taiapure being established in Waikare (Bay of Islands), Maketu (Tauranga), 
Porangahau (Napier), Kawha-Aotea (Raglan), Palliser Bay (South Waiarapa) and, 
possibly, Karitane (North Otago). The reasons for delay can be attributed to the fishing 
industry's resistance and to ministerial inaction, but also to lack of community 
organization and mobilization. 

The onus has been disproportionately on Maori proponents, but their unfazed 
perseverance is telling. As an iwi representative said: 

1 Robin Hapi stated in a TOKM paper that "equality before the law .. .is indeed a fundamental tenet of a just society. It is 
reflected in Article 3 of the Treaty of W aitangi. However [it] must be properly understood. It means and can only mean that 
those in like circumstances should be treated alike ... we must be wary of too simplistic a concept of democracy. Respect for 
minority rights is arguably as much a pillar of a just society as the principle of majority rule" (TOKM, July 9, 1994, 6) 
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the protection and preservation of respective tikanga by hapu and iwi alike is so very 
important to all future generations. Should our customary fishing traditions, 
including matters of location and the preservation of habitat, be lost then the 
language, tikanga Maori and the essential elements that make up our society will be 
lost" (in TOKM, 1994, issue 18). 

Unifying this thrust of Maoridom with the core of citizenship aspirations 
demands a demonstrated respect from the wider citizenry and proven reliability on the 
part of Maori. As predicted by Ministry of Maori development and the Treaty of 
Waitangi Fisheries Commission, "the development of Taiapure management will place 
heavy demands on iwi organization and commitments. It also demands the evolution of 
effective partnership" (in Waitangi Tribunal, Wai 307, 1992, 241). A test will be how 
local Maori handle their legal right to gather fish to sustain the marae with the advent of 
Taiapure cooperative management committees. A related issue concerns whether 
Mataitai reserves -- where Maori have exclusive right of management and ability to take 
fish for marae purposes from an area even when it is closed to the public -- can coexist 
with Taiapure (where local community and Maori work together). Another issue is 
whether non-Maori will actively serve on the management committees and embrace the 
idea of cultural collaboration, which Maori have sincerely offered in this case. The 
prospects for cooperation are gauged in the next chapters by the will and disposition of, 
and relationships between, Maori and wider citizenry in two relevant coastal 
communities, North and South. 
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VII 
NEW ZEALAND'S FIRST TAIAPURE
LOCAL FISHERY AT PALLISER BAY 

A SON OF THE SUN 

The mail man at the General Store in Pirinoa told me where Mita Carter lives. "Just 
past the marae and before the bend in the road." Following directions, I drove up the 
narrow drive way and made my way to the back entrance (the main door seemed to be 
obstructed from the inside). Mita was sitting in the sunny room beside the kitchen. He 
was wearing a wool hat and slippers. A heater, placed at his side, was generating 
additional warmth. A cat was curled up in the chair beside him. (Mita later told me its 
name is Dizzy, that it's one of four in the household, and that it sleeps at all times 
except when hungry.) Mrs. Carter greeted me at the door. She's a kind lady who 
made me feel welcome. We all agreed that it was nice to meet face to face, after the past 
several months of long distance discussions over the phone. Not long after my arrival 
and the exchange of pleasantries, I sat down beside Mita and mainly listened. 

Mita shared with me anecdotes of his life in that first day together. He told how 
his ancestors are of Maori and English descent. In England, the family had been 
involved as bankers, or what he called "cootes." Growing out of that line was a whaler 
who came to New Zealand. The whaler pursued a Maori woman and after she "tripped 
over some manuka" -- as he characterized the setting and subsequent meeting -- one 
side of his family roots took form. His Maori extraction is Ngati-Raukawa and Ngati 
Kahungunu. After speaking of his grandmother, he told about his father who was a 
lawyer who found it difficult to practice with the Maori name Te Raa. Evident to many, 
but apparently not to the mainstream of the time, Te Raa means the sun. His father 
changed the name to Carter. He mentioned later on that the name "Mita" means "the 
son of," and I could not help, especially after what I learned, to make the connection: 
the son of the sun. 

Mita has a brother and a sister. His sister, Bessie, visited the household during 
my visit. In her words to me, she was "born, bred and raised right here in Pirinoa" and 
had lived there most of her life. Her husband Ben Couch (Mita called him "sofa") was 
an old time kaumatua in the community, who became a Member of Parliament and 
represented the Masterton district for 9 years. He passed away recently and was buried 
"just over yonder" in the marae grounds. Bessie spoke openly about the tangi: how, 
for one thing, there were such big crayfish served. Mita lightly raised the issue of his 
anticipated passing saying that there may not be any burial space for him in the vicinity 
and that he may have to find a place to rest along the coast. 

Mita spoke about his active involvement in overseas war. He participated for 
two years in World War II, then for three years in the Korean war. In the latter 
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conflict, he said the mosquitoes were more nagging than the opposition. On a number 
of occasions he and his comrades were treated for malaria. Young Carter served in the 
Transport Division, ferrying wounded men from the battle-field as well as prisoners of 
war. On one occasion he was temporarily captured at a distant outpost. Once the 
enemy discovered he and his company were New Zealanders, they were released. 
Most everyone in the war, he reminisced, had called him and all those from New 
Zealand, Kiwis; there was no distinguishing on the basis of race. It was only when he 
returned to New Zealand that the lines were clearly drawn between Maori and Pakeha. 
But, as Mita conveyed, he always held firm to the "spirit of democracy and citizenship 
which many of our young men and woman went overseas to defend, many never to 
return." 

After his active service, and three years living in Japan, Mr. Carter returned to 
his home country and devoted himself to family, the welfare of the community, Maori 
people and the environment, not to mention making a living for himself. He spent 
many of those years doing construction work in Wellington. In Pirinoa, where he has 
lived for decades, he built the marae. For friends and family, he built homes including 
the one we were sitting in, which he had constructed for his parents. Since 1958 he has 
lived in the Wairarapa area. He married Mrs. Carter soon after. They lived in 
Masterton looking after her relatives for some time, then in 1965 moved into their 
current house in Pirinoa with their daughters of school age. (Their daughters now live 
in various parts of New Zealand-- in Christchurch, Napier and Auckland-- and are 
contributing to society in the fields of technology, law and finance). 

Mita has owned a cottage on the coast in Ngawi where he used to spend a lot of 
time. It was during his long residence there that he learned about the coastal 
environments of Palliser Bay and the fisheries. He said he fished for groper as a young 
man and used to do a variety of fishing in Ngawi in the early years. "But not much 
after the commercial fishermen came. They should have restricted the area more for 
recreational users years ago." Instead, he observed, "our coastline has been sadly 
mismanaged in the interest of the fast buck ... Who gets the benefit of our fisheries now? 
East Asian and Pacific Rim countries and other international interests. And the firms 
and government here are supporting this momentum." Pollution has also been a local 
phenomenon since the rise in numbers of residents. "When I moved out there 
originally, the sea-weed was green. Now it's black. The 200 houses and other 
developments in the area have contributed to a pollution and water quality problem that 
is out of hand. The paua has moved out. The Taimure [a mythological indicator] has 
moved out. Furthermore the pollution out-fall from Wellington and the ballast water 
released outside the harbor there also contribute to the problem. But don't tell that to 
marine scientists because they wouldn't accept it." 

Mita has actively participated in bettering the environment. He spoke of his 
involvement with the Conservation Board, various environmental organizations and, 
most recently, the Wellington Regional Council (which administers the RMA). He said 
of this last official body that many members are very young and do not understand the 
Maori cultural ways, values and beliefs. He said "they need to be willing to learn." 
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Over the years he has experimented with teaching. Mita was a University 
lecturer for a short time but found the situation inappropriate. He, never-the less, has 
contributed much to the realm of learning. He has served on the Wairarapa Historical 
Society for some time. His writings about Southern Wairarapa have been published. 
He also has done a lot of interpreting from Maori to English. More recently he has been 
working on important Maori works dating back to 1863. For the last 10 years he has 
been stricken with physical disability: he had a stoke; he was treated for a blood clot in 
his left leg; and now he cannot move around without hardship. He undergoes hospital 
treatment for a week every month and reckons the condition goes with being eighty 
two. But despite physical immobility, he is mentally active and spirited. He spends his 
days reading, writing and studying. He showed me binders full of his works about 
Maori traditions and customary practices (unpublished and dear to him). 

In addition to education, Mita has given much time and energy to the 
community. He revealed, "all my life I have dedicated to helping people, those wealthy 
and poor alike." For instance, he has served on the Wairarapa Coordinating Committee 
and the Masonic Lodge (a fraternity guided in service to fellow men). Much of his 
contribution, I gathered, has been in intangible ways. Just one example is at the 
hospital where he keeps many of the patients entertained with his piano playing. He 
admitted, "I have given a lot of people pleasure with my music," which includes 
creative melodies and renditions of such songs as "Blaze Away", "Abide with Me" 
(even though he alerted me to the fact that he is an agnostic) and "Oh Sweet Mystery of 
Life." He uttered, with composure, "I love music." 

On that note, Mrs. Carter entered with a late-afternoon snack and informed me 
to speak loudly to Mita because he is deaf in one ear. "Conveniently deaf," Mita 
responded. "When you have three daughters and Mum here you learn appropriate times 
when to hear or not." One of the daughters was expected the next day for a visit, Mita 
told me with a smile. He said she would help him in his workplace and that I should 
return to see him in a-few-days time. With the sun descending beneath the western 
mountain range, I left. 

HERITAGE OF THE PLACE AND THE PEOPLE 

In conversations with Haime Te Whaiti and Anne Aburn, I learned about the history of 
settlement in South Wairarapa. Mr. Te Whaiti is a descendent ofNgati Kahungunu, the 
main iwi associated with the coastal land. He is one of a small contingent in the area 
active in the local marae known as Tuhirangi Kohunui. Mrs. Aburn has written a book, 
Pirinoa- People and Pasture (1987). She and her husband Jim live on a farm near the 
Lake Ferry Lodge (where I stayed) and have been a staple of the community for years. 

Both informed me about the area's history. Mr. Te Whaiti spoke about Kupe, 
the legendary explorer from the Polynesian Islands, who visited Palliser Bay during his 
travels. In some Maori traditions he is considered one of the primary discoverers of 
Aotearoa. Mrs. Aburn quoted Percy Smith on the area's first inhabitants: "It is 
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probable that the numerous remains of stone walls [demarcating cultivation] found 
along the eastern shore of Palliser Bay, were the work of the Tini-o-Awa, who 
flourished according to genealogies about 1230 AD." She described how changes in 
climate and environment could have driven the early inhabitants away after the 1600s. 
"The sea was affected by the weather changes and this meant [success in] marine 
foraging [was] reduced ... By 1650, shellfish supplies were severely depleted not only 
because climatic changes made conditions [tough] ... but also because increased erosion 
[partially due to fires] in the river valleys [meant] more sediment was corning down the 
rivers and being deposited on the shellfish beds." Thereafter, migration to the South 
Island took place for early inhabitants of the area. 

Mr. Te Whaiti spoke of the subsequent events of his iwi, the Ngati Ka:hungunu. 
Gradually, from the 1600s, they emigrated from Hawkes Bay and settled along the 
Southern Wairarapa valley extending to the coastal La:ke Onoke basin (now referred to 
as La:ke Ferry). Members of the Rangitane tribe and Chief Te Rerewe also lived beside 
Lake Onoke in those years. The arriving hapu of the Ngati Kahungunu by the 1700s 
had spread eastward along Palliser Bay. The tribe was apparently stable until the 
infamous Ngati Toa Chief Te Rauparaha went on the warpath, followed by the 
aggressive southward movements of Taranaki tribes. The warring tribes finally made a 
truce in 1839, when it was agreed that the Taranaki people would control the land west 
of the ranges and Ngati Kahungunu would occupy the eastern side, including Southern 
Wairarapa and Palliser Bay. Along the coast, hapu of the tribe inhabited three areas 
called Te Kopi, Omoikau and Whakatomotomo. Mr. Te Whaiti said that Te Kopi -
where part of the new Taiapure is situated -- has heritage value for the tribe, and much 
of the land in the immediate vicinity is still tribally owned. Mrs. Abum gives account 
of outside tribal parties visiting the Te Kopi settlement, and mentions paua and crayfish 
as key aspects of the interaction that transpired. 

Mrs. Aburn also reported some of the developments in the area by the mid
eighteen hundreds. There was a settlement and a seasonal fishing village at Lake 
Onoke, and progressively Europeans were arriving in the area for trade or other 
purposes; they relied on Maori villagers to ferry them across the lake. There also was a 
whaling station at Te Kopi. These and other changes in the economy of the area at the 
time illustrate her comment that "the Maori people were soon moving into a new way of 
life." 

Mr. Te Whaiti told me about the endeavor he is now involved with at Cape 
Palliser lighthouse. The land (besides the lighthouse itself) is in Maori title and has its 
origins with a hapu of the Ngati Ka:hungunu. He and another member of the iwi, along 
with younger Maori from the Greytown and Masterton vicinity, are building a 
traditional dwelling place for a special exhibit of the Wellington Museum in 1998. The 
dwelling is based on remnants discovered by archaeological study (of Leach and his 
associates) in the immediate vicinity. It is genuine and he described how they are 
following the traditional way of building. From the Palliser area and the South Island 
they have collected the appropriate stone with which to make adzes. These are being 
used, he illustrated, to carve the totara wood that will support the dwelling. Raupo 
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from swamp lands will be used, as is customary, for paneling and insulation. These 
are just some of many examples. He said (as was apparent from the activity and 
materials he showed me) how the traditional practices of making such accommodation 
entail an involved process requiring time, hands-on-work, and an awareness of the uses 
of and participation in the surrounding environment. One look at such natural 
applications was upon introduction to the Maori women of the lighthouse commune 
who were weaving mats and baskets from flax. 

In addition to reviving traditional dwellings and weaving, Haime said they are 
replanting the native vegetation and watching over the immediate coastal environment. 
He mentioned that a motor park used to operate near the lighthouse but the people who 
used it were disrespectful of the place, leaving trash behind and other such negligence. 
He said that he and other Maori now occupying the land guard against excessive activity 
there, including "greedy" fishing. All-in-all, he believed deeply in upholding cultural 
traditions and in resurrecting customary associations with the wildlife and ecology of 
Cape Palliser. 

Anne Aburn, when I visited her, also expressed special interest in preserving 
the heritage of human and natural interaction in South Wairarapa. In addition to the 
book she wrote for the centennial of the primary school, she has been involved in 
writing histories of the place and biographies of its people; she has most recently been 
working on a project for the Dictionary of New Zealand Biography. Her own family's 
biography is notable because, among other things, they were the first Europeans to 
settle in the area. In 1855, her great grandparents Katherine McCallum and Donald 
Sinclair came from Scotland to live in South Wairarapa. Anne said, "they came because 
they were poor." She told me that "they were welcomed by the local Maori and if it 
was not for them they would not have survived." She informed me of an incident when 
her great grandmother was stranded without supplies, alone without her husband, and 
Maori provided food and security for her. She also spoke about her grandmother, 
Mary Ann Southerland who was born in a raupo hut at Pirinoa. The grandmother 
worked in partnership, leasing land from one of the more prominent Maori land 
owners, Iraia Te Whaiti, an ancestor of Haime Te Whaiti. "The Coast" -- her term for 
the farmland extending to Palliser Bay -- at the time, was principally occupied by the Te 
Whaiti whanau and her family. 

Anne spoke about gradual changes in the area, including a major decline in 
Maori population by the middle of this century after a drawn out dispute involving Lake 
Onoke. Maori cared about the Lake because of their traditional settlement there and 
their customary reliance on eel fishing. The article she showed to me, From Eels to 
Butterfat (Anne Mcllraith, 1957), stated that although fish were caught all year round, 
"the main fishing season was in April and May, when the Maoris caught eels by the 
hundreds, along the sand split, where the fish were waiting to escape into sea, via the 
natural opening of the lake." The article reported that "with the advent of the pakeha to 
the Wairarapa, many settlers ... agitated for the artificial opening of the lake [to avoid 
flooding onto their agricultural lands]. The Maori people ... disagreed, for it meant that 
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hundreds of eels would be allowed to escape into the sea before the fishing season 
closed." 

The Government and Pakeha settlers gradually and effectively seized control of 
the lake and surrounding land. At the turn of the century, Maori were compensated by 
being granted a block of land at Mangokino in the central North Island. The block 
called Pouakani near the Waikato river was of little economic value at the time and so 
"not at all a quid pro quo" Mrs. Aburn said, and the article confirms that. After World 
War II, prospectors realized, however, that the land, being on the volcanic plateau, 
could be cured of soil deficiencies, and agricultural development began. Faced with 
limited opportunities in South W airarapa, after their legacy of lake-basin settlement, 
older Maori of this area sent the younger generation off to make a new living. As Mrs. 
Aburn commented, "the young Maori inhabitancy in this community dropped over night 
and, while before 1950 something like 80 per cent of school children were Maori, now 
there are just a handful." 

Mrs. Aburn told me that many Pakeha farming people of earlier times also 
moved out, and some had also experienced difficult circumstances. Only a'handful of 
European families stayed the course. They include the Humes, the McDougalls and the 
Warrens (since 1908), as well as her family (her brother still farms a traditional block of 
land near Hurnenga Point and she has been involved in farming with her husband Jim 
off and on for the past 40 years). She wondered about the stability of the community, 
saying, among other things, "there is more mobility now." She attributed the change 
largely to gradual developments in the farming economy. She said that up to 1900 there 
were five big farming stations and the land was eventually broken up into smaller 
farms. She said farming has grown large scale again, but less labor intensive with new 
technology, adding that "prices are such today that you cannot afford any excess 
employees." She also said farmers upgrade as much as possible, moving on to new 
and improved areas when they can. "I remember a time I knew everyone here. I don't 
know a lot of people now." 

NEW COMERS AND LOCAL 
COMMERCIAL PERSPECTIVES 

The next day I visited some coastal residences in Palliser Bay. My first encounter was 
with a retired man. This was fitting because I had heard that the people who live there 
are generally involved in farming and fishing, or are retired. The retiree did not know 
about the Taiapure nor did he wish to. The message from his horne was 
straightforward: "We're one of the only ones who live in this subdivision full time. I'm 
retired .. .! don't care too much what goes on down there [gesturing at the coast to the 
southeast] fisheries wise. I don't fish. We just like the peace and quiet here. I 
remember once a council member asked if I wanted to be involved in representing this 
row of houses. I said no. I just told them not to tar the gravel road that runs out this 
way. Don't want folks flying down this road you know. That's all." 
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The next person I came upon, Lee, had much more to say about fisheries. She 
had lived in Ngawi, the fishing village, for nearly ten years. Recently, together with 
her children, she moved a few dozen kilometers down the Bay. She left behind in 
Ngawi her husband, a commercial fishermen who held quota for rock lobster: the 
primary commercial fishery in the area. 

Her impressions of Maori involvement in fisheries were closely tied with the 
quota system of commercial fishing. "I kind of lump the whole thing together." She 
said that on one hand the quota system implemented for rock lobster in 1990 "saved the 
fishery." Before then people were fishing in a controlled license area with no limit to 
the amount they could catch. Fishing was year-round, but with the quota that has 
changed to five months per year (May-October) or less. On the other hand, social 
divisions have sprung from the changes, she said. The perception is that government 
has taken much of the quota from commercial fishermen in the area and given it to 
Maori, without reimbursement. This raises tempers in Ngawi, as does the perception 
that Maori rarely fish their quota. Rather, they may lease it for a better financial return. 
As she tells it, the non-Maori community are angered over this, believing Maori are 
getting something for nothing. Many in Ngawi, a town without Maori residents, 
"loathe anything that's seen as being given to Maori." 

Adding to the tensions felt by one side, she explained, were the more "radical" 
Maori who live near the lighthouse at the Cape. While most of the land from high tide 
mark to the highlands was at one time Maori owned, many of the sections along the 
coast, as at Ngawi, had since been sold. The land around the lighthouse is still in 
Maori tenure and although she emphasized that the Maori of the area are generally an 
"intellectual crew," some have been territorial about the area and aggressive with those 
who did not belong. They have what she described as a "gang-related" bent which may 
"come to blows." with the antagonistic and entirely non-Maori commercial fishing 
village. 

She stressed, on the other hand, that the commercial fishermen of Ngawi were 
"a rough lot." Education, she said, took a "back seat" to material things like money and 
cars. Her feeling was that they selfishly placed fishing at the top, then alcohol, and 
much further down the line came family. She recalled meetings held in the fire station 
at Ngawi concerning the Taiapure when only 10% were in favor; "they were not very 
disciplined at the meeting, though, because the bar was open." 

Given all these factors, she said, "I doubt whether the local commercial 
fishermen and the Maori will be able to work together. They'll be able to handle each 
other as long as they are separate." The problem, she considered, was exacerbated or 
even fomented by the government. In view of the quota system and the form of redress 
to account for Maori interests, she held that, "government has made things aggressive 
between Maori and non-Maori. Sometimes it seems like the government is trying to 
segregate us." Given the reality of fishing and the state of fisheries, she claimed that 
government was inept. "They have no idea, when it comes down to it." A past 
Minister of Fisheries visited once, she recalled, and was unable to speak about the local 
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fishery. "They swap political appointees around so much there is nothing to ensure 
expertise: often the officials know little, if anything, about fisheries, mainly due to the 
fact that they're not in the fishing trade themselves. Rather they are into the glory of 
themselves." 

Her reflections were boiled down to the following. "From government, we 
need less vanity and more of an unbiased view. From the community, we need more 
round-table discussion. We need to communicate a lot more. There is a great 
shortcoming in love here. We must learn that we have to live together as one. It's like 
child rearing: it will take discipline and love to make it work." It was apparent, as she 
admitted, that her life was affected by the trials in fisheries and not fully demonstrating 
this community appeal. She was pursuing legal action against her ex-husband for her 
share of quota. And despite her mothering, stereotypes of Ngawi were evident in her 
youngest child. The bright and otherwise considerate nine-year old, hearing the subject 
of our discussion, quipped how "Maori were claiming up all our land." 

I spent the rest of the day and that evening at Ngawi listening to some who live 
in the village. I visited the Robertsons and the Sinclairs, who have lived in Ngawi the 
longest. Dave Robertson and his wife welcomed me to their home, offering a Tui beer, 
which all the other guests had in hand. Dave told me he was the first commercial 
fishermen in Ngawi. In fact, he was the first to come up with the idea of live export of 
rock lobster, and carried out the idea via the local fish company. He also started the 
amateur fishing club, from which he has collected a fair share of prizes over the years. 
Mrs. Robertson mentioned how, when they first arrived, "there were no bridges, no 
tar-sealed roads, no fish factory, no nothing." Even though there have been many 
developments since, she expressed concern over the isolation that persists. "Sometimes 
it feels like you go days without seeing anyone. Other times, the electricity will go out 
in a storm and the bridges will be closed because of flooding, and even when they are 
open, it still takes hours to travel to Masterton and back." 

Dave gave me some commercial fishing information. It was evident that he 
knew a great deal about rock lobster from his extensive involvement. He mentioned 
how, in his early years, he worked with a scientist to learn "everything there was to 
know" about crayfish in the area. He told me of some pros and cons about the Quota 
Management System. He recalled when there were seventeen boats in the water, and 
how now there are only nine. He emphasized that currently, "there are more crays in 
the water then there ever was", but where there is a shortage is in the males, or 
"bucks", as he called them. Since quota fishing takes place in winter, primarily when 
all females are hibernating and breeding, it is mostly males that are caught, which 
restricts mating prospects later. Another blemish of the new system, he thought, is the 
absence of decision-making amongst those who lease quota and do the fishing, 
compared with quota owners. He confirmed that ownership of quota is increasingly 
monopolized by the major companies who call the shots but do not actually catch the 
fish. 
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Dave also commented about Ngawi commercial fishermen's perspective of the 
Taiapure. Initially, the application was for wider areas which, as he put it, "scared the 
hell out of everyone." Then it was agreed to designate smaller areas, which the 
community supported as "a test-run" for the future. He expressed the feeling that "it is 
a good idea." As I was leaving, it was brought to my attention that they were soon to 
move from the village to live up North. One of their friends said good bye and 
expressed his appreciation. "You both have always taken care of me. You were there 
for my business. You opened up your home and cooked meals for me all these 
years .. .! can't thank you enough." Even though they were leaving, it was clear that 
they had left their mark on the community. 

The Sinclairs also welcomed me to their house, even though guests were there. 
The guests were regulars in Ngawi, coming down on weekends. One of the guests 
was involved in recreational fishing. He participates in the recreational fishing club that 
Dave started in town, and has won contests catching shark. I asked how the 
commercial and recreational fishers get on. His view was that "we rely on each other", 
rather than compete. I asked about resource management in the area. They said the 
weather is the best steward of the fisheries. The foul weather -- high winds, 
northwesterly or southerly storms -- limited the fishing. Mr. Sinclair added that before 
the Quota System was implemented "there were far too many boats." His main concern 
was with the management increasingly dictated from Wellington and by the industry. 
"Too many of the big companies are getting hold of the quota, dictating and running the 
show." 

Mr. Sinclair walked me out to the porch of his new house and gave me other 
opinions. Regarding Maori fishing, he said, "in this area they don't get their knees 
wet" -- meaning that Maori gather shellfish and paua close to shore, occasionally dive, 
but do not fish in the deeper water. About the Taiapure, he said "it's as good as gold" 
.:_ meaning that it had been settled and that commercial fishermen are not opposing it. 
While he felt uneasy about some of the younger Maori, like those involved in incidents 
at the lighthouse, he expressed the view that "the older people use common sense." 

Another Pakeha elder of the community, Mrs. Effie Linton, took me into her 
home and spoke about local aspects. While feeding me fresh crayfish legs, she talked 
about the place. "The difficulty it was to get me to come here twenty some years ago 
[from Greytown] is nothing like what it's going to take for me to leave. I look out my 
windows here and see the red roof tops, the blue ocean and mountains. It's all so 
beautiful really and we are so fortunate to be here." Even though her husband passed 
away some years back, she said "you never get lonely because the sea is constantly 
alive and with you here." She told of her little grandchild passing away recently and 
how at tough times like that the community rises to the occasion through, in that case, 
holding a little church service. Such times, when the community comes together, have 
touched her most. "Like the other day"' she said "when a boat was in trouble and 
everyone gathered behind to save it; and the going-away party for the Robertsons at the 
fire bam Friday [which she initiated] that the community came together for." She let 
slip that on normal occasions "a lot of scrapping goes on here, particularly among the 
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younger generations. I guess there is something about small places that intensifies the 
attitudes." 

Less from the older contingent, and more from the newcomers, the perspectives 
were becoming clear. Certain remarks were strong enough for me to recognize the 
tension. A woman in Ngawi told me, "we are all the same, you know, except for the 
Maori. They want so much. They don't seem to realize what intermarriage has done 
and they won't settle for equality under the law." Another woman told me that people 
do not tend to be understanding around here, but are more often hard-going. "They'll 
cut your pots, pour sand in your gas pipe especially when it comes to anything they 
perceive as an affront to their crayfish livelihood. The place is like the wild west in 
terms of rivalries and fisheries". 

On the advice of some of the women in Town, I visited the home of Bart and 
Christine; she served as secretary of the town council at the time. They were energized 
about the whole fishing affair. They were leasing quota, struggling to make ends meet, 
and striving to own quota. Much of their disillusionment fell on Maori, which they felt 
was justified. The Treaty of Waitangi Fisheries Commission was their prime target 
(even though it is not Maori run as much as tied with government and the major 
industry stakeholders). They also lashed out about Maori exploiting customary take 
with bins full of small paua. They complained about the first right of refusal 
requirements regarding the sale of their house, and consultation requirements 
preventing the Council from acting to fix the crumbling road "until first checking with 
Maori about bones." They raised the view that Maori in prehistoric times had to leave 
the area because they overly depleted the resources there. Being "one sixteenth Maori," 
she expressed empathy for the subsequent caring spirit of tribes but that now there is 
"not a bit of regard for future generations." 

"I believe we're all one, but race is separating people ... Maori are being greedy. 
Why should we give to them if they only want more and more and more from us." 
Such antagonism and pessimism was aired about the Taiapure. "We were trying to set 
a precedent for Taiapure -- i.e. since we made an agreement, that the commercial 
operators would respect the areas [although Bart said commercial fishermen recently 
"hammered" one of areas designated]. The cooperation does not look like it's going to 
continue because Maori are now wanting everything in the vicinity." Bart and Christine 
-- seemingly disgruntled economically and socially -- said they are moving back to 
Australia where they hope to earn enough to come back and buy a share of quota. 

After this day of turbulence, as I was about to rest my weary head, it occurred 
to me that almost everyone I encountered on the coast had a kind word for Mita Carter. 
Lee, that morning, told me "the people here who have some feeling in their heart view 
him as a wonderful man and very much a gentlemen." Mr. Sinclair spoke of his 
amiable character. The woman who described the place as "the wild west" also spoke 
of how "Mita is the calming influence on both sides." 
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GETTING THE BALL ROLLING 

When I arrived again at Mita's place, he was working on a crossword puzzle in his 
chair. He was cheerful and welcoming, much as on my last visit. He had a surer sense 
of and trust in me this time, and this awareness that I was "respectful", as he put it, 
enabled him to openly share with me his views about creating a Taiapure in the area. 
After asking about my visit to date, Mita rose from his chair (it's not often that he walks 
around, with his physical ailments) and collected the devices to control the TV and VCR 
before us. In the works was recent footage of him discussing the Taiapure as part of an 
educational program filmed by professional crew. He later commented that it was a 
"damn nuisance to do really because the crew took over the house and were very 
demanding". In much of the video he is reading the official Taiapure proposal, dated 
October 22, 1991. What he said follows. 

"The application is prepared on behalf ofNgati Kahungunu ki Wairarapa. It is 
the belief of the Rangatira of N gati Kahungunu that this proposal is prepared in 
accordance with the partnership agreements made under the Treaty of Waitangi and that 
it is timely to acknowledge and act on those agreements for the benefit of all New 
Zealanders. The proposal identifies two sites within Palliser Bay that are of particular 
significance to Ngati Kahungunu ki Wairarapa for food and cultural reasons. It should 
be noted that Ngati Kahungunu ki Wairarapa considers all their rohe (tribal boundary), 
indeed the whole country, to be waahi tapu (sacred). In the interests of cooperating 
with their Treaty partner two areas alone have been identified for this Taiapure 
application." 

"In addition to acknowledging a partnership, the objectives are: to formerly 
restore the observation of Tikanga ... [by] Ngati Kahungunu ki Wairarapa in the 
management (protection, restoration, and husbandry) of taonga (kaimoana, waahi 
mahinga mataitai, and waahi tapu); and to encourage sustainable use of those resources 
for the benefit of all New Zealanders." 

"The areas have traditionally formed part of important waahi mahinga kai (food 
gathering places) of the hapu and whanau of Ngati Kahungunu ki Wairarapa since we 
first settled in this area in 17 50. Both sites are part of an area identified with deep 
emotional, spiritual and cultural significance associated with waahi tapu of our 
ancestors and the legendary Kupe ... To foster kai-tiaki-tanga or guardianship of his kai 
moana, Kupe during his stay at Palliser Bay created the 'mauri ora,' the material 
witness of a hidden principle that safeguarded the vitality and resources of his people. 
At Opou-awa (Palliser Bay) Kupe left his 'Iramatu' nephew ... and the hill there is 
named Te Mata-o-Pera ... and at the places he visited, Kupe planted the Karaka seed as a 
complement to Tangaroa, God of the sea. The actions of Kupe bestowed upon his 
people ... mana ... [M]ana was the inheritance of the people and was never lost or 
acquired and was applied with equal force to the land and sea. 

"The Taiapure concept (not the term) was extensively used by our ancestors in 
the allocation of rohe or areas for the many hapu within Ngati-Kahungunu ... [R]ohe for 
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the purpose of 'mahinga mataitai' sea food gathering were allocated and the kaitiaki 
were appointed. For the Palliser Bay area around Ngawi, Chief Piripi Te Maari was 
appointed. Kaitiaki were responsible to promote the 'nga tikanga Maori' in the control 
and management of the fishery. Gathering laws were laid down and to trespass these 
laws would end in either banishment or disgrace. The Taiapure concept is not 
innovative, but takes the place of the rahui, take taniwha and waahi tapu as practiced 
and revered by our ancestors. All these were to conserve, protect and respect 
Tangaroa. The most powerful was the compassionate belief of our ancestors in his 
laws of tapu, the ceremonial restrictions." 

Mita, as shown on the video tape, then answered questions from an interviewer. 
"Q: What are the main species that are in the two areas designated? A: Koura 
(crayfish), paua, mussel, pipi, popu, seaweed and other aquatic life. Q: What were 
your reasons for establishing Taiapure in these areas? A: I wanted to give to Wairarapa 
our traditional understanding of our fisheries given by our tupuna. Q: Have you 
noticed any improvements in the marine life now that Taiapure has been established? A: 
It's too early to tell. The management committee is not in place yet. Q: How will 
decisions be made-- are these areas primarily involving Maori? A: Major emphasis is 
being placed on the fact there is to be an equal amount of Pakeha and Maori on the 
committee. Q: So would you say it's really community management that is driven by 
Maori? A: Yes, that's right. It is also important to know that all recreational users, 
both Maori and Pakeha, will be able to fish. There will be no distinction as long as 
people observe the rules that may be recommended by the committee of management 
and supported by the Minister as fisheries regulations for the areas." 

The afternoon was devoted to assessing the tikanga spirit in the modern day 
through Taiapure establishment and management. All my questions revolved around 
this theme, in light of Mita's personal convictions as well as his views on others' 
hospitality, Maori willingness, and feasibility. Mita expressed strongly held feelings on 
the subject. He said "I really believe the Maori are the remnants of a lost civilization." 
He said, the real way of life in our tradition was a different kind of thinking; it was 
another temperament, mannerism and disposition all together than you see today." He 
viewed the present mode of operating as inconsistent with the whole of traditional 
ways. 

Mita offered some challenging ideas for the present system of managing 
resources in society. "We find it difficult to undertake traditional work with Pakeha 
partners. Traditionally, if you were to see a female crayfish alone without males 
gathered around, you would be cautious. If it was deemed to be breeding you would 
often call a rahui in the vicinity so as not to disrupt the event. Similarly, if you caught a 
female you would open the shell and pass the body through the water to release any 
eggs that may be coming to life. We might come to grips with these kinds of issues in 
the management committee. But there has been an inability of Pakeha to understand 
these precautions and a tendency to find them unsuitable." 
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Mita raised the practice called 'ruha mataitai,' i.e. caves to preserve food. When 
these were flooded at high tide, live shellfish would be stored and flax netting placed 
over the entrance so they could not escape. In this way, food was always available 
when visitors came. "Today these preservations would not last very long. Maori and 
non-Maori would pinch and steal the crayfish without consideration." Another 
significant understanding he gave concerned the term 'wai ora' which means "living 
waters." These were special areas near the coast where fish tended to breed because of 
the water flow and interaction of currents. Mita explained how 'wai ora' were 
traditionally recognized and set aside. Modern marine science reiterates that when two 
prevailing sea currents meet-- as in certain places just off south.,.eastern North Island-
plankton and kelp are forced down to the sea floor providing a habitat for breeding. 
However protecting and nurturing such areas has not been the norm. 

Mita went a step further in pressing for societal commitment. "The customary 
way of life is more progressive than the westernized way of life which is all based on 
the dollar, lawyers and a lack of trust. If the Maori concept of tapu were accepted there 
would be less people in jail. In past times, greenstone could be laid on a grave for 
years and years; no one would dare infringe because it was tapu. That couldn't happen 
these days. There used to be no transgressing laws of nature as you see now with 
pollution as it is. If anyone was trespassing or poaching they would be ostracized, sent 
off as nomads like an 'ihu kuri' (sniffling dog), or even killed. There have not been 
spiritual, moral or material laws that hold mankind together quite like tapu." 

Mita said that the Taiapure management body "might be an opportunity" to 
adopt Maori custom regarding local fisheries. "If we are doing our job properly, these 
traditional values will come into play. But will they be accepted is another matter. It's 
going to be a difficulty to get modem society to accept the ways of tapu." It will also be 
difficult, he felt, to adopt the old way of simply taking what you need and not more. 
He recallec! as a child encountering an older woman fishing with flax fiber. With it she 
took just enough for a meal, even though there were plenty more fish. "She took only 
what she needed, which was so often the way of our people in past times." In terms of 
government acceptance of traditional management recommendations, Mita was worried. 
"I am of the opinion that it will be a very difficult task for the Ministers to assess any 
proposal based on 'nga tikanga Maori' and Maori fisheries interests, and to understand 
the spiritual, emotional and traditional inner concept." Similarly, Mita expressed 
concern over whether the Fishing Industry Board, with its legal mentality, would accept 
efforts by the management committee to advance traditional Maori concepts of fisheries 
beyond the QMS. 

However, on all these counts-- government, industry, modern society and local 
community -- Mita told how application for and establishment of the Taiapure in Palliser 
Bay (both of which he nurtured) represent a positive and living example of public 
acceptance. To bring this to fruition called for rapport between sectional interests. He 
had spent a lot of time in contact with these sectors, commenting that "it wasn't easy." 
Mita and a friend saw the legislation to apply for a Taiapure provided by the Maori 
Fisheries Act of 1989 and they said to each other "Hey, we can do this." He got the 
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support of the Maori committee at the local marae. He proceeded to get the support of 
the local community by getting signatures and feedback. He is not too bashful to say, 
given his involvement in the town, that "I had the full support of the whole district 
including the farmers on the coast because I prepared the application." 

As for government, Mita consulted with the Department of Conservation and 
other agencies with whom he had indirect involvement through service on the 
conservation board. His government consultation was most frequent with the Minister 
of Fisheries and Ministry of Fisheries in Nelson, which is responsible for South 
W airarapa. He has kept up a steady correspondence with Minister Doug Kidd. He 
said, in this process, that he tended to avoid the middle person and go straight to the 
top. "I wanted to make it a political issue. Otherwise it seems you're dealing with 
people who are either out of touch with what you're talking about or unresponsive. 
Generally there is just too much bureaucracy. But I suppose they are just doing their 
job." (As an aside he commented how some RMA policies require the approval of up to 
five ministries -- "too many for effectiveness.") 

Mita told of interactions with the commercial sector. He highlighted that he 
spent many years in his cottage in the commercial fishing community of Ngawi and had 
good relations with many local commercial fishermen. Even though "early consultation 
was excellent" he faced challenges from wider legal representation of the Fishing 
Industry Board (FIB) and the local federation. The FIB judgment against the Taiapure 
in the larger Manukau Harbour case held up the Taiapure application for Palliser Bay. 
"What's the big idea holding up ours on account of theirs," he vented. Regarding their 
lawyers, he said "a bit of knowledge is a dangerous thing." He understood this from 
his father's experience as a lawyer. He said that Sir Tipene O'Regan was helpful when 
working through the Commission to relax the legal hold. Also key was the decision to 
allow fishers in one of the Taiapure areas to engage in commercial lobster fishing. This 
ensured the support of the commercial fishing sector. On this note, Mita commented, "I 
don't believe in depriving commercial fishermen of a living. If you got to fish, well 
fish." 

His advice to others, when applying for a Taiapure, is "Don't be too blatant." 
He contrasted the Palliser Bay application with that .of Manukau Harbour, emphasizing 
his softer and more incremental style. He articulated his approach: "Take it easy. We 
were not greedy and we were not selfish. We settled for two smaller, but important, 
areas instead of demanding a bigger area right away. A little bit at a time. If it works 
out well, we can go from there." 

With the Taiapure established, Mita expressed concerns about carrying out "nga 
tikanga Maori" through this new channel. One area of concern was directed at Maori 
people whom he felt sometimes "abused tikangas" (he prefers to use this Maori term in 
plural rather than the English word 'rights'). He expressed "some Maori are stretching 
the customs. Some claim to have permission to take fish from a certain elderly person 
of a coastal area when no such person exists. Others exploit the marae allowance to 
take fish for tangi when there is no death. I hope Taiapure is not associated with this 
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business and that people abide by rules laid down by a committee of Maori and Pakeha. 
There are a lot of clever Maori around who will poach for paua in order to sell them -
depleting the beds in the long run for a quick profit. When I was a young boy I was 
taught a lot of things I could not do when it came to gathering paua or pipis or other 
seafood ... The committee of management has a tough job to keep an honest following of 
traditional customs." 

Another concern Mita expressed was that Maori responsible in the ways of 
custom might not allow the traditional knowledge to be shared, referring particularly to 
the management committee, because it would not be received respectfully. There is an 
important protocol "to gain approval of the collective elders before divulging ancient 
Maori customs." (An appendix to the application states: "we never dismember the 
tupuna. It cannot be put under legal or political scrutiny.) It is important to distinguish 
between "intellectual and cultural property," Mita explained. "I can't tell you 
specifically without going back to the people. Without them you must leave it as an 
asset ... a taonga ... Waahi tapu ... tapu. Otherwise Tangaroa would curse the area." 

The vision Mita holds for the Taiapure is not to promote solely a customary way 
but to combine it with new concepts. "It will be a hard road if Maori stick to the 
traditional way in Taiapure all together. It shouldn't be a fully Maori conception 
anyhow. It should integrate ideas. I don't think the full advantage of the Taiapure has 
been talked about. In the long run it could be used for experimentation into marine 
cultivation, medical development and otherwise. We have to integrate the customary 
idea with the modern idea. And we should work on a general consensus of opinion as 
long as those proponents of modern techniques are receptive to our traditional ideas .. .! 
don't support an entirely Maori operation in the management committee. We must 
involve other partners, especially those of a non-commercial capacity." Mita then 
conveyed his deep feeling that "we're one people in New Zealand. One people. One 
people. Integration is a wonderful thing. This is reflected through intermarriage with 
the very beautiful offspring. I believe that total integration is the only way to 
accomplish anything today with respect to our fisheries, provided, of course, that the 
Maori traditional knowledge, concepts and understanding are genuinely respected." 

A challenge to unfolding this vision in the Palliser Bay Taiapure, as Mita 
acknowledged, is that he is the only kaumatua or "geriatric", as he sometimes says, in 
the immediate area. "I am the only one here." He said there are no other Maori elders 
in South Wairarapa to actively represent traditional and customary ways. He spoke of 
the drain of traditionally-minded members of the Ngati Kahungunu from the district and 
into the Taranaki. Some members live in the northern part of the South Island but few 
are in this vicinity. Furthermore, Mita said he is now too old to serve on the 
management committee and not able to be actively involved in the Taiapure. As for 
leadership, he said, "give it to the young people. As long as I got the ball rolling that is 
what I cared about. I did you know. Now I want the young Maori to get involved." 
Even though he shared concern about societal pressures on young people and the 
incentives moving them away from Maori heritage, he expressed optimism in the path 
of education. 
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IMPLEMENTATION 

I made a point of hearing from those who are well-placed to guide and execute the 
newly established Taiapure. Among those I next spoke with were 1) those Maori 
affiliated with the place who have a sense of traditional understanding, 2) people who 
have been nominated for the committee of management, and 3) people who live on the 
coast near Taiapure areas. 

One of the few tangata whenua I spoke with, Haime Te Whaiti told me where he 
stood. He was too preoccupied, he said, with projects near the lighthouse for the time 
being. Besides this practical conflict, Haime expressed disinterest in serving on the 
Taiapure committee as a matter of principle. He believed that management of traditional 
places, for which Taiapure are designated, should be conducted by hapu rather than by 
a committee of individuals appointed by the Minister. Haime agreed that there was a 
scarcity of Maori elders in the area and expressed concern about scant representation of 
customary ways. He also said that divulging tribal custom about the coastal 
environment with the management committee is an important issue. For there to be 
sharing, he felt that participants would need to be receptive, respectful and responsible 
about the application of traditional knowledge. He stressed these matters in the light of 
the many alternative cases of exploitation when special knowledge was misused and 
abused. At the end of our talk, Haime expressed willingness to be open to the direction 
of a Taiapure establishment that is integral, and he suggested I visit with another marae 
member named "Sunny." 

Even before meeting Sunny, I felt I knew him already and sensed his 
hospitality. I felt this because the few times I drove past the marae where he was busy 
mowing the grounds, he turned in acknowledgment of my outsider presence and kindly 
waved. Upon my house call, I found him down to earth and ever-present, despite the 
fact that, as I learned later, he and his wife were pressed to be somewhere else. Sunny 
told me of his roots in the area. As an offspring of the people of the land, he expressed 
sincerely that "the people pass on but the land remains." After being away for 
numerous years, he recently re-connected with his homeland and is determined to spend 
the rest of his days there. While he may need to become acquainted with contemporary 
aspects of the Pirinoa and Palliser Bay communities, he is interested in being actively 
involved -- through his capacity on the runanga of the marae -- in the Taiapure 
management. He affirmed such a commitment even after cautioning that "when you 
take part in too many activities you don't accomplish much of anything." As he and his 
wife set off, my intuition was that his involvement would be beneficial to the Taiapure. 

Next I went to the coast where the Taiapure designations have been set to hear 
from residents who could play active managerial roles. Where the road first meets the 
coast is the first Taiapure area known as Te Kopi. Adjacent to, and elevated above, this 
stretch is the Haurangi Forest Park, where a local ranger named Quentin "Joe" Hensen 
lives and works. Joe is a nominee for the management committee and one who has 
intimate knowledge of this coastal environment. His perspectives on Taiapure were 
credible and notable. He said, "I think we should have more of them. If we don't 
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preserve what we've got, it's all going to be fished out. Furthermore, we need to learn 
to do more with our natural habitat other than commercially exploit it." Referring to the 
phenomenon of paua poaching he commented, "anything that has a few dollars attached 
to it gets wiped out. The more Taiapure, the better the watch out for the black market 
for the paua." As in the Te Kopi designation, he asserted that "Taiapure should be in 
the most accessible areas. Otherwise these will be fished out and not even just by 
commercial fishermen, but by day-trippers and weekenders. The 'she'll be right mate' 
attitude that too many live by these days is not all right when it comes to the sanctity of 
these coastal areas." 

Joe spoke about how he would implement the Taiapure, in addition to his 
routine of contacting the Ministry of Fisheries (MOF) when he observes suspicious 
activity going on in the fishery. "I suppose I'll be more aware of the goings on, 
especially the commercial element. It is going to be critical also to get others involved 
in terms of participating as honorary community officers or volunteer rangers because, 
for one thing, MOF officials are not everywhere at once." In terms of intrusions, he 
mentioned the challenge of identifying the 800 meter wide boundary zone set for the 
Taiapure. Asked about how he would heed Maori traditions and adopt them, along 
with modem day approaches, he said "I would adjust my tendencies to accommodate. 
This is one of the first areas of importance. I am always interested to learn Maori 
customs. But achieving compatibility between the old and the new does not happen 
over-'-night. It's going to take time." Joe was reticent about the prospect and his 
involvement. "It's a pity we don't have another person like Mita, but a little younger. 
If it wasn't for Mita, well, it wouldn't have happened to begin with. He's the main 
driving force and it will be a major loss when he goes." 

Joe is alert to the possibility of the government terminating-- largely because of 
cost -- his position at the field station where he has served the community since 
November, 1974. He said somberly, "I was the first ranger here and it looks like I may 
be the last." He expressed concern about the over-riding direction of the Department of 
Conservation and government generally. "Everything they do now is geared around 
whether there is a buck to be made and a profit to be gained." He said that "when 
you're dealing with public relations as I am, the communities here, the farmers, the 
landowners and coastal dwellers, do not like talking to someone in Masterton or 
Wellington when there is a problem. They don't want to talk to someone who's not 
here, who doesn't know them or the area. They want someone with local knowledge, 
someone who understands them and someone they trust." 

While continuing along the Taiapure stretch of coast at Te Kopi I passed a few 
dozen holiday flats, almost all boarded up for the off-season. The one closest to the 
end was occupied by Tae, his girl friend and her daughter. Tae is an aspiring musician 
who, as he put it, comes out to Te Kopi to spend undisturbed time on his vocation as 
well as "to partake in R and R and a bit of surfing". He said he has been coming out 
here for years and remembers when the road was gravel and hardly anyone knew about 
the place. A paved road has meant that many people venture this way and spread the 
word when they return inland. Asked whether he would be interested in being involved 
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in the Taiapure, he responded "I care to stay informed with what is happening around 
here, but I won't commit more than that at the moment." Tae professed that "for this 
kind of thing to work, it will take people who live and breath it." 

Five minutes down the coast road, I came to the second Taiapure area, Te 
Humenga. I spoke to some permanent residents who sounded determined to make the 
Taiapure work. One is a Maori man named Sid Tatana. He and his family moved to 
the coast eight years ago to engage in sheep farming and mold a preferred lifestyle. The 
older woman from Ngawi, named Effie, mentioned the Tatana household, saying 
"theirs is a home away from home." The comment referred to an occasion when they 
offered a homestead to a young man who was struggling to get his life together while 
working in Ngawi as a crewman. I understood her comment when I was welcomed 
into their living room, that was heated by a wood fire and covered with pictures of the 
family. Sid shared with me anecdotes of family reunions -- his fondest time as a father 
-- when all his children, their children and friends, pile into the coastal abode. He also 
told me of his upbringing of relying on the coast, during the Depression. He stressed, 
"we only took what we needed, nothing more. This kind of reliance on the sea was 
second nature for us and a fundamental part of our lifestyle." This, he said, would be 
his emphasis today in working with the Taiapure. His involvement, it was apparent, 
would also add family spirit to any undertaking and an ability to direct people, just as he 
does as the Pirinoa rugby coach. 

Right near by at Te Humenga Point live the Jephsons. Mr. Jephson, or "Jeppy" 
as he is called by most everyone in the community, has frequented Palliser Bay since 
1974. For nearly ten years his family has owned a home at Te Humenga and been 
involved in cattle and sheep farming. He shared thoughts about the Taiapure and 
making it work properly. Like Joe, he said "if there were not something like this 
Taiapure here the place would soon be devastated." He mentioned how precarious the 
situation is, with the road along the coast and an abundance of visitors during summer 
weekends and the holidays. The Point, he said, is a hot spot for paua and crayfish 
catching. He remarked that if it were not for the murkiness of the water to the west side 
of the Point, and now the Taiapure designation, the fishery would be in dire straits. 

As he expressed it, "the notion of joining the customary and the modem ways 
of caring for the coast is an exceptional idea, but has got to be done properly. There is 
nothing I enjoy more than witnessing the picnic basket style of involvement with the 
coast here. There is nothing more annoying than when trailer loads of paua are hauled 
away and are not used for what there supposed to be for [tangi and hui at the marae or 
non-pecuniary purposes]. The only way for the Taiapure to work," he said, "is if 
Maori uphold the same standards on their people as they would want to set on others 
and if they will be actively involved policing them. It has got to be conducted and 
policed properly, regardless of whether there is a document (sanctioning a customary 
take or a marae usage) or not. It should not be policed in order to protect Maori taking 
paua in a way that exploits the resource and disregards the true custom." He mentioned 
some ideas for enforcing eventual management rules of Taiapure which included 
posting signs to highlight what the standards of conduct and the penalties of misconduct 
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are, and deterring poachers by announcing and then demonstrating that 'honorary 
officers are on watch!" 

The main reason he seemed to represent an asset in making the Taiapure work is 
that he believes in the benefit for the community as a whole. He said "the community 
has got to be involved for the simple reason that the members are right here" whereas 
the government is removed from the local environment and social scene. He 
elaborated, "the only thing that will make this Taiapure work is dialogue. There is 
nothing that can't be talked out among those who have been divided. Communication 
will help us realize that we share common goals." He then gave his respects to the man 
who set the stage: "Mita is a wonderful chap, a gentleman of the old school who talks 
common sense." 

"GIVE IT TO THE YOUNG PEOPLE" 

To follow Mita's cue, the long term viability of the Taiapure and its prospects for 
helping instill tikanga environmental spirit and unity into the Palliser Bay community 
rests with the young people. I came to this realization after meeting some of the 
younger generation and their teachers, as well as hearing feedback from a range of local 
people. 

I first spoke with a young man named Luke, who at the time was helping at the 
Lake Ferry Hotel during a break from his first year at the University of Otago. He 
spoke of fellow Maori teenagers in South Wairarapa, and his schooling experience in 
the area. He told me there were not many young Maori here to begin with, and those 
who did grow up in the vicinity have little incentive to stay around. "There is not a lot 
of action here to keep many of us in the area. Some, like my brother, will stay to work 
on farms and eventually buy a farm themselves." He also said that it is not the norm for 
young Maori to continue their education. As he put it, "most of the younger crowd I 
am familiar with in Masterton and other parts of this region are of lower economic 
background and are often dropping out of school. Many are in trouble and are headed 
for jail ifthey are not there already." 

He shared his belief in what it will take "to turn it around" and to carry Maori 
cultural dimensions into the future. He said, "it's a question of goals, ambition and 
education. There is not a lot of these kind of influences and directions here. But there 
are some who are motivated. My sister is at Victoria University getting a law degree . 
She never stops studying. She never takes a break. I think she wants to teach the 
snobs of these parts a lesson or two. In pursuit of an education it's good to have 
supporting families, as she and I can attest. On top of that, motivation is the key." 

Luke told me about his experience at school and his exposure to Maori culture in 
his education. At the University of Otago, he is studying History and will be taking 
some Maori papers. He mentioned that he may try to apply what he learns by working 
for the Waitangi Tribunal. He said his high school experience was "backward" in terms 
of the cultural influence. Many of the middle schools in this region, he was sad to say, 
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have likewise neglected Maoridom. The primary school at Pirinoa is a more refreshing 
story. Largely due to the influence of Mary, his Pakeha mother, and the devotion of 
Shirley Tatana, the primary school has been progressive. When he was a student there, 
they started up a cultural group to perform haka and learn other customs. There has 
been a tradition of children visiting the local marae during the school year. Such an 
emphasis in the Pirinoa school, he said, is "encouraging." 

After this discussion, the next place I visited was the Pirinoa schoolhouse. I 
first met with Shirley Tatana who, for several years and on a weekly basis, has 
contributed a Maori dimension to the learning. She is married to Sid and, like her 
husband, she welcomed my visit. After she showed me around the school, I asked 
why she is so committed to teaching Maori culture. She told me, "I did not have the 
opportunity when I was young. So I wanted to share with the children what I missed 
out on." Asked about what she teaches, she cheerfully mentioned her emphases of 
language, legends, haka, craft and other customs." She then involved me with her first 
class of five- and six-year-olds. 

After songs and teaching about Maori names for people and places, Shirley 
invited me to address the children. I told them about my stay in New Zealand and my 
hometown in the "Rocky Mountains of Colorado," to which one of the boys asked 
"isn't that where Daniel Boone lived?" I asked them how they take part in the sea, to 
which they replied a combination of fishing, playing and swimming. I then discussed 
with them the Taiapure at Palliser Bay. After the class, Shirley assured me that I could 
visit again and recommended that I speak to the principal. 

I met later with the principal, Steve, and we talked about linking the primary 
school with the Taiapure. Based on their new understandings and building on the gifts 
that Mita has left, the youth could learn about cultural and natural heritage of the place 
and actively develop a special relationship with the coastal environment. I felt that 
someone who is nurturing, like Shirley, could enhance relations between the 
schoolchildren and the Taiapure management. Steve emphasized that the children are 
very bright when it comes to the environment, and receptive. He agreed the situation 
was "ripe" for advancement, and encouraged me to raise this idea with Wyatt Creech, 
the Minister of Education and MP for South Wairarapa 1. Steve also said how much he 
respects Mita and appreciates his uniting influences on the community. 

It was clear from my experience in Pirinoa and Palliser Bay how the primary 
school united the community. Anne, the local historian, told me that more than 
anything else "the school is what keeps everybody together here." She said the runner 
up was the rugby team. Mrs. Buckley, a school teacher, said that this was true even 
during the turbulent years of the century-long lake dispute, which ended with an exodus 
of Maori from the community. Candidates for the Taiapure management committee and 
others agreed that involving the youth from the school would be the wise way to go. 

1 I later took up the matter with Mr. Creech, as suggested, and received a less than supportive response, which 
was unbecoming of him considering his ministerial capacities. However what matters most in this case is not 
government but the community taking up the idea. 
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Joe Hensen, the forest ranger, said "the school is one of the main focuses in the 
community. It centers the people and connects them. The Taiapure would be a good 
occasion to involve the youngsters by them adopting the coastal areas and doing such 
things as beach clean-ups there." Brian Jephson told me that "the quickest way to make 
friends and to inform people here is through the schoolchildren." Shirley Tatana added 
that the "school is often out in front, leading the community forward." With others 
who offered feedback, Haime Te Whaiti expressed support for linking the Taiapure 
with the youth; believing that "children are its ultimate caretakers." 

At the close of school, in the parking lot, a mini-bus filled with kids, was about 
to set-off. Before heading away myself, I peered in to say good-bye, asking the 
gathering (some of whom I recognized from Shirley's class) about their highlights of 
the day. "Lunch" was one loud reply. "Outdoor time" was another. "Heading home 
now on the bus" culminated the cheerful responses. I asked where they lived and they 
told me-- some smiling, others giggling-- "we all live along the ocean. This is the bus 
for the coast." 
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VIII 
A SEED OF THE SOUTH ISLAND 

NEWSPAPER POLITICS 

Before visiting the communities and coast of Eastern Otago, the principal South Island 
Taiapure prospect, I encountered numerous opinions in the Otago Daily Times casting 
the local fishery affairs in dramatic, often controversial, terms. 

An effort to establish a Taiapure there -- "the proposed area is an eighteen 
kilometer coastal strip from Purakanui northwards which has seriously depleted marine 
reserves" (ODT) --was apparently underway as early as 1990 (just after the enabling 
legislation in the 1989 Maori Fisheries Act). A formal proposal was submitted early 
1992. Not until June 1996 did the Minister of Fisheries give approval in principle for 
the Taiapure: an essential step towards realization of the proposal. The article 
announcing initial approval (ODT, June 12, 1996) reads: "spokesman for the Kati 
Huirapa Runanga who made the proposal, Richard Parata, said ... 'we're delighted that 
this community-based proposal has reached this stage ... what we're saying is that all 
interested parties must be involved in [the in-shore and estuarine fisheries] 
management' ... President of the Otago Recreational Marine Fisher's Association, 
Warren Lewis was also pleased ... 'We just see it as being a local management 
fishery ... [A]t the moment [the area] is a free-for-all but it is seriously depleted in some 
aspects of the fishery. Perhaps under the Taiapure scheme it can revert to the fishery it 
used to be."' 

The day after this public announcement, the Otago Daily Times headlined (June 
13, 1996) "Minister's approval of fishery angers Karitane opponents." In the article, 
Stewart MacKay, a member of the Coastal Otago Group and long-time resident, is 
quoted as saying the Minister of Fisheries "from the beginning has been wholeheartedly 
in favor of Maori control of the fisheries." MacKay characterized the arrangement as 
furthering a minority racial group's "spiteful demonstration of power over the local 
community." The article states that he believes there is no decline in fish numbers and 
that management of maritime resources should remain with the current conservation 
authorities. 

Another article, "E. Otago opposition to proposed taiapure," featured the views 
of Coastal Otago Group Chairman, J. G. Kerr. Mr. Kerr refers to a survey conducted 
in 1992 showing over ninety percent of respondents were not in favor of the Taiapurel. 

1 The questionnaire was sent to "affected" community householders, from the "Coastal Otago Group opposed 
to Maori control of our coastline and local fishery." It explains the Taiapure by selecting quotes from the 
proposal and making such comments as "this would include the beaches" and "control of the coastal area in 
which YOU live would effectively be in the hands of the Puketeraki (runanga) Group headed by Mr. David 
Ellison." The Coastal Otago Group goes on to state its firm belief that: "1. It is wrong to delegate the 
regulatory functions of Government on a racial basis. 2. A Taiapure would divide the community and create ill 
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Mr. Kerr is quoted as saying, "the imposition of a Taiapure - any Taiapure - on the 
people of coastal Otago, in light of the returns to hand, would be desperately divisive 
and give rise to intense bitterness." In the article Mr. Kerr also states that "the tiny 
Maori population of coastal Otago has integrated with Europeans and lived as 
Europeans ... any claims based on the current Maori need for food and spirituality are the 
sheerest of sophistry." 

In response to that exhortation and referenced survey, a local resident, David 
Crowther, wrote to the editor on the topic "Karitane Fishing." There, he states that "the 
explanation with the questionnaire quotes just three sentences from the Kati Huirapa 
Runanga ki Puketeraki's proposal. These quotes are shorn of their original context and 
are given a distorted slant by the questionnaire. Of what value is a questionnaire that 
presents only one side of the issue and would lead the uninformed to vote in the way 
the Coastal Otago Group would wish?" He continues, "I have read the Taiapure 
proposal of the Kati Huirapa Runanga. The proposal is that the fishery be in the 
guardianship of the local Maori for the benefit of all people. The management 
committee would include representatives of the local interested parties including, 
presumably, if they were cooperative, the Coastal Otago Group. All fishery 
management practices would be those approved by the Minister of Fisheries. The Kati 
Huirapa Runanga states in their proposal that the understanding and support of the 
public is vital.. .I urge people in the area to think on the proposal then form an opinion. 
Do not be misled by a questionnaire with an inadequate covering letter." 

A more recent allegation by members of the Coastal Otago Group concerning 
the Taiapure was published in the Otago Daily Times of August 29, 1996. There 
Stewart Scott, secretary of the Group and author of Travesty of the Treaty, states, "I 
wonder how many citizens of Otago, and particularly of Dunedin, realize that unless a 
miracle happens, within a week or two control of the six recreational beaches 
immediately north of Dunedin will pass into Maori control." He carries on, "The six 
beaches nominated can be expected to come under the control of the branch of the Ngai 
Tahu Tribe at Puketeraki. The Maori dominated Taiapure committee ... will have access 
to a Rahui provision in the Act which allows the committee to close off a beach to the 
general public completely on an occasion considered important to the Maoris. In other 
words, the imposition of a Taiapure on the six beaches will constitute a serious 
impairment of the rights of non-Maori residents of Otago and Dunedin who habitually 
use those beaches for recreational purposes." He concluded that "the imposition of the 
Taiapure as proposed would be racist and would fly in the face of the democratic 
principle." 

The next week, in the Letters to the Editor section, there were waves of rebuke: 
first by the Ministry of Fisheries' regional officer, Ian Henderson (ODT, Sept. 5, 

feeling on a permanent basis. 3. Any Fishery management objectives can be met under existing laws." The 
Questionnaire then identifies Box 1 as the place to tick "If you wish NO T AIAPURE" or Box 2 "If you want 
control to pass to the Maori Council...Puketeraki Runanga Control." Finally, it lists members of the Coastal 
Otago Group to whom to send the reply-paid envelope -- J .G. Kerr, Frank Brocket, Hawea Ellison, J. Ellison, 
Elizabeth Kerr, Roger Mangai, S. Mackay, J. Vickers, Ron Park, Ken Whyte, Allistair Wright, Betty Thomas, 
Mark Brown, and Stewart C. Scott - Secretary. 
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1996), then by Sir Tipene O'Regan on behalf of Ngai Tahu. The former clarified that 
the Taiapure-local fishery legislation provides for Maori and non-Maori interests and 
cannot exclude people from the coastal resources 'by reason of color, race, or ethnic or 
national origins.' Furthermore, "because the power to recommend regulations relates 
only to conservation and management of fisheries, there is no opportunity for any beach 
to be closed off to the general public." Also emphasized was the process of public 
inquiry by the courts, and formal opportunity for hearing submissions and objections 
before any final approval can be made (which is "likely to be months rather than weeks 
away"). 

In the other retaliation, Sir Tipene O'Regan's letter to the Editor commences, 
"Stewart C. Scott continues in his gross misrepresentation of the Ngai Tahu position on 
just about everything in his attack on the Taiapure proposal." Sir Tipene first states that 
the rahui provision is a tool for fisheries management and "nothing whatsoever to do 
with beach use," as Mr. Scott had asserted. Sir Tipene then elucidated that the Taiapure 
proposal "gives rise to closer and more effective management of the local.. .fishery by 
local people [and] provides a management model which is specifically inclusive of all 
New Zealand citizens." He continues that "an important characteristic of the Puketeraki 
proposal is that the representation proposed provides for a majority of non-Ngai Tahu 
in the management body ... Mr. Scott's peculiar anti-Ngai Tahu phobia has prevented 
him from identifying this fact from the day he set out to protest the concept." Finally he 
says that Mr. Scott's '"poll results' ... should be considered alongside the slanderous 
misinformation circulated with his questionnaire, and treated with contempt. The same 
should be said of his attempts to redefine 'racism' and 'democratic principle.' The 
highest test of that very 'democracy' that he so piously proclaims is the extent to which 
it includes protection of minority rights." 

INTERVIEW WITH THE SPOKESMAN 

In mid-September (1996) I met the runanga Taiapure spokesperson, Richard Parata at 
the N gai Tahu Maori Law Center in Dunedin. I hoped the meeting would provide 
understanding of what this Taiapure was about. I recorded our discussion, with his 
permission, and a verbatim transcript follows: 

Q: Considering the five years gone by without implementation, amidst energy and 
money spent on the endeavor and antagonistic voices along the way, why are you all 
persevering on this Taiapure proposal? 

A: We believe it's the only legislative proposal that would allow us to restock the 
fisheries and have input into that restocking-- that's why we're persisting ... The other 
feature of it and the reason for persisting is that we believe it's the only way to manage 
the local fishery. As for the opponents, their line is-- I am not entirely sure whether 
their line has got anything to do with fisheries actually-- their line is it should remain as 
it is, controlled from Wellington. Well, clearly, being controlled from Wellington is 
simply not working. Stewart C. Scott and the others on the Coastal Otago Group have 
not once mentioned the replenishment of the fishery. 
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Q: Do you envisage the management committee emphasizing local and communal 
involvement in the fishery? 

A: It's a local community initiative. People who come from Christchurch, Invercargill 
or anywhere outside the area to enjoy the particular resource area -- that's fine; we 
won't have any problem with that. But clearly if there are any rules set out by the 
management committee [and approved by the minister], they would have to abide by 
those rules. 

Q: What style of management do you imagine employing? 

A: I know it was mentioned in the initial proposal to use traditional methods. This 
doesn't exclude us from using modern methods. I see a whole range of possibilities 
contributing to an arrangement that is suitable for what we want to do. 

Q: How will the runanga deal with the entitlement to issue special permits for 
customary/ceremonial take in light of the Taiapure-local fishery establishment and 
considering distrustful allegations that the right has been abused? 

A: There is a procedure in which we go to the Minister to get a ticket to take for 
particular occasions. The Minister will say yes or no -- so it's controlled in that sense. 
In terms of the distrust element, well you're always going to get distrust. The marae 
executive have their own rules about this and they are not going to flout the rules, so to 
speak, and take when its not necessary or dishonest. You can probably find cases in 
this country where the privilege is being abused and, in fact, it has been abused and 
people are being brought to court. In one case I heard of a particular person who 
claimed to have permission from elders when in fact he didn't have permission. You 
are always going to get people in society stretching their rights, and they will be taken 
up on it. But I think, by and large, Maori want to stick to the rules. 

The ironic thing about this whole issue is that once there is a Taiapure in place 
we would go to the management committee and ask them -- which we do not have to do 
in law as it stands. In this way, we would actually be giving away rights. We are 
prepared to do this because the primary importance is the resource -- rebuilding the 
resource. So that is our attitude. We recognize that there is another step we'll go 
through, which is to ask the management committee before then going to the Minister. 

Q: It said in the original proposal that the involvement in a Taiapure-local fishery could 
foster 'cultural stimulation.' Do believe this? 

A: Yes. I think it's an element that has been missing and this assists in that process. 

Q: Do you think that local Maori of Karitane are in touch with tikanga and keep a strong 
presence going? 
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A: Yes I do. One of the criticisms we hear is that there are only a half-a-dozen Maori in 
Karitane. But when we have meetings and so forth, people come from all around, 
perhaps Dunedin, or Palmerston for example. Maybe they are not all living in Karitane 
at the time being, but they still affiliate themselves with Karitane and come back. 

Q: Do you feel there are inhibitions to embracing tikanga beliefs? 

A: There is not inhibition. Those tikanga values, they're sort of traditional values but 
they also have a very practical dimension in terms of how things are done. When a 
general issue arises, it is often an occasion for tikanga: how it is to be done, how we 
did it and will do it in the future. 

Q: Are the young generation in Karitane familiar with the customary ways? 

A: Those who are associated with the marae are aware of tikanga values. It's simply a 
question of education and training. A reason why there may be some disjunction here, 
and perhaps divisiveness in general, is that the history of what the Maori people did has 
only recently come out in education. We were-- well certainly when I was in school-
we were given a completely different perspective about Maori than what happened. So 
divisiveness results from what people were originally told or not told at school and 
what the reality is. 

Q: Do you think the Taiapure can help facilitate this kind of education and training? 

A: Certainly, yes. It helps to cement some of the traditional ways and also give the 
young generation a much better perspective about the local environment in which they 
live. 

Q: Do you find non-Maori people receptive to customary and cultural kinds of 
associations of which you are aware? 

A: Yes ... and there is not necessarily a lot of mystique involved here. It's pragmatic, 
for instance, to take your shoes off when entering a meeting house since shoes are 
dirty. There is often a story behind the various customs though ... We certainly find that 
when we have marae awareness sessions -- when groups come out for a night and learn 
about Maori customs and traditions -- people are very receptive. You only have to look 
at the comments of the visitor book to see the gratitude and interest. 

Q: Do you see the local Maori willing to help bring about a sense of integration through 
the Taiapure and otherwise? 

A: Generally speaking, there is more constructive momentum now for this sort of thing 
given the institutional progress over recent years and commitments for consultation that 
exist in the current system. In order for this to unfold properly, though, you first must 
understand where Maori are coming from and once people know that it is much easier 
for them to understand the role of Maori and what it could be. The Taiapure offers an 
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opportunity for betterment for the whole community, not just us. But there is a 
mechanism for doing it. So we're just utilizing a piece of legislation which makes it 
useful for us and the whole community." 

DESCENT OF THE LOCAL PEOPLE 

Taking the cue to "understand where Maori are coming from," a brief tribal history of 
the South Island and East Otago area is in order. Likewise, it is fitting to follow with 
an account of the early settlement years. As for the original inhabitants in Te 
Waipounamu and the evolving inter-tribal emergence I defer to the historical record in 
the application for the Taiapure given on behalf of the descending Ngai Tahu hapu of 
Kati Huirapa Runanga ki Puketeraki. 

"There are three main steams which flow together in those histories to make us 
the tribe known as N gai Tahu .. .It is W aitaha who established our Southern whakapapa 
(genealogy). It is they ... who planted the seeds of our unique tribal mythology in Te 
Waipounamu ... What is important to our people is that Waitaha are the first people in 
our island, and that in his travels, Rakaihutu and his tribe named the land and the coast 
that borders it...This brings us to the second main stream of our descent, that of Ngati 
Mamoe ... The descendants of Whatua Mamoe from Heretaunga (Napier) region became 
know as Ngati (Kati) Mamoe. In the mid-sixteenth century, a section of them ... crossed 
the strait and imposed themselves on the Waitaha communities living in the Wairau. 
According to our traditions, Ngati Mamoe were drawn south by abundant manu (bird), 
tuna (eel) and ika (fish) resources ... [O]ver the years they came to dominate the Waitaha 
by strategic marriages and war, and the southern tribal communities began to be known 
as Ngati Mamoe over the length of Te Waipounamu, even though they were basically 
Waitaha ... 

"Meanwhile, back in the eastern North Island another more substantial tide of 
movement was building. The mosaic of tribes was shifting Southward .. .into the 
seventeenth century ... Over time they formed the principal southern tribe and became 
known as Ngai Tahu though their linking ancestry to Tahupotiki of the east coast of the 
North Island from whence their southward migration had begun. This is the third 
stream of descent.. .Bonding into a reasonably unitary tribe did not take place until they 
had been in Te W aipounamu for near a century of conflict, conquest, of peacemaking 
and intermarriage, both with Ngati Mamoe and amongst themselves ... By 1800 the Ngai 
Tahu tribal area was occupied by an estimated 20,000 people spread from the Kaikoura 
Coast on the east to Tai Poutini on the west, to Rakiura and off-lying islands in the 
south. The iwi lived in widely separated kainga but were connected by a closely woven 
mesh of whakapapa in chiefly marriages." 

As for the coastal portion of eastern Otago, which includes the proposed 
Taiapure area, there is an ample heritage of tribal habitation and fishing (as documented 
in the proposal). There were fortified villages, or pa sites, within the Huriawa 
Peninsula (now inclusive of present day Karitane) and further southward at select 
places on the coast. Midden analysis (by H. Leach and others) shows that fisheries 
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provided essential livelihood for inhabitants. While barracuda was the main fish taken, 
there was reliance on a whole range of fish from the sea (like red cod, groper, and ling) 
as well as a diverse harvest of shellfish (including pipi, cockle, paua, mussel and 
oyster) from rocky shorelines, beaches and estuaries. Food gathering was both highly 
seasonal, with preservation and storage taking place for off-seasons, and mobile 
through the different zones of sea, estuary, and fresh water. 

One of the best known exploits concerns Te Wera, the principal chief of the 
Ngaite-ruahikihiki hapu of the Ngai Tahu tribe. During the mid- to late seventeen 
hundreds, when the "Pa aTe Wera" thrived in the Huriawa Peninsula, Te Wera's 
cousin Taoka tried to overtake the pa. In defiance of the long lasting siege, these words 
were cast: "E kore ai e kore" (never, never), "E korean e mate i te kai" (we will never 
die for want of food). It is said that Te Wera was able to ward off the attack largely 
because of the sufficient food supply of the preserved birds, fern-root and dried fish as 
well as immediately accessible fresh fish and shellfish near the pa. Another saving 
grace, supposedly, was the continuous water supply provided by a spring, which took 
the name Te Puna-wai aTe Wera (Te Wera's spring). 

The name 'Karitane' used now for the community at Huriawa Peninsula is said 
to mean "maimed men," standing for the local defense of Te Wera's Pa by maimed· 
men. Other meanings are "where women do men's work" and "soft ground." Another 
historic symbolism of the place is the finding of a "possible Ahi Komau at Huriawa Pa 
Site, Karitane Peninsula, Otago" (Knight, 1964). Elsdon Best clarified this usage 'ahi 
komau,' to mean "covered fire ... often done in order to keep embers alive." Best 
continued, it "denotes a very singular mode of conserving fire at the village home" often 
consisting of a ditch with the dried trunk of a cabbage tree, laid at the bottom and 
covered with closely packed stones, filled with clay, except for a small hole, and 
carefully set fire in a way that is covered over. "The ingenious method of conserving 
fire was often of very great service in former days .. .It was a comforting thing to find 
such a fire burning when travelers returned home weary" (Best, 1924, 151-7). 

Early Modern History 

The following account of the early modem history of the place comes from two 
local sources: Waikouaiti-Karitane Community Profile (Grassroots-Otago/POW, 1994) 
and Early Waikouaiti by Donald Malloch (1940). I made contact with the community 
members who were related to these works. I spoke to the late Donald Malloch's 
grandson Dave, who continues the family tradition of living in Waikouaiti. He told me 
that his relatives originally came to Waikouaiti from Scotland in the mid-nineteenth 
century or soon there-after, and that his great grandfather started the first mail run into 
Central Otago. He acknowledged, "I have a bit of that heritage blood in me" and, about 
Maori and non-Maori relations in the area, "there has always been a wonderful mutual 
respect, especially for those who have been here for awhile." He cautioned, "it may be 
a wee bit different for the new coming fishermen in Karitane." To locally confirm the 
historical overview presented in the Community Profile, I spoke with the writer, Ruth 
Brockbank. She is a descendent of one of the first farming families in the Waikouaiti 
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and currently oversees the local museum, housed in what was, back in 1872, the Bank 
of New Zealand. 

Ms. Brockbank emphasizes -- as does the Malloch book -- that the early 
settlement took place in the "old Waikouaiti" between the Huriawa place of the past and 
Karitane community of the present (the new Waikouaiti stood on elevated outskirts to 
the north of the peninsula). Waikouaiti means 'water to become little'. It is the name 
for the early settlement and adjoining modern community, but also of the river that 
flows into the sea there. Where that river meets the sea is the focal point for the social 
and economic endeavors that emerged throughout the eighteen hundreds: a whaling 
station, Cherry Farm, a missionary practice, and the gold rush. 

Whaling brought an international presence to the east coast of the South Island 
from the opening of the early 19th century. In Otago waters, there were American, 
Portuguese, Dutch, French, English and Australian whalers. At Waikouaiti, the first 
whaling station -- and, indeed, the site of the first influx of newcomers to the area -
was underway by 1837. This new economy thrived in the early years with as many as 
fifteen vessels anchoring in Waikouaiti Bay. But, as Donald Malloch writes, the "1840 
decade showed a big decline in the whaling trade. The ceaseless warfare waged against 
the whale by the fifty or sixty vessels operating on the coast made them shun the 
inhospitable waters of New Zealand, and proclaimed an end of the palmy days of 
whaling" (36). The main whaling station at Waikouaiti closed in 1848. Local Maori, 
such as Dan Ellison, Thomas Parata and others, continued whaling in subsequent years 
but with only occasional catches. 

Another facet of the area's early history was the European farming settlement set 
up by Johnny Jones of Sydney, Australia. Mr. Jones diversified from whaling by 
establishing on the peninsula the first farm in the South Island and earliest settlement in 
Otago. Eleven families, originally from England, arrived on the "Magnet," and found 
life miserably hard and uncomfortable. "The first year of settlement...they had no tea, 
sugar, potatoes, or flour, and lived principally on cabbage tree roots, fish and 
shellfish." After Johnny Jones brought over the first horses, cattle sheep and plow to 
Otago, the settlers became preoccupied in the development of Cherry Farm, growing 
wheat, mowing hay in the pasture land and grinding flour at the mill. However, Mr. 
Jones's high expectations for the farm did not eventuate. By the mid-1860s, the mill 
had closed and many of the first settlers had left. 

In this period, two interludes of salvation unfolded, although neither panned 
out. The first was the influence of Wesleyan missionaries. In order to generate 
discipline in the new settlement and native communities in the vicinity, Mr. Jones 
summoned a missionary of the Wesleyan faith, Reverend James Watkins, who arrived 
at W aikouaiti in May 1840 -- the first missionary to come to the South Island -- and 
preached a sermon on Hautekupakapa Hill. The Reverend Watkins, "sent specifically 
to evangelize the natives[,] ... preferred to live amongst them." Local Maori, along with 
European settlers, built a dweiling for him and a mission house. He was "beloved" by 
the Maori inhabitants "many of whom he had taught to read and write" (Malloch, 49). 
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As a tribute to his services, Maori are said to have changed the name of the local 
mountain Hiroroa to Mount Watkins. Some of the gestures made by Reverend Watkins 
were not always as flattering. He labeled the whites of the settlement "wicked" and the 
Maori "heathens." He said "the conduct of the whites on the Lord's Day was worse 
than the natives" and, supposedly when he left in 1844, he commented that the place 
could be like "purgatory." The mission was carried on by Reverends Creed and Blake 
until 1853, when it ceased. But the Anglican Church remained and kept a following. 

The next decade saw a sudden, and short-lived, rise of prosperity with the 
Dunstan (Central Otago) gold rush. Waikouaiti was initially the coastal gateway to 
fortune; prospectors and crews of miners anchored at Waikouaiti Bay and, after relying 
on local business, made their way inland. The best route to the gold fields changed in 
1864 when the road was built to Dunedin. This development spelled misfortune for 
Waikouaiti, which then became an economic outlier of the new South Island city. 
Ironically, "if Maori [had] still owned the land in 1844 [when Fredrick Tucket was 
exploring the vicinity on behalf of the New Zealand company] it is quite on the cards 
that today['s] schoolchildren would be taught in their geography books that the capital 
of Otago is)Waikouaiti"' (Malloch). As it was, Johnny Jones allegedly purchased all 
the coastal land in exchange for "12 cotton shirts and a tierce of tobacco." In 1869, 
Jones died disgruntled that his grandiose purchase was recognized only in part and that 
the prosperity he had imagined had not come to pass. 

In 1878, the North-South railway line was laid along an old Maori trail. This 
contributed to the prominence of Dunedin and kept a local flavor for 
Waikouaiti/Karitane which did not merit stops. The first rugby game in the area was 
played in 1886 between Waikouaiti school and Palmerston. This was twenty years 
after a horse racing club had formed. A charming community character of those years 
has been described in the exposition, "our first visit to Karitane" (Aroha, ODT). The 
author writes, "in the early nineties [1890s] there still survived many of the customs 
and unwritten laws handed down by natives -- customs of hospitality and helping each 
other without regard, which were greatly appreciated by the dweller from the city and 
gave a fragrant charm to the old Karitane." The final personality to mention -- before 
turning to the 20th century by entrusting a living generation's memory -- is Doctor 
Truby King, superintendent for the Seacliffe Asylum. He used his coastal residence at 
Karitane to begin the Plunket Society. 

Entering the Present 

After driving 30 minutes north on Highway 1 from Dunedin, I came to the 
entrance for Karitane. My first sight was a sign showing a cheerful whale. I was 
impressed with the mammal salutation, considering the hospitable spirit it engendered 
and the history of local whaling it evoked. It was even more striking to me later when I 
learned its contemporary relevance. 1990 was the year of the whale in New Zealand, 
and the Karitane community celebrated the occasion by holding a competition at the 
local school for who could give the most appealing name for a mascot. The joint 
winners were Emma Wyeth, a Maori girl related to the Ellisons in town, and Sonya 
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Moar, a ten year old Pakeha. The name they picked was "Bluey," who became a 
household and community character, seen on tee-shirts, posters and sign posts. 

My second impression came moments later while driving along the marsh-filled 
estuary of the Waikouaiti River. There, before the railway bridge and tidal flats, were 
two men -- one light skinned, the other with dark complexion -- dragging a small fish 
net together through the water. I stopped on the railway bridge, pondering the 
impression and gazing at the landscape. To the north-east were craggy golden cliffs 
and the flat-topped headland called Matanaka. Recalling the history of place names, 
Matanaka stands for whitebait (mata) flowing into (inaka). Another name for this 
prominent landmark which marks the northern most point of the Taiapure coastal area, 
was Cornish Heads, so-named by early settlers from Cornwall who lived there. To the 
south-east, I looked at the green hill-side which is Puketeraki, the guardian overlooking 
the peninsula. It is where the marae is and a farming heritage abounds. Well ahead lay 
the haze and vastness of the ocean, and between us stood the community of Karitane. 

LISTENING TO THE ELDERS 

Practically the first house I came to over-looks the road like a gate-keeper. I had been 
told that this was the home of Rangi Ellison, the oldest person in Karitane and the 
Upoko of the Kati Huirapa Runanga ki Puketeraki. Since I was an unannounced 
visitor, I sought permission from the older woman I saw in the driveway. She made 
known that she was married to Rangi and said "there is no time like the present, so 
come on in." She introduced me to her husband, who was sitting on the couch, and 
commented, "he knows the country here more than the people; they come and go." 

In our discussion, and from the wall hangings and memorabilia in the house, it 
was clear that Rangi knew his ancestors and cared to recall their exploits. He told me 
the story about his grandfather, Ranierra Ellison, former chief of the Te Atiawa tribe of 
Taranaki, who jumped into the river near Queenstown in order to save his drowning 
dog and, in doing so, discovered gold. Mrs. Ellison showed me a clipping of other 
relatives, disclosing that Rangi's great-grandfather was Edward Weller, one of New 
Zealand's most famous whalers who had operated a station at Taiaroa heads. A main 
branch of the Ellisons had moved from Otakou to Karitane (old Waikouaiti). Rangi's 
parents moved up to Puketeraki and worked on a dairy farm there. His father, John 
Matapura Ellison, was a distinguished interpreter/translator of Maori as well as an 
authority on Maori heritage. 

Rangi reflected on his long life. He was born at Karitane in 1901. As a boy he 
was prevented from speaking the Maori language at school. As an adolescent too 
young to serve in the First World War -- which left Karitane nearly empty of young 
men -- he and a friend got work in a boiler room powering a boat connected with the 
sugar trade (a sugar factory near Karitane served as a principal livelihood in the early 
20th Century). The consolation for this hard labor was seeing some of the world 
(Australia, Canada and San Francisco) by sea. He survived the Spanish influenza in 
1919, but his friend was not as fortunate. When he returned to Karitane in the 
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twenties, he worked as a farmer, hand-shearing. To stay afloat during the depression, 
he caught rabbits, which he collected in old sugar sacks and sold. The skin and fur 
were commodities at the time. At the age of forty he enlisted for the Maori Battalion 
that served in World War II, when "this place was abandoned again." When he 
returned from service, he married (for the second time) the woman he is with today and 
who "was always helping with the family farm." 

He told me of the considerable time he has spent fishing over the years, a 
livelihood he carried on into his late 80s. He speared flounder in the tidal flats, caught 
eel in the estuary, and fished for trout in the Waikouaiti River. Furthermore, he often 
went sea fishing from rocky coves of the peninsula. He told me of one time sea fishing 
in his old age when a wave felled him, breaking his glasses. Nearly blind he hiked up 
the steep cliff to fetch his other set of glasses. Then he returned -- with a badly cut eye 
-- down the steep slope and rocky tidal passage to retrieve his fishing gear and supplies. 

Rangi's life seemed to be the epitome of perseverance. The latest hardship he 
endures is a bad left leg and hip. He still gets around and keeps his spirits, though. I 
could tell that when he would chuckle to himself about some wayward reflection. I 
could also hear it when he played the banjo. Rangi said that his father's violin playing 
influenced him to delve into music. Once he got the pick out and tuned the heavy 
instrument ("from America"), there was no stopping him. He sang and played 
soulfully, humming out certain lyrics "mmmm ....... home ....... mmmm ....... heart;" 
with his left foot tapping -- distracted from his ailments by the rhythm of the music -- he 
let go the chorus: "I am just a Karitane rolling stone." 

I went on my way, to visit Dolly Ellison, the second most senior member of the 
community. When I arrived in mid afternoon, she was preparing the evening meal and 
reading a magazine article called "Yearning to go home." Dolly is of Scottish descent 
and was married to Rangi's younger brother, the late Mutu Ellison. She said her late 
relatives were early settlers of Dunedin and originally from Inverness, Scotland. She 
recalled the comments her daughter made after visiting the origin of her maternal side of 
the family: "I felt in my bones a sense of belonging." She had just celebrated her 85th 
birthday with a festivity at the marae involving the community and live music by her 
brother-in-law Rangi and his great grandson. Dolly told me that "not a lot of older 
folks from Karitane are left. Rangi and I are the oldest ones here, and most of the 
locals of my generation have passed. A lot of people now come and go without 
seeming to take much of an interest in the place. But Karitane has been a wonderful 
place. I love the lifestyle and people here, and I feel about as old as the hills of 
Puketeraki." 

She said that facilities in Karitane have not changed much over time. There 
used to be a wharf with a fish factory when now there is only refrigerated storage. A 
new public hall was built (with a colorful mural painted on the outside wall facing the 
sea), replacing the outdoor tennis courts. The school house was moved from the high 
ground near where she lives to beside the coast. The old school building is now 
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occasionally used as an outdoor education center for youth and adult groups. The other 
such change was that where there used to be three shops in town now there is only one. 

Change has recently come in terms of the community life, for which she 
expressed nostalgia. She said that her birthday party took her back to the days of old. 
In the 1930s she used to work as a nurse at the Seacliffe hospital on the elevated flats 
beyond Puketeraki. She reminisced about the kind-hearted superintendent, Truby 
King, with his long white beard. She recalled how her husband Mutu would get the 
train to stop for her at the hospital and bring them down to Karitane. When her 
husband and the other men of Karitane returned home from World War II, she fondly 
remembered how the whole community marched up to the station above Puketeraki hill 
in order to welcome them home. A strong tradition of unity in Karitane in times of war 
was apparent, dating to the Boer wars at the beginning the century and lasting to the 
early 1960s Malayan conflict, in which her son served. 

Dolly showed me a collection of family and community memorabilia she has 
kept. "I am a great keeper of things" she informed as we flipped through a scrap book, 
mostly consisting of newspaper clippings, such as one of her husband's cousin, Ricky 
Ellison, who played gridiron for the San Francisco Forty Niners, a year the team won 
the Superbowl. There was a feature article on the town's "bowls" club, about which 
she was delighted: "I love bowling. I am one of the founding members ofthe club here 
and in January we will be having our golden jubilee." But such a customary 
community venture is hard to come by in Karitane today. She said "the Women 
institute [in which she had actively participated] is gone now and it seems like all these 
kinds of organizations have passed away as well, especially in the last five years." 
Dolly handed me a copy of the local newspaper called "Karitane National Harpoon" 
which was discontinued in 1991 "because there was nothing to put into it anymore and 
people weren't interested any longer." She considered 1990 to be the last year of 
sustained community activity, with the 150th celebration of the Treaty and Watkins' 
sermon at Karitane, as well as the Year of the Whale. In these occasions children 
dressed in period costume, and there were banquets and fairs organized. The Ellisons 
titled their public display "two cultures come together." 

The last thing Dolly showed me from her memorabilia was a miniature statue of 
an Alaskan Eskimo (Inuit) that she was given when she visited the region some years 
ago. She recalled the Inuit people likening her snow white hair to their own. Dolly told 
me "I think people are the same the world over if you like to treat them the same. I have 
never thought of treating them anything otherwise .. .I have had to learn a lot of 
patience." 

Descending from Mrs. Ellison's abode, I came to the hub of Karitane, marked 
by the lone general store and a motor camp across the street. To arrange a stay there for 
some nights, I visited the residence of the "caretaker," and an older woman named 
Bettie Kent helped me. She was filling in for her son who owned the park, but was 
away fishing at the time. After practical arrangements had been made, she welcomed 
me into her home for a cup of tea. She is a long-time and active member of the 
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community. Like Dolly she had joined the women's club and was an avid bowler; 
"through bowling, I know just about everybody here." She is also involved in a singles 
group and with meals-on-wheels, and she used to be the Four Square shop keeper 
before it closed down. While she seemed thankful to have "stayed put" over the years, 
she expressed dismay at the younger generation corning and going so flippantly. She 
was cognizant that the vibrant community spirit of past times is no longer. 

I learned that Bettie had been married to the late Rata Kent, a well known Maori 
fisherman from Otakou. She showed me a framed picture of Rata with other boys at 
Otakou eating ice cream "for the first time." It was presented by Kingsford Smith after 
his landing on Whalers Rock. In 1951 Rata and Bettie moved from Otakou to Karitane, 
and Rata opened a fish factory. During its many years of operation, "that fish factory 
was the main economy of Karitane." It was situated on the wharf and processed local 
crayfish and blue-cod. It closed down when Dunedin became the headquarters for all 
such business in the area. But during the decades of its operation in Karitane, the 
factory shaped the community, and was pivotal for her two sons. "They have been 
fishing all their lives because that is what they know. They were brought up on the 
fisheries. Whenever one of them grizzled as little boys at the factory, they cheered up 
riding on the factory's rollers." Their good fortune as young men was evident when she 
pointed out one of their mounted, eight pound crayfish hanging on the living room wall. 
At present the commercial fishermen are not so fortunate: "crayfish are absolutely gone. 
They are no longer getting lOOs of pounds of crayfish on each boat outing. Now it's 
just a few plastic tubs full at best." 

The Brotherhood of Commercial Fishing 

Bettie's sons, Wain and Gary, took me with them the next day. We met at the 
little pier by the refrigerated storage shed. Gary was busily preparing the gear in his 
fishing boat, "The Peti" --the Maori name for Bettie. Gary owns quota in crayfish and 
wet-fish, for which the brothers worked together every year to catch. Gary was 
complimentary of the quota system as it enables preservation of certain fish species. But 
he also spoke about its implications. Many smaller-scale fishermen, he said, were 
initially bought out and the others who did manage to keep quota and fish for it 
themselves, have been overtaken by the major companies. While there were once 15 
locally owned and operated outfits in Karitane, now there are 12 local operators and half 
of them lease. 

As we headed out the tidal passage to sea, Wain told me that he and his brother 
have been fishing steadily for thirty years. He told me, and it was apparent, that they 
had a. relatively small-scale operation without fancy gear, radar or other high 
technologies compared with the "big guns." Wain said, in contrast, "we have been 
fishing basically, for enough to live by I suppose and we're the only ones fishing here 
with some Ngai Tahu blood in us." 

Wain and Gary mentioned how there is an informal agreement among the local 
commercial fishermen not to trawl the inland waters of Waikouaiti Bay. But we 
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observed two operators breaking the agreement during our passage. They then told me 
that "the Taiapure could help formalize that agreement and provide some safe haven for 
the fish which would ultimately help commercial fishermen in the long run." They also 
emphasized that the proposed Taiapure running along the inner coastal waters is not a 
significant burden on commercial fishermen, who generally fish in deeper in-shore 
areas and off-shore. 

When we reached the outer reefs beyond Matanaka most of the talking ceased 
and they went to work pulling up crayfish pots previously strewn out over the reef. 
Gary steered the small vessel along side a colorful buoy (the colors mark the ownership 
of the pots by commercial fishermen in the vicinity). Wain scooped the buoy out of the 
water, and Gary set the attached chord onto a pulley which hoisted the trap to the 
surface. (Decades ago, they used to pull up the traps by hand, they recalled.) Wain 
then lifted the trap onto the vessel, selecting the crayfish and re-supplying fresh bait in 
the trap, while Gary cleared any by-catch. Gary then found the right spot and depth for 
his brother to release the trap. For the next several hours, this cycle was repeated at 
their various traps. 

Gary owned ninety traps in all, a modest number compared to others who 
owned 160. Virtually all traps they hauled out that morning were empty. Gary said it 
makes the work "awfully boring." Optimism kept him going though: "there is still a 
chance you might pull up the odd trap that is just teaming with crays, which is the way 
it used to be years ago. You never know." But for the most part he was sobered by 
recent years of slim pickings and the scant catch of rock lobster by commercial 
fishermen in Karitane. The meager state of the fishery was clear when, after pulling up 
50 pots, the brothers had only seven minimum sized crayfish to show for their efforts. 
Asked to interpret the phenomenon, Gary said "Don't know -- it could be just a thing of 
nature like we experienced back in 1983 --I just don't know." 

After unloading the boat at the shed and parting with Gary, who went on to 
anchor the Peti in the estuary, Wain took me to lunch at his mother's house, where he 
would refuel for his other work, taking care of the motor park and driving a bus to 
residences outside Karitane. After the meal and hospitality, I went off to visit Bettie's 
daughter Kathleen who, according to Bettie, "took over when my husband left off in 
terms of Maori issues." 

Recreational Voices 

Kathleen and her husband Ray -- both of Pakeha descent except for her father's 
whakapapa -- have been associated with the community most of their lives. They 
owned the town shop from 1980 to 1989. From 1990 they contributed time to 
establishing a Taiapure in the area. Kathleen told me how her father gave his energy to 
this cause in the last years of his life. "Being a member of Otakou fisheries, 
originally," and considering the legacy of his fishing enterprise in Karitane, "he wanted 
to preserve fishermen's livelihood in Karitane and worked on the effort in order to 
sustain the fisheries in an on-going way." In memory of her father, Kathleen was 
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motivated to establish a Taiapure and thereby "assure that the kids did not stop fishing, 
which would happen if a marine reserve is established instead." They both agreed that 
it offers a way "to preserve the fish for the next generation. There is nothing like that 
idea. We could not believe it if our grandchildren couldn't fish because there was 
nothing there." 

The impressions they gave me about their intensive involvement in the Taiapure 
endeavor were far from pleasant. They said "the whole thing got all twisted and turned 
around such that it became a horrible experience in the opening years. When it first 
started it tore the community in half because people thought they would be prevented 
from fishing." Kathleen recalled how people kept "ringing Dad, paranoid [that] they 
were going to be left out of their livelihood." They described the combination of 
pointed disinterest and local hysteria holding it back. Early on, a principal proponent, 
in a bar-room, flouted unfounded rules that would be imposed by the Taiapure. In 
turn, antagonists generated their own stereotypes. Kathleen explained the latter as 
"people just not wanting to be involved especially as it is perceived strictly as a Maori 
thing." She spoke of attempts to inform the public going unheeded. "Community 
members were informed about it all the time and were never left out. We offered 
packets at the shop for everyone to read. We held public meetings or hui which hardly 
anyone showed up for because they thought it was a yukkie thing. People shied away 
from it." 

They saw a more favorable and compelling climate for Taiapure since then. 
Kathy said "it's on its way now. The objections are feeble." Ray, a long-time 
recreational user of the local waters, emphasized a primary objective, as spelled out in 
the Taiapure proposal: "to maintain and increase the stocks of fish to provide an 
adequate harvest for recreational fishers." This is why the Otago Recreational Marine 
Fishers Association is supportive. Ray said the only reservation recently expressed by 
the president Warren Lewis is he "doesn't want the Taiapure to be a front for Maori 
business ventures such as cockle and paua marine farming enterprises. "2 The local 
boating club, of which Ray is a member, is uneasy about "the permanence" of the 
Taiapure establishment, he said, but they are now more comfortable with the idea. Ray 
expressed his concern with existing recreational operations: "recreational fishers are 
taking more than what they need." He gave an example: "recreational fishers are 
allowed to take 30 blue cod -- rather than simply 6 or 7 -- but they wind up taking the 
biggest 30 and throwing out the rest that are already dead by that time." 

On a more complementary note, Ray mentioned the annual competitiOn 
sponsored by the boating club which encourages children to be interested in the sea. 
He then reminisced about the sailing regattas and canoe races often organized by local 
Maori to promote community spirit. Kathleen added that "years ago Maori and Pakeha 
would always get on together here and there was bonding, as seen in activities like the 
carnival.. .It ain't harmonious these days." 

2 This concern is not directly relevant to Taiapure; such marine harvest would demand a public resource 
consent under the Resource Management Act, which involves particular judicial processes and safegaurds. 
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The prospects for repairing the disharmony among local people and with the 
coastal environment, are four-fold, as they calculated. The first involved "the older 
people" of the place because they "have some memory of the togetherness of past." 
Contributing here is the phenomenon that, as Kathleen stated, "Maori all come home 
ultimately before, and emotionally after, they die here. Those that are originally from 
here come back." The second prospect is Karitane's newcomers who "might enable 
some change or be open to change." A further, third, hope is "the kids today." Roy 
added, " a lot of locals don't go down to the beach to have a picnic like visitors would. 
We grown-ups wouldn't tend to go down there, but the kids now will." The fourth 
prospect-- potentially relating to the three precedents-- is the Taiapure-local fishery. 
Even though it's going to be hard to police poaching the coastal resources "more eyes 
will be on it," they figured. To Ray and Kathleen the essence of the Taiapure was that 
"people in the locality will run it together and that's the way it should be." 

MAORI OFFERINGS 

The proposal from Kati Huirapa Runanga ki Puketeraki for a Taiapure-local fishery 
covering a stretch of east coastal Otago (from Matanaka to Potato Point) calls for 
communal and environmental betterment. "The Maori approach brings with it a sense 
of human closeness and connectedness in terms of mutual well being -- man and 
environment, tangata and whenua." I sought out the reality of this underlying 
philosophy by listening to the original drafter, visiting Kati Huirapa (the meeting house 
of the runanga), and learning from a key kaitiaki-manager. 

Taiapure Proposal 

The proposal, as I understood it, seeks to enhance human relations in the 
community and foster a healthier local environment, with help from tribal culture and 
local citizens. The following passages are revealing in this regard. 

"Taiapure-local fishery will nurture the community through allowing senior 
citizens, Kaumatua (elders), as well as local children and residents to harvest seafood as 
in the past." The intentions of management are "protection of nursery areas and habitat 
-- protection of fishing grounds, shellfish beds and spawning areas -- protection of 
sacred sites including Brinns Point and Te Hau Kapakapa Urupa and Huriawa Pa 
complex and shoreline-- direct local involvement in resource management-- improved 
integration of different resource users and uses." More specific aims are to 
"protect...fish species permanently inhabiting the area [and] enhance and provide food, 
breeding grounds and resting places for migrating species of fish which travel in coastal 
Otago waters." 

"The policy of the Taiapure-local fishery management is to rebuild the 
abundance of fish stocks and maintain them at previous high levels while allowing 
sustainable harvest. Where any species is considered to be over-fished and unable to 
sustain harvest, a ban would be imposed on their harvest and efforts made to rebuild the 
stock. These objectives allow [for] harvesting of stocks to meet the public's needs." 
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More specifically, "management controls will be introduced to protect the availability of 
paua, kina, kutai, cockles, tuatua, whitebait, tuna and karengo." I could not help but 
recall the remark of the regional fish officer, Ian Henderson: "Maori have a lot to offer 
in the management of indigenous fish of New Zealand ... Theirs is an estuarine interest 
in fish [about] which Europeans don't have as much familiarity." 

The local branch of Ngai Tahu submitted a supplementary proposal that 
formally clarifies the stated intention and ways of getting there. It says "the 
management of the Taiapure is by a committee comprising both Ngai Tahu and other 
community interests ... Such a taiapure committee manages the fishery by incorporating 
the Ngai Tahu traditional method ... providing sustainable harvest...protecting nursery 
areas ... and transferring species from one place to another to prevent overfeeding and 
population explosions. This is quite different to the passive management involved in 
creating a marine reserve and which can see some species wiped out because of the 
policy of non-intervention." 

The Taiapure proposal in its complete form is essentially a mutual offering. 
"Everyone is able to share equally in the harvest. The Taiapure is a win-win 
proposal...over time both the Ngai Tahu and the wider community are able to restore 
and further develop what is now a rundown and depleted fishery ... Kati Huirapa wish 
to see a partnership of Maori and non-Maori generally represented ... Because this 
Taiapure proposal reflects a community philosophy the Runanga would submit 
recommendations which reflect community views." This prospect of such community 
spirit is conveyed by a willingness to curtail certain legal entitlements in fisheries for the 
good of the local fishery: "currently Papatipu Runanga (the original Runanga) have the 
right to issue special Kaumatua (elder) permits to harvest seafood for hui and tangi 
meetings. However, because of the management committee, this right will be used in 
consultation with the Taiapure Management committee." 

Behind the Written Word 

I visited with David Ellison, the principal researcher/drafter to hear personally 
about the application's intention and determination. He is the son of Dolly and Mutu 
Ellison. 

David and his brother Colin, spoke about an initial Taiapure motivation to do 
with resource rejuvenation. "Firstly we were worried about paua depletion. I 
remember in the fifties and sixties we could get paua without any trouble. Now it's 
very difficult to go down and get a feed" because of, as Colin argued, "their current 
exportability and delicacy status. Back in the old days paua were deemed so bloody 
ugly that nobody cared to eat them-- non-Maori that is." David believed in the modem 
scientific method and complementingwith the simple "anecdotal approach." He stated, 
"If the fish and shellfish are not there, well that's a pretty good indication that they are 
not there, isn't it? If they're not there, it doesn't matter how much counting you do." 
He did not think there were quick fixes. "It's going to take years to improve these 
resources because they haven't been healthy for years and years." He mentioned 
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Blueskin Bay and Hawkes Bay lagoon, theoretically protected reserves but polluted by 
sewage. "It's not just the poaching we have to worry about, it's pollution as well." 

Until the Taiapure application, "we had no way to put right what was going 
wrong over the past decades. Some of the older, deep thinking members of the 
community had a sense that if this coastal environment degenerated past a certain point, 
then it might not be salvaged again." He spoke enthusiastically about the Taiapure 
framework. "The criteria of the Taiapure fit with our underlying motives and 
philosophy. I have been familiar with government for a long time-- forty five years-
and I had never seen anything like this and have not seen anything since. This 
provision enables our kaupapa!philosophy to unfold in a relevant way, and thus I 
believe makes the legislation legitimate to meet objectives of the people and the place. 
We were able to meet the integrity of the runanga and the community by doing this." 

While he saw the legislation enabling a mutual sense of purpose, he criticized 
government for neglecting to mitigate the cultural backlash. The trials Karitane 
experienced with the Taiapure could have been tempered, he said, with more active, 
unbiased governmental facilitation. "From the start, no one knew the proper 
information of what Taiapure was. There was misleading understanding going around 
and Maori bashing as a consequence." While he felt some personal responsibility and 
recognized the regional fish officer's helpful advice in the application and later, he 
asserted "if the government reps started troubleshooting originally like they are starting 
to now, in retrospect we would perhaps not have faced such stormy waters."3 He 
conceded, "now that the warfare is subsiding, I'm rather glad that the process has taken 
this time because credibility among commercial, recreational and customary fishermen 
is gradually forming." 

David described the operating principle of the endeavor. "We are using the 
Taiapure Act to bring about a true community resource protection mechanism -
providing a circumstance where the total community can get involved." He elaborated: 
"we see that its for the betterment of all and, in this aim, there is room for compromise. 
For instance, we have modified the proposed area to better suit commercial fishers and 
off-lying crayfish areas. This allows for a status quo. Commercial fishermen will fish 
where they want, but eventually they may be, and are being, more comfortable fitting 
in." 

3 He emphasized that government better recognize the need for, and help provide, consistent facilitation and 
education when it comes to Mataitai because in that case the management will be done strictly by 
Kaitiaki/runanga for whom the traditional fishery is the overriding focus, It is anticipated that if a rahui is 
imposed publicly, tangata whenua would still be entitled to use the fishery for marae purposes. The idea being 
that selective fishing of essential customary sustenance is afforded some priority over pressures otherwise. 
These matters if not conveyed properly could be more contentious than the Taiapure, he anticipated, by 
raising antagonisms about exclusivity and special treatment. With regard to Karitane, David was clear that 
"we have to interface the traditional Mataitai fishery with the Taiapure and that to do so we're looking at 
community training, education and awareness raising." Colin added -- in general defense of the "marae 
purposes" exemption -- that "we lose face when we can't provide for guests at hui and tangi. Our mana is on 
the line. In the olden days, various areas of New Zealand were known for what they could provide. That was 
your gift to visitors that they didn't have." David agreed that the "Mataitai reflects the mana of the local 
tribe" but also pointed out that in the Taiapure case it is envisaged that "traditional issues and customs will be 
be addresed within the managment committee and managed accordingly." 
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He then expressed other notions of inclusiveness. Unlike some Taiapure efforts 
in the North Island, where the runanga seeks to direct the management committee, he 
said "we wanted to go with the whole community along with tangata whenua. The 
management committee is open and that is written in stone. I don't care whether 
members are black, green, yellow or polka-dotted as long as they have something to 
contribute and as long as they love the coast." He continued, "we're looking at a long 
term effort here which could ultimately work great as long as people get on together, 
and to do that we have to start with our kids." 

In this vein, David relished the idea of linkages between the Taiapure and school 
children. He told me he plans to make kits for children, emphasizing such themes as 
"start locally spread globally." He agreed that customary whanau gathering places, 
Papa Kainga, and growing up areas for fisheries, Papa Tupu, offer genuine 
opportunities for educating young people. As he put it, "these are places where 
everyone grows up. It was by engaging in the coastal areas that my Dad's generation 
taught us to have a sense of gratitude while making use of nature and to take enough for 
a meal and leave it at that." He planned to help Karitane-Waikouaiti-Warrington 
schoolchildren to associate with these special areas as part of their belonging and "to get 
involved in the local environment through the Taiapure in a direct, hands-on way. This 
would be nurturing for the whole community." Colin added that "young people could 
contribute their own research findings and keep an eye on things; as it is they know 
more than anyone what is going on in these areas." 

David finally spoke about "the biggest treasure of taonga, being rooted in people 
and the coast. My dream is Huirapa giving this," he held up the Taiapure proposal, "as 
a present to Otago for the future. Both Maoridom and the broader community will win. 
It should be a model for the South Island." Considering the time it will take to 
rejuvenate the coastal resources, he expressed the interim goal: "even if we can just 
improve people's feelings for the coast then we have done something." David then told 
me about a woman who wrote a thesis about the place in 1994, concluding that the 
Maori and non-Maori would not come together. His response was: "reality and 
common sense will prevail." 

He left me reasons why he remains hopefuL "During hard-economic pre-war 
years no one ever went hungry. The place was self sufficient from the resources of the 
sea." During World War II, "you'd wake up in the morning to half a sugar bag of 
crayfish at the door, left by locals for the sake of the older people of the place." After 
the war in the 1950s, "all the local people, without regard to sides, helped to retain the 
concrete wall at the coastal end of the Waikouaiti river." Now, with the Taiapure, "we 
have to re-learn to get along ... Whoever is on that management committee has a colossal 
job. Local enforcement will take 110% dedication." 

The View from the Meeting House 

I next visited the marae on the hillside at Puketeraki. From the meeting 
grounds, one can look out over Karitane and the Huriawa Peninsula. At noon during 
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my brief visit, I encountered Joy Ellison, the caretaker and Hugh Duff, an. older 
member of the runanga. Joy (a Pakeha) is married to John Ellison, Rangi's grandson. 
She has worked at Kati Huirapa over recent years, organizing events and managing 
day-to-day operations. She told me about some of the history of the place. The 
meeting house was built in 1873, when the local Maori moved from the river mouth to 
live at Puketeraki. It was the only public hall in Karitane until mid-1960, when another 
was built in the center of town. Tamea Parata gave the land for the meeting house, 
burial grounds and Anglican church -- none of which are exclusively for Maori. 

Over its existence, community functions have been held there. Joy mentioned 
the numerous weddings, dances, hui, tangi and parties. She told me of the going away 
and welcome home ceremonies held there for Karitane's servicemen and loved ones. 
After the war, she informed me, local Maori shifted to the cities in pursuit of work. 
While Joy said "some of the earlier people are now coming back to retire or simply to 
live here," she also named three families-- Ellison, Parata and Duff-- who stayed on in 
the post-war period "keeping the fires burning." 

I encountered Hugh Duff at Kati Huirapa after the time with Joy. He discussed 
his experience as an honorary fishery officer in the nearby area. "It's an unpaid 
position and you do it because you have concerns of preserving the shellfish and the 
whole fishery in the area." One of his major duties is watching out for poaching of 
paua. Paua is worth sixty dollars a kilo on the black market so people come, mostly 
from out of town, and "strip the place" if there are no eyes and no deterrents on them. 
"When I was a boy, you could find paua all over the seashore area. Now, no longer. 
It's worthwhile not letting it fade away but, in getting it back, policing will be tough, 
especially when it's part-time and voluntary." He felt, for one thing, that the 
compliance operation needs to be sufficiently resourced. 

I asked him if he would enforce Taiapure regulations as a community fisheries 
patroller. He said his service would be conditional on nomination from the 
management committee, and judicial and ministerial approval. Once these requirements 
were met, then he would want to do the job. But he cautioned that the term 'honorary' 
bothers him. "I abhor the name. It's like a slur -- oh he's nothing kind of thing. Many 
people tend not to notice or they consider it an insignificant role. But the fact is you 
prepare through training courses, you then hold a warrant covering a particular area and 
you give your careful time and energy. You should be respected." 'Community 
ranger' and 'local fishery enforcer' sounded better to him. 

Before departing, I glanced through the visitors book. I observed numerous 
recordings4 and typical comments, which speak for themselves: "bonding;" "a great 
place to learn;" "enlightening;" "a model to follow;" "peace!;" "wonderful;" "thank 
you." 

4 There were several records of cultural awareness hui. These are held for outside groups (in this case New 
Zealand Employment Association, Dunedin Nurses and the Insurance Association, for example) that stay 
over-night engaging in oral history, natural resource management, legends, the Treaty of Waitangi, haka, 
weaving, guided walks around the peninsula and other indigenous activities. 
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Kaitiaki Management 

Matapura Ellison is the son of Rangi Ellison and serves as Deputy Upoko of the 
runanga. He works for the Department of Conservation and is closely associated with 
the place and people of Karitane/Puketeraki. A record of our conversation follows. 

Q: What is compelling you all to pursue a Taiapure-local fishery? 

A: The first reason why we are compelled to pursue it is to test the system. Next it's a 
way Maori customary use regarding kaimoana (seafood) can be recognized -- the 
Taiapure is a recognizable way of furthering that interest. We think the model-- being 
interactive with the community -- can lay the groundwork. Now that time has passed, a 
lot of people who were previously antagonistic are more comfortable with the notion. 
Most people are realizing they're not going to be shut out from gathering seafood. 
Some still feel that way. Scott's [Coastal Otago] Group says they will be shut out from 
things like beaches, which in law have nothing to do with it." 

Q: How do you explain the public gradually being more comfortable with this idea? 

A: Since Maori issues have been so prominent in the news, people have become 
accustomed to the idea that Maori do have some particular rights; they recognize that 
maybe this means something. The pub talk has changed to a degree. The more 
informed, the basically more comfortable people are. Informal exchange and more 
dialogue contribute to the momentum." 

Q: How do you envisage an eventual (Taiapure) committee of management unfolding? 
Do you anticipate Maori offering a special dimension to the use and protection of the 
local fishery? 

A: In a word, definitely, because we look at it in a holistic way across the board. In the 
management exercise, we don't have the position of departmental interest here and there 
like DOC or MOF interests; we don't have segmentation like marine reserves here and 
international fishers there. We are looking in an encompassing way and the 
departmental interests can take part in the process and give technical advice. We indeed 
see the concept of kohunga -- ["kohunga" as he described it, "is basically a nest in 
simple terms or a breeding area"] --being an integral component. We will consider 
breeding activities going on. We want to introduce rahui into the system; we might put 
rahui on a particular time of the year in the estuary, for example. We will consider 
whitebait spawning as an issue. We might identify key areas to limit fishing and protect 
the rejuvenation process. The concept of [reconditioning] an area of paua is another 
practical kohunga step. 

Q: How might you deal with the current segmentation in departmental policy in terms of 
habitat (Resource Management Act jurisdiction), the marine fishery resource (Ministry 
of Fisheries), and aspects of freshwater fishery (Department of Conservation)? 
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A: Habitat restoration is an important part of it all. We see it holistically viewed, if not 
holistically managed. We might have to switch seats and go to the Regional Council 
about some habitat issues for the time being, but we will be advocating for our values 
and approach to be maintained. We'll go to MOF, DOC and Regional Council if need 
be, and we will be open with them. We may change hats now and then, but our 
management group -- at least it's my perspective -- will be advocating and operating by 
an overriding integral view and attitude. 

Q: Do you expect there to be a communal and local emphasis to the managing endeavor? 

A: It will be the only way to protect the resources ... The policing of regulation will be 
dependent on MOF approval. It will be communal to the extent the legislation allows I 
suppose. All New Zealanders have a right to gather kaimoana. The regulations will 
treat everyone equally and be applied across the board. No one in Dunedin will be 
discriminated against someone from Karitane. But I suppose there will be a local 
flavor, especially since the important areas of restocking are near-by. 

Q: How will you handle the entitlement to gather excess kaimoana for marae purposes 
of hui and tangi, considering (nationally) alleged abuses and accusations of special 
treatment? 

A: We don't have a policy as yet. I think we will abide by regulations that the 
committee sets, but I don't know if we've gone so far as to forgo the right. We have 
not necessarily decided to give that away. We have considered setting up a Mataitai 
within a Taiapure. We might consider seeking approval for certain designated areas for 
marae purposes. We have been very careful for how we issue permits. We are 
managing that very carefully and we have not had any instances of abuse. 

Q: In the proposal it says Ngai Tahu could, through the Taiapure establishment, 
"manage a fishery in a traditional way and obtain cultural and spiritual satisfaction from 
doing so." Do you agree? 

A: Yes. There is a sense of being empowered as kaitiaki and a statutory recognition of 
the management. There is a sense of enhanced cultural activity and fruition which is 
that relationship between kaitiaki and the resource -- exercising kaitiakitanga, which 
flowed forth as seen in the Treaty of W aitangi -- and there have not been very many 
opportunities to exercise that relationship. The only comparison in an operational sense 
is the Titi Islands. So there is a thought that cultural stimulation awaits for us. 

Q: Do you feel it already occurring? 

A: Not yet. It really will only be a reality when we have this thing going. 

Q: Compared with the Titi islands, the Taiapure is not apart from other people. Does 
this wider, incorporating notion appeal? 
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A: I think so. Direct interaction with the wider community has been lacking in the past. 
There has been a particular view that the marae doesn't really have any interactive part 
in the community-- that the marae does its thing here [using his hands to illustrate] and 
that the community does its thing elsewhere: well this isn't quite right...and I think this 
[Taiapure] is a model which actually turns that conception right around. Here we have 
the marae or runanga offering something to the community which is of value. 

Q: It doesn't seem that people realize this to the extent they might. Would you elaborate 
on this offering? 

A: One of the marks of the Ngai Tahu is that there is a quiet way .. .it's hard to explain. 

Q: Some things shouldn't be explained, but it's important to be aware they are there. I 
regretfully do not speak te reo Maori to relate with the expressions. Do you mind 
communicating them in anyway? 

Matapura: 
Manaakinga ki nga takate 

[He expressed as: interactive caring for the people] 

Aroha atu, aroha mai 
[He translated roughly as: love given will generate love received; a kind of reciprocity]. 

WARINESS OR ONENESS 

My last full day in Karitane was spent with two citizens of European descent. Stewart 
MacKay was first, an active member of the Coastal Otago Group and one of the known 
"opponents" (ODT, June 13, 1996) of the Taiapure endeavor. 

When I arrived at his white house on Coast Road, he greeted me and we walked 
into the kitchen, where he poured a hot drink for himself and offered me one. One of 
the first things he told me was that his wife passed away seven years ago and how he 
mysteriously finds himself talking to her when he tends the garden. 

After we sat in the living-room, he spoke of his "life-long connection" with 
Karitane dating from a young age, since his parents would holiday at the place. When 
he was older, his late wife had lived in Karitane and he would join her on the 
weekends, after his week days working at the Otago Museum in Dunedin. He spoke of 
his upbringing and family interest in the sea. "As youth we used to fish not just 
recreationally but providing food for the families." The MacKay family were fishermen 
in Scotland, he mentioned, trading herring with Norwegians and Russians, and, once 
in New Zealand, they fished for reef fish, blue cod and trumpeter as well as flounder. 
"We tried to obey the idea of fishing for what we needed but when you put those nets in 
the water, it was hard to control what you got out, so we would shower the neighbors 
with the catch. We always had a pretty big interest in it." 
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His conversation, without direction or questioning from me, began to 
concentrate. "It was a bit more civilized when I was a kid; people seemed to get on 
better." He hesitated, pondering, "yet Maori kids seemed to be sort of different and 
more social as though they had to wear funny clothes and be noticed. We, on the other 
hand, were sort of individuals and less tribal. We were definitely different. But if you 
were European with any intelligence, you knew more Maori than they did." He 
continued, "there seems to be a lot of antagonism now between part- Maori and non
Maori. He clarified this emphasis, "of course the Maori are mostly European. But it 
only takes one. One ancestor. They even have blue eyes -- well sort of blue". The 
Taiapure proposal has upset people a bit because these folks who are claiming the coast 
based on the ancestors, know nothing about it. They weren't even interested in net-fish, 
they were more interested in shell-fish." Soon he was giving ethnological references 
and alluding to books (such as Shag River Mouth by Athol Anderson, Brian Allingham, 
Ian Smith eds.) and emphasizing that there was only limited reliance on blue cod and no 
flat fish like flounder. "Yet they are going to control them too," he indignantly stated. 
Besides certain midden analysis, he highlighted (again with no prompting or apparent 
sequence) that "Maori had a short life span of 28 years attributed to diet and decaying 
teeth." 

Mr. MacKay then expressed his concerns. "If restrictions are placed on the 
Taiapure area, people in dinghies are going to have to travel farther out and north to fish, 
which could be dangerous for them. To any extent that the resource is scant, 
commercial fishermen cleared it out, not the dinghy fishermen and yet the latter is the 
one who will be accosted. You couldn't stop the commercial fisherman but you'd stop a 
dinghy man. It's a bloody waste of resources." He said, "I can't see the point of local 
involvement. You've got agencies and Departments doing a pretty good job at it. The 
coast shouldn't be run by a bunch of amateurs." Referring to a proponent who was 
"drunk at a pub being boisterous about the rules," he commented, "Maori chaps get a bit 
outrageous at times -- trying to claim every pakeha off the coast. They represent an 
attitude that I find scary." He continued more pointedly, "Ngai Tabu folk represent 5 
percent of the people in the area where non-Ngai Tabu Maori are five percent of the 
people in the area also but would be excluded from land claims -- seems a bit odd I'd 
say." 

"What is the Maori interest in fishing?" Mr. MacKay asked rhetorically. "They 
have showed no interest in fishing, unlike some of them in the North Island who have 
demonstrated continuous use in backyard fishing. Here this Taiapure aim was not about 
fishing at all but about power is what we felt. So to counter we formed the Coastal 
Otago Group with Stewart Scott as our secretary. I don't want to see the freedom to go 
out to the coast impaired. But it's already happening considering Maori have the right to 
take customary fisheries for hui and tangi and they will exploit that to the full. Our 
position comes down to basic laws of physics. As a result of all this pushing by them 
for the Taiapure, you got an equal and opposite reaction from us. Stewart C. Scott's 
Travesty of the Treaty was written as a direct result of this Taiapure claim. He's 
fighting fire with fire. It's tailored to a red neck audience. I am branded 
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as a red-neck and my brother, well he comes across as quite extremeS but he's mild in 
comparison to the mainstream contingent. Heck, I don't want fights. I am all for 
unity. If Scotsmen want to blow their bag pipes and Maori want to dance, good on 
them; it keeps life colorful." 

Mr. MacKay complained about Taiapure meetings initially and recently. "They 
bit into me during the first meetings in 1992 on the Taiapure. They wouldn't listen to 
any criticism I had but instead just bit into me." He then said, about the early 1996 
meeting attended by Doug Kidd, "pakeha were out, we were nothing. This is evident, 
too, in the legislation when it says those making nominations for the management 
committee must be 'representative of the local Maori community.' They're having no 
one there who isn't supportive or no one with dissenting views ... You have to be for 
Maori or you're a pariah." 

Mr. MacKay was clearer still about where he stood. "As Europeans we feel we 
have been robbed. What is a 'taonga' anyway? They say it's a treasure. To us 
European mind set, the whole ocean can't or wouldn't be a taonga -- because it's much 
too big and vast. For them it seems the whole world is a treasure. Europeans had a 
tough life themselves and they haven't been compensated; you don't see them claiming 
the whole world. Ngai Tahu only represent a small portion of the land down here yet 
they are coming back now and claiming a large portion. The feeling was that Maori 
were done in the eye but they weren't, and certainly not by the Europeans. If material 
culture hadn't come, they still would be knocking themselves over the head rather than 
advancing. They probably would be stagnant for thousands of years onward if 
Europeans did not come. They never mentioned what is gained from contact with the 
Europeans but always the reverse. When I get on my high horse that's what motivates 
me. It seems that there is something very wrong with the balance. My bother about all 
of this is it's so divisive. God, what's happened to the country? We used to get on 
pretty well. If things get too rough over here, I'm heading to Queensland." As I 
motioned to leave he stated, "I don't trust many of them. I just don't trust them, it 
comes down to that. No trust." 

In parting, I looked him in his restless blue eyes and recalled: "you know that 
intangible way you talk to your late wife in the garden" --he nodded-- "well that is a 
taonga." I shook his hand and departed. 

From Mr. MacKay's house I drove a few blocks away to the abode of a retired 
"professional" fishermen, Mort Curtis. He was born in Karitane and has been there all 
66 years of his life. "My bassinet was a fish case," he told me proudly. "And I have 
fished since I was sixteen, which was back in the hand pulling days -- pulling up the 

5 His brother stopped by for something while I was there and made a few comments in passing. He said of the 
Maori related to the Taiapure, "they are only interested in power. It's about power in the hands of a few 
people. Conservation doesn't come into it. Anyway, even if it did, the resource is better off now than it was 
you should know. Mind you, I still think conservation is a bloody good idea but not by them." Stewart 
MacKay added "they were an ecological disaster, considering the moa, other bird species and the fires that 
raged down here". The brother continued his diatribe, "when the minority is kicking the majority in the face, 
it's hard to get democracy. Imagine in America if you had some of the bloody red Indians getting back the 
country -- that's probably what's wrong with the US economy." 
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pots and pushing em over. My grandfather, father and brother fished before me and 
with me." Mort said he went to school in Karitane and that he has lived in the same 
street for just over 40 years, the same time as he has been married. He said to me, "at 
one time-- during school and around the community-- it was all like a family. Now, 
except for a few groups, people seem to mind their own business and keep to 
themselves. They are trying to pay debts today, not getting involved in what the 
neighbors are doing. But people used to watch over you here. I remember when Rata 
Kent, who owned the fish factory, would give coal to us at [winter] times we couldn't 
pay, until we got going." 

Mort subsequently expressed how "fishing has changed. Now it's centered 
around the dollars and cents. It's all dollars and cents. It's a business I suppose. Back 
in earlier days, there weren't the same pressures as there are now. Costs run so high 
they have to bring a lot in, the quota leasers do as well. It's the money that's done it all 
and that's made it so you have to catch fish all the time. Back then the fish were 
procured locally-- all local-- either here in Karitane or at an auction shop in Dunedin. 
When I started you'd get a certain price for it and you didn't have freezers so the fish 
were used daily by the people of these parts. When they first brought in the quota 
system I was dead against it, but it has been a rather good thing especially for people 
who have been considerably involved in it all their life. You have a kind of insurance 
policy. Now that I'm retired, I can lease out a little and have a bit more security." He 
added as well that the quota system helps enable sustainable yield by managing the 
catch level of species6. However, he concluded, "I'm glad I retired because I don't 
think I could have carried on the way you must turn over money these days." 

Of the Taiapure, Mort said, "if it's run propedy it could be all right. I don't buy 
those who say if Maori are in it will be shambles. I also have no problem with the idea 
of raising concerns as long as people are against the Taiapure and not the people 
running it -- as long as the concerns are spoken in down-to-earth words that everybody 
knows what they are talking about, and that have meaning behind them, not sour grapes 
or prejudice. I have my own questions and concerns. Like who's the person that says 
the stocks are going down-- who's to say, what livelihood does that person have and 
on what basis is it determined? If the Taiapure area includes the tidal river at the same 
time as the coast, I wonder if I need approval from the Taiapure to go spearing down 
there. I've been doing it all my life and will not take too kindly to sudden moves to 
stop me." 

Mort then expressed two more concerns. "It seems to affect the dinghy boats 
with oars that just get enough to feed at the in-shore areas while advantaging those high 
powered fancy boats that can easily go farther out beyond the Taiapure area. This 
needs to be run properly and fairly to be all right. I also wonder if the management 
committee closes off areas for awhile, will these be left open for Maori to go in and get 

6 Mort gave his anecdotal account of why the crayfish catch is so low at the time: "it all depends on the feed, 
whether what they feed on sets into the sea-bed here. You get an easterly at the start of the season and it won't 
do any good but a southerly will help out the feed. When the weather and the currents change, it affects the 
feed and the species are quite intelligent about it. I don't know if they have a brain or not, but they are clever 
when it comes to feeding." 
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their traditional catch? My traditional eating of that fish is the same as what theirs is, 
but I'm a different color. We were brought up that we were eating the same and that 
'traditional' stuff is my traditional stuff as well. My style of eating is the same in that it 
all comes down to a meal at the end of the day and those special occasions for feeding 
more than simply your family." 

Mort Curtis elaborated his stance. "I think a Taiapure is much better than a 
marine reserve, which would involve absolute government and conservation controls. 
You can voice your opinion if it's a locally run outfit. Because when it comes down to 
it, everyone just wants a meal. I believe a common sense of sacrifice among 
commercial, traditional and amateur fishermen could work, again if it's done properly. 
As for commercial fishermen, if it's a true man that's been at sea, he'll want the area 
safeguarded. The true fisherman always reckoned that you left fish for the next day. 
You never wanted to flog out the whole thing. In the olden days, this sense of 
responsibility was passed on from father to son. You leave enough there for the 
children and the next generation." Mort also mentioned that the quota system "could 
work better if it comes back to and is geared around the local fishery." 

Continuing he said, to generate common fishing grounds "in a way that would 
be fair and right, you could spell portions of the whole Taiapure area-- kind of like you 
do in a garden -- and still have places to go for traditional/dinghy catch. You would do 
it in blocks, or perhaps half of it at a time, and leave other portions open to give people 
the ability to get what they need. This kind of approach, again, couldn't happen in a 
marine reserve. If you had hard times --like in the depression years when we actually 
lived OK-- we would never go hungry. If this Taiapure is run properly, you'll never 
go hungry." He looked directly at me, "that would not happen in New York City. 
Here, if resources are properly managed, you'll never starve. The way things are going 
in the world, I feel very lucky to live in the likes of here. Like yesterday, fishing with 
the kids, we caught moki and happily ate it for dinner." 

I asked Mort if he would be interested in serving on the management committee. 
"I wouldn't be good on those kinds of things. I had to leave school at 13 and go to 
work. I can read but I have trouble expressing myself at writing or talking and then I 
get flustered. For some reason I feel OK communicating with you, but often it's not 
easy for me. When I started fishing, education was nothing. Practically speaking I 
always had the feel when my brother was always good at the marks. He lost out work
wise when others could do the job with their hands. Now it seems getting the ticket has 
more to do with advanced technology and higher education than anything else, which is 
why I'm pushing my kids to go after it at school." I asked him what he likes to do in 
his free time and he spoke of his garden and spending time out at sea in his little boat. 
"You're in a world all your own being out there. There is a meditative sense that I feel. 
I've always loved the water. One time something took hold of my head and I thought 
my time had come. It turned out to be a bird. As long as you have faith in the boat, 
you're all right." 
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It was clear that Mort stood for something greater. "A lot of people have got 
this Taiapure thing tangled up and fired up, claiming this and charging that. People on 
both sides could ruin a good thing with a few wrong words. What we seem to forget is 
that we are all family. We should be fighting for the same thing. If you're living in this 
community, then you should get behind it because we're all one. I honestly think that 
the Maoris with that marae committee are trying to bring the community back and I 
think they are doing a good job. It's not the first time they've reached out either. My 
Danish Father-- who voted here and served in the 1914-1918 War-- was buried at the 
marae burial grounds at the offering of the local Maori. You've got to go back to the 
old way of trusting one another and you've got to pull together to make this work, as 
far as I can see." 

"If you were an army, you'd be overtaken with a weak link. But if you get all 
the draft horses together, you're much stronger. It's about understanding each other. 
We used to feel apart of it. I think you now have to put it in bold letters: everybody has 
got to be one and until you get there you're going to get undertow! If you all pulled 
together as one, you could work anything out. You -- with the whole voice of the place 
-- can march up the steps of parliament and get everything you want. What's more, it 
will all be right at home as long as the community is as a unified people." 

At the end of my visit, Mort took me outside to see his garden. All the plots 
appeared majestic and humble at the same time. While each area had its colorful 
flowers and creative cropping, it all was interwoven in a special way. "This is my 
peaceful place," he shared. And after a quiet moment in mauri ora and before I drove 
away from his home and out from the community at large, he said: "combine the 
Pakeha contribution with the Maori way of being, and the sky is the limit." 
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IX 
PROMISE 

OF BRINGING HOME NATIVE CULTURE 
AND DEMOCRATIC CITIZENSHIP 

Whether or not democracy comes of age and native cultural ways awaken in the 
civilization before us is a matter for human nature. It will depend on optimism or 
cynicism, consciousness or forgetfulness, living or dying, loving or hating, action or 
apathy. There is urgency and destiny to our answer. If we abort the growth of this 
team-work, indigenous cultures could become utterly alienated and the western world 
may fatally jeopardize the life-supporting environment and lose its soul in the process. 
The rise of new technology can be a boon to our maturity through networking and the 
worldwide exchange of ideas, but it does not excuse us from answering this calling: to 
soar as humanity willingly at peace on earth. 

RESULTS 

At a local level and nationwide in New Zealand an infrastructure has been in place and 
is amassing to generate the combination of human and environmental well-being. 
Arising from heritage are remnants of a profound native relationship in the natural 
world. Developing in modern law, in light of society's wider population and multiple 
world views, are avenues for preserving and enhancing this relationship for upcoming 
generations. Underway are community regimes enabling the local people and 
environment to flourish for the time being. New Zealand has dynamic potential -
found in the past, existing at present and available in the future -- for cross cultural and 
ecological cooperation to occur, yet, unfortunately, New Zealanders have not fulfilled 
this promise of a lifetime. 

Local Level 

The Taiapure-local fishery epitomizes New Zealand's unrealized possibilities. 
Cultural, political and environmental pillars for the success of this cooperative are 
glaring. Culturally, a way is being offered to revive kaitiakitanga, a guardianship of the 
natural order to which mana whenua and kaumatua have been accustomed. This pivotal 
tikanga relationship integrates spirituality, consciousness and physical experience in the 
communal treatment of wildlife, habitat, water flows and nature's other elements. In 
this case, creating anew such association of heritage stands to "improve peoples 
feelings about the coast" and humankind's place there. Politically, tenets of a just and 
liberal society are being upheld in the regime's legal framework. While tangata whenua 
are respected, all people are allowed to disapprove or be collectively involved in the 
Taiapure management including members of the wider community as well as 
recreational and commercial fishermen. To reiterate the law applying in Karitane, "I 
don't care if the members are black, green, yellow or polka-dotted, as long as they have 
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something to contribute and as long as they love the coast." Environmentally, what is 
arising is a practical and metaphysical means of replenishing the local fishery. With 
official recognition, by entrusting in-shore/estuarine fisheries management to the local 
people, and as long as there is a shared sense of adherence to standards, it is generally 
agreed that areas in the Taiapure will be selectively spelled, "more eyes will be kept on 
it," and thus a relative safe haven and more careful use will be fostered. 

Considering the benefits these cooperating pillars serve, it is baffling, but 
telling, that there is internal resistance to the Taiapure rather than resolute enthusiasm. 
Instituting customary and novel ways to replenish local fisheries with cross cultural 
community management is a matter of well-being. Not doing this and opting for the 
status quo means further privatization and centralization of in-shore and estuarine 
fisheries. It should be remembered that 150 years ago, large scale trade in and 
competition for whales "made them shun the inhospitable waters of New Zealand" and 
so went the once prosperous whaling market and occupation. The chance is fleeting but 
there is still time to provide hospitable grounds for the fish in estuaries and along the 
coast by local people of those places. To do so offers coastal communities a source of 
sustenance and self sufficiency even amidst times of hardship; it also supports a 
balanced way for ongoing and interactive recreational enjoyment, commercial livelihood 
and traditional mana. Merely retaining the current system may exclusively give short
term gratification to one or each of these interests but does not enable collective 
determination by coastal residences nor ensure long-term involvement if the fish shun 
the waters there. Refusing community endeavors engendering hospitality in local 
fisheries reflects the failure to get along as a nation. 

Nationwide 

New Zealand is a duality in terms of its environment and cultural relationships. 
It features unprecedented wildlife and wilderness protection with nearly a quarter of the 
country conserved. Also on face value, diversity is becoming impressive with people 
of European origin, Maori descent, and Asian and Pacific backgrounds, not to mention 
visitors or immigrants from all around the world. This combined setting is remarkable, 
but behind the scenes, in many instances, lurks behavior of a backward nation. 
Conservation lands may be kept clean, but there are grave indicators of environmental 
neglect where people conglomerate. Take Dunedin, for example, where the proud 
saying is that "It's all right here;" this fine balance is in jeopardy by the Grade E water 
that people drink, the untreated sewage that flows out at the wonderful coast and by the 
pollution spewing out of the factories along the Otago Harbour during non-daylight 
hours. The cultural interaction of New Zealand, as showcased between Maori and 
westernized society, is also two-faced. While some acknowledgment is given to the 
historic imbalances of colonization, many people now feel angry, even petrified, that 
the pendulum is swinging in the opposite direction -- expressed as Maori gains at the 
expense of the wider citizenry. New Zealanders of distinguished cultural identities are 
tending to spread hysteria, point fingers, cast lines of separation, and indignantly retain 
splintering lifestyles instead of coexisting with each other and the environment that 
surrounds them. 
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Is the nation summoned by where it came from, its roots of creation, or have the 
people forgotten these evolving foundations? Do Pakeha realize that Maori kaupapa 
(first principles) of kinship with the natural world includes them and all humankind in 
the greater relationship? Do the European descendants remember that when they first 
settled in New Zealand, they would have been hard-pressed to survive if it were not for 
Maori offerings? Do Maori realize that westernized institutions of legislation and law, 
not to mention education, have incrementally accommodated their cultural identities and 
environmental interests, and have shown a proclivity for expansive jurisprudence on the 
basis of tikanga ideology? By realizing their mutuality in these ways, New Zealanders 
can "re-learn to get along." This does not mean reactivating a prehistoric existence or 
recalling a dated time of cultural hegemony when citizens were seemingly one people, 
yet Maori were punished for (and understandably shied away from) speaking their 
language. Neither is this a call for reverse acculturation or for bi-culturalism at the 
exclusion of other ethnic, racial or national identities. Rather it is about manifesting in 
civil society an attitude of love, of service to humanity and the sustaining environment, 
and of respect for all life and its creative energy; more simply in te reo, it is a matter of 
tapu. Taiapure-local fishery is a means to apply this attitude throughout New Zealand 
coastal communities. Vehicles also exist in environmental and cuturallaw to extend the 
working principles in taking care of estuaries and watersheds inland. Beyond those 
domains, "the sky is the limit." The deciding moment as a nation "comes down to 
motivation," as the young man from Otago University and his sister at Victoria can 
vouch and as Danyon Loader voiced upon arriving home with two gold medals: "when 
I get into the water. . .I just try and do my best. I have always said that it's the reflection 
on other people's faces that makes me happy." 

OPPORTUNITIES 

Collaboration as cultures in concert with the environment summons challenges and 
responsibilities and, if met, promises to be invigorating. Although threatened by 
powerful forces, there are opportunities to make it work. Most of this thesis is 
dedicated to those opportunities, focusing on New Zealand as an exemplar: the ample 
signals of togetherness from its tribal heritage, potent memory of shared history in the 
post-contact period, developing legal and political institutions of inclusiveness, and 
compelling community trials underway. Each of these imperfect bases offer insights 
and experiences from which to consider cooperation, as the preceding chapters 
demonstrate. In unison, these dynamics provide a testing ground for interactively 
enhancing native culture and citizenship and fostering a more harmonious coexistence. 

Worldwide Foundations for Cooperation 

In the wider international setting, New Zealand's model, while special in its 
own right, is not devoid of identification. As with numerous other peoples at places all 
around the world, opportunities for cultural and environmental cooperation abound. To 
begin with, Maori tribes, while offering singular heritage relationships and customs, are 
not alone in their integral epistemologies of the natural world and their communal ways 
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of belonging. Indigenous cultures in many countries are noted for their world views 
and lifestyles of connectedness (Knudston and Suzuki, 1992). Such "Native 
knowledge and spiritual values are not simply 'natural resources' (in this case 
intellectual ones) for non-Natives to mine, manipulate, or plunder. They are and 
always will be the precious life-sustaining [traits] ... of First Peoples ... and [reflect] 
ancient and irreplaceable maps suggesting possible paths to inner as well as ecological 
equilibrium with the wider, ever-changing world" (19). For example, Koyukon 
Indians of sub-Arctic Alaska speak of "Kk'adonts'dnec," a distant time "in which 
everything -- all things human and natural -- in this world is rooted" (29). For 
Australian Aborigines such as the Yarralin community, "Dreaming .. .is an enduring 
model for, and celebration of life as it is lived in the present and the source which 
makes possible all .. .life in its variety, particularity and fecundity" (39). For the !Kung 
Bushman of southern Africa, as for many indigenous people, communal and natural 
"consciousness is not, of course, purely ideological; it arises from concrete, daily 
requirements of survival. .. and gives their lives meaning" (68). In essence, as Hopi in 
Hotevilla, Arizona believe with reticence today, 

The things that were created and given to us are all very precious. We are to protect 
and use all these precious things wisely, and to share them in order to keep harmony 
among all people. But we are forgetting these things, making the search for peace 
extremely difficult. We fear that mankind has gone too far and forgotten too much to 
find this peace ... Peace can come to the world only through an honest, non-violent 
relationship with the indigenous people, who are ... caretakers of life (Tawangyona, 
1983). 

Natural and indigenous cultural domains have been gravely mistreated in the 
expansion of western civilization. As one of many countries in the midst of such 
disruption, New Zealand was at least directed by the Treaty of Waitangi in 1840 and 
subsequent law of an interactive nature. The cross-cultural institutional developments -
despite the wake of colonialism, contradictions of ethnocentrism, and disregard for 
other life -- have offered insurance for common ground. Similar legal and political 
frameworks for cooperation are not uncommon in other Commonwealth countries and 
western developed nations (McHugh, 1996). For example, Canada has gone a legal 
step further than New Zealand and given constitutional basis to its indigenous people. 
Canada's 1982 Constitution Act (s35-l) provides that the "existing aboriginal and treaty 
rights of aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby recognized and affirmed," which 
makes the legislative, federal and provincial governing powers limited by, and the 
Crown accountable for, those rights (305). This has since been qualified in the 1990 
Sparrow case by allowing government interference on the grounds of conservation 
only. Less diligent but still a way forward, is the Australian framework set out in the 
Mabo case whereby a "common law doctrine might in future assert a prominent role in 
the political terrain of Aboriginal claims," perhaps relating to the Doctrine of Crown 
Fiduciary Duty (309-312). Denmark is much more progressive, due to the legal 
development that "Greenland Inuit have ... emerged as the epitome of indigenous 
peoples' autonomy and internal self determination, especially with regard to mineral 
rights" (Poynton, 1996, 54) .. Ahead of all these countries, the United States has 
provided supreme legality to indigenous peoples and recognition of their inherent 
rights, beginning in the mid-19th century. "American Indian law proceeds from the 
supposition that the tribes retain a residual sovereign status," most notably the power of 
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self government on reservations and rights to land (304) including subsurface 
resources, water and inhabiting wildlife. In addition, "American courts tended 
to ... [promulgate] the view that wildlife belonged ... to all people in common by the very 
law of nature itself" (McCay, 1987, 202). 

These legal institutions are impressive for enabling some form of peaceful 
coexistence within a nation, but they pale in comparison with the advent of democracy. 
This New World tradition has offered unparalleled opportunity for human cooperation, 
as evident in Volume II of Democracy in America by Alexis de Tocqueville. The 
English version of his treatise was published with an important preface by John Stuart 
Mill saying, that democracy is both inevitable and desirable, 

but desirable only under certain conditions, and those conditions capable by human 
care and foresight, of being realized, but capable also of being missed. The progress 
and ultimate ascendancy of the democratic principle has, in his eyes, the character of a 
law of nature. Like other great powers of nature, the tendency, though it cannot be 
counteracted, may be guided to good. Man cannot turn back the rivers to their source; 
but it rests with himself whether they shall fertilize or lay waste his fields ... The 
probable effects of democracy upon human well-being, and upon whatever is best and 
noblest in human character, appear toM. de Tocqueville extremely formidable. But 
with as much of wise effort as it is not irrational to hope for, most of what is 
mischievous in its tendencies may, in his opinion, be corrected; and its natural 
capacities of good so far strengthened and made use of (ix). 

Democracy and the democratic principle, more than any other new world development, 
offer the longevity, receptiveness and power of free will for adherents to genuinely join 
forces with those of native cultures seeking human balance in the natural order. 

Indicators ·of Viability 

New Zealand's Taiapure-local fishery arrangement is exceptional because of the 
formal democratic opportunity -- sanctioned in law -- given to indigenous people and 
the wider citizenry of a community for collective stewardship of the local environment. 
This dynamic combination of native culture and democratic spirit -- featuring local 
determination and government facilitation, customary nature relationships and modern 
resource management, free-enterprise and common purpose -- has the promise of 
viability. In the arena of in-shore and estuarine fisheries, as in other ecosystems, 
independent features of this greater cooperation have internationally proven merit. In 
the paper entitled "Custom and Complexity --Marine Tenure and Fisheries Management 
[in the] Solomon Islands" (Huiding and Baines, 1996, 84), it is shown that, 

Customary marine tenure systems like the one operating in Marovo, allowing for 
continuous policy adaptation and building not just on local autonomy and self 
reliance but also on detailed knowledge of the coastal marine environment and day-to
day monitoring of resource bases, offer potential for appropriate self-regulation of 
fishing effort, for fisheries co-management, and for direct local-level resolution of 
resource use conflicts. 

The performance of three fisheries cooperatives in Turkey parallels features of 
the Taiapure (Berkes, 1992). Having a "folk hero" at the helm, or a well-respected 
leader like Mita Carter who initiated the Taiapure in Palliser Bay, is said to be a key 
reason for the early success of the Tascuna fishing cooperation at the Eastern 
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Mediterranean locality (173). But, much like the breakdown of Karitane's gentlemen's 
agreement, without instituting communal rules of moderation "the system [in Tascuna] 
collapsed later when trawlers obtained legal rights to fish in the bay and within the 3-
mile limit" (180). Initially resembling the local management design suggested by Mort 
Curtis and others in Karitane, the Turkish coastal community, Alanya has successfully 
enacted a system of "innovative spacing" and rotation which "gives each fisherman an 
equal opportunity at the best sites" (170). Camlik Lagoon was deemed the "most 
stable" of the fisheries cooperatives in Turkey, mainly because three relevant principles 
were in place. Firstly, like Taiapure, "mechanisms for establishing use rights and 
membership are legally defined" and "its local rules ... have ... a legal basis" (180). 
Secondly, "the rules of membership allow no discrimination on an ethnic basis but do 
allow for residency requirements in the local community" (169). Lastly, regarding the 
management participants, "all are active fishermen" (170). 

These criteria have complementary attributes evident in other cooperative 
resource-domains. In Oukaimedene, Morocco a collective mountain pasture and 
harvest site called Agdal has been deemed sustainable largely because of uses other than 
resource extraction or grazing, and especially due to the sacred nature of the place. This 
latter trait resembles the Taiapure potential for spiritual association and cultural usage 
other than mere harvesting. In Japan, some traditional common lands called Iriaichi 
have endured the test of time partly because of strict rules within the cooperative for 
failing to contribute labor: "Laziness was not rewarded" and was even penalized by loss 
of shares in the resources or proceeds (McKean, 1992, 88). This point is made more 
generally as good performance in a commons -- consisting of equity and efficiency -- is 
likely to arise when everyone is compelled to make a contribution and gives a 
substantial input (Ostrom, 1992, 311). Another strength of the Iriaichi in Japan, which 
offers a model for retaining more young people in New Zealand coastal communities, is 
that "the job [of patrolling and keeping vigil for poachers] was considered one of the 
most prestigious and responsible [tasks] available to a young man" (McKean, 1992, 
82). The final international success story to note, in light of the Taiapure, is the Maine 
in-shore lobster fishery whereby "community mutual forbearance allows 'locals' to 
leave their gear safely" and ensures the enforcement of communal rules (Oakerson, 
1992, 53)1. 

CHALLENGES 

The indicators and opportunities for viable cultural and environmental cooperation -
shown on a local level, the national basis and the worldwide scale in the thesis -- are 
important but must not be seen in isolation. Grave and mammoth challenges lurk and, 
if not tackled head on, will lessen the prospect of harmony. Evoking Mohandas K. 
Gandhi, it was reported in his nation that "we shall know each other better when the 
mists have rolled away" (Young India, April20, 1921). It follows, to help this come to 

1 An extensive bibliography has been published on the subject of making environmental cooperatives work: 
by Fenton Martin (1992)Common Pool Resources and Collective Action: A Bibliography. Vol. 2. 
Bloomington: University of Indiana. 
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pass, and to bridge native culture and democratic citizenship, we should know the mists 
better. 

Materialistic, Individualistic and Capitalistic Identities 

A grandson, trying to relate to the widespread cultural dynamics of western 
civilization, reflected on the experience and outlook of his relatives who had emigrated 
to Canada from Japan. About his grandparents, he wrote that 

the strange new place represented opportunity. Land to them was a commodity, a 
resource to be bought, exploited, developed, and sold. It was only temporarily 
occupied until circumstances or accumulated wealth allowed them to move along. 
My grandparents had no sense for the sacredness of the land, as they might of had in 
Japan. They were too busy making a living. Today those perceptions and values 
passed down to me through my parents are part of the accepted ethos of the dominant 
society (Suzuki, 1992, xxii). 

While some would identify with this passage, there is an even more overwhelming 
consideration: 

We talk about it as a sense of place, implying somehow if we could just go back to 
the ancestral acre, to that place where we were born and relate to it in a mystical way, 
this would solve all our problems. But we leave out the people part of it...Many 
people feel rootless because in fact they have been uprooted -- they have moved from 
one place to another. .. Other people feel lonely, isolated, and alienated because in their 
own society processes are taking place that produce results. Our very emphasis on 
individualism has led to a certain isolation of individuals within mass 
society ... [W]e've got to start thinking about the ways in which we relate to people, 
not just the ways we are plugged into the productive system ... as producers and 
consumers. 

We hear an enormous amount of rhapsodizing around election time about 
how communities will hang together...But the systems this society sets up actually 
thwart people's attempts to fulfill their very human desires for connection (Maybury
Lewis, 1992, 281). 

In the prevalent democratic and capitalist societies, there are no grandiose 
schemes or systemic plots to abandon or isolate us without our admission. We the 
people are a refection of the systems in place. None are out of reach, off-limits or out 
of our control. We must not fool ourselves or allow others to deceive us on this point. 
What is unfolding is our prevalent culture at work. The essence of what we stand for 
and that which we choose to ignore define the nation in which we live and the life we 
lead. We obscure our identity by hiding in or distancing ourselves from the hugeness 
of our artifice. Troubled, we either seek refuge within this sheltered confine or thereon 
we place blame as though we are somehow detached from its activity. These polar 
tendencies distract us from the very personal and specially collective challenge of facing 
up to ourselves and living in balance. 

Materialism is one of the most pressing matters to address if we are to aspire to 
peaceful coexistence among cultures within nature. It has been said that reaching 
common ground "requires a higher simplicity and renunciation than the people are today 
prepared for" (in Devanesen, 1969, 389). We are consciously avoiding these changes 
and choosing, instead, to concentrate on our lifestyles of consumption, comfort and 
gratification. These preferences are not imposed on us. We embrace them to keep 
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preoccupied, to get ahead or to not be still in what seems to the restless eye as 
emptiness alone. We also desensitize ourselves to the implications of materialistic 
choices and behavior because it is easier to live that way. These habits of denial 
escalate the challenge and further distance us from resolution. 

Individualism is another barrier we need to go beyond, but its hold on us is 
tight. Some keep to themselves because they feel there is no one else to turn to. Then it 
is the challenge for others to show the lonely people that they may join in and can count 
on teamwork. For the majority of individuals, though, there is pride in personal 
achievement and the self centering that goes along with it. Western society tailors to 
such private drives of its members, even at the expense of the common good. 

These individuals, and corporate and bureaucratic cultures which support and nurture 
them, have grown used to being able to exercise power in ways which produce 
unevenness, inequality and unsustainability. For them, entrenched patterns of 
injustice have become invisible. Comfortable with the mantle of power, they are 
part of a mythic landscape in which interests of this company or that industry sector 
have become synonymous, even congruent, with the national interest (Howitt, 
Connell and Hirsch, 1996, 21). 

A pivotal challenge is to realize that as sovereign individuals, abiding only by the laws 
society has made, not only are we limiting our potential but we are also disrespecting 
life around us. 

Notions of Freedom and Equality 

Our conception of freedom must mature, grow more encompassing, and 
become more essential if we are to reach an honest state of well-being. Rather than 
focus on well-rounded conceptions, the prevailing view of freedom centers on 
individual right to financial prosperity, liberal pursuit of economic advantage, and 
possession of private property. It is evident that capitalism and materialism have 
become the central organizing principles of the majority of free democratic societies. 
Only to the extent that the people will it should such a preoccupation arbitrate 
democracy and freedom. Otherwise, we have regressed to the monarchical and 
aristocratic ways of the old world when "the transactions of business opened a new 
road to power and the financier rose to a station of political influence in which he was at 
once flattered and despised" (de Tocqueville, 1961, x). Under this scenario, 
democracy is a wolf in sheep's clothing. The reality, though, is that the majority of us 
are wolves involved in the restless pursuit of wealth and granting adherents societal and 
political influence in hierarchical fashion. "[L]eft to the mere habits and instincts of a 
commercial class, we shall have a tyranny of the majority ... Any counterbalancing 
power can henceforth exist only by the sufferance of the commercial class; but that it 
should tolerate some such limitation, we deem as important that it should not itself be 
held in vassalage" (Mill, 1840, li). 

This predicament may be acceptable within the liberal rules of a democratic 
society, but when laissezfaire culture is excessively out of phase with the natural order 
of living things it is intolerable. The establishment's power players and followers that 
overly consume from, capitalize off and monopolize on nature's entities are in effect 
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free-riding on the life-force that sustains only so much. The Desana tribe of the 
northern Amazon consider the sun -- much like Maori notions of Tane and mauri -- as 
"boga," the source of "a fixed quantity of energy that flows eternally between man and 
animal, between society and nature." Theirs is a 

world in which all forms of life -- not just human beings -- necessarily draw upon a 
single reservoir of solar energy for their survival...The Desana believe that the 
quantity of energy being fixed, man must remove what he needs only under certain 
conditions and must convert this particle of 'borrowed' energy in a form that can be 
re-incorporated into the circuit. .. [H]e sees inherent in this system a mandate to human 
beings to 'borrow' no more than they absolutely require from these precious, primal 
flows and to give back to the great system ... gifts comparable to what they have been 
given (in Knudtson and Suzuki, 1992, 60). 

Money should not give us privilege over nature's order and indigenous ways. When 
freedom is reduced to free-riding on these living domains we are lost. 

Freedom could be more brave than our manipulations might suggest. The 
Taiapure may take on this challenge by making liberalism more compatible with laws of 
nature. For those involved, the local-fishery provides an essential prosperity-- that of 
feeding community members, stimulating employment and enjoyment, and providing 
for posterity. Yet the Fishing Industry Board used their legal expertise to marginalize 
Taiapure and, deaf to 'enough is enough', has more recently held up Taiapure 
implementation -- on the assumption that there will be moderation within these areas -
in order for their take to be expanded elsewhere. For Taiapure that have not yet begun, 
such infringement poses a definite problem. But for those underway, it is generally 
considered that "rational individuals are not inclined to relinquish institutional 
arrangements that have promoted survival, even if survival has not been especially 
comfortable" (Runge, 1992, 33-35). Never-the-less, liberal rights of society should 
not ordain us to infringe on such basic and fundamental principles as "the notion central 
to the hard-won custom and law of the commons in fishing that 'every man has the 
right to make a living from the sea"' (in McCay, 1987, Ch. 9). Our disposition and 
intuition may tell us this much and teach us more that some truths remain self-evident. 

Equality of opportunity and freedom are tenets of democracy, yet we have not 
met the challenge their mutuality demands. To do this we must open the doors to 
multiculturalism, which is to say that ours is not the only way nor the trump card but 
part of a bigger picture of human transformation. In this quest, we also need to trust 
and be trustworthy, both of which pose most serious questions about our readiness for 
the time being. We will have to more fully internalize and be more constantly aware of 
the intrinsic notion that all of us are born with natural, God-given rights amidst our 
distinguishing qualities and diversity of attributes. At the same time we will need to 
help others to pursue their utmost calling to the best of their abilities. But, for various 
reasons, these propositions make us fearful. We tend to shy away from them, feeling 
more secure in our own, closely known and dominant frameworks. The loss of control 
implied in mingling cultural world views scares us and the prospect of losing our 
bearings in tandem makes us nervous, so we often choose to go it alone within our 
particular ethnicity or epistemology. But "we should not cling to our beliefs and close 
our minds to outside influences, merely because they make us feel uncomfortable" 
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(Maybury-Lewis, 1992, 278). We do not grow up as broad-minded, experienced and 
inspirational people clinging to familiar little worlds. 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

If we are to step out and reach the common ground of native culture and democratic 
citizenship, not only are there serious challenges to face, as indicated above, there are 
also responsibilities to be met by public officials, indigenous peoples and the wider 
citizenry. 

Public Officials 

The legislators, executives and judges of democratic governments have the 
political responsibility to aim always for balance rather than tailoring to the 
establishment's notion of freedom at the expense of equality of opportunity -- the latter 
being constantly threatened by free-riders well equipped to pervade. The agents of 
government are entrusted to mediate, moderate, preserve and enforce common interests 
over majority or minority interests. To the extent of separation of church and state, 
financial contribution should be divorced from political influence, as it obstructs the 
equilibrium of equity and liberty as well as defeats the more sound notion of 
meritocracy based on opportunities, abilities and ideas. Government is to be 
accountable in a limited way to defend the common good by enabling freedom and 
fairness to gel. To be dutifully progressive in this way, government agents will need to 
mold the political institution and its lawful framework for society around the 
anticipation that "the future belongs to a world where people are going to be much more 
willing to live and let live, to coexist in states where interethnic relations are a matter of 
multiculturalism and tolerance for other peoples' ways of life" (Maybury-Lewis, 1992, 
270). 

Government employees, limited by this maxim, are responsible always to the 
people. In being their faithful servant, they should be committed to empowering them 
rather than the other way around. Like parenting, to do this best means nurturing the 
variety of peoples' ultimate dreams and carefully providing them the opportunity to soar 
to their heart's content. This will mean not telling them how or where to fly, but 
enabling them to forge for themselves and so foster in them a reciprocal sense of 
responsibility as citizens. Devolution is essential in the development of citizenship and 
for environmentalism to take shape. Devolving management authority to cross-cultural 
communities and neighborhoods so that they may collectively determine the most 
suitable ways of interaction within local environments is mandatory if the people are to 
actualize democracy and properly take care of the natural world in their vicinity. More 
than any predetermination and dictation, their collective trials lead to the mutual 
development of liberty and equity and to human temperament within the environment. 
Preparing people to be the custodians of natural and cultural domains should be the aim 
of government to the point where performance is verified by the competent 
determination of local people followed by community disenfranchisement of 
controlling central government regimes. 
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The Taiapure, where indigenous people and the wider citizenry collaborate in 
the environmental management of the local fishery, is an excellent arrangement to carry 
out these kinds of responsibilities. The model should be emulated for other residential 
and natural domains, such as fresh water flows and forestry, as well as for investments 
in human services, such as education and health. Making such arrangements effective 
will initially require government to clarify information about community regimes and to 
provide administrative support during their developmental phase. Ample adjustment 
time needs to be given for implementation so that community members and user groups 
can become more comfortable with their new responsibilities. Government must not 
abandon its own responsibilities, as New Zealand's government has tended to do with 
Treaty claim settlements, unless or until indigenous peoples and the wider citizenry 
have shown they can effectively cooperate. 

Enabling common purpose while providing for flexibility is of utmost 
importance in the appropriate rise of communal institutions and development of local 
cultural and natural affairs. "The trick is to develop concepts that develop key attributes 
shared broadly by the commons in its many manifestations and that take on different 
values from one circumstance to another" (Oakerson, 1992, 42). "The idea of local and 
regional co-management of resources ... [and] co-management regimes cannot be 
predetermined ... [ or] standardized ... [Rather it is essential to have] a degree of diversity 
in decolonized indigenous spaces that reflects inputs from indigenous peoples and from 
those with whom they share ... territories, and the nation-states of which they are equal 
citizens" (Howitt, Connell and Hirsch, 1996, 22). "The search for appropriate 
institutional responses must respect both the traditions and constraints of local needs in 
specific environments" (Runge, 1992, 35). At the same time, planners must consider 
how "[p]opulation pressure, world or local market opportunities, and changing 
production technologies will influence the type of management structure local people 
will prefer [and how these changes] shape demands for new institutional arrangements" 
(Thomson, Feeny and Oakerson, 1992, 155). The parameters, rules of governance and 
ways of interaction making up native culture and citizenship cooperatives should be 
locally agreeable to and adjustable by the people and the environmental conditions of the 
place as well as adaptable to demographic change. 

Indigenous Peoples 

Mindful that ways of demonstrating responsibility are up to them to determine, 
and considering the choice of cooperation in their court to embrace or not, it is 
recommended that indigenous peoples be wisely directed by visions of peace rather than 
to act on contentious anxiety from past injustice. This is a tall order because it is 
understandable that resentfulness lingers from the experience of colonization and more 
present abuses of power. But being hostile and retributive, based on these negative 
phenomena, merely makes the reactive people agents of the same dark energy 
consuming the aggressors in the first place. The more courageous and intrinsic way is 
to vigorously help uplift moribund imbalances to higher levels of harmony. In the 
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words of Lil'wat Ruby Dunstan, former administrative chief of the Lytton Indian Band 
from British Columbia, 

Our elders tell us we have to do more than save what is left of our traditional 
homelands. We need to contribute to an over-all change of mind ... so that human
kind can begin to initiate strategies which will preserve and sustain the environment 
all cultures and nations share (within a speech presented at the Globe 90 Conference 
on Business and the Environment, Vancouver, March 1990) . 

To responsibly carry out the vision of cultural collaboration within the shared 
environment, indigenous peoples should carefully draw upon sources of integrity in 
their heritage, participate in and advance public institutions of inclusiveness often found 
in environmental law, and join with a diverse civic society in the management of 
common resources. On the primary point, it is essential that heritage -- the tradition of 
ancestors, the cherished custom of the people, the pivotal domain of culture -- is 
diligently upheld and not haphazardly squandered among their own members. The 
economic condition of indigenous peoples at times may be desperate compared with the 
rest of developed world populations and, understandably, can lead them to renege on 
their tribal past in favor of newfangled security. In this way, despite the immediate 
gratification and more comfortable horizon that may arise, timeless flows of well-being 
are forsaken. It is unwise to sell out heritage rights as well as memory and hope of an 
alternative world for a short-term stake in a disagreeable one. A more progressive and 
customary way is to adapt to the living situation in the time being and simultaneously to 
mend it in accordance with congenital life-forces. With honesty, consistency and 
exemplary observance, heritage can be a powerful ally in this work. If residually 
preserved in settlements, if reserved for tribal and public education, and if used 
sparingly in the face of popular pressure and personal gain, authentic ways of cultural 
and communal interaction within the natural world can integrally spring forth (Jacobs, 
1994, 187-191). 

Pressing for public institutions, laws and legislation to be more culturally open
minded and environmentally encompassing is another responsible way to foster 
cooperation. In this sense, it is important to identify political and legal rights and to 
practice them, even in the midst of accusations of special treatment. Indigenous peoples 
are estimated to be only four percent of total population, but represent over ninety 
percent of the cultural diversity in the world (Howitt, 1996, 10). They are honorably 
unique -- not identical to the overwhelming majority -- and in so being merit privileges 
and protections under the law. A certain pride in their dynamic identity, a persistent self 
respect, and a resilience for cultural survival as indigenous people, are enduring traits 
(in Malinowski, 1995, xviii; Time, October 1992, No. 42) which serve them and their 
nations well. On one hand, given the expenditure of effort by indigenous peoples to 
develop public means of tolerance and respect, the onus is on society at large to be 
considerate, even appreciative, of this diversity and their singular ways of being, which 
is why every legislative provision for their maintenance and lawful recognition of their 
ways is helpful. On another level, it is up to indigenous peoples to make inroads into 
the realm of cross-cultural association beyond any political exclusivity and special 
legality. 
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Going to a level of sustenance beyond self determination and land reclamation is 
to call for and commit to native cultural and civic collaboration in environmental 
management regimes, as Maori have done with Taiapure. Espousing these kinds of 
cooperatives is a far-reaching act of fellowship and a responsible demonstration of 
community service. By developing these arrangements, and sticking with the ensuing 
relationships, indigenous people can move towards peaceful and rejuvenating 
coexistence with, rather than disengagement from, wider society and begin dissolving 
the stigma of tribalism. "When you live in relative isolation it's very difficult to have 
tolerant multiculturalist views about your relationship with all sorts of other people in 
the world" (Maybury-Lewis, 1992, 275) and, though stability may be maintained from 
within, it is hard to have broader understanding and less likely to grow wiser in this 
circumstance. Public engagement regarding the shared environment on the other hand, 
is a fundamental common ground in which indigenous cultures may gradually 
demonstrate their identity and trustworthiness. Without that essential demonstration 
amidst interaction over time, indigenous peoples' cooperative pursuits, environmental 
contributions and other key cultural influences over the wider society will be in vain. 
Exemplary leadership, perseverance and patience are in order for a joining and changing 
of minds to arise. 

Wider Citizenry 

There are several responsibilities this prominent audience must live up to in 
order to reach a thriving civil society in peaceful partnership with indigenous cultures 
and the environment. These revolve around a willingness to be receptive, a showing of 
respect, and a re-orientation of entrenched ways that are splintering. 

ways. 
Being receptive to native culture is critical but difficult for those set in their 

The 1st step is to accept the challenge to appreciate, acknowledge and respond to 
indigenous land and sea rights, cultural differences and the attendant implications for 
land, sea and natural and cultural resource management...such recognition will 
require ... [the wider citizenry] to confront their cultural biases about ... [indigenous] 
people ... [ as the latter] define, maintain and adapt their cultures and, more importantly, 
their relationships to their country (Jackson, 1996, 101). 

The laws, rights and political institutions that accommodate indigenous cultures should 
be regarded with gratitude by the wider citizenry for providing diversity and enabling a 
shared sense of purpose, rather than feared for their cultural implications. Cultural . 
biases are irresponsible when based on limited understanding, second-hand experience 
or insecure power plays of the status quo; these are indications of ignorance and 
domination that should be eradicated by unbiased, in-depth and humble learning. 

An important step in cultural collaboration is listening. The appropriate way of 
doing this seemingly simple task is to hear from the indigenous peoples themselves. 
Listen as they tell about their heritage, their struggles and opportunities in modern 
times, as well as their sources of strength, causes of hope and methods of aspiration. 
The experience will likely shed light on respectful differences and mutuality between 
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cultures. Furthermore, it will allow a diversity of understanding to develop and 
perhaps even a sense of empathy or self examination to arise (Maybury-Lewis, 1992, 
278). But in order for there to be fruition of cultural exchange, the wider citizenry must 
demonstrate respect for other ways of being. If this is not forthcoming then indigenous 
peoples will not divulge their cultural essence, and the barrier will be everyone's loss. 

A western citizen and scholar, who has listened respectfully to indigenous 
peoples, reflected on power in the developed world: 

For many people, the concept of empowerment is threatening, as it is understood as 
necessarily implying an increase in indigenous peoples' power to exercise control 
over non-indigenous populations ... This view reflects the mainstream view of power 
as the ability to coerce. In contrast, most indigenous claims assert a desire to stop 
other people from doing undesirable things to them, their communal property and 
collective futures. Unlike members of the dominant industrial society, few 
indigenous people would seek to impose their cultures onto others (Howitt, 1996, 
20). 

In taking the major next step of responsibility, the wider citizenry must temper 
the capitalist abuses of power. This can be done by the people's decisions made every 
day in all sorts of ways as to how we live (i.e. extravagantly or simply), what we live 
off (i.e. export commodities made in the creed of aggressive competitiveness or local 
goods and services reflecting community spirit), and what we live for (i.e. to get ahead 
or to come together). Essentially, the economy-- such a crucial part and central feature 
of all our existence -- must be humanized and brought into perspective within our 
common ideals and most basic virtues. It can be held together: "Economy is the basis 
of society. When the economy is stable, society develops. The ideal economy 
combines the spiritual and the material, and the best commodities to trade in are 
sincerity and love" (Ueshiba, 1992, 42). To instill the ideal, we must reorient our 
expansionist drives and contentious notions of economic growth. "In a sense, 
everybody believes in growth, and rightly so because growth is an essential feature of 
life. The whole point, however, is to give the idea of growth a quantitative 
determination; for there are always things that ought to be growing and many things that 
ought to be diminishing" (Schumacher, 1973, 157). Economic growth should be based 
on the intuitive judgment of whether or not each of its accolades fits into a natural and 
cultural balance. Harmony, over profit, needs to be the bottom line. 

The reorientation from an excessively laissezfaire culture towards harmonious 
natural and human relationship is a duty of all people and can be deemed as either 
unachievable change, if there is resistance in our hearts, or a forthcoming 
transformation if we believe in doing it. It does not have to be conceived as an 
overwhelming burden: rather, it can be welcomed as an invigorating, liberating and 
balancing act of humanity. We have solace in the manifestation of cultural symphonies 
that abound in our cumulative history and summons in our unrealized potential. 

Humankind possesses a vast store of knowledge and experience about how to live 
together in responsive communities. In our times, this knowledge has been 
dismissed as archaic or utopian, while capitalism and Communism alike focused on 
the individual and the state. The project for the new millennium will be to re
energize civil society, the space between the state and the individual where those 
habits of the heart flourish (Maybury-Lewis, 1992, 265). 
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PROMISES 

A vision of the sun setting on native and democratic communities in balance with the 
environment while rising for corresponding peaceful concerts in different parts of the 
world, could be the reality if we have the stamina to fulfill our promise: finding the 
synergy of old souls and youthful hearts, learning by action in association, and 
growing accustomed to living harmoniously. 

Old and Young 

People are the most valuable resource we have. In their memories, emotions, 
actions and dreams are the keys to a brighter future and the betterment of humankind. 
Elders and youth are capable of instilling a calm order in cultural and environmental 
relations. The former, full of cultural experience and replete with reflections of 
humanity, are poised to implant wisdom in subsequent generations. The latter are fresh 
into the world, receptive to nature and new ideas, and emotive with spontaneity. The 
linkage of such youthful and experienced personalities, which those aged in between 
are well-positioned to heed, offers a promising synergy that compels society's long
term investment. 

There are notable illustrations of native cultures joining the old and young for 
purposes of amelioration. One such instance is in northeastern British Columbia with 
the people called Dunne-za (Beaver). "During the transmission of sacred knowledge 
from one generation to the next, the Dunne-za elder and the tender Dunne-za youth 
circle around to touch one another. . .In the same way, the burning disk of the sun 
circles around to touch a different place on the horizon with each passing day." Also, 
when the "Dreamer. .. voyages to the unseen world of his ancestors, [he or she] then 
returns wiser" (in Knudtson and Suzuki, 1992, 149). Similarly, Maori throughout 
New Zealand are frequently aware of and deferential to their ancestors. In many of 
their cultural ways, the newest generations are in finest form when communing with 
those that have come before. In the Black Hills region of North Dakota, Dakota Sioux 
have a tradition in which boys enter manhood by a humbling journey in the outdoors to 
identify with the earth Mother, "four-leggeds, wingeds, the star people of the heavens 
and all things as relatives." Before embarking on the rite of passage, the boy meets 
with an elder who sends him off with these ceremonial words of good fortune: "0 
Waken-Tanka, grant that this young man may have relatives; that he may be one with 
the four winds, the four Powers of the world, and with the light of the dawn ... " (in 
Knudston and Suzuki, 1992, 172). 

There is an interactive relationship in this thesis which offers cross-cultural and 
inter-generational equilibrium within the natural world. Discovered in the 1st Taiapure 
community experience, the quadrature2 centers civil societies with native cultures, and 

2 Defined in the Concise Oxford Dictionary as "finding of square with area precisely equal to that of figure 
bounded by curve (esp. - of the circle); (aston.) one of two two pants in space or time at which moon is 90 
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the aged keepers of the past with youthful caretakers of the future. A meeting of this 
kind emanates magnetism in human nature. 

Education of Association 

We have so much to replenish and come to realize in order to be culturally 
balanced and in temperament with the environment. The primary thing to acknowledge 
is that we are acting in ways that are not reflective of our peaceful nature. Once we 
accept that, we can get on with the more promising assignment of learning to live in 
harmony. In this quest, the pedagogy and methodology are one and the same, 
revolving around the act of cultural association and the contribution of environmental 
service. 

One of the principles of this education is that it does not discriminate on the 
basis of wealth. All people, rich and poor alike, can actively take part in the founding 
tenets. As Gandhi said, "For me the value of it lies in the education that the masses will 
receive and the opportunity that the educated men and women will have of coming in 
close touch with the people" (in Brown, 1972, 92). It is as much about in-school 
learning as it is about education outside of school. The former, beginning at the pre
school level and extending to graduate school, must consistently provide equal 
opportunity in entrance to the institution and for participation in its classrooms, 
irrespective of the financial means of prospective students. The latter, informal and 
lifelong education, is certainly open to all and, in so being, is more fitting to the cause. 
Yet if attentive to the working principle, both arenas can be equally instrumental in 
raising consciousness via cultural interaction and environmental affairs. 

These two kinds of relationship are bound and cannot be properly understood in 
isolation. On one hand, as conveyed in the Declaration of the Tbilisi Conference in 
1977, 

Environmental education, properly understood, should constitute a comprehensive, 
lifelong education, one responsive to changes in a rapidly changing world. It should 
prepare the individual for life through an understanding of the major problems of the 
contemporary world, and the provision of skills and attributes needed to play a 
productive role towards improving life and protecting the environment with due regard 
given to ethical values. By adopting a holistic approach, rooted in a broad 
interdisciplinary base, it recreates an overall perspective which acknowledges the fact 
that natural environment and man-made environment are profoundly interdependent. 
It helps reveal the enduring continuity which links the acts of today to the 
consequences of tomorrow. It demonstrates the interdependencies among national 
communities and the need for solidarity among all mankind. Environmental 
education must look outward to the community. It should involve the individual in 
an active problem-solving process with the context of specific realities, and it should 
encourage initiative, a sense of responsibility and commitment to build a better 
tomorrow. By its very nature, environmental education can make a powerful 
contribution to the renovation of the educational process. 

On the other hand, cultural education is as important, if not more so, because 
our ways, more than anything else in the world, cause imbalances, and our gifts of 

degees from sun, position of heavenly body in relation to another 90 degrees away" (Fifth Edition, 1964, 
1002). 
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introspection and diversity, enable the promise of a graceful being. The former, a 
common human ability to feel, reflect, think and wonder, will be a powerful ally in 
forging peace if used properly, for the same has been its nemesis, as in the aftermath of 
splitting the atom -- creating with this knowledge weapons of mass destruction and 
proliferating them around the world. The latter, humanity's groupings based on a 
variety of attributes, identities and convictions, we all have a touch of in ourselves like a 
snowflake and this diversity also manifests around us. Without it we would have only 
a biased perspective of ourselves; we would be warped in accumulation of sameness; 
and we would be too inconsiderate to change, having only our familiar bearings to go 
by. With diversity, and through our proper treatment of it -- associating with other 
ways of being, comparing other value systems to those of our own, and experiencing 
mutual interaction with distinguished people, among other respectful interludes -
teaches humankind about its pure potentiality to get along with each other for all our 
sake and in order to reach compatibility with nature. 

In unison, cultural and environmental education leads to an understanding of 
harmony. But there is a major step, more aptly a hike, entailed to get from thinking 
about, sympathizing with, and conceiving in a way of being to living it. 

Habituating Harmony 

It is promising if we realize by experience 

that action can only be learned in action ... A child learns by a succession of 
trials ... What can be learned in schools is important, but not all important. The main 
branch of the education of human beings is their habitual employment, which must 
be either their individual vocation, or some matter of general concern, in which they 
are called to take part. The private money-getting occupation of [man] ... tends to 
fasten his attention and interest exclusively upon himself, and upon his family as an 
appendage of himself; making him indifferent to the public, to the more generous 
objects, and the nobler interests, and, in his inordinate regard for his personal 
comforts, selfish and cowardly. Balance these tendencies by contrary ones; give him 
something to do for the public ... and in that degree, his ideas and feelings are taken 
out of this narrow circle. He becomes acquainted with more varied business, and a 
larger range of considerations. He is made to feel that besides the interests that 
separate him from his fellow-citizens, he has interests which connect him with them; 
that not only the common weal is his weal, but that it partly depends on his 
exertions. Whatever might be the case in some other constitutions of society, the 
spirit of a commercial people will be, we are persuaded, essentially mean and slavish 
whenever public spirit is not cultivated by an extensive participation of the 
people ... nor will the desideratum of a general diffusion of intelligence among either 
the middle or lower classes be realized, but by corresponding dissemination of public 
functions, and a voice in public affairs ... The principle[ s] of local self government [ --] 
making the local liberties an instrument of educating the people .. .instructing to the 
people themselves ... accustoming the people not only to judge of particular facts, but 
to understand, and apply, and feel practically the value of principles [ --] would, we 
believe, be ... correctives to the inconveniences of democracy (Mill, 1840, xx-xxi). 

Thus it is that the experience of community governance -- more precisely 
referred to in our case as local determination by and environmental cooperation between 
indigenous cultures and civil societies -- itself, over time, teaches us to live 
harmoniously. This is why it is premature to say that Taiapure has ameliorated 
humanity and the environment, but also why it is valid to assert that it is a worthwhile 
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trial that Will demand patience and prudence. Sitting back idly while it is infringed upon 
in the near-term, or writing it off as too internally antagonizing, would be grave 
misjudgments and would not be giving it a realistic horizon to blossom freely, 
gradually, habitually and thus properly. Mill and de Tocqueville wrote about 
democratic cooperation in the early to mid 1800s, and today their concerns are still 
apparent, only partially and unevenly addressed, and their promises too, only 
sporadically if at all fulfilled. There is, however, remarkable development and 
endurance in the estimate that for the first time in history, more people on this planet 
live under democracy than dictatorship, largely due to the recent shift of the Soviet 
Union and Eastern European nations (New York Times, Feb. 5, 1997). These points 
suggest that freedom is compelling, but that responsibility in freedom is arduous and 
often put off for a later time. The native cultural and democratic citizenship 
cooperatives -- forming in communities and managing local environments -- can and 
must afford the experience of growing accustomed to concerted change and harmonious 
living. But these concerts cannot and must not be put off because of infesting 
irresponsibility. If dalliance and denial are their collective fate for the time being, both 
human energies, spirited democracy at work and native culture awake, and the mutual 
cause of harmony could perish. Indigenous peoples do not have time to spare as their 
numbers dwindle and cultures extinguish in tragic velocity (Davidson, 1994). Neither 
do democracies have time to be lackadaisical, as dictators wait in the wings and wolfish 
majorities lurk. As for harmony, every moment we are not there, or even worse move 
away, hurts our inherent well-being. 

The integral and reciprocal flourishing of democratic societies and indigenous 
cultures within the natural order may commence -- beyond the experience and discovery 
of joint local governance -- simply by the habit of sincerely giving back while we 
necessarily take from each other, the earth and its wild or domesticated inhabitants. For 
example, in a Cree tradition from the Canadian sub-Arctic, as in other indigenous 
cultures, "the responsible Waswanapi hunter has been instructed by his elders, the body 
of the animals he receives nourishes him, but the soul returns to be reborn again, so that 
when men and animals are in balance, the animals are killed but not diminished, and 
both men and animals survive" (in Knudston and Suzuki, 1992, 88). 

Building on this give and take relationship between indigenous people and 
wildlife, is a comparable reciprocity among human beings in society where 

individuals contribute (through mutual action or forbearance) to one another's welfare, 
but without an immediate quid pro quo as in exchange relationships ... [O]nly through 
a process of reciprocity can individuals realize the joint benefit of mutual 
restraint...[Furthermore, through contribution over time,] individuals learn what to 
expect from one another. What is ordinarily called joint action can be understood 
as ... the reciprocal interaction of individuals who jointly contribute to a common 
effort (Oakerson, 1992, 50)3. 

Neither the mainstream of westernized societies nor the heart of indigenous cultures 
have a monopoly on the capacity for reciprocity, which is why each can help each other 

3 It almost goes without saying that "Free-riding behavior erodes reciprocity .. .If reciprocity erodes, and is 
ultimately abandoned, mutually destructive competition or conflict follows" (50). 
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be stronger together, and do so by creating, over the course of interaction, the custom 
of giving and receiving in consonance. As Gandhi said, "we shall fail in our culture, 
we shall fall from our position if we do not do our duty that culture demands, if we do 
not respond to the hand that has been extended to us" (in Brown, 1972, 189). 

HOME 

No inordinate elaboration of this place is necessary: home is where we inherently 
belong. It is a state of being humbled and empowered at the same moment. The power 
is a spontaneous responsibility in freedom that we maximize in our self determination. 
The humility is an utter silence of the self in the midst of awesome life-generating 
powers of and abundantly diversified confluence in the universe. Convergence of these 
polar ways of being delivers peaceful and prosperous coexistence. 

This harmony is the cause for which the thesis is written. At the source, as 
Maori heritage reveals, "True isolation .. .is unknown; a chain of connection runs 
through all, from the lowest to the highest; and herein lies the key to the great 
advantages to be derived from a study ... of development of human culture" (Best, 1924, 
24). A method for reaching cultural well-being is shown in an old Maori aphorism: 

He ahi komau whenua, he tangata tohu tangata. 

(An earth buried fire, a hospitable person) 

The saying evokes the art of keeping a fire going at the village home. When coddled in 
the earth and nurtured by the local people, the embers stay warm and comforting for 
visitors and returning members of the tribe alike ( 1924, 151-157). By this century, for 
Maori and most indigenous peoples entangled in the expansion of western civilization, 
the cultural fire was buried over, but with residual conviction that it would be revived; 
as an old Maori man once said, mana will return one day when "Maori people will be 
able to turn their minds to anything" (in Beattie, 1994, 206). Tikanga 
environmentalism is a means and an aim to which we can all tum our minds, Maori and 
Pakeha in New Zealand, and indigenous peoples and democratic societies in other 
nations, alike. It is not culturally exclusive but rather, as Mita Carter and Mort Curtis 
articulated best, essentially inclusive of native culture and civil society. It is the epitome 
of flourishing in common ground. 

It is within every person and upon all of humankind to kindle it. Now or 
forever hold our peace it is time for us, together as cultures, and the whole of ourselves 
in body, mind, heart and human spirit, to rise through the mists -- of anxiety, 
confusion, restlessness and rootlessness from our own artifice -- and be at home. The 
calling is internal and all around. Our soul, that inner voice inside and the being that 
roams beyond the self, will inspire and lead us there. Gandhi deliberately spoke about 
"soul-force" (in Brown, 1972, 144). Maori were aware of "the universal soul of 
nature" (Best, 1982, 40). For the time being, we all have soulful embers to guide us, 
ally with, and adhere to. In cultivating these, the humble power of integrity will serve 
as our surest employment. In the precious time we share at our place on earth, being 
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committed to this honest labor and doing our best during this interactive work will 
naturally bring us home and natively enable us to keep the domain of belonging for 
perpetuity. 
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